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Technics Linear Tracking and Quartz Drive.
If your next turntable gives you less,
you're settling for less of a turntable.

To create a turntable with either linear tracking or
quartz drive is an achievement in itself. But to create a
turntable with both linear tracking and quartz drive
is pure Technics.

A Technics turntable with linear tracking gives you a
tonearm that moves straight across the record. The way
the record was originally cut. So you get none of the
distortion or tracking error that are so common with
conventional turntables.

Quartz drive is the most accurate drive system in the
world. That means the wow and flutter that plagues
conventional turntables is inaudible.

So Technics turntables, with both linear tracking
and quartz drive, deliver performance few turntables
anywhere can match.

The new Technics SL -J2 offers completely automatic
operation: automatic speed selection, automatic disc
size selection, automatic start, stop, return and more.
There are front -panel controls. Including a digital
display of the track number you're listening to. And
all of this technology has been placed in a turntable
about the size of a record jacket.

Technics turntables also feature the innovative
P -Mount plug-in cartridge system. For optimum tone-
arm/cartridge performance and ease of cartridge
installation.

So why settle for less. Explore the entire line of
Technics turntables at a dealer near you.

Technics
The science of sound

CIRCLE NO 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD



BULLETIN

by Gordon Sell and Christie Barter

PIONEER CD/VIDEO DISC PLAYER
Early in 1985, Pioneer will begin
selling a machine that will play
Compact Discs, 8 -inch and standard
LaserDisc video discs, and Laser -
Discs with new digital audio
soundtracks in addition to the
standard analog soundtracks. The
digital signal is frequency -modu-
lated on the lower 2 MHz of the
video bandwidth. The player, the
CLD-9000, will have four audio
output jacks, two for the stan-
dard CX-encoded analog LaserDisc
soundtrack and two for the output
of the CD and digital video -disc
circuitry. The drawer -loading
machine has a single semiconductor
laser pickup, but separate motors
for the LaserDisc and CD spindle
drives. The CLD-9000 is expected
to sell for between $1,000 and
$1,500. It does not do windows.
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TECH NOTES
Magnepan is suing Apogee Acoustics
for infringement of its patent for
a line -radiator -type ribbon trans-
ducer....dbx has ended distribu-
tion of dbx-encoded records and
tapes; watch for them in close-
out bins....The CBS/Sony Compact
Disc pressing plant located in
Terre Haute, Indiana, is expected
to be in production by the time
you read this....Pioneer has just
halved the price of its LD660
LaserDisc player to $299.95 in an
effort to stimulate sales of the
new 8 -inch, $10.99, music video
LaserDiscs....Radio Shack's new
catalog includes a stereo TV/SAP
receiver for $140 and a Beta Hi-Fi

VCR for $600....The 3M Company
predicts 50% of U.S. households
will have a VCR by 1990.

FROM THE LENNONS
The last televised interview of
John Lennon has been released on a
cassette by Karl Home Video of
Newport Beach, California, with
interviews of Lisa Robinson, the
journalist, and record producer
Jack Edwards, taped the day af-
ter Lennon's death in 1980. The
Lennon interview was taped in 1975
by the Tomorrow Show's Tom Snyder.
The suggested retail price is
$29.95....Atlantic Records has
signed Lennon's son by his first
marriage. Julian Lennon's first
album for the label, "Valotte,"
reached stores in mid -October.

FAVES WITHOUT FAVORITISM
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab, known
for its carefully remastered
audiophile pressings of pop/rock
classics, has taken a plunge into
opera. The two initial releases,
as recordings, are themselves
classics of the 70's --Herbert von
Karajan's La Boheme and Sir Georg
Solti's Carmen, both originally
released by London. But Mobile
Fidelity has been careful, too, in
taking no sides in the great -tenor
contest. Each of these recordings
stars one of the world's greatest
two. Luciano Pavarotti is the
Rodolfo in La Boheme, and Placido
Domingo is the Don Jose in Carmen.

SONY PORTABLE CD PLAYER
It weighs 11/2 pounds, is about 5
inches square and 11/2 deep, and it
will play a Compact Disc with a
sound quality equal to full-size
players. Sony says the player will
be in stores in time for Christmas
and will sell for around $300. The
as -yet -unnamed player (a source
says it will use the suffix 'man')
has a headphone jack and standard
line -level audio output jacks via
which it can be connected to any
audio system.
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The Ultimate in
Stereo Listening
Radio Shack's New
Advanced Technology
Compact Disc
Digital Audio Player
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TRt-SPOT PICK -LIP SERVO SYSTEM

CO -1000 COMPACT DISC DIGITAL AUDIO PLAYER

The Realistic® CD -1000 is the first truly revolu-
tionary audio product in more than a genera-
tion. Meeting the standards of Radio Shack's
Advanced Technology Series for 1985, it
brings you stereo sound so incredible you'll
believe it's a live performance.

The music seems to emerge from a back-
ground of absolute silence. There is no audi-
ble distortion. No rumble. No surface noise.
The signal-to-noise ratio of 92 dB is nearly 30
times better than a conventional LP. The dy-
namic range is an awesome 92 dB, and is

SEND FOR YOUR FREE 1985 CATALOG
Mail to: Radio Shack, Dept. 85-A-761,

300 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102

Name

Address Apt.

City State ZipL

AND AFFORDABLE TOO

ao
PAUSE

OPEN/CLOSE REPEAT MEMOPy
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STOP/CLEAR

111
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about as wide as you'll hear at an actual sym-
phonic performance.

For absolute tracking accuracy, our Tri-Spot
Pickup System uses not one, but three laser
beams. They illuminate the digital code in the
disc, which is translated into music. And since
there's no physical contact with the disc, your
recordings never wear out.

Our CD player is more than a revolution in
sound. It's a breakthrough in price at $399.95.
Bring your Radio Shack/CitiLine Card. Come
in for a demonstration today.

Ireiffa MVO_10
TANDY CORPORATION
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THE ULTIMATE
MACHINE

JVC'S NEW R-X500B RECEIVER IS A SUPERB
EXAMPLE OF HOW FAR JVC WILL GO TO BRING YOU

THE ULTIMATE IN SOUND.
Some hi-fi equipment delivers slightly
higher fidelity. Especially when it's de-
signed by JVC. In fact, JVC's entire line

auLeve, 11. 010. MI%

of high fidelity components is known
throughout the world for technological
brilliance and painstaking craftsman-
ship.

The R-X500B receiver is a case in
point. With the technology of JVC's
power amp, equalizer and tuner, plus

remote equalization and unheard -of -re-
finements, it is virtually without equal.
ADVANTAGE: A POWER AMP WITH INCREDIBLE

POWERS

The R-X500B
boasts two of the
highest refinements
in power amp tech-
nology available to-
day-Dynamic
Super A and Gm
Driver. Dynamic
Super A improves

performance in two significant ways.
One, it renders music reproduction silky
and pure by eliminating offensive
switching distortion. Two, it capably con-
trols speaker motion by forming an ideal
interface between the amplifer and the
speaker.

HIGH FIDELITY
Watch for the JVC Jazz Festival on PBS. Check local listings.
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JVC's newest technology, Gm Driver,
improves actual in -use performance at
all listening levels, high and low, by driv-
ing the power stage at a con-
stant voltage.
ADVANTAGE: AN EQUALIZER WITH A

GRAPHIC DIFFERENCE

Since 1966, when JVC pio-
neered equalizers for home
use, we have remained in the
very forefront of equalizer
technology.

The computer controlled
graphic equalizer in the
R-X500B is a superb example
of engineering to achieve an
end. It combines unequalled
versatility with automatic capa-
bilities, while maintaining sonic
integrity.

degradation never enter the picture.
ADVANTAGE: A TUNER AS SMART AS A

COMPUTER

SPECIFICATIONS

AMPLIFIER SECTION
Output Power
100 Watts per channel, min. RMS, both
channels driven into 8 ohms, 4rom 20Hz
to 20kHz. with no more than 0.0070/0
total harmonic distortion.

Signal -to -Noise Ratio ('66IHF/DIN)
Phono-30dB/66dB
Video/Aux/DAD/Tape-100dB/67dB

RIM Phono Equalization
± 0.5dB (20Hz -20kHz)

S.E.A. SECTION
Centre Frequencies -63, 160, 400, 1k,
2.5k, 6.3k, 16kHz
Control Range- + 10dB

FM TUNER SECTION ('78 IHF)
50dB Quieting Sensitivity
Mono-14.8dBf Stereo -38.3 dBf

Signal to Noise Ratio (IHF-A Weighted)
Mono/Stereo-82dB/73dB

Five equalized responses can be
memorized for instant recall at a touch.

And an infrared wireless
remote control makes it
possible to adjust equali-
zation from your arm-
chair without sacrificing
sound quality.

In a further refine-
ment, JVC engineers
opted for an LSI to han-
dle electronic switching
for both channels at

seven different control frequencies. The
result-electrical loss and tonal

The R-X500B puts an
advanced microcomput-
er in charge of the digit-
al synthesizer tuner
and references it to the
accuracy of a quartz
oscillator, making it
highly versatile and
easy to use. The micro-
computer lets you pre-
set 15 AM and 15 FM
frequencies, scan them
all for 5 seconds each,
read out aerial signal
strength in 5dB incre-
ments, plus mach
more.

ADVANTAGE: JVC

It is the attention to engineering detail
and craftsmanship evident in the
R-X500B which separates every JVC
hi-fi component from all others. JVC
makes changes in design for the sake of
improvement. Not just for the sake of
change. And the result is the difference
between excellent and average. See,
and hear, this difference at your nearest
JVC dealer.

JVC
JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA. High Fdehty °mem, 41 Slew Cove. Elmwood Park N J 07407 JVC CANADA LTD Scarborough. Om



SPEAKING MY PIECE

z

by William Livingstone

With conductor Leonard Slatkin

The Video Message
MIVIROMINIMMOVINIMMV"INSWIR

/N the late Seventies, when pre-
recorded video cassettes were
first offered to the public, I

sometimes asked retail dealers
what their best-selling item was.
The answer was invariably the mov-
ie Patton with George C. Scott. The
number -two slot was occupied by
one or another of the then -current
X-rated pornographic films-Deep
Throat, The Boys in the Sand, Every
Inch a Lady, and so forth.

A couple I knew at that time were
trying to establish a video produc-
tion company. Their projects in-
cluded recitals by distinguished jazz
and cabaret singers and an elaborate
freeze-frame catalog of all the slides
of great paintings in a local universi-
ty's art appreciation files. But the
only one of their programs that did
well was a rock concert by Todd
Rundgren, and their company has
since disappeared.

It seemed for a while then that
home video would not be much dif-
ferent from broadcast television.
People would tape their favorite
shows and buy prerecorded cas-
settes of the most popular kind of
music and movies that might offer
more violence and sex than the net-
works could get away with. Those
who were curious about X-rated
movies but did not care (or dare) to
go to the usually sleazy theaters
where they are shown could con-
template in the privacy of their own
homes the works of Linda Lovelace,

Harry Reems, and similarly tal-
ented performers.

In only a few years, however, the
public has shown that, given a
choice, it does not want just sex and
violence. Best-selling movies on
video in recent months have in-
cluded such varied fare as The Big
Chill, Raiders of the Lost Ark,
Terms of Endearment, A Hard
Day's Night, and The Right Stuff

At the top of the charts there are
also cartoon anthologies of Mickey
Mouse and Donald Duck as well as
fitness tapes by Jane Fonda and
Debbie Reynolds. Music videos
with widest appeal have been those
by such artists as David Bowie, Du-
ran Duran, Michael Jackson, Billy
Joel, and Rod Stewart.

With more homes equipped with
video hardware, suppliers of video
discs and prerecorded tapes have
been able to diversify and offer pro-
grams for a few minority tastes. In
its Beta 45 series Sony has released
some jazz, a museum documentary
on LaserDisc is described in "Rec-
ord Makers" (page 78), and Pioneer
Artists, Video Arts International,
and Kultur are adding to the video
catalogs of classical music.

While nothing can replace the im-
mediacy of live performance, the
video medium has the advantage of
a kind of intimacy that is impossi-
ble in the concert hall or opera
house. I attended Luciano Pavarot-
ti's concert in Madison Square Gar-
den in August and then saw a TV
rerun of the concert a few days later.
Oddly, the closeups made it more
exciting on TV. This is true to some
degree in the Metropolitan Opera's
first Pioneer video -disc releases.

In addition to intimacy, a great
benefit of home video is the free-
dom of choice it has given us. You
are free to determine the artistic lev-
el of what goes on your screen. You
choose whether it is Sorority Sweet-
hearts, Hot Trash, and Talk Dirty to
Me or Romancing the Stone and
Greystoke-the Legend of Tarzan
or the Metropolitan Opera's per-
formances of Lucia de Lammer-
moor and Don Carlo.

Time and technology have dis-
proved Marshall McLuhan's claim
that "the medium is the message."
The program is the message, and the
video medium leaves the program-
ming up to you.
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LETTERS

Video Updates
I am continually dismayed and puz-

zled by the negative reaction of some of
your readers to test reports of video
equipment with hi-fi sound reproduc-
tion capabilities. With my recent pur-
chase of a Sony SL -2710 I was able to
replace both my cassette deck and reel-
to-reel deck, retaining all the conve-
niences and getting better performance
than either one could deliver. Please
keep the updates on video hi-fi equip-
ment coming.

MARK PATTERSON
Virginia Beach, Va.

Systems Analysis
To Mr. Sell and his "Systems" sec-

tion, a failing grade! When this depart-
ment was called (properly) "Installation
of the Month," you featured items
worth merit. I always looked forward to
it to see how stereo enthusiasts used
their ingenuity and imagination to im-
prove or set up their equipment.

In February 1984 you showed a
sound room an audiophile had con-
structed, using materials and plans the
rest of us would not have thought of. In
November 1983 there was a carpenter
who used his talent to render his equip-
ment cabinetry tastefully in wood.

What happens when this interesting
department turns into "Systems"? In
June a woman lacking in imagination
simply puts out her Amex and pur-
chases an audio cabinet and a full
Denon system. She runs speakers into
her dining room! How ingenious! In
July a banker with money to burn pur-
chases a couple of extremely expensive

components and brags about his
$10,000 projector. Money Green? Ku-
dos to the interior decorator this man
hired to set up the sytem for him. And
the last straw, in September a producer
simply gives an audio dealer carte
blanche to renovate his limo.

Choosing the more inventive and
imaginative entries could make this an
interesting and instructive department
again. I value the hobbyist over the
credit card pusher.

LONNIE VEAL
Brooklyn, N.Y.

Kosher Club
I would like to point out an error to

the noodniks who wrote the Record
Makers column for September. Any
shmo who's kosher can see that Oy
George did not do Yes, I Really Want to
Hurt You on the Rhino Records "Ko-
sher Club" EP. He actually did Be True
to Your Shul, the second tune on the
disc. As for Gefilte Joe, it should also be
mentioned that he's one of the few
Jewish senior citizen solo artists (if not
the only one) on the pop music scene.
These oversights are an outrage to all
devotees of American Hebrew rock
everywhere.

TODD J. NIQUETTE
Kaukauna, Wis.

Legitimate Verdi
Your mini -review of Verdi's Alzira

(September) states that all of his stage
works are available on records from
legitimate sources. Please advise me of
legitimate sources for Oberto and ,Thru-

salem. Pirate tapes exist for both, very
poor mono in the case of Oberto, good
mono for the Italian version of Jerusa-
lem, and good stereo for the French ver-
sion of the latter, but where are the le-
gitimate recordings?

CHARLES N. HUBBELL
Kenmore, N.Y.

We consider Jerusalem a revised edition
of I Lomdardi, which is available on
Philips and Hungaroton. A recording of
Oberto on the Italia label (three discs
ITL 70001) with Simon Estes in the title
role is listed in the June 1984 edition of
the Gramophone Classical Catalogue
from England. Our colleagues at the
Gramophone assure us that it is not a
pirated recording. Tower Records in
New York, which normally carries this
Oberto, was out of stock when we called
to check. William Violi, a New York
dealer in opera records, did not have it
in stock but says he will order it from
Italy for anyone who wishes to buy it.
His address is 1231 60th St., Brooklyn,
N.Y. 11219.

The Anatomy Lesson
I just opened my September issue to

the "Record Makers" section where I
found a picture of a nearly nude woman
getting her body painted. Oh no, I
thought, if my mom sees this, she'll
make me cancel my subscription! I'm
only sixteen and just learning about
both stereos and women. Please, you
guys, concentrate on the stereo part,
and I'll look elsewhere for more reliable
information on the female anatomy.

JAY HADLEY
Newport, Oregon

::.one of today's
best record-player
values:'
"Although it is the lowest -priced model in Dual's new
turntable line, the 515 offers several of the same fea-
tures as higher -priced units, and its performance
meets true high-fidelity standards.
".99 percent of the record -playing public may
be glad to learn that a record player as inex-
pensive as this one will not only play warped
records as though they were perfectly flat,
but will also deliver the sound quality typical
of a far costlier turntable"
Write for the full report and your nearest Dual dealer.
From the Hirsch -Houck Test Report,
Stereo Review, June, 1984

ADCOM
11 Elkins Road

East Brunswick. N.J. 08816. U.S.A.
Adcorn is (otiose, U.S dostobtrbon agency for Dual

For Dealer Nearest You Call TOLL -FREE 800-633-2252 Ext.887
CIRCLE NO. 33 ON READER SERVICE CARD



A MASTERPIECE
OF HIGH FIDELITY
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Of the many elements inherently necessary for the production of a lasting, true work of
art, perhaps attention to design fundamentals is the most crucial. Time must be
devoted and painstaking attention to detail must be asserted on every level for an
authentic masterpiece to result. It is that commitment to precision that makes Harman
Kardon's CD491 stand apart from other cassette decks,

An audiophile demands nothing less than the fine quality inherent in the CD491 -
Harman Kardon's most advanced cassette deck and one of the few in the world that
can equal the range of human hearing. With a frequency response of 20Hz to 24k Hz
(± 3dB) with any tape formulation, the CD491 is a classic of technological excellence.
Incorporated in the CD491 is Dolby HX Professional' a headroom expansion system
that extends frequency response at high record levels while significantly reducing
distortion. Added to this is a signal-to-noise ratio of 75dB. The dramatic result of this
combination is the ability to accurately record more dynamic audio signals than was
previously possible. This makes the CD491 a truly encuring technological triumph as
more demanding forms of software, such as digital audio and hi-fi VCRs, emerge.
Three heads improve performance and offer the convenience of monitoring while
recording. A Sendust record head withstands high record levels without overload and
a ferrite playback head assures high frequency response. Both heads are precisely
aligned in one housing. The CD491 is such a unique, expression of artistry that one
shouldn't compare it to any other cassette deck, but rather to the source being

recorded.
This strong commitment to achieving the ultimate in audio listening pleasure is reflected

in the many fine products Harman Kardon makes.

Harman Kardon ... Dedicated to mastering the fine art of high fidelity.
For Dealer Nearest You Call TOLL -FREE 800-633-2252 Ext. 871

SPECIFICATIONS: . Frequency Response, 20dB (IFH std) All tape Formulations (No Ferrichrome position): 20Hz-24kHz ± 3dB; Metal: 20Hz-26kHz 3dB.
Large Signal Response (OdB, with Dolby* on, Metal Tape): 20Hz-20kHz 3dB. Wm -and -Flutter (NAB, WRNS): 0.025%. Signal -to -Noise Ratio (Cr02)

Dolby C7 on: 75dB. Total Harmonic Distortion, 1kHz, metal tape, Dolby* level: 0.9%. 'Registered Trademark of Dolby Laboralories

harman kardon

240 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, NY 11797; In Canada. Gould Maketing, Montreal. For more information call toll -free 14800) 633.2252 ext. 250.
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Majority Opinions
Regarding your article "Enhancing

Digital Sound" (September 1984) a Joel
Cohen is quoted as saying that most
middle Americans "have no standard of
reference because they've never heard
live music." Who does this man think
he i0 I'm sorry to inform Mr. Cohen
that we "middle Americans" are not
living in a cultural void situated in an
economic wasteland. We've all heard
live music and lots of it: symphony con-
certs, park concerts, rock concerts, itin-

erant musicians, jazz groups, singers,
choirs, etc. I know of no one, rich or
poor, who has not heard live music of
one form or another in his lifetime,
even if it is only a church choir and an
organist. Mr. Cohen's statement is the
most elitist, arrogant, thoughtless, and
aggravating declaration I have ever read
in your magazine.

RANDY C. SCHRAMM
Cincinnati, Ohio

In his article "The High End Hor -
zon" (August 1984), Thomas Gillett in-
sults half of the world's population with

Listen....
and you'll
see!

Decca, Deutsche Grammophon,
CBS, Capitol, EMI, Polygram

The ultimate in
digital recording
The sound engineers at
most of the world's great
classical recording studios'
have at least one thing in
common. They all choose
B&W 801F loudspeakers to
monitor the fidelity of their
recordings.

Decca International alone
has monitored and edited
more than 18,000 hours of
digitally recorded music on
B&W 801F speakers. You,
too, can choose this same
digital technology to monitor
your recordings in your own
home.

B&W's domestic monitors
DM1200/DM1400 meet the
rigid demands of digital
recording with the
incorporation of ETD
(electronic time delay) and
the advanced TZ26 tweeter.
These and all other B&W
speakers offer unsurpassed
value for money.

Complete YOUR studio
with a pair of B&W's.

Anglo American Audio,
Division of
Misobanke International Inc.
Box 653, Buffalo, NY, 14240.
1416)438.1012

B&W prices start at 5218 per pair

For Dealer Nearest You Call TOLL -FREE 800-633-2252 Ext 881
CIRCLE NO. 47 ON READER SERVICE CARD

his constant slurs against women.
Where did Mr. Gillett get the idea that
all audiophiles are men? His remarks
about "little old ladies with shaky fin-
gers" is bad enough except that he fails
to mention that old men, or anyone at
any age, can have shaky fingers-espe-
cially people who are angry after having
read dumb articles in Stereo Review.

ANTHONY MAULDIN
Lewisville, Tex.

Up the Tubes
In "The High End Horizon" (August

1984) it was mentioned that "Extreme
high frequencies may be rolled off with
some tube designs so that they sound
less 'harsh.' " It is interesting to note,
however, that the Counterpoint SA -5
tube preamp pictured has response ex-
tending out to 88 kHz, a full two
octaves further than the most highly
touted digital audio record/playback
systems.

Prematurely rolling off high frequen-
cies will not lead to sonic sweetness. It
simply sounds dull.

J. MICHAEL ELLIOTT, President
Counterpoint Electronic Systems, Inc.

San Diego, Calif.

Big- Beef
I find your new format both attractive

and exciting. I believe it helps STEREO
REVIEW to look like the high -quality
magazine it is. One thing I have noticed
only recently is that you are beginning
articles in the front and center of the
magazine and finishing them in the
back. This really gets on my nerves! Do
you know what a pain it is to start read-
ing an article, then have to find the rest
of it in the back, read it, then find your
original page over and over, article after
article? Your readers and I do not need
this aggravation. Please stop!

CHRIS MARTIN
Miami, Fla.

No Beef
What I see in your "Letters" column

makes me think everyone writes in to
bitch about something or other. Well,
I'd just like to say that whatever you
pay Charles Rodrigues for his cartoons
can't possibly be enough. His work
always delights me.

Also, because of your equipment test
report on the Carver Receiver, I now
have one and I enjoy it immensely. I
have no complaints whatsoever.

STEVEN C. FORD
Chatham, N.Y.

I finally read an article that makes
sense to me! "Where's the Bass?" (Sep-
tember 1984), by Julian Hirsch, finally
got through my head what the purpose
of speakers is all about!

DON ROBINSON
Bellevue, Wash.
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advances in recorded music,
nothing can replace your favorite
records.

Protect them as people have been
doiig for well over a decade...with
Discwasher record care products.

The Discwasher ® D4+- Record Care System
safely cleans records without reducing their
dyramics and fidelity. The highly active D4+ fluid
is adle to lift and suspend contaminants on the
record surface to be vyth. directionalfibers

of the D4 pad; and the D4+ System cleans

whici can affect a recorc's sound.

But total care doesn't stop with a
clean record surface. A diamond
stylus, contaminated with vinyl
statilizers and dirt, car actually

reduce :he life of your records by
two-thirds.

The Discwasher SC -2- Stylus Carl, System,
with its exclusive nylon-fibered brush and

scientifically safe fluid, effectively loo;ens and
vvFlac ovvoy ILCII I III ICILKJI I JUI

longer record life.

Protect your records with Discwasher' care.

discwasher 1407 NORTH PROVIDENCE ROAD P 0 BOX 6021, DEPT. SR, COLUMBIA, MO 65205 USA
A DIVISION OF JENSEN an ESMARK Company

For Dealer Nearest You Call TOLL -FREE 800-633-2252 Ext. 876
CIRCLE NO 10 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Consumer Information Series

Why didn't they sound like that in the showroom?
The effects of environment on speaker performance.

by John Carter

As an experienced audio
enthusiast, you've spent
numerous hours in hi-fi
dealerships listening to
speakers. But when

someone asks "Which speakers sound
best?" you're not always sure
what to say. You have an opinion,
but you know that speakers don't
sound the same at home as they
do in the showroom.

Two key factors contribute to this
variation-room acoustics and
speaker placement. As the accom-
panying graph shows, different
environments significantly vary the
frequency response of a speaker
system. The largest variance typi-
cally occurs in the mid -bass region,
as evident on the graph by the large
discrepancy in response between
70 Hz and 200 Hz. This discrepancy is a
direct result of the placement of the
speaker relative to the wall behind it.

Variations in frequency response, com-
bined with other complications, present a
formidable problem to the speaker buyer.
The logical question to ask is "What can
be done to help simplify speaker evalua-
tion in a showroom?"

To simplify evaluation, you must first
limit the conditions under which speakers
are compared. Have speakers which
interest you placed in the same relative
location you'll use at home. There's no
sense auditioning a speaker on a show-
room shelf if it's going to be used on your
living room floor. Also, compare speakers
at the same relative volume level. Other-
wise, the louder (more efficient) speaker
will sound better, even if it isn't. Finally,

Chief Engineer

set the tone controls on the demonstration
amplifier to neutral. This will provide you
with your most accurate comparison.

Once the conditions are set, you can
begin to evaluate speakers. But as we've
already seen, frequency response, a crite-

constant. Since FM noise covers a wide
bandwidth, you can make a general deter-
mination of the sound distribution, without
worrying about the effect of the showroom
on a particular frequency.
3. Lifelike Spaciousness. This is not

quite as subjective a judgment as it

The Effects of Environment on Frequency Response
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The two curves show the frequency response of the same
speaker system in two different rooms. Key reasons for varia-
tions in response are room acoustics and speaker placement.

non often used for evaluation, varies too
widely from room to room to provide ade-
quate information for comparison. This
emphasizes the need for a set of audible
criteria which indicate desired speaker
performance, yet remain relatively con-
stant between the showroom and the
home. At Bose, we invested many years
researching live performance, and as
a result, have developed such a set of
criteria:
1. Stereo Throughout The Listening
Room. To test for this, stand in front of one
enclosure, and try listening to the other
one. If you only hear one speaker in the
showroom, you'll probably only hear one
at home.
2. Even Sound Distribution. To test for
this, listen to interstation FM noise over a
pair of speakers, and walk around the
room. The level of noise should remain

seems, if you make the evaluation
with your eyes closed. While you'll
be able to localize various instru-
ments, a good system will make it
hard for you to localize the enclo-
sures. The music should seem to
originate from an imaginary stage,
much larger than the enclosures
themselves.

All Bose® Direct/Reflecting®
speaker systems are designed to
meet these criteria. But since the
criteria are derived from live perfor-
mance, you can use them to evalu-

ate any speakers. They'll help you select a
system which delivers solid performance
in the home, not just in the showroom.

For more information on Bose products
and a list of authorized dealers, write:
Dept SR, Bose Corporation, The Mountain,
Framingham, MA 01701. 0

John Carter holds an M.S. in Electrical
Engineering from M.I.T.



NEW PRODUCTS

Hafler
Available both in kit form and fully

assembled, Hafler's DH 120 amplifier
uses two MOSFET's per channel for
thermal stability, making protection cir-
cuitry unnecessary. Less drive current is
required, and, according to the manu-
facturer, the MOSFET capability for
fast switching allows faster response to
musical transients. On the rear panel
are controls for left and right levels, a
stereo/mono switch, and main and aux-
iliary speaker outputs. A switch on the
rear panel changes the conventional sig-
nal to one "producing a dramatic am-
bient sound effect."

The DH 120 is made using precision -
tolerance capacitors, high -quality met-
al -film resistors, and glass -epoxy circuit
boards. Left and right thermal -protec-
tion devices shut off the unit in case of
overheating. The amp is rated at 62
watts per channel from 20 to 20,000 Hz
into 8 ohms with less than 0.009 percent
total harmonic distortion. Price: $299
assembled; $240 in kit form. David
Hafler Co., Dept. SR, 5910 Crescent
Blvd., Pennsauken, N.J. 01809.
Circle 120 on reader service card

Magnepan
The SMG-A planar speaker from

Magnepan is smaller than many of the
company's other designs. With its 370 -
square -inch planar -magnetic woofer
and 58 -square -inch planar -magnetic
tweeter, the speaker reproduces fre-
quencies from 50 to 16,000 Hz ±4 dB.
It can be used with amplifiers rated
from 20 to 100 watts. Rated sensitivity
is 85 dB sound -pressure level measured
at 1 meter with a 1 -watt input. The
impedance is 4 ohms. White, black, or
brown grille cloth can be paired with
oak, chrome, or brass frames. The en-
closure measures 18 inches wide, 489/16
inches high, and only 13/4 inches deep.
Price: $450 per pair. Magnepan, Inc.,
Dept. SR, 1645 Ninth St., White Bear
Lake, Minn. 55110.
Circle 121 on reader
service card

I,It

EPOCH U

Stanton
All six cartridges in Stanton's low -

mass Epoch II line feature samarium
cobalt magnets and aluminum -alloy
cantilever tubes coated with a thin layer
of sapphire. The cantilever has a rear tie
wire that conducts static electricity
away from the record, and the sapphire
shell strengthens the cantilever while
adding very little weight. The stylus is
user -replaceable.

Two of the Epoch II cartridges are
low -impedance, low -output models said
to offer all the advantages of moving -
coil designs with none of the disadvan-
tages. For the top -of -the -line HZ9S, the
frequency response is given as 10 to
25,000 Hz. The rated output is 0.8
microvolts per centimeter per second.
Rise time is less than 10 microseconds.
The Stereohedron II stylus tip measures
0.2 x 3.0 mil, and the contact area
extends over 80 percent of the groove
depth. Tracking force is 114 to 1V2 grams.
Price: $250. Other models in the line
range from $95 up. Epoch, Division of
Stanton Magnetics, Dept. SR, 200 Ter-
minal Dr., Plainview, N.Y. 11803.
Circle 122 on reader service card

Sony
The new integrated amplifier and tun-

er in Sony's ES series use the company's
Audio Current Transfer circuitry. These
ACT circuits are said to lower noise and
distortion to the levels of digital sound
sources. The TA-F444ES amplifier is
rated at 80 watts per channel into either
8 or 4 ohms from 20 to 20,000 Hz.
Channel separation is given as 95 dB
and dynamic range as better than 120
dB. Total harmonic distortion is 0.004
percent into 8 ohms. Price: $490.

The ST-S444ES AM/FM tuner uses a
direct comparator for low noise. It fea-
tures switchable i.f bandwidth and dis-
plays for tuning status, signal strength,
and station frequency. There is a 400 -
Hz calibration tone and four FM and
four AM presets. The signal-to-noise
ratio at a signal level of 65 dBf is given
as 93 dB in mono, 90 dB in stereo.
Price: $340. Sony Corp., Dept. SR, Sony
Drive, Park Ridge, N.J. 07656.
Circle 123 on reader service card

Revox
The Revox B225 Compact Disc

player can access any point on a disc in
less than three seconds, according to the
manufacturer, and an optional full -
function remote control operates the
B225 as well as all other Revox 200
series components. Besides the fixed
output (maximum of 2 volts), there is a
variable output for amplified speakers
and a variable output for headphones.
To facilitate tape dubbing from Com-
pact Discs, the player can produce a cal-
ibration tone at the maximum output
level. Up to 19 selections can be ran-
domly programmed for playback. The

LCD display indicates the track num-
ber, how many selections remain,
elapsed time for individual tracks or for
the entire disc, programming steps,
pause status, and auto stop and loop
functions. The weighted signal-to-noise
ratio is given as 100 dB from 20 to
20,000 Hz. The pickup is a semiconduc-
tor laser, and the sampling frequency is
44.1 kHz. Prices: B225 player, $1,150;
remote control, $125. Studer Revox,
Dept. SR, 1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nash-
ville, Tenn. 37210.
Circle 124 on reader service card

JVC
Combining a total of twelve compo-

nents, JVC's Crossmedia system is a
complete electronic entertainment cen-
ter that integrates audio and video. Au-
dio components include the A-G90B
80 -watt integrated amplifier; T-G90B
digital -synthesis tuner; QL-G90B front -
loading, linear -tracking programmable
turntable; XL-V2B Compact Disc
player with two -speed search; ICD-
WR90 twin -transport cassette deck with
Dolby B and Dolby C noise reduction;
and the SEA-G90B graphic equalizer.
The VS -1B graphic synthesizer displays
input levels, spectrum analyses, three-
dimensional pop art, or the notes of the
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NEW PRODUCTS

melody on the video screen. The VP -
100B digital audio processor can record
and play back music digitally to and
from video cassettes. The S-AV3 three-
way speakers are magnetically shielded
to avoid interfering with the video
image.

The video components are the AV-
2010USB 19 -inch remote -control color
TV, with terminals for external speak-
ers, and the HR-D725U VHS Hi-Fi vid-
eo cassette recorder, which has playback
speeds variable in both directions from
one -fortieth to seven times normal
speed. Price of the entire Crossmedia
system: $6,000. JVC, Dept. SR, 41 Sla-
ter Dr., Elmwood Park, N.J. 07407.
Circle 125 on reader service card

Vector Research

A new line of four Vector Research
receivers is headed by the VRX-9100.
The amplifier section of the VRX-9100
uses eight output transistors to produce
90 watts of power. Features include dig-
ital -synthesis tuning, auto scan, sixteen
station presets, midrange control, and
video and CD inputs. Price: $449.95.

A 60 -watt receiver with the same fea-
tures, the VRX-7100, is $349.95. The
VRX-3500 retains the video and CD
inputs and offers 40 watts for $249.95.
With analog tuning and 25 watts per
channel, the VRX-2200 is $169.95. Vec-
tor Research, Dept. SR, 20600 Nord-
hoff St., Chatsworth, Calif. 91311.
Circle 126 on reader service card

BES
Instead of conventional drivers, the

omnidirectional SM90 speaker system
from BES uses a single contoured dia-
phragm whose various sections each
produce a certain range of the audio
spectrum. "Acoustic hammers" transfer
the voice -coil movement of two dy-
namic drivers to the diaphragm. A gas-

ket holds the dia-
phragm to an alumi-
num frame, which also
acts as a heat sink. De-
signed to completely re-
sist weather, the SM90
can be installed out-
doors as well as inside
the home. Hardware for
ceiling, wall, and floor
mounting is included.

Frequency response
is given as 40 to 19,000
Hz ± 3 dB. Nominal
impedance is 8 ohms.

The speaker produces a 92 -dB sound -
pressure level at 1 meter with an input
of 1 watt. Dimensions are 25 inches
high, 19 inches wide, and 41/4 inches
deep. Weight is 141/2 pounds. Price:
5760 per pair. B.E.S. Inc., Dept. SR, 345
Fischer St., Costa Mesa, Calif. 92626.
Circle 127 on reader service card

The direct -access capability of the
XL -V2 Compact Disc player from JVC
enables any track to be cued up in less
than 2 seconds, according to the manu-
facturer. Up to twelve tracks can be pro-
grammed for play in any order. The
fast -forward and reverse functions oper-
ate in two speeds, both with sound. A
digital display reveals the track number,
time, and program chart. A headphone
jack with adjustable level control is pro-
vided. Frequency response is listed as 5
to 20,000 Hz ±0.5 dB. Total harmonic
distortion is given as 0.0025 per cent
measured at 1,000 Hz. Price: $750. JVC
of America, Dept. SR, 41 Slater Drive,
Elmwood Park, N.J. 07407.
Circle 128 on reader service card

Koss

Music Pals earphones by Koss fit
inside the outer ear, making a connect-
ing headband unnecessary. The rein-
forced L -type plug is said to reduce
strain on the cord and increase its dura-
bility. Microthin polyester diaphragms,
13.5 mm in diameter, enable a rated fre-
quency range of 20 to 20,000 Hz. The
Music Pals come in a hard carrying case
with a clip for attaching it to a belt or
pocket. Total harmonic distortion is
rated at less than 1 percent, and sensi-
tivity at 100 dB sound -pressure level is
1 milliwatt. Rated impedance is 32
ohms. Price: $16.99. Koss Corp., Dept.
SR, 4129 North Port Washington Ave.,
Milwaukee, Wis. 53212.
Circle 129 on reader service card

KEF
The KEF 104/

2 speaker has a
unique bass sys-
tem made up of
two woofers that
are mounted in
acoustic -suspen-
sion subenclosures in the
top and bottom of the main
bass cabinet. Both woofers face upward
and operate in push-pull fashion. The
woofer magnets are rigidly connected
by a nonferrous alloy bar to cancel
vibrations in the drivers' chassis. Their
entire output is radiated through a
round 5 -inch duct in the front of the
cabinet. The two midrange driver as-
semblies are fixed directly to the front
of a subenclosure mounted on the front
of the bass cabinet, with their magnet
systems bolted to the rear of the suben-
closure. Between the two midranges is a
ferrofluid-cooled soft -dome tweeter.
Load -matching elements in the cross-
over network are said to make the
impedance flat and resistive. from 20 to
20,000 Hz. Price: $1,600 per pair. KEF,
Dept. SR, 695 Oak Grove Ave., Menlo
Park, Calif. 94205.
Circle 130 on reader service card

Harman Kardon
Two new belt -drive turntables from

Harman Kardon feature a "floating"
suspension system. A counterweight op-
posite the tone arm balances the sub -
chassis on which the motor/platter and
tone -arm assembly are mounted. Both
turntables have a straight tone arm that
lifts automatically at the end of an LP, a
speed control on the front panel, de-
tachable cables, gold-plated phono
jacks, acoustically inert platter mat, disc
stabilizer, and a wood base with adjust-
able feet.

The T -65C (shown) has a heavier
platter, a weight -and -wire antiskating
mechanism, and a lateral balancer for
the tone arm. It has a wow -and -flutter
spec of 0.025 percent (weighted); rum-
ble is rated at 70 dB. For the T -55C, the
figures are 0.035 percent and 68 dB.
Prices: T -55C, $375; T -65C, $575. Har-
man Kardon, Dept. SR, 240 Crossways
Park West, Woodbury, N.Y. 11797.
Circle 131 on reader service card
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WE SOLD ONLY
3,000,000 OF THESE

HEADPHONES.

For Dealer Nearest You
CIRCLE NO

1
SO WE

MADE THEM
BETTER.

Ah, our legendary HD 414's. They've
become the standard of recording and broadcast
studios. The favori-.e of critics and music lovers
everywhere. And tiey're even used by NASA.

Which explains, in part, why they've outsold
every Dther headphone.

So why tamper with success?
Because as good as the transient re-

sponse and dyramic rarge of the HD 414 were,
we found ways to make them even better.
And as comfortab'e as the HD 414's Open -Aire"
design was, we Were able to improve it with
larger cushions and lower headband pressure.

The result Our new, improved HD 414 SL.
Audibly superior with analog reccrds, tapes
and broadcasts And ircredible with digital.

Audition them-as well as our more modestly -
priced 410 SL-at your Sennheiser dealer. And
hear what happers when the world's leading head-
phone innovato, won't leave well enough alone.

_Z-§SENINIHEISIEFik
Sennheiser Ectronic Corporation (N.Y.)

48 West 38th Street  'New York, NY 10018  (212) 944-9440

Call TOLL -FREE 800-633-2252 Ext 870
11 ON READER SERVICE CARD



NEW PRODUCTS

The ADS Atelier C3 cassette deck
records at two speeds, the conventional
17/8 inches per second and a double -
speed 33/4 ips for improved dubbing of
digital Compact Discs. The three -head
deck uses a frequency -generator servo -
controlled direct -drive capstan motor
for minimum wow -and -flutter. It has
Dolby B and Dolby C noise reduction
and bias/equalization settings for all
four tape types. Two-color LED signal
meters display the level of the equalized
signal that is put on the tape instead of
the level of the unequalized incoming
signal. An illuminated drawer for the
cassette, which opens and closes at the
touch of a button, also contains the
bias/equalization and noise -reduction
controls. Price: $799. ADS, Dept. SR,
One Progress Way, Wilmington, Mass.
01887.
Circle 132 on reader service card

EPI
All three models in EPI's LSR series

of car cassette/receivers feature autore-
verse, separate bass and treble controls,
four speaker outputs with fader, switch -
able tape equalization, radio sensitivity
switch, and preamp outputs. The least
expensive unit, the manually tuned
LSR- I 2 ($219.95), automatically ad-
justs high -frequency separation to sup-
press noise in weak signals. Dolby cir-
cuits reduce noise on cassettes. The
LSR-I2 is rated to produce 12 watts per
channel into 4 ohms with less than 0.8
percent distortion.

The LSR-22 adds station scan, a digi-
tal clock, electronic tuner with digital
display, and Dynamic Noise Reduc-
tion. It has presets for twelve stations.
Specified power output is 7.5 watts per
channel into 4 ohms with less than 0.8
percent distortion. Price: $259.95.

The top -of -the -line LSR-32 (shown)
is rated for an output of 12 watts per
channel into 4 ohms with less than 0.8
percent total harmonic distortion.

Twelve stations can be programmed
into its memory, and it has two auto-
matic tuning modes. It also has Dolby
noise reduction. Price: $369.95. Epicure
Products, Dept. SR, 25 Hale St., New-
buryport, Mass. 01950.
Circle 133 on reader service card

Proton
Proton has added a digital tuner, an

integrated amplifier, and a cassette deck
to its home audio line. The black com-
ponents are styled to match the compa-
ny's video products. Schotz noise re-
duction in the Model 440 tuner is said
to reduce the noise in all FM broad-
casts, removing hiss as well as lessening
distortion. Also featured are twelve sta-
tion presets, dual -direction station
search, and an output -level control.
Stereo signal-to-noise ratio is given as
75 dB and total harmonic distortion as
0.4 percent. Price: $270.

The 20 -watt high -current integrated
amplifier, Model 520, contains a flexi-
ble phono section for various kinds of
cartridges and a circuit that gently lim-
its waveforms to prevent harsh clip-
ping. A bass/EQ button boosts output
10 dB at 42 Hz. Tuner, phono, video, or
DAD inputs can be selected. Frequency
response is given as 20 to 20,000 Hz
±0.1 dB. Price: $200.

The Model 720 two -head cassette
deck has soft -touch controls, Dolby B
and Dolby C noise reduction, micro-
phone inputs, an MPX filter, and a bal-
ance control. Frequency response with
ferric and chrome tape is given as 30 to
17,000 Hz ±3 dB, extending to 18,000
Hz with metal tape. Price: $240. Proton
Corp., Dept. SR, 737 West Artesia
Blvd., Compton, Calif. 90220.
Circle 134 on reader service card

Micro -Acoustics
Micro -Acoustics' 830 CSA cartridge

uses a CSA ("cutting stylus analogue")
stylus, which is essentially elliptical
with a flattened leading edge like the
cutting stylus that carves the groove in a
master disc. The cartridge's beryllium
cantilever is directly coupled to the elec-
tret transducer, which is said to shorten
response time to musical transients,

and it has independent suspension and
damping systems.

The 830 CSA comes with a set of
three removable weights to vary the
weight of the cartridge from 2.5 to 4.0
grams if necessary. Each weight is 0.5
grams and fits inside a hinged compart-
ment in the top of the cartridge. Specifi-
cations include a frequency response of
5 to 20,000 Hz ± 0.75 dB, tracking -force
range of 0.7 to 1.4 grams, and rise time
of 4.5 microseconds. Price: $335. Mi-
cro -Acoustics Corp., Dept. SR, 99 Cas-
tleton St., Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570.
Circle 135 on reader service card

Miller & Kreisel
Two SX-4 satellite speakers are linked

to the VX-4 subwoofer in M & K's new-
est three-piece speaker system. Each sat-
ellite has two 5 -inch midrange drivers
and two 1 -inch soft -dome tweeters. The
tweeters are mounted between two free-
standing posts, which is said to result in

a very open sound. Power handling is
rated for 200 continuous watts per
channel, and impedance is 4 ohms. Sen-
sitivity is rated as 87 dB sound -pressure
level at I meter with a I -watt input. The
frequency response is given as 65 to
22,000 Hz ± 3 dB. Two sets of inputs on
the satellites allow the user to choose
between "warmer" and "brighter"
sound. Two additional high -frequency
contours permit a flat response beyond
20,000 Hz or a gradual slope to soften
excessive brightness.

With its internal 50 -watt amplifier,
the VX-4 subwoofer can be driven with
either the high-level output of a power
amplifier or the signal from a pream-
plifier or crossover. The driver is a 12 -
inch cone. The low-pass filter is adjust-
able from 50 to 125 Hz. A separate level
control allows matching the VS -4 to sat-
ellites of any sensitivity. Frequency re-
sponse of the subwoofer is 35 to 125 Hz
±3 dB. Price of the three-piece system:
$795. Miller & Kreisel Sound Corp.,
Dept. SR, 10391 Jefferson Blvd., Culver
City, Calif. 90230.
Circle 136 on reader service card
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ectaculw" "Astounding"
Stem Review Ma;a2ir6 H cr. Fideiity Magazine

The Nation's Top Audio Experts Agree:
Pok's Revolutionary True Stereo SDAs

Always Sound Better Than Conventional Speakers

SDA-CRS

S395

SJA-2 SDA-1A
350: 5360.

"The result is always letter than would be achieved by conventional speakers."
Stereo Rerew Magazine

'They t.uly represent a brt akthroligh."
Roiling Stifle Magazine

Polk 's AudioV de3' Gran: Prix award binning
SDA technology has been called the most mpor-
tant firdamental advaice n loudspeaker design
in the last 25 years n fcct, Po k s rerrarkable
SDAs ae the wcrld s irst and oils True Stereo
loucspEakers

C,RC_E NO 37 01 RE.DEF SERVICE CARC

Hear te Remarkable ionic Benefits Nowt

ocIsive True Stereo SDA, technology re
silts ,r spi3taculztly ifelike :hree-di rensior a
sounc S'efeof??,viai said. "Litrally a new dimes
sun r FOLI1C " H,git Fidelity said "As-ounciit

Vird-t oggIng Flabt ergasting
anaz rig e),pe-ien:e - You owe it to vcurself to
main :hey " The S3eaker Specialists

For Dealer Neares You Call TOIL -FREE 800-633-2252 Ext 874

PplkAudio Inc 1915 Annapo isFic 3altimore.101D
21233

igital Disc Ready/



Great Lies
of HinFi

#2
"All Amplifiers
Sound Alike"

Some "experts" would have you be-
lieve that all amplifiers that, measure
alike, sound alike. Nothing could be
further from the truth!

Take something as simple to measure
as a watt. Amplifier power is almost
always rated deNering a sine wave
into a simple eight ohm laboratory
load. However, when asked to deliver
a typical musical signal into a real
loudspeaker, many highly regarded
amplifiers fail miserably, producing
only one tenth of their rated power at
up to 1000 times their rated distortion!

All Naim Audio power amplifiers have
been designed to work in the real
world. They will deliver their rated
power on a musical signal into a real
loudspeaker while limiting all distortion
products to less than one thousandth
part of the required signal. The oper-
ative word here is "all" - THD, IM,
TIM, noise, or any other type of dis-
tortion you care to measure. We know
of no other amplifier for which this
claim can be made.

naim auco
When fed with a signal from a high
quality source, Naim Audio electronics
will offer the most musical per-
formance possible under real world
conditions - in your living room with
your speakers. A bold claim? We in-
vite you to visit your nearest Linn/Naim
dealer to hear for yourself.

Distributed in the U.S. by:

audiophile
systems t".

6842 Hawthorn Park Drive
Indianapolis, Indiana 46220

For Dealer Nearest You Call TOLL -
FREE 800-633-2252 Ext 877
CIRCLE NO 26 ON READER SERVICE CARD

AUDIO Q. & A.

Car Speaker Testing
'm wondering why you don't pub-

lish reviews of car speakers. Is it
because the standards are different?

REY REYES
Arleta, Calif.

AWhat standards? Several years ago
I served as vice-chairman of an

Electronics Industries Association
Speaker Standards Committee. For a
year or so I witnessed some of the finest
minds in the speaker industry struggling
to put together a standard that would
enable manufacturers to measure
speaker systems in a consistent and
meaningful way. Ideally, such measure-
ments would then find their way into
product specification sheets that would
enable consumers to make meaningful
comparisons between speakers. What
happened is that so little progress was
made in generating a speaker standard
that the committee members finally
gave it up as a close -to -impossible task
and turned their attention to other
product categories that were more sus-
ceptible to standardization.

In a nutshell, the problem was this:
There is no basic agreement on the fine
details of what a speaker should do-so
it is impossible to construct a standard
that measures and specifies how well it
does it. Each test lab and manufacturer
has its own notion of how measure-
ments should be made. At times these
disparate notions produce numbers that
seem to agree and perhaps even corre-
late with how the speaker sounds.

Until now, I've been discussing com-
plete systems, not individual "raw"
drivers such as are conventionally sold
for installation in car stereo systems.
Add to everything I've said the fact that
a "raw" speaker's performance can be
measured meaningfully only when there
is a known enclosure behind it and
while it is radiating into a known envi-
ronment in front of it. Given that both

these factors are unknown in the vast
majority of car speaker installations, we
have not been able to devise a test that
will generate meaningful numbers or
universally valid practical results.

In regard to buying advice, which I
assume is the basis of your question, the
best that I can offer is that the makers of
good car stereo electronics almost al-
ways back them up with good speakers.
And that the makers of good home
speaker systems are also likely to pro-
duce good car speakers. Speakers with
unknown brand names, although they
may physically resemble the better-
known brands, are unlikely to sound as
good.

Replacement Grilles
QThe manufacturer of my five -year -
old speakers is out of business, and

the foam grilles are crumbling like dry
cookies. Is it possible to buy replacement
grilles?

DOUGLAS ALDERMAN
Waterford, Conn.

AYes. The 1984 Radio Shack catalog
shows a 17 x 231h -inch replace-

ment foam grille on page 31. If that's
not large enough for your speakers, you
could make your own grille assembly by
wrapping grille cloth (listed on the same
page) around a thin plywood or fiber-
board frame with appropriate openings
cut out for the drivers.

Load Capacitance
QThis cartridge -load capacitance busi-
ness is driving me nuts. I have two

different phono cartridges with different
recommended loads, 100 and 250 pico-
farads. I want to match these require-
ments as best I can by soldering capaci-
tors in the right place. I understand that
I should add up the tone -arm wiring
capacitance, the record-player cable ca-
pacitance, and the preamplifier input
capacitance and make up the difference
in recommended load using external ca-
pacitors. What type of capacitor should I
use and of what voltage and tolerance?
And where should I solder it, in line with
the ground or the hot lead?

TOMAS MOJER
Fajardo, P.R.

AToday's phono cartridges are, in
general, somewhat less sensitive to

capacitive loading than many people
believe. The normal values supplied by
your turntable and preamplifier are
probably close enough to your car-
tridge's requirements that you are not
likely to hear a sonic benefit from more
or less capacitance. Nevertheless, if you
still want to try a higher capacitance for
the cartridge requiring 250 picofarads,
the easiest way to add capacitance is
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Video Skulduggery
We've made a strange arrangement to bring you this new Emerson $699 front loading VHS video recorder with
remote control and 14 day, 3 event programmable recording. It's yours for just $378, but the fur is going to fly.

We didn't sell our soul. And, we didn't to record a show you are watching with- record and pause. You can even use for-
do anything wrong. But, we have an out having the tape run for 6 hours. ward and reverse hi h speed search.
incredible price on a feature laden VHS
video cassette deck that will give you
years of automated video enjoyment.

Here's the scam. Emerson's Western
Regional Sales Manager, Gary, knows
that DAK sells over two-thirds of our
products outside his territory.

So, we can sell thousands of decks
without really affecting his other western
sales. On the other hand, we do affect
total sales in the midwest and east, and
they get no credit for the DAK account.

Now Gary, who says he isn't competi-
tive with his counterparts in the mid -
west and east, offered us an incredible
price on his new super automated VHS
deck. But he threw in two catches.

We had to run it nationally,and print
his name in our catalog. Well, for Gary's
price, we offered to print his name on
every box we shipped east of the Rockies,
but he said he didn't want to start a war.

So, look how we all win. Gary gets his
name in the catalog (plus a lot of record-
ers sold outside his territory).

DAK wins because we get to offer this
incredible recorder to you at a price that
is sure to make us your electronics hero.

And you win, because you get every-
thing from electronic tuning, to two week
programming, to remote control, to one
touch timed recording & more, for$378.

Here's our part of the bargain. 'Gary
Stines is a wonderful and knowledge-
able person'. Now, on to the recorder.

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET
From the moment you put a video

cassette into the front loading slot and
see it automatically drawn into the re-
corder, you'll appreciate the quality of
this machine. And, look at all the con-
venience features that it has.

THREE SPEEDS. You can record and
play back, not in just 2, but in all 3 speeds
for 2, 4, and 6 hour recordings (8 hours
with the new thin tape).

ONE BUTTON TIMED RECORD. Just
touch the 'OTR' button once, and the re-
corder will record for 30 minutes with a
countdown timer showing the action.

Touch it twice for an hour, and to on
for up to two hours. This is really neat if
you are leaving the house and you want

ONE TOUCH
RECORDING WK -2 THU

ON
FROG in :in

ILI  JI

3 EVENT/14 DAY PROGRAM CAPA-
BILITY. You can select any 3 programs
over a two week period to record.

So, if you're going on vacation, you
can keep uo with weekly series while

even on different channels.
The timer is extremely easy to use. All

that you have to think about is whether
you want tc record this week or next.

IMMO
-.

!ossess
And, as one of the programmable func-

tions, you can set it to record at the same
time, the same channel, every day. You'll
record shows you miss when you're out,
shows that you want your children to
see at a more appropriate time, and im-
portant events that you'll want to keep.

Plus, with this recorder, just push a
button and you can watch one show on
your TV while you record another.

ELECTRONIC TUNING THE WAY
YOU WANT IT. This recorder's syn-
thesized tuier can tune in VHF channels
2-13 and UHF 14-83. But, what's really
special is that you can put any 16 of
them in any order you like at any time.

ASSORTED EXTRAS. There's still -
frame that automatically releases after 5
minutes to protect your tape. and both
forward and reverse high speed search.
When the display isn't showing the 24
hour time of day or future programmed
recording instructions, it becomes an
electronic digital counter.

ONE TOUCH
RECORDING
ON nn r

_1 it

10 FUNCTION WIRED REMOTE
CONTROL. The remote lets you change
channels, start and stop the recorder,

The recorder will set you free. You'll
watch TV when you want, not when the
networks out shows on. The recorder is
backed by Emerson's limited warranty.

ENJOY VI'DEO FREEDOM
RISK FREE

Hook your antenna to this recorder,
and this recorder to your TV. It takes less
than 5 minutes. But, you'll enjoy total
control of your TV viewing from now on.

If you're not 100% satisfied with the
incredible picture quality or the automa-
ted furctions, simply return it in its orig-
inal box within 30 days for a refund.

To order your Emerson Programmable
Remote Control VHS Video Cassette Re-
corder, risk free with your credit card,
call toil free or send your check, not for
Emerson's suggested $699 price, but
for just $378 plus $9 for postage and
handling. Order No. 4162. CA res add tax.

Now you can watch last night's mid-
night show at dinner, or tonight's dinner
show at midnight. And, thanks to east -
west rivalry, it's yours for just $378.

DAK 11304

INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED

TOLL -FREE ORDER LINE
For credit card orders call 24 hours a day 7 days a week

CALL TOLL -FREE. . .1-800-325-0800
820C Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA91304



with extra lengths of phono cable. Note
that both channels of your cartridge
must be similarly loaded. Use the kind
of phono leads that come with a plug on
one end and a jack on the other, and
install them in series with the existing
leads from your turntable. Such leads
are available in 3- and 6 -foot lengths at
Radio Shack stores and elsewhere. You
can use several such leads in series, if
need be, to build up the desired capaci-
tance. The only problem with this is
that there is no standard value of capac-
itance per foot of added cable. You'll
have to rely on your ears to tell you

when you've added enough capaci-
tance.

If you want to add capacitors, a 10
percent tolerance, low -voltage, ceramic -
disc type will do. One capacitor, whose
value is determined in the way sug-
gested in your letter, should be wired
across the phono-input jack (from hot
to ground) of each channel. If necessary,
the required value can be built up by
wiring several capacitors in parallel
(across each other). If you don't like
rewiring your equipment (and possibly
voiding the warranties), solder the ca-
pacitor(s) across a phono plug, plug the

The Weiii NAD 7140 Digital
Stereo Receiver.

"Take one part Schotz tuner wizardry,
lots of dynamic headroom and the bargain
price, and you get one h--- of a receiver."

(Stereo Review Magazine)

Nearly twice as sensitive in
FM stereo as other receiv-
ers. 50 dB stereo quieting
sensitivity is typically only
22 pV, and maximum stereo
quieting is 80 dB.

Bass EQ circuit augments
the deep -bass response of
speakers while infrasonic
filter preserves maximum
power for music.

Exclusive NAD impedance
selector to deliver maxi-

mum power into any
speaker impedance.

Dynamic Separation circuit
maintains full subjective
stereo separation while
improving the quieting
of weak stereo signals.

Soft clipping reduces the
harshness normally heard
when an amplifier is over

driven. The sound remains
clear and musical, rather
than becoming distorted.

High -current output stage,
able to deliver peak cur-

rents greater than 30 am-
peres for precise control of
voice coil with speaker im-

pedances as low as 2 ohms.

The 7140 represents the best value in a receiver in NAD's history. Rated at
40 watts per channel with 3 dB of IHF dynamic headroom, this powerful
new receiver is able to deliver twice its rated power (80 watts/channel)
over short peaks. Add to this NAD's unique Dynamic Separation circuit,
bass EQ and remarkable sensitivity and you have a product that Julian
Hirsch of Stereo Review Magazine calls "unmatched at its price."*

 Suggested retail is under $500. Prices may vary according to dealer.
For more information on the NAD 7140 and a list of dealers, send us the coupon below.

NAD
NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

NAD (USA), INC., 675 Canton Street, Norwood, MA 02062

CIRCLE NO. 31 ON READER SERVICE CARD

phono plug into a two -jack -to -one -plug
Y connector, plug the turntable lead
into the other jack, and then plug the Y
connector into the phono input of your
amplifier. Good luck-but I doubt
you'll hear enough of a difference to
make the effort worthwhile.

FM Readjustments
I've been told that as a result of
normal handling during shipment

most new FM tuners have been shaken
out of adjustment and need realign-
ment. Is that true?

WILLIAM MULVEY
New Canaan, Conn.

Once upon a time, long ago when
electrons in FM sets traveled

through vacuum tubes rather than sol-
id-state devices, there was a real prob-
lem such as you describe. It wasn't just
the instability of the tube characteristics
that caused the difficulty, but the large
i.f. transformers and other coils whose
internal tunings would be shaken out of
adjustment by the impact and vibration
of shipping.

Today, the tuned -circuit parts used
with transistors and IC's are not only
miniaturized, but many are fixed -tuned
crystal or ceramic elements and never
need alignment. They are almost com-
pletely immune to the effects of shock
and vibration. That is not to say that
there may not be some manufacturing
adjustments that could benefit from lat-
er "touchup," but to claim that most
tuners reaching the consumer are in
need of alignment sounds to me like
some dealer is offering an extra-and
usually unnecessary-service.

Digital Density
I guess this question is a bit out of
the ordinary, but because I am

highly interested in computers it means
something to me. If the digital output of
a Compact Disc were to appear on a
computer printout, how many lines of
printout would one second of the CD's
output produce?

ANTHONY L. MARTINS
Weston, Ontario, Canada

Technical Editor David Ranada
tells me that for each second of CD

playback there are 44,100 digital -audio
samples per channel. Each sample con-
tains 16 bits of information, or the
equivalent of 2 bytes, so the two audio
channels produce 4 bytes per sample.
There are thus 176,400 (44,100 x 4)
bytes per second. If each byte is equiva-
lent to one printed character or numeral
and one line of text is 80 columns (char-
acters) wide, that gives us 2,205 lines of
"text" for each second of CD playback.
Given an average count of 66 single-
spaced lines per page, a second of CD
playback would produce almost 33.5
pages of text. And an hour's play would
produce over 120,240 pages.

Now that's what I call high -density
storage!
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Wait till you experience the vibrant color and fine detail you'll see when you watch TV on your own computer's
color monitor. These new TV tuners let you use your computer's monitor when you're not computing.

EASY INSTALLATION the picture above to suit your taste. Then
Just look at the back or front of your you'll have complete freedom of move -

monitor. If there's a single RCA jack that ment and an incredible picture. It receives
says video, you're ready to go. VHF 2-13 and UHF 14-83.

It's hiding. You've probably got the
best color TV you've ever seen sitting
right behind your computer.

If you've ever tried to look at computer
graphics or text on a conventional TV,
you know how hazy and muddy the pic-
ture can be. You just don't get the clarity
ano detail you see on a monitor.

The picture is sharper on your com-
puter monitor because it is designed to
have more lines of resolution than a con-
vectional TV in order to display the fine
detail required by the computer.

SO, WHAT IS RESOLUTION
The easiest way to visualize what an

increase in resolution can do for your TV
picture, is to compare the pictures in your
newspaper to the pictures in a magazine.

The pictures in a newspaper are com-
posed of lines of 65 dots per inch of
resolution. A magazine's pictures con-
tain 120 dots per inch. The difference in
picture quality is like day and night.

While computer monitors vary in their
exact resolution, they have significantly
more lines of resolution than standard
TVs and therefore you'll see an incredibly
more detailed vibrant color picture.

GREAT IDEA
If you have a color monitor on your

desk or in your den, why have a TV too?
With these inexpensive tuners, you can
have an incredibly sharp TV by simply
making use of the expensive super high
resolution monitor you already own.

My son added one of these tuners to
the computer in his bedroom and threw
out his old B/W TV. So, this tuner saved
me from buying him the $300 color TV
he had wanted for his birthday.

I've added a tuner to one of the 5 com-
puters at my desk (yes, as president of
DAK it really does take 5 full size com-
puters to do my job), and now I have
entertainment and news, in color, without
having another screen at my desk.

0 0
Now for the sound. Most monitors have

an identical looking jack that says'Audio'.
If yours does, you're all set. If it doesn't,
just plug the audio into any'aux' input on
your stereo or even into a clock radio.

There's a convenient switch that lets
you switch from TV to computer without
ever touching a cable again. There are
both VHF and UHF inputs to the tuner.
The world of TV will be at your command.

The tuner operates on standard 110V
AC. Your computer may be on or off
when you watch TV. You can be assured
of the quality, because the tuners are
made by Link, the computer specialists.
They're backed by a limited warranty.

ENJOY SUPER -SHARP TV
RISK FREE

Just imagine sitting back and enjoy-
ing brilliant TV images floating across
your computer's screen. You'll be amazed
at the detail that emerges from the screen.

Just plug your computer's output into
the tuner and the tuner into your monitor.
Add your antenna, and away you go.

The rotary tuner is great for watching
TV from the same seat from which you
operate your computer.

Just set it on top of your monitor and
flip its front panel swtich from PC to TV.
Then, turn to the channel you want and
enjoy a startlingly vibrant TV picture. It
receives VHF 2-13 and UHF 14-83.

The all electronic remote control tuner
is really special. The remote sits on the
front panel for normal use, but lifts off for
total control up to 20 feet away.

The electronic tuner can be set to
receive any 12 channels you desire. Just
adjust the tuning elements exposed in

But look at this. It's not in its specs,
but I can tune it to midband cable chan-
nels 14-24. So, while we aren't offering
it as cable ready, it tunes in my cable
channels, and if they're not scrambled, it
should tune in yours too.

Try one of the tuners risk free. If you
don't see the sharpest, clearest most
vibrant picture you've ever seen, simply
return the tuner in its original box within
30 days for a courteous refund.

To order a Computer Monitor Tuner
risk free with your credit card, call toll
free or send your check for DAK's incre-
dible breakthrough price of just $88
($4.50 P&H) Order No. 4141 for the
Rotary Tuner. Or, send just$119 ($4.50
PEtH) Order No. 4142 for the Electronic
Remote Control Tuner.

Enjoy breathtaking color TV by using
the expensive, super -sharp color mon-
itor you already own. Save the expense
of a new TV that can't compare with the
'TV that you practically already own.

DAK 11312

INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED

TOLL -FREE ORDER LINE
For credit card orders call 24 hours a day 7 days a week

CALL TOLL -FREE. . .1-800-325-0800
8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA91304



TECHNICAL TALK

CI

by Julian Hirsch

How Important Are
Measurements?

0 BJECTIVE testing, testing
that relies on using instru-
ments to measure the
electrical and acoustical

characteristics of audio compo-
nents, has come in for some severe
criticism over the years. Some au-
diophiles question the validity of
objective testing, basing their argu-
ments on what they see as a lack of
correlation between the test results
and what they believe they hear
when the components are played.
Those of us who make the objective
tests are often taken to task by these
people for being hopelessly out of
touch with their perceived reality.

I suspect that many such critics
would be surprised to find that I am
not at all "anti -subjective." Some
thirty years ago, C. J. LeBel, a foun-
der and the first secretary of the
Audio Engineering Society, com-
mented to the effect that, "If some-
thing measures good and sounds
bad, then it is bad." That can be
extended somewhat to read, "If
something measures bad but sounds
good, it very likely is good"-and
we may simply be measuring the

wrong things. I subscribe whole-
heartedly to this view.

But let's keep in mind that thirty
years ago a lot of the audio equip-
ment being sold and used really was
bad, even by the standards of that
time. The electrical performance of
amplifiers and tuners, in particular,
were many orders of magnitude
worse than anything being sold to-
day, and most transducers (car-
tridges and speakers) were in no
way comparable with the worst of
today's products, let alone the best.
Signal sources were, for the most
part, far inferior to today's LP's and
cassette tapes. The rumble and flut-
ter of pre -stereo turntables were far
greater than we would tolerate from
even the mass -market record
players of 1984, and acoustic isola-
tion of turntables was still several
years in the future. My point is that
poor (or at least mediocre) sound
was more the rule than the excep-
tion and any slight improvement
over the norm was instantly audi-
ble, even to those unfortunates not
blessed with golden ears.

Still, whatever their limitations,
correct measurement techniques
have the property of repeatability.
What I measure today can be con-
firmed at another time and place by
another person. The tests can dis-
close, within definable limits, what
a piece of equipment is doing, how
closely its performance meets the
claims made for it, and how it com-
pares with competing products.
That is one of the most important
functions of a testing program such
as ours, and one that cannot be met
by any purely subjective approach
except in the unlikely (not to say
impossible) event that the individu-
al evaluators are hearing the same
programs on the same products in
the same environments, have iden-
tical hearing abilities with perfect

Tested This Month

Yamaha C-80 preamplifier
and M-80 power amplifier

Technics RS -B100 cassette
deck

Polk SDA Compact Refer-
ence speaker system

Pioneer P -D70 CD player
AKG K4 stereo headphones

recall (the acoustic memory of most
people is no more than a few sec-
onds), and always have exactly the
same responses to what they hear.

Of course, objective testing has
a fundamental weakness (some
people would consider it a fatal
flaw) in that it-by definition-can-
not convey any information on how
something sounds! Listening to mu-
sic, or anything else, is a totally sub-
jective experience. Since test instru-
ments cannot simulate the mind
and nervous system of even a single
human being, let alone the entire
human race, they have only a lim-
ited capacity to describe sound
properties. To be sure, many tests
have been devised that purport to
correlate with what some statistical-
ly defined group of people can hear.
Such efforts inevitably fail to come
to grips with the immense complex-
ity of human response to sounds.
Never forget that each of us is an
individual, and probably no two
people will have the same total
response to the same sound.

So subjective testing suffers from
a fundamental lack of universal ap-
plicability, and objective testing
falls far short of correlating with any
individual's personal response to a
given sound. Does this mean that
we should choose only one of these
methods, or perhaps discard both of
them? Hardly! To me, it seems most
sensible to use both, adopting the
strongest aspects of each while being
aware of its limitations so as to
avoid forming glaringly erroneous
conclusions. The key ingredient of
the process is common sense, a rare
commodity not necessarily found in
either school of evaluation.

In my experience, the most abso-
lute and dogmatic opinions ex-
pressed on the merits (or lack
thereof) of the sound of any hi-fi
product are those least likely to
have any validity. This does not
necessarily rule out such opinions-
they might be correct-but they
should certainly be taken with a few
grains of salt. To some extent, a
similar situation exists in the world
of measurements, but I find that
extreme performance claims are al-
most always made without substan-
tiation, so that despite the trappings
of objectivism, they are no different
from purely subjective opinion.

As an illustration of what I con -
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TV/Video Sound Detonator
Create startlingly live sound out of thin air for your TV and video. Experience the stunning sonic dif-
ference that a Dynamic Range Expander, a Stereo Synthesizer and a Graphic Equalizer can bring to
your TV and video listening. Plus, you can dub both the audio and video between 3 video devices.

It's not there. No matter how good earphone output from your TV. will envelop you. Your music will spread
out and you'll lose the single point un-
realist c sound effect.

ITS AN EQUALIZER
An equalizer is just about the most

important improvement you can make in
an audio system. But, with normal TV/
video sound, even the most limited stereo
can ooperform the video signal source.

But once you engage the circuits in
:his enhancer, the equalizer can take
over and dramatically improve your
sound. It will really add fullness, rich-
ness and excitement to the music. And,
even 1= you have an equalizer in your sys-
tem already, you can pre -equalize the TV
video sound to match the rest of the
components in your system.

AND THERE'S MORE
There's a De -Hisser which removes

the hissing sound sometimes encoun-
tered in broadcasts or from tape hiss.

There's a stereo/mono switch so that
this unit can accomodate standard video
monaJral audio. Or, it can handle stereo
video cassettes or even the new stereo
TV when it becomes available.

It is 1 7Y8" X 3'/2" X 117/8". And, it's
backed by ADC's limited warranty.

MAKE YOUR VIDEO'S SOUND
COME TO LIFE RISK FREE

Just plug your video equipment into
the ADC's Enhancer and the Enhancer
into your stereo system.

You'll have a thundering expansion, a
breat Making stereo effect, and full rich
sound. Plus, you'll have switching and
dubbing the easy way. If you're not 100%
satisfied, simply return it in its original
box within 30 days for a refund.

To order ADCs TV/Video Sound Det-
onator with A Dynamic Range Expander,
A Stereo Synthesizer, An Equalizer, A
De -Hisser and Complete Selection and
Mixing, risk free with your credit card,
call toll free. Or, send your check, not for
ADC's $400 suggested retail price, but
for only $249 plus $8 for postage and
handling. Order No. 4161.

Make your home into the finest movie
theater. Experience your TV and Video
Cassettes. don't just watch them.

your TV or your video cassette record-
er(s) may be, most broadcast video sound
just doesn't contain anywhere near the
quality you'd expect to hear from even a
modest component audio system.

Simply using good equipment isn't
enough. The sound of broadcast video
and most video cassettes cannot be
brought to life with the conventional
equipment you'd use in an audio system.

After all, when you want to improve
the sound in an audio system, you are
simply emphasizing hidden sounds that
are muffled or overwhelmed in the music.

But for broadcast TV and video casset-
tes, the high quality sound is not trans-
mitted. There's no hidden sound to find.

So, in order to obtain high quality
audio, the sound needs to be electron-
ically enhanced (created).

Clues from the sounds that are in the
music need to be identified and are then
used to actually recreate sound that will
bring your video to life.

ADC's enhancing TV/Video Sound Det-
onator doesn't just bring out the hidden
life in your TV and video cassette sound.
It actually creates new sonic elements in
the sound to bring you a startling illusion
of sonic brilliance.

It can provide this sonic enhancement
while you're dubbing tapes or if you are
simply watching TV or video cassettes.

SO, WHO NEEDS IT?
You'll be amazed at the effect you'll

experience with simple things. You'll
actually sense an actor walking across a
room. A gun shot will startle you.

Waves breaking on a beach will almost
make you smell salt air. And music, wait
till you hear the music.

You'll be enraptured by the musical
sound tracks, even on something as mun-
dane as a weekly series.

The combination of sight and sound
can be incredibly powerful. You become
part of the experience. It's like sitting in
the 10th row of a movie theater.

So, if you own one, two, or even three
video cassette decks, or if you want your
TV viewing to be a living experience,
ADC's Enhancing TV/Video Sound Det-
onator will excite your senses.

IT'S A CONTROL CENTER
You'll have complete control of your

components. You can connect three sep-
arate video sources, A, B and C. They can
be video recorders, disk players, or with
our special cable (included), even the

You can copy both the audio and video
parts of the signal (yes, there are video
jacks too) from A to B and from B to A.
Plus, you can copy from C to A or B.

Plus, there is a set of audio in and out
jacks and a mike input lets you mix your
voice into any of the outputs.

And, look at this. There's a front panel
fader which ets you fade both the audio
and the video in or out for really pro-
fessional quality copies.

Finally, there are master line in and
out jacks which you use to interface this
component to your stereo system's tape
monitor circuit or an 'aux' input.

Either way, once it's connected, you'll
hear sound from your video devices that
will knock your socks off.
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ITS AN EXPANDER
Live performances produce about 90

db of dynamic range. Dynamic range is
the difference in volume between the
loudest and softest sounds.

TV and video average about 40-50db,
and the best audiophile records reach
only 60-65db.

The horizontal slider switch in the
picture above gives you a variable in-
crease from 0 to 40% in dynamic range.
So, when your sound is loud, it will thun-
der. And when it's soft, it will whisper.

Imagine a gun firing and a pin dropping
and you'll have the idea. The sound isn't
simply louc or soft, it's the range of the
difference that's enhanced.

You'll experience lifelike realism never
before possible outside of a recording
studio or at the live event itself. And, for
music, the difference is astounding. In
fact, the best attribute of the new CD
audio disks is their dynamic range.

A STEREO SYNTHESIZER TOO
Nothing is as boring or detrimental to

lifelike sound as lack of sonic place-
ment ADC has literally made syn-
thesized stereo an art form.

Switch in this circuit and the music

DAK 1 1 320

INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED

TOLL -FREE ORDER LINE
For credit card orders call 24 hours a day 7 days a week

CALL TOLL -FREE. . .1-800-325-0800
8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park. CA 91304



TECHNICAL TALK

sider an application of common
sense to interpreting measurement
data, consider an amplifier whose
distortion is (say) less than 0.01 per-
cent up to its rated power output.
That rating could apply to many of
today's amplifiers. Now, suppose its
manufacturer comes out with a
"new" circuit configuration and
claims a maximum distortion of
0.002 percent, which is by no means
impossible or even very difficult to
achieve with today's technology. So
far, we have no argument with the
claim. Then, however, the new
model is said to sound much better
than the former version, to say
nothing of its current competitors.

This has an impressive ring to it
until you realize that even 1 percent
distortion is unlikely to be heard if
you're listening to music, 0.1 per-
cent allows a huge safety margin,
and 0.01 percent is bordering on
ridiculous overkill (though there is
nothing wrong with that caliber of
performance). You can probably
guess what my reaction would be to
such a claim, which comes along
only too frequently. That manufac-
turer (or, to be charitable, his mar-
keting department or advertising
agency) has just lost a good share of
his credibility with me because of
the unjustifiable exaggeration of his
claim.

Maybe the new amplifier does
sound different from the old one
(not "better," which is an undefined
subjective term). If so, you can be
sure that the difference is not strik-
ingly great unless one of the two
products being compared is seri-
ously deficient in some respect. And
almost certainly the difference is
not directly related to the reduction
in distortion.

I have attended press showings of
such "improved" products. Where
the manufacturer has been cour-
ageous (or foolhardy) enough to
present an A -B comparison against
last year's amplifier, neither I nor
most (if not all) of the others present
have been able to hear any differ-
ence. Incidentally, I have always
wondered if the few people who
claim to hear these and similarly
subtle effects really have "golden
ears" or are suffering from the Em-
peror's New Clothes syndrome.

I don't wish to reopen the "great
speaker cable controversy" that
grew out of STEREO REVIEW'S tests
last year, but it was surely one of the
major teapot tempests to come
along in my memory. Just keep in
mind, if you will, that there are good
technical reasons why some ampli-
fiers may react to some degree to the
capacitance and inductance of the
load, including the output cable,

HER

". . . You say that's a 75 -watt monophonic tube amplifier and it's $3,500?
Hmmmm . . . . Would you have something with less power, say 15 or 20
watts, monophonic with tubes, but for a lot more money?"

and any cable with significant resist-
ance will affect the frequency re-
sponse of the signal reaching the
speaker. However, these are usually
extremely small effects. And even if
some people, under some condi-
tions, can detect the difference be-
tween two cables in an A -B compar-
ison, my reaction is a resounding
"So what?" No reasonable person
can possibly claim (or, more to the
point, prove) that the magnitude of
such a difference justifies the com-
motion being made over their sup-
posed advantages.

It seems sensible to use both
objective and subjective
evaluation, adopting the
good aspects while being
aware of the limitations.

Still, the subjective/objective po-
larity remains, and no doubt will
continue to be with us, as long as
people insist on endowing hi-fi
sound reproduction with mystical
qualities. The cable controversy is
an excellent example of a situation
where the performance of the com-
ponents can be measured with con-
siderable accuracy, and where the
subjective effects are amenable to
standard double-blind tests and sta-
tistical analysis. Yet, the faith of a
true believer will not be shaken,
even though (perhaps because) there
is virtually perfect agreement be-
tween theory, measurement, and
controlled subjective tests.

These matters will never be set-
tled to everyone's satisfaction, but
let's try to keep them in perspective.
Subjective and objective tests are
both important. Indeed, the suita-
bility of a product or system for you
must inevitably rest on a subjective
judgment. Unfortunately, no one
but you can make that judgment,
since I have no way of knowing
what your brain does in its process-
ing of the information it receives
from your ears. All I can tell you in
our test reports is what the product
actually does, in an electrical or
acoustical sense, and very little
about how it sounds. I am afraid
that most of those who do try to tell
you exactly what it sounds like are
playing games with words.
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PRICE SLASHED
DAK has sold over 20,000 of these

incredible communication devices for $49.95.

NOW JUST $29.95
Use Order Number 9810 ($3 P&H). See Below.

PWR VOL MIC .

VOX HI HI

PTT
OFF LO LO

C.
Think Speak Plus

On the job, on the field or on the road. Now you can talk and listen 'hands free' at a new breakthrough price.
Plus, there are now special units for motorcycle helmets with an intercom and FM radio reception.

set the sensitivity to high. Plus, the head- motorcycle, dune buggy, ultralight air -SWAT Teams use them. So do quarter-
bacKs and firemen. Now you too can talk
and listen to people near and far, totally
hands free, while you are jogging, sail-
ing, skiing, hiking or riding a motorcycle.

Both at work and at home, this unique
communications system, with a range
up to 1/2 mile, will let you keep in touch.

NOT A WALKIE TALKIE
This is no toy. The Think Speak is

totally automated. When you speak; a
special voice activated circuit (VOX) auto-
matically engages the transmitter so that
you are broadcasting. When you stop
speaking, it will automatically return to
'stand-by' to await a reply.

It is virtually noise free because it
uses a quartz crystal locked dual conver-
sion superheterodyne communication cir-
cuit that operates on 49mhz with FM.

So, your communication won't sound
like a CB or an AM radio. You'll speak
and hear with the full power and clarity
you'd expect from an FM radio station.

HERE'S WHAT IT IS
You wear the Think Speak just like a

personal stereo. There's an adjustable
heEdphone that you wear on either your
right or left ear. The other ear is clear to
hear the outside world for safety.

In the helmet versions, the headband
comes off and the earphone attaches
ins de. The mike and antenna attach to
the outside with quick release velcro.

A flexible boom microphone lets you
speak normally while you transmit. The
entire shaft of the boom mike is adjust-
able and will retain any position you set.

The voice activation circuit has a 3
level sensitivity switch. If you're riding a
motorcycle or breathing hard while you
jog, you can set the sensitivity to low so
that you won't transmit in error.

If you are hunting or fishing and you
can't talk much over a whisper, you can

phone has a 3 level volume control too.
In additiol to the VOX voice operated

circuit, you'll have 'PTT which means
Push to Talk When you want to talk, you
just push the PTT button.

This is a really great feature when you
want to whisper very quietly below the
threshold of even the high sensitivity
setting of the Voice Operated Circuit.

You may be into surveillance or photo-
graphing wildlife. When you can only
whisper, you'll especially appreciate the
super quiet FM reception of this system.

The motcrcycle version adds a plug-
in 2nd headset for your rider (included),
and an intercom/internal switch which
lets you talk to and listen to your rider.
You'll still be in contact with the outside
world and will receive communications.

SOME SPECIFICS
You can expect long battery life from a

standard 9V battery (not included). The
antenna is conveniently clipped to the
headband for normal use. For full range
use, the antenna pops up.

The system operates on the 49 mhz
band using FM, so you shouldn't be bo-
thered by any other radio transmissions
as you are with CBs and Walkie Talkies.

The transmission output is a full RF of
10,000uV/m @ 3 meters max. No FCC
licence is required. And, the FM hum
and noise is almost good enough for a
high fidelity system at 40db min. The
case clips to your belt, and is 4-9/1 6" X
TA- X 15/16" for the standard unit and
47/a" X 3" X 1 Ye" for the motorcycle unit.

PERSONAL OR GROUP
You can talk to 1 or even 10 people

with Think Speaks. The Think Speak is
great if you re skiing with friends, using
two boats, or sailing at sea. And, if you
go hiking in the mountains, it's a must

The two new versions designed for

DAK

craft and snowmobiling where you wear
a helmet and may have a passenger, ex-
pand the Think Speak's range of use.

All three systems are electrically iden-
tical. So, if you're a pitcher, you can talk
to your catcher or the coach. If you're on
a loading dock, you can talk to the man
in the truck or on the forklift.

It's made and backed by Maxon Elec-
tronics, the two-way specialists.

TRY THINK SPEAK
RISK FREE

Walk around the block. Take a bike
ride a -id really test the range of this com-
munications breakthrough. If you aren't
100% satisfied, return it in its original
box within 30 days for a refund.

To order your Think Speak risk free
with your credit card, call toll free or

-eerwi-et441.--$44)4)6- ($3 P&H) for each
standard unit. Order No. 9810.

If you'd like a unit that you can either
wear or attach to your helmet with velcro,
complete with a second plug-in headset
and an internal intercom, send just $59
($3 P&H) Order No. 9811. And if you'd
like tie helmet unit with a built-in FM
tuner too, it's just $79 ($3 P&H) Order
No. 9812. CA res add Sales Tax.

All three units are totally interchange-
able, sound identical and will both trans-
mit to and receive from each other. A
minimum of two Think Speaks are re-
quired for communication.

When you think out loud, people will
lister. Try a Think Speak risk free today.

11338

TOLL -FREE ORDER LINE
For credit card orders call 24 hours a day 7 days a week

CALL TOLL -FREE. . .1-800-325-0800
8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park. CA 91304
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KLIPSCHORN' PICTURED ABOVE

KLIPSCH® Presents The
Difference Between Hearing And Feeling

Dan Wallin is the executive
director of Record Plant Scoring, Inc.,
the world's largest studio for recording
film scores. KLIPSCH Loudspeakers are
used for playback in the main studio
there.

Dan tells a story of a famous
composer who was brought to tears
when he first heard his music over
those KLIPSCH Loudspeakers.

For whatever reasons, KLIPSCH
Loudspeakers deliver more than the
sound of music. They deliver all the
emotion of music as well. Most people
think it's the way the compression

drivers are able to react so quickly
and so sensitively to every little change
and detail in the music. All the artists'
punctuations, as subtle and indefinable
as they may be, come through perfectly
clear.

With KLIPSCH, a drum doesn't
just sound like a drum. It feels like a
drum. The same goes for a piano, a
guitar ... all the instruments. KLIPSCH
gives you that extra dimension thought
to come only from a live musical
performance.

Hear it and feel it for yourself.
Take your very favorite recording to

your nearest KLIPSCH dealer and get a
personal demonstration. You'll find at
least one KLIPSCH model within your
budget. And, you'll find every KLIPSCH
model lets you feel as well as hear
your music.

For your nearest dealer, look
in the Yellow Pages. Or call toll free
1-800-223-3527.

klipsch
A Lend In Sound:
P.O. Box 688  Hope, Arkansas 71801

CIRCLE NO 9 ON REIOER SERVICE CARD



TEST REPORTS

YAMAHA C-80 PREAMP
AND M-80 POWER AMP

Hirsch Houck Laboratories

FEATURES
C-80 Preamplifier

 Continuously variable loudness control
 Two -bond parametric equalizer
 Tone -control bypass switch
 Switchoble infrasonic filter
 Low -noise, Zero Distortion Rule

moving -coil pre -preamplifier
 Moving -magnet section with

current -noise reduction circuit and
extended high -frequency RIAA
response

 Adiustoble cartridge loading
 Volume control reduces amplifier

residual noise as it attenuates the
signal

 Connections and switching for two
tape decks

 Separate record -out selector allows
monitoring one source while listening
to another

 Two outputs, one of which is
phase -inverting

 Level -mute switch
 Separate digital audio disc input
 Headphone lock on front panel
 Six a.c. outlets, five switched
 Optional rock -mount adaptor

M-80 Power Amplifier
 Auto Class A output circuits for

low-distonion amplification of
low-level signals

 Class AB operation for transient
peaks

 Zero Disortion Rule amplification to
cancel crossover distortion and
transistor nonlineonty

 High dyromic output power
 High -capacity electrolytic

power -supply capacitors
 Connections and switching for three

pairs of speakers
 Speakers con be operated in any

combina-ion
 Independent level controls for each

speaker
 Wide -range, peak -reading, LED

power -level meters with switch to
show power readings with 2-, 4-, or
8 -ohm speakers

 Heovy-cuty speaker connectors
receive Leavy -gauge audiophile
speaker cable

 Optional rack -mount adaptor
 One unswitched convenience outlet

FROM the top of Yamaha's
"Natural Sound" line of au-
dio separates come the C-80
preamplifier (Yamaha pre-

fers to call it a "control amplifier")
and the M-80 power amplifier. They
can be purchased and used separate-
ly, but their all -black finishes har-
monize, and the preamp can be
stacked on top of the power amp.
We tested them together, and they

performed very well indeed.
The Natural Sound line combines

highly sophisticated circuit design,
for minimum distortion and noise,
with some unusual control features.
The C-80 has at least two of them:
parametric tone controls and a con-
tinuously variable loudness control
with an unconventional response
characteristic. Yamaha literature
also emphasizes the special circuitry

used to reduce noise and distortion
in its phono input stage.

The M-80 is an extremely power-
ful amplifier, differing from most
(especially those of Japanese origin)
in having ratings for driving loads
as low as 2 ohms. Among its special
features is a switchable "Auto
Class A Power" circuit that is sup-
posed to operate the output transis-
tors in Class A (for minimum dis-
tortion) at low power levels and
make an imperceptible transition to
Class AB as more power is required.
Both the M-80 and the C-80 employ
what Yamaha calls "Zero Distor-
tion Rule" circuits, apparently a
combination of feedback and feed -
forward techniques that, in theory,
can reduce distortion to zero.

The Yamaha C-80 is 171/s inches
wide, 15 inches deep, and 314 inches
high. It weighs 15 pounds. The
M-80, 171/8 inches wide, 161'4 inches
deep, and 61/2 inches high, weighs a
little over 50 pounds. The price of
each unit is $750. Yamaha Electron-
ics Corp., USA, Dept. SR, 6660
Orangethorpe Ave., Buena Park,
Calif. 90620.

Lab Tests
We tested the C-80 preamplifier

while driving a standard IHF load
(10,000 ohms in parallel with 1,000
picofarads). As the data In the table
show, its output clipped at a very
high level, and at any output up to
the clipping point the 1,000 -Hz dis-
tortion was extremely low. The fre-
quency response of the C-80 was
ruler -flat over most of the audible
range, and its RIAA phono equali-
zation was not affected significantly
by the presence of the cartridge
inductance at the phono input.

The phono input impedance in
the moving magnet (or MM) mode
measured 48,000 ohms at 1,000 Hz,
though it could not be modeled by a
simple parallel combination of a re-
sistance and capacitance. The
phono (MM) input overloaded at
safely high levels over the entire
audio -frequency range.

The parametric tone controls of
the C-80 proved capable of response
modifications far exceeding the
ability of conventional tone con-
trols. Each (bass and treble) has
three adjustments: level (boost or
cut over a ± 12 -dB range, with a
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TEST REPORTS

flat -response center-detented posi-
tion), center frequency (continuous-
ly variable over a range of 31.5 Hz
to 800 Hz for the bass control, and
from 800 Hz to 20,000 Hz for the
treble), and "Q" or bandwidth. The
bandwidth parameter, adjustable
from 0.3 to 3, varies the width of the
affected portion of the spectrum.

We made several response plots
to measure the limits of the con-
trols' effects. The graph shows the
treble control's maximum boost at
maximum bandwidth when dialed
to frequencies of 800, 4,500, and
20,000 Hz and the bass control's
maximum cut at minimum band-
width when dialed to 31.5, 150, and
800 Hz. The C-80 tone controls can
easily simulate the action of con-
ventional tone controls as well as
giving a near -infinite variety of oth-
er response curves not obtainable
with any but parametric controls.
The audible results are solely up to
the patience and listening judgment
of the user.

At the loudness knob's maximum
setting, the response is flat and the
volume control can be set for the
loudest level at which one expects to
listen. As the loudness setting is
reduced, the overall level goes down
but the sound remains solid and
well balanced, without a trace of the
heaviness added by almost every
other loudness control we have
used.

The M-80 power amplifier, as its
weight of over 50 pounds implies, is
not an amplifier to be taken lightly.
Its top became very hot (above the
internal heat sinks) during the one -
hour preconditioning and the fol-
lowing high -power tests, but it was
no more than moderately warm in
normal use

The M -80's power performance
into 8 -ohm loads was quite impres-
sive, but the really
special qualities of
the amplifier be-
came more appar-
ent when we drove
lower impedance
loads. For exam-
ple, its dynamic
headroom into 4
ohms was no less
than 3.78 dB, with
short-term power
getting up to 787
watts per channel.

800 Hz 4.5 kHz 20 kHz

YAMAHA C-80
TONE -CONTROL RESPONSES

31 5Hz

TREBLE

CONTROL

150 Hz

20 50 100 200 500 lk

FREQUENCY IN HERTZ

2k 5k Ok 15k 20k

Finally, we came to the 2 -ohm
measurement, the nemesis of so
many amplifiers. It wasn't even
practical to drive both channels si-
multaneously into 2 -ohm loads,
since this overloaded our 15 -am-
pere test -bench power system! Driv-
ing one channel, the clipping power
was 612 watts, and the dynamic
power was a staggering 1045 watts.
The amplifier was stable when driv-
ing reactive simulated speaker loads
and the standard IHF reactive
load.

Given Yamaha's emphasis on the
low -distortion circuitry of the M-80,
we should not have been too sur-
prised at the results of our distor-
tion measurements. They were in-
deed difficult and time-consuming
to make, since the 1,000 -Hz THD of
this amplifier (driving 8 -ohm loads)
was less than 0.0025 percent up to
the clipping point, and typically
well under 0.001 percent. Even with
4 -ohm loads the distortion never
exceeded 0.01 percent, and with
2 -ohm loads it rose from less than
0.001 percent at a few watts to 0.02

percent at 300 watts and 0.15 per-
cent at 400 watts.

Interestingly, we could measure
no difference in distortion when we
switched on the "Auto Class -A" cir-
cuit, even at low power levels of a
watt or less. We did not make any
measurements of the illuminated
power indicators except to verify
that in their PEAK mode they held
the highest reading for an indefi-
nitely long period (many minutes),
and that the LOAD buttons changed
the indicator sensitivity by approxi-
mately the correct amount to read
the power into loads of 2, 4, or 8
ohms.

Coinments
It is difficult to take exception to

any aspect of the performance of the
Yamaha C-80 and M-80. By and
large, they come as close to being
ideal audio signal amplifying com-
ponents as any we have seen (and
heard).

The attention to detail in these
products is impressive. Every signal

HIRSCH-HOUCK LAB MEASUREMENTS
IRIC-80 Preamplifier
Sensitivity for 0.5 -volt output: Aux,

52 mV; Phono (MM), 0.75 mV;
Phono (MC), 0.035 mV

Signal-to-noise ratio (referred to
0.5 volt, A -weighted): Aux, 76 dB;
phono, 74 dB

Phono (MM) overload input: 160
to 180 mV

Phono (MM) input impedance
(1,000 Hz): 48,000 ohms

Preamplifier maximum output of
cl:pp:ng (1,000 Hz): 9.1 volts

Distortion of 1,000 Hz: Less than
0.0028% from 0.1 to 8 volts output

Tone -control range: ± 12 dB,
center frequenc:es adrustable from
31.5 to 20,000 Hz

RIAA equalization error: 20 to
20,000 Hz +1, -0.5 dB

 M-80 Power Amplifier
Frequency response: +0, -0.3

dB from 5 to 20,000 Hz; -3 dB at
80,000 Hz

1,000 -Hz output power at clipping:
332 watts into 8 ohms, 462 watts
into 4 ohms, 612 watts into 2 ohms

Dynamic power output (20
milliseconds duration): 486 watts

:nto 8 ohms, 787 watts :nto
4 ohms, 1045 watts into 2 ohms

Clipping headroom: 1.23 dB
(8 ohms); I .46 dB (4 ohms)

Dynamic headroom: 2.9 dB
(8 ohms), 3.78 dB (4 ohms)

Maximum distortion from 20 to
20,000 Hz, 250 watts output:
0.006%

Sensitivity (for 1 -won output):
100 mV

Signal-to-noise ratio (referred to
1 wan,_A-weighted): 100 dB

Slew Factor: Greater than
measurement lima of 25
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connector is gold-plated, as are the
plugs on the twin shielded cable
supplied with the C-80 for connec-
tion to the M-80. All the controls
operate with smoothness and preci-
sion as well as electrical silence. Sur-
prisingly, although Yamaha makes
a point of the ability of the speaker
connectors to accept oversized,
heavy-duty speaker wires, they can-
not be used with the Monster Cable
Xterminator plugs or standard ba-
nana plugs. Also, we cannot under-
stand why the M-80 had a "Auto
Class -A Power" switch at all. There
could be no conceivable reason to
switch off a circuit that produced
the benefits claimed for this one.
However, since we found no mea-
surable or audible changes in distor-
tion (or anything else) when this
button was pressed or released, the
point is moot.

There are even fewer nits to pick
concerning the C-80 preamplifier. It
is a superb unit, as undaunting in
appearance as any we have seen
when its hinged panel is closed, yet
as versatile as any when it is open.
And it sounded great. The loudness
compensation was far and away the
best we have used, so ideal in its
operation that more than once
when listening at very low levels we
were surprised to hear solid organ
or drum sounds in the low bass that
should not have been audible at
those levels. Some other loudness
controls might also have made these
sounds audible, but they would
have left their mark in the form of
intolerably unnatural voice quality.
But the action of the Yamaha cir-
cuit is really undetectable except
when it is doing what it is meant to
do. Outstanding!

For some people, the parametric
tone controls may be even more
important. For our part, even using
conventional tone controls involves
more "fiddling" than we care for, so
these controls would probably get
little from us. For the inveterate
"knob twiddler," however, the C-80
should be an ideal choice.

Even the price of these units,
though hardly insignificant, is far
from the stratospheric levels of
many high -end components. These
Yamaha "Natural Sound" compo-
nents are well worth their price in
today's market.
Circle 140 on reader service card

If you're a friend )f Jack Dane! s. drop us a lire Vile d like t get to luny you.

IT'S IMPOSSIBLE TO PHOTOGRAPH our
charcoal mellowing process. But this is a
charcoal mellowing vat.

Into this vat we tamp finely ground charcoal.
Then we seep our just -distilled whiskey slowly
through the charcoal to mellow
its taste before aging. Once the
whiskey drips into the vat,
there's no way to photograph
what's happening. But when
you compare Jack Daniel's
to any other whiskey, you'll
begin to get the picture.

CHARCOAL
MELLOWED

DROP

BY DROP

Tennessee Whiskey  90 Proof  Distilled ane Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery
Lem Motlow, Prop., Route 1, Lynchburg (Pop. 361) Tennessee 37352

Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United Slates Government.
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TECHNICS
RS -B100
CASSETTE
DECK
Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

ASIDE from offering three
noise -reduction systems
(Dolby B, Dolby C, and
dbx), three heads, and a

dual -capstan transport, Technic's
RS -B100 includes some "hidden"
features in its circuitry. While they
may not have immediately obvious
sonic advantages, they indicate the
extent to which the Technics de-
signers have pondered the problems
of cassette recording.

For example, every analog record-
er introduces quite extensive phase
shifts to the signal (these come
mainly from the record and play-
back equalization circuits). The RS -
B100 is unique among home cas-
sette decks we have examined in
that it contains phase -compensa-
tion circuits to correct for these
phase shifts. If nothing else, the cir-
cuits permit much more accurate
recording and playback of square
waves. The manufacturer's litera-
ture says the effects of the phase
compensation become more audi-
ble when tapes are copied since the
cumulative phase distortion is dra-
stically reduced. Other circuit fea-
tures of the RS -B100 include a
direct -coupled play back amplifier

FEATURES
0 Three -head, dual-copstan design with

direct -drive capstan motor
El Dolby B, Dolby C, and dbx

noise -reduction systems
 Phase -compensated circuits for

improved phase linearity
 User -adjustable tape sensitivity and

bias controls used in conjunction with
built-in 400/12,000 -Hz oscillator

0 Amorphous -alloy record and
playback heads

 Quartz -regulated motor -speed
control

 Automatic source/tape switching with
manual override

0 Tape counter reads either tope
revolutions or remaining time

0 Eighteen -segment fluorescent
peak-reading/holding level display

0 Rack -mount adaptor
Cl Music Select finds and plays start of

next or current track
0 Front panel headphone jack
0 Output level control
0 Optional remote control with cable
 Switchoble FM multiplex Filter

utilizing dual FET's (field-effect
transistors) for lower noise.

The separate record and playback
heads of the RS -B100 allow the user
to make instant quality compari-
sons between source and tape. They
also enable the use of appropriately
different head -gap widths for re-
cording (2.5 micrometers) and play-
back (0.8 Am). Both head elements
are contained in a single case and

HIRSCH-HOUCK LAB MEASUREMENTS
Fast -forward time: 87 seconds

IC -60)
Rewind time: 89 seconds (C-60)
Speed error: none measurable
Dolby tracking error: +1.5, -0

dB with Dolby B; +2.5, -0 dB with
Dolby C

Wow -and -flutter: 0.024% wrms,
0.034% DIN peak-we,ghted

Line input for indicated 0 dB: 50
mV

Line output at indicated 0 dB:
0.61 volt

Meter indication at IEC-standard
0 dB: +1 dB

 Tape used: TDK AD (Type I,
ferric)

IEC O -dB distortion: 0.45% (0.09%

with dbx of equivalent output level)
Meter indication at 3% third -

harmonic distortion: +9 dB
(1 7% at +20 dB with dbx)

Signal-to-noise ratios (in decibels)

NR off
Dolby B
Dolby C
dbx

Unwtd. A-wtd.
55.9 61.0
62.6 70.2
65.0 75.5
86.0 93.0

CCIR
58.5
68.6
77.0
90.2

 Tape used: TDK SA -X (Type II,
chrome -equivalent)

IEC 0 -dB distortion: 1 1%
(0.28% with dbx at equivalent output
level)

Meter indication at 3% third -
harmonic distortion: +8 dB
(2.4% at +20 dB with dbx(

are made from an amorphous (non-
crystalline) metal alloy that com-
bines extremely good magnetic
characteristics with high wear resist-
ance. The tape transport uses a
direct -drive d.c. servomotor to turn
the leading capstan, which is belt -
coupled to a trailing capstan of a
different size. The dual closed -loop
capstans isolate the tape from any
additional wow/flutter-producing

sources as it crosses

Signal-to-noise ratios On decibels):
Unwtd. A-wtd. CCIR

NR off 57.1 62.0 59.6
Dolby B 62.6 70.5 69.4
Dolby C 64.5 76.3 77.2
dbx 85.1 92.1 89.5

 Tape used: TDK MA -R (Type
IV, metal)

IEC 0 -dB distortion: 1.2%
(0.38% with dbx of equivalent output
level)

Meter indication at 3% third -
harmonic distortion: +8.4 dB
(1.5% at +20 at3 with dbx)

Signal-to-noise ratios (,r: decibels):
Unwtd. A-wtd. CCIR

NR off 56.1 60.8 58.5
Dolby B 62.5 69.8 68.5
Dolby C 64.5 75.2 76.5
dbx 83.5 90.0 87.0

the heads. A sepa-
rate d.c. motor
turns the reel hubs,
and a third is used
to position the head
block.

The cassette well
has better rear illu-
mination than do
most, and its clear
door (removable for
head cleaning) af-
fords a full view of
the cassette label
and the amount of
tape remaining on
the side. Detectors
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Not I3r the meek

Whel you buy a
Sanyo Digital Audio
System. you have to
be prepared.

The sound is so
spectacular, so
commanding, that
it challenges your
ability to take it all
in. But if you're
someone who
appreciates breath-
taking power and

clarity, Sanyo has
two new digital
audio systems for
you.

Each has the
CP300 player. Its
laser pickup system
reads the computer -
coded music on
compact digital
discs without
touching the sur-
face-so discs
keep their spar-
kling sound forever.

*Minimum Continuous Average Fbwer
per change', both channels driven
Into 8 ohms, 20-20,000Hz.
no more han 0.3% Total Harmonic Distortion

It's easy to operate,
and includes rapid
access, automatic
repeat, and pro-
grammable track
memory.

To hancle the
enormous dynamic
range of digital
audio, you can
choose from a
crisp 50 cr a su-
perb 100 watt per

channel* amplifie-.
A built-in graphic
equalizer lets you
"fine tune" the
sound.

Other matched
components in-
clude a computer-
coitrolled digital
AM/FM tuner that
ac:ually seeks out
and programs up to
20 stations into its
memory. Plus a
high-performance

II SANYO

Dolby** cassette
deck. And 3 -way
high -efficiency
speakers. There's
even a semi -auto-
matic direct drive
turntable

Contact your
local Sanyo dealer
to audition both of
these impeccable
performers.

If you dare.

 TM Do by Laboratories
IDSznyo 1984

The modern an of electronics. CIRCLE NO 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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TEST REPORTS

inside the well automatically switch
equalization and record bias for the
different tape types. The tape op-
timization facilities include both
400 -Hz and 12 -kHz oscillators, for
tape -sensitivity and bias adjust-
ments, respectively, and while the
procedure is being run the resolu-
tion of the fluorescent record -level
indicators is temporarily increased
to show small 1 -dB changes. During
regular operation the indicators
read levels from -40 dB to +18
dB, and signal peaks are held for
approximately two seconds to facili-
tate reading.

The overall dimensions of the RS -
B100 are 17 inches wide (19 inches
with rack adaptors installed), 33/4

inches high, and 101/4 inches deep.
The unit weighs slightly over 12
pounds. Price: $800. Technics,
Dept. SR, One Panasonic Way, Se-
caucus, N.J. 07094.

Lab Tests
Playback frequency response,

checked with our IEC calibrated
tapes, showed a slight, smooth dip
in the upper midrange ( -1.9 dB at
4 kHz) with both the 120 -microsec-
ond (ferric) and 70 -AS (chrome and
metal) tapes. Above this point, how-
ever, the 70-Ais tape rose steadily to
+3 dB at 18 kHz, while the ferric
(120 -As) tape dropped slowly to
- 3.7 dB at the same frequency.
From the variations we observed at
the highest frequencies of the ferric
test tape, we suspect that a combi-
nation of tolerances between the
tape and the deck resulted in an azi-
muth error that caused the high -end
losses shown. Certainly we did not
hear the problem while playing oth-
er tapes, and it did not show up in
the overall record -playback re-
sponse curves.

Our sample of the RS -B100 was
supplied with the three tapes used in
its factory checkout (TDK AD,
TDK SA -X, and TDK MA -R),
which are representative of today's
premium -grade formulations. With
these tapes, overall record -playback
frequency response, measured at 20
dB below the 250 nanoweber/meter
international standard "0 -dB" level,
was within +1, -2 dB from ap-
proximately 32 Hz to 20 kHz, which
is extremely good performance. At
the IEC 0 -dB level, which corre-

sponded to a reading of +4 on the
RS-B100's indicators, the advantage
of metal tape in high -frequency
storage potential was clear: the re-
sponse at 20 kHz was down by only
4 dB. Indeed, with the Dolby C sys-
tem in use, response at 20 kHz was
flat within 1.5 dB.

Because the dbx noise -reduction
system (unlike Dolby) operates as a
2:1 compressor -expander, both dis-
tortion at the IEC 0 -dB level and
headroom up to the 3 -percent dis-
tortion point (normally used in sig-
nal-to-noise ratio measurements)
were considerably affected when
dbx was used. Even at input/output
signal levels above the +18 -dB lim-
it of the fluorescent display we
could not reach 3 -percent distortion
with any tape, though at +20 dB
the unit's amplifiers gave audible
evidence (confirmed by our oscillo-
scope) of the onset of overload. We
used this level, therefore, in our sig-
nal-to-noise ratio (S/N) measure-
ments with the dbx system, though
it is considerably higher than we
would recommend allowing signal
peaks to reach (even with dbx). Part
of the advantage of using dbx de-
rives from the fact that all of its
potential need not be used for hiss
reduction: some can be used to low-
er distortion generally and to in-
crease the high -frequency handling
capacity of the tape.

The wow and flutter readings on
the RS -B100 were extremely low,
and speed was exact. Dolby tracking
error, measured at -20- and -30 -
dB levels, was about average, as
were the high-speed winding times
and line sensitivity.

Comments
Listening both to prerecorded and

dubbed tapes on the RS -B100, we
were impressed with the fine mu-
sical quality of the sound. Whether
this is to be attributed to the special
phase -compensation circuitry the
deck incorporates, to the low wow
and flutter, or to a combination of
still other factors is not clear, but
what is important is that the upper
tones of piano recordings, for exam-
ple, had an entirely commendable
clarity. Moreover, at least with the
selections we used, the dbx system
manifested no audible "breathing"
or "pumping"; it did not have a
"sound" different from that of the
Dolby C system, though it did pro-
vide a lower noise "floor" with very
low-level inputs.

In a unit so physically small, it is
not possible to make all the knobs
as large as one might like, but the
size of the main record -level control
(both silver and black knobs are
supplied) is certainly adequate. One
minor caution about the rack -
mounting adaptor is in order, how-
ever: EIA-standard rack compo-
nents must all have vertical heights
that are a multiple of 11'4 inch, and
the RS -B100 is 1/4 inch too high to fit
a standard equipment opening.
With the continuously variable
heights accepted by most furniture -
type audio racks, however, this is
not a problem.

In all, we found the Technics RS -
B100 a very fine cassette deck that
we can recommend without hesita-
tion. -Craig Stark
Circle 141 on reader service card
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CHECK
OUR REFERENCES.

First trust your ears. Then trust the experts. That's a
reliable way to judge speaker systems. Especially reference
monitors.

We make this point because of the response our studio
monitor speakers have received from recording engineers

at top studios like A&M, A&R,
Hummingbird, Universal and
Westlake. As well as Yamaha's
own music research and devel-
opment facility and professional
studio in Glendale, California.

And that response has
been extraordinary. Here's why:
accurate reproduction.

Which brings us to the
new NS -200M and NS -500M.

The NS -200M is compact without compromise. It
can easily handle the wider dynamic range and frequency
response of today's sources. Its 10" pure spruce woofer cone

Suggested USA. retail prices-NS-500M. $385 each, NS -200M. $285 each.

Known for its exceptional accuracy
and consistent rrsponse over a wide
range of frequency. beryllium is the
material of choice for our NS -500M
tweeter dome.

is made of the same material that goes into the soundboards
of our fine pianos. Its titanium carbide dome midrange and
tweeter produce crisp, clear highs. And
its low -loss cross over makes sure signals
get to the drivers unscathed

The larger NS-500M's 12" woofer
is made from our exclusive carbon fiber
technology. The result is a near -perfect
balance between damping, rigidity and
strength -to -weight. Which translates to
remarkably natural bass response.

Our titanium carbide midrange
approaches perfection in transient and frequency response,
without break-up. And our beryllium dome tweeter repro-
duces extremely high frequencies with ease, accuracy and
natural realism.

So check our references. Both the speakers and

you hear.
the experts. You'll like what

e,YAMAHA

1

AM

RIM
IN mei WPM

Our monitor speakers can
give you the level of accu-
racy and realism pros have
come to expect.

Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA, P.O. Box 6660. Buena Park, CA 90622

For Dealer Nearest You Call TOLL -FREE 800-633-2252 Ext 879

YAMAHA
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POLK SDA
COMPACT
REFERENCE
SPEAKER
Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

pOLK'S latest use of its Stereo
Dimension Array tech-
niques is the SDA Com-
pact Reference System,

composed of two "bookshelf'
speakers suitable for mounting near
a wall as well as on optional free-
standing pedestals. Like its prede-
cessors in this series-we tested the
first, the SDA-1, a couple of years
ago-the SDA-CRS (or SDA Com-
pact, as it is sometimes called) is
designed to compensate for the fact
that in normal stereo playback each
ear hears the sound from both
speakers, which inevitably affects
apparent channel separation and
the stereo image.

Each cabinet of the SDA-CRS
contains two independent speaker
subsystems, designated as the "ster-
eo" and "dimension" speakers. The
SDA system helps each ear to hear
only the sound from its correspond-
ing (left or right) speaker by cancel-
ing the sound arriving from the
opposite speaker. The cancellation
is performed acoustically, by pro-
viding a signal shifted in phase and
delayed in time by the correct
amount to cancel the direct arrival
from the opposite speaker.

The primary sound output of the
SDA-CRS speakers comes from
their "stereo" drivers. The cabinets
are designed as mirror -image pairs,
with the stereo drivers located at the
inner ends of the front panels. The
"dimension" speakers, using identi-
cal drivers, are located at the outer
ends of the speaker's front panels.
Sounds intended for the listener's
left ear, for example, are radiated
not only from the left stereo drivers,
but also from the dimension drivers
of both speakers, in such a manner
that the extra distance from the
dimension drivers to the ears pro-
vides the delays needed for cancella-

FEATURES
 Two-way system with a 10 -inch

rear -mounted passive boss radiator.
a 6 -inch woofer, and a 1 -inch dome
tweeter

0 Second identical woofer and tweeter

in each cabinet for spatial dimension
control (interchonnel crosstalk
cancellation), giving enhanced stereo
imaging

0 Variety of finishes available

tion. The listener therefore (in theo-
ry, anyway) hears a pure left -chan-
nel sound only through his left ear
and right -channel sound through
his right ear.

Each speaker subsystem of the
SDA-CRS (the stereo or dimension
drivers of one cabinet) is a two-way
design, employing a 6 -inch woofer
and a 1 -inch dome tweeter with a
2,000 -Hz crossover frequency. In
addition, there is a single 10 -inch
passive radiator in the rear of the
cabinet, effective for both woofers
in the enclosure and extending the
low -bass response of the system.
The left and right enclosures are
interconnected by a cable that plugs
into their rear panels, transferring
the signals between them for pro-
cessing and radiation from the re-
spective dimension drivers. The
only limitation on amplifier com-
patibility is that the amplifier's two

speaker outputs must have a com-
mon ground. Almost all amplifiers
and receivers meet this qualifica-
tion, however.

Each cabinet of the Polk SDA-
CRS is 20 inches wide, 1214 inches
high, and 91/2 inches deep. A protec-
tive perforated metal cover over the
passive radiator extends another
inch behind each cabinet, which
should in any case be at least 11/2

inches from the wall. Each speaker
weighs about 35 pounds. Several
cabinet finishes are available: wal-
nut or rosewood vinyl veneers
($790 per pair), or true oak (shown)
or walnut finishes ($890 per pair).
All have a snap -on cloth grille. The
input binding posts and tweeter -
protection fuses are recessed into
the rear panels. There are no level
adjustments. Polk Audio Inc., Dept.
SR, 1915 Annapolis Rd., Baltimore,
Md. 21230.
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&TDK ?"41° SA -X90

You bought a high-powered, quality
audio system with speakers to match
for only one purpose. Total perform-
ance. To maximize its potential, you
need the ultimate high -bias audio
cassette. TDK SA -X.

It's one of our Pro Reference cas-
settes designed to deliver unmatched
performance.

Surpassing all other conventional
cassettes in its class, SA -X delivers a
level of sound quality, clarity and fidel-
ity that you have never obtained be-
fore. Unless, of course, you're already
using it.

SA -X's exclusive dual coating of
Super Avilyn magnetic particles pro -

1984 1 DK Electronics Corp

vides optimum performance at all fre-
quency ranges. You get crisp, clean
highs and rich, solid lows. With pure
sonic pleasure in between.

SA -X will also handle high signal
levels without distortion or satura-
tion, thanks to its super -wide dynamic
range and higher MOL.

And we make sure SA -X keeps on
tweaking without squeaking (as some
other cassettes do). Our specially -engi-
neered Laboratory Standard Mecha-
nism provides a smoother tape
transport to assure total reliability
and trouble -free performance.

It should also come as no surprise
that you'll get incredible perform-

ances from two other TDK Pro Refer-
ence cassettes: MA -R metal and AD -X
Avilyn-based normal bias cassettes.

Each is designed to deliver pure
performance pleasure and long-time
reliability...each backed by our Life-
time Warranty.

So maximize the performance of
your eqcipment. Pick up TDK Pro
Reference audio cassettes today.
We've never met a speaker we couldn't
tweak!

THE MACHNE FOR YOUR MACHINE.
CIRCLE NO 48 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Lab Tests
We installed the Polk SDA-CRS

speakers near a wall, about 28
inches from the floor, and about 5
feet apart (Polk recommends a spac-
ing of 4 to 6 feet for the best spatial
effect). Our room -response meas-
urements were made with the
speakers connected to our regular
system amplifier, which was driven
by a sweeping sine -wave test signal.
The preamplifier balance control
was turned to drive one channel at a
time, and the smoothed output of
both channels was plotted on the
same graph paper.

It is characteristic of the SDA sys-
tems that when only one channel is
driven, sound is emitted from all
four subsystems (left and right ster-
eo and dimension speakers). How-
ever, the output from the "undriv-
en" portions is at a reduced level.
The low -frequency response was
measured with close microphone
spacing, at the driven stereo woofer
cone of one channel and at its pas-
sive radiator, combining the two
curves (corrected for the cone diam-
eters) with the averaged room re-
sponse.

The composite corrected frequen-
cy response derived from these
techniques varied less than ±4 dB
from 170 to 20,000 Hz. There was
an apparent maximum output at 80
to 100 Hz, below which the bass
output fell off gradually. Because
our low -frequency measurement
(and the manner of its combination
with the higher frequencies) is
somewhat arbitrary, it cannot de-
fine the performance of the speaker
in a different acoustical environ-
ment. However, it does agree well
with the sound we heard from the
SDA-CRS in our room. Even with
the observed variations, the overall
response of the SDA-CRS was ± 6.5
dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz, an
impressive achievement for a pair
of compact speakers with relatively
small drivers.

For our FFT quasi-
anechoic response mea-
surements, with the mi-
crophone spaced 1 me-
ter from the speaker, we
separated the left and
right systems and drove
only one from the am-
plifier. The axial re -

1111.01110110/
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sponse was extremely uniform over
the measurement range of the IQS
analyzer, within ± 2.5 dB from 180
to 15,000 Hz (except for a cancella-
tion dip at 2,500 Hz, which was
dependent on the microphone spac-
ing and direction and was not re-
flected in the total acoustic output
from the speaker). The response
dropped slightly in the 15,000- to
21,000 -Hz range, returning to mid-
range levels at 23,000 Hz. The hori-
zontal dispersion of the SDA-CRS
was excellent up to 8,000 Hz, and
the axial and 45 -degree off -axis re-
sponse curves differed only moder-
ately between 8,000 and 15,000
Hz.

We measured the impedance of a
single system, although the actual
impedance presented to the ampli-
fier is a function of the dynamic bal-
ance of the signals in both channels.
The impedance was 20 to 30 ohms
in the low bass and 8 to 10 ohms in
the 50- to 500 -Hz range (except for a
rise to 18 ohms at 87 Hz). At higher
frequencies, the impedance was typ-
ically between 10 and 125 ohms.
The woofer distortion, measured
separately at the driven and passive
cones, was very low (well under 1
percent) from 100 to below 60 Hz,
and rose steeply to about 8 percent
at 45 Hz. The drive level in this
measurement was 4.5 volts, equiva-
lent to a midrange sound -pressure
level at 1 meter of 90 dB. It must be
realized that under normal condi-

tions, the four speaker sub-
systems that comprise the
Polk SDA-CRS are always
operating and sharing the to-
tal input power, so that these
distortion measurements
made on a single subsystem
are not necessarily represen-
tative of the performance of
the complete system in a
stereo installation. In all
probability the distortion
will go down in normal use,
since the same sound level

will be achieved with a lower ampli-
fier output.

Finally, although Polk does not
give specific power ratings for the
SDA-CRS, we drove one channel
with short -duty -cycle tone bursts at
100, 1,000, and 10,000 Hz, observ-
ing the waveforms of the driving
signal and the acoustic output for
the onset of distortion. At 100 Hz,
the input signal began to clip at
about 228 watts (into 10 ohms, the
actual impedance at that frequen-
cy). At 1,000 Hz, the acoustic out-
put began to round off ("soft clip")
at 200 watts into 14 ohms, and at
10,000 Hz we began to see soft clip-
ping at 28 watts into 12 ohms.
These measurements indicate that
the Polk SDA-CRS should be com-
patible with just about any ampli-
fier used in the home provided it is
not driven into clipping for more
than brief instants (and the tweeter
fuses should provide considerable
protection against that sort of
abuse). In any event, we drove the
speakers as hard as our ears would
tolerate, with a 350 -watt -per -chan-
nel amplifier, and they never
showed any signs of distress.

Comments
Our measurements confirm that

the Polk SDA-CRS is a very good
speaker system-with a host of de-
sirable qualities-when it is judged
by the same standards one would

apply to conventional
speakers. But it is not a

HIRSCH-HOUCK LAB MEASUREMENTS
Composite frequency response:

20 to 20,000 Hz ± 6.5 dB
Sensitivity: 86 dB SR at 1 meter

with 2.83 volts input (I wott into 8
ohms)

Impedance: 7.5 to 30 ohms from
20 to 20,000 Hz

Phase coherence: group delay
vorchon from 3.500 to 20.000 Hz,

± 0.5 millisecond
Boss distortion (measured at input

level needed for 90 -dB SR output of
1,000 Hz): 0.6% of 90 Hz and 60
Hz, 8% at 45 Hz

Power -handling ability: 100 Hz,
228 watts; 1,000 Hz, 200 watts;
10,000 Hz. 28 watts (see text for

details on this test)

conventional system,
and it deserves to be ex-
amined for the special
sonic qualities that are
claimed for it.

We recall the impres-
sion that the original
Polk SDA-1 made on us:
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The system could provide a dramat-
ic expansion of the sound stage in at
least two dimensions, and we found
listening to it both intriguing and
enjoyable.

The new SDA-CRS is capable of
doing much the same thing, but in it
there has been a trade-off between
spectacular spatial effects and the
ability to benefit listeners over a
wide listening area. Most spatial en-
hancers (either electronic or acous-
tic in their operation) restrict the lis-
tener to a narrow range of listening
locations in the room in order to
work their magic. The larger SDA-1
performed its acoustic sleight of
hand for a few listeners at a time,
while people well removed from the
optimum position had to settle for
"only" good stereo sound. The
SDA-CRS is less demanding in lis-
tener positioning, but in return its
extension of the sound stage is
somewhat less dramatic than that of
its senior relative.

In our tests, we drove the
speakers as hard as our ears
would tolerate, and they
(the speakers) never showed
any signs ofdistress.

Nevertheless, the acoustic manip-
ulations of the SDA system present
the listener with a broad sound
stage, which usually extends beyond
the space between the speaker cabi-
nets and it also seems to have an
added sense of depth. These quali-
ties were apparent from any part of
the listening room. And we always
found the Polk SDA-CRS to be
unobtrusive, visually as well as son-
ically. We listened to the system for
hours on end, and it was easy to for-
get that we were hearing speakers at
all. Just the music remained, and it
seems to us that this is what hi-fi is
all about.

The fact that the SDA-CRS will fit
in any room, works as well on ped-
estals as against a wall (we tried
them both ways), and costs less than
half as much as the revised SDA-1A
says something about its intrinsic
merits. It is definitely not "just
another speaker."
Circle 142 on reader service card

REDEFINITION.
THE CARVER RECEIVER: Redefines your expectations of receiver perform-

ance with the power you need for Digital Audio Discs plus virtually noise -free
stereo FM reception. A receiver with astonishing performance incorporating two
highly significant technological breakthroughs: Bob Carver's Magnetic Field
Power Amplifer and his Asymmetrical Charge Coupled FM Detector.

ESSENTIAL POWER: Your system needs an abundanceof power to reproduce,
without distortion, the dynamic range of music on Digital Audio Discs and fine
analog recordings.

The Magnetic Field Amplifier in the CARVER Receiver gives you 130
watts per channel* of pure, clean power with superbly defined, high fidelity
reproduction.

The Magnetic Field Amplifier produces large amounts of power (absolutely
necessary for the accurate reproduction of music at realistic listening levels)
without the need for heavy heat sinks, massive transformers, and enormous
power capacitors required by conventional amp.ifier design.

Unlike conventional amplifiers which produce a constant, high voltage level
at all times, irrespective of the demands of the ever-changing audio signal (Even
when there is no audio signal in the circuit at all!), the Magnetic Field Amplifier's
power supply is signal responsive. Highly effcent, it produces exactly and only
the power needed to carry the signal with complete accuracy and fidelity.

The 130 watts -per -channel* CARVER Receiver is about the same size and
weight of conventional receivers having merely 30 watts per chanrel!

NOISE -FREE RECEPTION: The AM -FM CARVER Receiver gives ycu FM
stereo performance unmatched by that of any other receiver.

As it is transmitted from the station, the stereo FM signal is extremely vulnera-
ble to distortion, noise, hiss and multipath interfererce.

However, when you engage CARVER's Asymmetrical Charge Coupled FM
Detector circuit, the stereo signal arrives at your ears virtually noise -free. You
hear fully separated stereo with space, depth and ambience!

'This receiver combines the best elements of Carver's separate tuner and
amplifier... The Carver Receiver is, without question, one of the finest products
of its kind I have ever tested and used. Bob Carver is definitely an audio and r.f.
genius': Leonard Feldman, Audio Magazine, June 1984

"I consider the Carver Receiver to be the "most' receiver I have yet tested
in terms of the quantitative and qualitative superiority of almost all its basic
functions:' Julian D. Hirsch, Stereo Review April 1984

The CARVER Receiver has been designed br fidelity, accuracy and musi-
cality. You will want to visit your CARVER dealer for a personal audition of this
remarkable instrument.

*130 watts per channel RMS into 8 ohms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz with no
more than 0.05% total harmonic distortion.

C VER.AR CORPORATION PO. Box 1237. Lynnwood. WA 98036
POWERFUL MUSICAL

Distributed in Canada by EvolJtion Audio, Ltd.

ACCURATE

For Dealer Nearest You Call TOLL -FREE 800-633-2252 Ext. 882
CIRCLE NO 09 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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PIONEER
P -D70
COMPACT
DISC
PLAYER
Hirsch -Rauch Labm-ritorio

pIONEER'S P -D70 digital
Compact Disc player pro-
vides a full complement of
deluxe programming and

operating features. To those com-
monly found in full -featured CD
players (fast scan with audible pro-
gram, disc, track, and phrase repeat
functions, headphone output with
volume control, and so on), the
P -D70 adds a few of its own.

For example, in addition to allow-
ing cueing by track number, the
P -D70 has MIN/INDEX search but-
tons. Depending on the setting of
the DISPLAY control (which also
changes the time readouts), the MIN/
INDEX controls permit cueing by
prerecorded index points and the
ability to go forward or back from
index point to index point at the
touch of a button. These controls
also allow cueing by time, though
not in the way many players do.
Instead of providing direct entry of
the time by means of a numerical
keypad, the P -D70 advances or re-
tards the playing point in incre-
ments of one minute. While this
time cueing may seem less sophisti-
cated than full keypad control, in
actual use it can be quite useful,
especially for cueing into long, unin-
terrupted, and unindexed classical
works.

Perhaps the player's most distinc-
tive feature is its display panel.
Large vacuum fluorescent numerals
show the number of the track being
played and a time indication in
minutes and seconds. The time in-
dication can be switched to show
several different parameters. Above
the time display are two horizontal
rows (one per channel) of multiseg-
ment level displays driven directly
by the digital data. In their PEAK

FEATURES
 Horizontal sliding -drawer design
 Three -beam laser -optical system
 Eleventh -order analog output filters
 Cueing by track, time, or index points
 Fast scan with audible program
 Programmable playback of up to ten

selections in any order
 Display can be switched to show

current truck, index number, total

playing time and number of tracks,
and total remaining time on the disc

 Level display con be switched to
show peak levels or the digital data
os decoded from the disc

 Disc, track, or phrase repeat
functions

 Headphone jack with sliding level
control

mode, these displays respond to
peak program levels against a cali-
brated scan extending from - 36 to
+12 dB with level markings every 6
dB. In BINARY mode the lights are
supposed to represent the actual
"2's -complement" digital -audio
"words" being decoded from the
disc before they are converted to
analog form. The scale for this func-
tion reads from +54 to + 18 dB.

The Pioneer P -D70 is finished in
satin silver with gray and black sec-
tions for visual interest. It measures
169/16 x 111*I6 x 37/8 inches and
weighs 16 pounds, 9 ounces. Price:
$629.95. Pioneer Electronics (USA)
Inc., Dept. SR, P.O. Box 1540, Long
Beach, Calif. 90801.

Lab Tests
Testing the Pioneer P -D70 pre-

sented no problems once we had
read the manual and become famil-
iar with the player's somewhat un-
conventional programming and dis-
play features. Unlike some CD
players, the P -D70 could access any

track on our test discs (a limit of 99
is set by the standardized two -digit
track -numbering system, but this is
far more than will ever be found on
a music CD).

It is characteristic of any properly
functioning digital reproducing sys-
tem that the ultimate playback qual-
ity will be either virtually flawless or
totally useless. Thus, we can expect
(and do, in fact, find) that all CD
players will be quite closely
matched in their frequency re-
sponse, noise level, distortion, and
other measured performance pa-
rameters. The P -D70 met these
specifications quite handily.

The analog eleventh -order low-
pass filtering (as distinguished from
the digital or digital/analog types
used in some CD players) produced
a very smooth, flat frequency re-
sponse with virtually none of the
high -frequency response ripples that
we find on many machines. Flat
within ±0.1 dB from 20 to 9,000
Hz, the output was down a mere 0.8
dB at 20,000 Hz. The two channels
were essentially identical (including
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their output levels, which were 1.98
and 1.99 volts at 0 dB). The repro-
duction of a 1,000 -Hz square wave
showed a characteristic "ringing"
after the leading and trailing edges;
this is actually the result of the low-
pass filter removing the higher -
order harmonics of the signal (un-
like digital filtering systems, which
produce a similar pattern both be-
fore and after the signal transitions).
So far as we can tell this has nothing
to do with the player's sound quali-
ty; we use the test mainly to identify
the type of filtering used.

The phase shift between channels
reached 90 degrees at 20,000 Hz,
indicating that a single D/A con-
verter is switched, or multiplexed,
between the left and right channels.
Again, this has no audible signifi-
cance that we are aware of. The flut-
ter reading, as with all CD players,
was the residual of our test equip-
ment, about 0.001 percent.

Our measurements of harmonic
distortion, intermodulation distor-
tion, signal-to-noise ratio, and chan-
nel separation produced outstand-
ing results. The maximum un-
clipped headphone output from a 0 -
dB recorded level (rated at 36 milli -
watts into 32 ohms) was 7.7 volts
into an open circuit, 6.1 volts into
600 ohms (62 mW), and 0.26 volts
into 8 ohms (8.5 mW). The head-
phone volume was fairly good with
phones in the 50- to 200 -ohm range,
but we would suggest using high -
sensitivity phones with this player if
you want the full effect of a CD's
wide dynamic range.

The anal eleventh -order
low-pass filtering roduced a
very smooth, at requency
response with almost none of
the highfrequency response
ripples that we usually see.

The Pioneer P -D70 had the excel-
lent error -correction performance of
the very best of today's CD players,
easily coping with all the calibrated
defects on the Philips TS4A test
record. It also had very good resist-
ance to physical impact on its sides
and better than average on top (over
the disc -playing mechanism). The
cueing transition from Track 17 to

+2

+
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- T
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010NEER P-070
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
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HIRSCH-HOUCK LAB
Maximum output level: 1.99 volts
Total harmonic distortion at 1,000

Hz: 0.0015% referred to 0 dB;
0.001% referred to -10 dB;
0.0044% referred to -20 dB

Intermodulation distortion:
0.004% referred to 0 dB; 0.009%
referred to -20 dB

Signal-to-noise ratio: 97 dB
A -weighted

Channel separation: 100 dB at
1,000 Hz; 90.5 dB at 20,000 Hz

MEASUREMENTS
Frequency response: +0, -0.8

dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz
Cueing time: 5 seconds
Impact resistance: top, B+; side, A
Cueing accuracy: A
Defect tracking (figures are size of

the largest defect successfully
tracked): signal -surface damage,
900 micrometers; pointed dots, 800
micrometers; simulated fingerprint,
puss

Track 18 of the Philips TS4 sampler
record (these tracks have no silent
interval between them) was perfect,
showing no clipping of the opening
syllable of the vocalist in Track 18.

Comments
The Pioneer P -D70 showed itself

to be at least the equal of any of the
latest CD players we have tested. E e
forewarned, however, that maste--
ing its unconventional program-
ming system requires careful study
of the manual plus some practice.

At first, we looked askance at the
need to press a button twenty-five
times for direct access to Track 25
(in contrast to simply keying in the
digits of the track number). Howev
er, even though some of our te5t
records have about forty tracks,
they could be entered as rapidly as
the button could be pressed, a mat-
ter of a few seconds at most.

Less easy to accept is the lack of a
memory clearing button for the prc-
gramming system. It should not be
necessary to reprogram in order to
play a second CD in the normal "1,
2, 3, . . . 10" playing sequence aP
ter programmed playback of th,e
first in an unusual order. It is even
more unreasonable that the easiest
way to do this resetting is to switch
off the power.

Our only other complaint con-
cerns the level display, whose cali-
brations were so much in error as to
be virtually useless. The maximum
scale indication on the PEAK display,
"+ 12 dB," corresponded to a -6 -
dB recorded level according to the
CD standard. The indicated "0 dB"
was actually - 20 dB, and the lowest
visible indication, " - 36 dB," was
really less than - 50 dB. The BINARY
indications, even more active and
colorful than the peak level read-
ings, convey even less useful infor-
mation.

It should be apparent that, having
found nothing less than excellent in
the actual performance of the Pio-
neer P -D70, we are reduced to criti-
cizing very minor points of its con-
trol and cosmetic features. Would
that this were the case for all the
other products we test! The P -D70,
which has a handsome, compact ex-
terior, is neither the cheapest nor
the most expensive CD player you
can buy. Most of the substantive
differences between the many CD
players we have tested are in their
control features, and here the P -D70
stands up well against any of its
competitors. It does almost every-
thing one could imagine wanting
from a CD player and does it very
well.
Circle 143 on reader service card
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MOST PEOPLE WOULD CALL IT OVERKILL.

The new ULTRX- R100 receiver
isn't for everybody.

You don't really need 100 watts
per channel* of virtually distortion -
less power. Unless you like listen-
ing to today's ultra -high quality
recordings at "live concert" sound
levels.

And a remote -controlled digital
tuner with 20 -station memory is
probably more than enough-un-
less you're a dedicated FM listener
with wide-ranging tastes.

Likewise, most people could get
along without the built-in dbx and
DNR noise reduction systems.
Except those few who've become
spoiled by the almost eerie absence

4.4771X AM/. M DIGOAL WINitiLSIZEM SitMIO 4CLIVkli t+

of noise in CD digital recordings.
With the dbx, any cassette deck
can make virtually noise -free re-
cordings, while the DNR "cleans
up" existing noisy signals.

Unless you're a nut about video
sound quality, too, you won't have
much use for the TV/VCR inputs
and stereo synthesizer circuit.

The R100 is packed with features
that are best appreciated by an
audio perfectionist. It may be the
best -equipped receiver ever built.

Get an ULTRX dealer to put an
R100 (or one of our other new re-
ceivers) through its paces for you.

Some people might call it over-
kill. But you'll call it overwhelming.

ril r.411'411r I

Beyond the Ordinary.
CIRCLE NO 8 ON READER SERVICE CARD

*Minimum Continuous Average Power per channel, both channels driven into 8 ohms.
from 20-20,000Hz, with no more than 0.0097, Total Harmonic Distortion. dbx is trademark of dbx, Inc.

t: 1984 ULTRX 1200 W. Artesia Blvd., Comptcn, CA 90220
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YOUR MOST REMOTE STEREO FANTASY IS WITHIN YOUR REACH.
Introducing Marantz Remote Stereo. Total Rerr o

Control in Ihe palm of your hand. Giving you colt IA
of all systen functions w thout ever leaving the com-
fort of your chair. Or sofa. Or bed.

Experience high-tech btal
Remote Control digital compatibility
in all Marantz components. From 11

our Golder Classic and Digitouch
THE SOLID GOLD SOUND

CIRCLE NO. 53 ON READER SEINICE CARD

!.-ysierns, FM and AM stereo receivers to our Digital
Coripact Discs. Appreciate the ultimate in amplifier;,
Liners, cassette decks, turntables and loudspeakers -

Bring the Solid Gold Sound of
Marantz home with Marantz Total
Remote Control sterec. And turn
Solid Gold sounds into solid comfort.
While your fingers clothe walking,

I. 1984 Maranti.
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AKG K4
STEREO
HEAD-
PHONES
Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

OST stereo headphones
use dynamic drivers,
rather like miniature
dome tweeters worn on

the ears. A few higher -priced sets
use electrostatic transducers, in
which a very thin membrane form-
ing part of a charged capacitor
vibrates in accordance with a vary-
ing electrostatic field.

The primary advantage of an elec-
trostatic headphone, like that of an
electrostatic speaker, is the sound,
especially the smoothness and wide

It had a sweetness at the
high end of the spectrum
that we found most attractive

range of its frequency response. In
addition to being expensive, howev-
er, electrostatic headphones used to
be heavy or bulky, and normally
required a power supply to furnish
the high d.c. polarizing voltage set-
ting up the electrostatic field.

Several years ago, AKG intro-
duced a headphone combining a dy-
namic low- and mid -frequency driv-
er with an electrostatic "tweeter."
The K340 (which is still-deserved-
ly-in AKG's product line at $195)
departed from conventional electro-
static headphone design by using an
electret for the high -frequency driv-
er. An electret is essentially a per-
manantly charged capacitor, which
in this application requires no pow-
er supply or adaptor box and allows
the headphones to be driven from a
component headphone jack.

The new AKG K4 headphone,
like the K340, uses a dynamic low -
frequency driver and an electret
high -frequency element. Unlike the
circumaural, sound -isolating K340,
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however, the K4 is a lightweight,
supra -aural, non -isolating model. -
Its molded plastic headband is
spring loaded so that when the ear-
pieces are pulled down for a good
fit, a comfortable yet adequately
firm pressure is exerted on the ears
and head. When the headphones are
removed, the earpieces retract to
their shortest setting. They are fitted
with nonremovable (as far as we
could tell), cloth -covered, foam ear -
cushions.

The K4's cord is straight (coiled
cords like the K340's are becoming
rare nowadays), and it forms a Y
junction where it splits to lead into
the two earpieces. It is fitted with a
molded V4 -inch -diameter phone
plug. A 1/4 -to -4s -inch adaptor is in-
cluded for using the unit with porta-
ble equipment. Other specifications
include a nominal impedance of
400 ohms, a power -handling capac-
ity of 200 milliwatts (measured ac-

cording to the DIN 45582 stan-
dard), and harmonic distortion no
greater than 1 percent. Price: $99.
AKG Acoustics, Dept. SR, 77 Sel-
leck St., Stamford, Conn. 06902.

Lab Tests
Although this report is primarily
concerned with the AKG K4 head-
phones, we also tested a set of K340
phones at the same time. The simi-
larities in their basic design, and the
obvious differences in physical con-
struction, suggested that such a
comparison might be informative.

The phones were tested on a stan-
dard headphone coupler, which
simulates a human ear. Because no
two ears are alike, and the coupler is
not equivalent to any individual's
ear, the measured frequency re-
sponse does not correspond to what
any individual can expect to hear
from a headphone. This is especial -
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ly true because the coupler's air cav-
ity and the dimensions of a particu-
lar headphone cause high -frequency
cavity resonances that can create
sizable irregularities in the response
curve. Coupler measurements can
be used for comparing phones, how-
ever, and are quite valid at the low-
er audio frequencies.

As the graph shows, the frequency
response of the K4 was almost per-
fectly flat from 100 to 2,000 Hz, fall-
ing off at lower frequencies at a 6 -
dB -per -octave rate (down by about
16 dB at 20 Hz relative to the
midrange level). Above 2,000 Hz
there were some dips and peaks, as
expected, but the overall response
was quite uniform to beyond 15,000
Hz. A direct substitution of the
K340 phones in this test showed a
stronger bass response (5 to 8 dB
above that of the K4 at frequencies
below 50 Hz) and a depressed upper
midrange between 500 and 5,000
Hz. The highest frequencies were
reproduced at about the same level
by both phones (which were driven
with a 1 -volt signal for this test).

The phones had fairly similar im-
pedance characteristics, constant
from 20 to 5,000 Hz, with a slight
rise in the 10,000- to 15,000 -Hz
region. The K4's impedance was
about 300 ohms, and the K340's
was about 400 ohms. Their sensitiv-
ities were almost identical in the
lower midrange, where each had a
flat response and developed a 100 -
dB sound -pressure level from a 1 -

volt input.
The remaining part of the meas-

urement was a harmonic -distortion
test, at 100 Hz, as a function of
drive level. This revealed the most
substantive performance difference
between the two phones, which was
not at all surprising in view of their
disparate sizes and construction.
The K4 had a distortion of about 6
percent at 1 volt, which rose linearly
to 11.6 percent at an extremely loud
10 volts. Both second and third har-
monics (at 200 and 300 Hz, respec-
tively) were present, with the sec-
ond predominating. The larger dia-
phragm area of the K340 (which
requires a smaller excursion for the
same output) gave it a clear advan-
tage here. At 1 volt, its distortion
was only 1 percent, increasing grad-
ually with level to 4.7 percent at 10
volts. In this case, the predominant

I
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component was the third har-
monic.

By our measurement the K4
weighs about 21/2 ounces (exclusive
of cable). The cable length, from the
Y -junction to the plug, is just over 8
feet. In contrast, the K340 weighed
about 14 ounces, though it is sur-
prisingly comfortable.

Comments
Although we might have made

some fairly good guesses about the
relative sound qualities of these two
headphones based on our measure-
ments, the only valid way to judge
them, either singly or against each
other, is by listening.

If we had not measured them, we
might have concluded that the larg-
er K340 was somewhat dull and
lacking in high -frequency response.
But a more careful comparison sug-
gests that the superior smoothness
of the K4 at high frequencies, possi-
bly aided by its supra -aural design,
was responsible for its delightfully
open, airy quality. Unquestionably,
it did not have the "bottom end" of
the K340, but it did have a sweet-
ness at the other end of the spec-
trum that we found most attractive.
In addition, it seems probable that
the diminished output of the K340
at upper middle frequencies (where
it was 5 to 8 dB under the level from
the K4), combined with its stronger
bass, had the effect of making it
sound dull and distant by compari-
son to the K4.

I have been using a pair of AKG
K340's for several years, and I have

always considered them to be one of
the better -sounding circumaural
models. I must point out, however,
that the sound of a supra -aural
headphone is intrinsically different
from that of a circumaural one,
regardless of their measured fre-
quency responses. This makes com-
paring them akin to comparing ap-
ples and oranges or, perhaps,
oranges and tangerines. Both of
them have their strong points. For
monitoring during a recording ses-
sion, a circumaural headphone is a
virtual necessity if one is to hear
through to the microphones, but for
general listening I must admit I gen-
erally find supra -aural phones more
pleasing.

Each of these AKG phones is an
excellent example of its genre. I
found the wearing comfort of the
K4 to be excellent, although that
could be said about many good
lightweight headphones. Among
circumaural phones, the AKG K340
would rank very high in comfort
because of its light weight, well -
designed headband, and soft ear -
cushions. Lest the high measured
bass distortion of the K4 seem to be
a flaw, remember that the distortion
consisted almost entirely of low -
order harmonics, which are not mu-
sically objectionable at these very
high sound levels and especially in
that frequency range. They were
never audible in listening tests, even
at rather high levels; on the con-
trary, the clarity and transparency
of the K4 were its most striking
characteristics.
Circle 144 on reader service card
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"Mag,navox?
You sure?!"

(sigh!) We're not complaining, but it does get monoto-
nous having to tell people it's really a Magnavox every
time they see a Magnavox. Like with our innovative
Video Camera and Stereo VCR Deck.

The Video Camera, a mere 2.4 lbs., fits into your
hand. All you do to shoot is push a button. The camera is
so sensitive you can shoot from the light of a birthday
candle. The automatic focus guarantees crisp, clear pic-
tures every time.

The portable Stereo VCR recorder, just 7 lbs. with bat-
tery, slips out of the docking tuner, connects to the cam-
era and you're ready to shoot anywhere with stereo sound.

For TV use with total remote control, the recorder slips
back into the docking tuner. Incidentally, the Magnavox
Stereo VCR allows the unattended recording of as many
as 8 events during a 14 -day period.

Having read this much, you might think you're reason-
ably equipped to recognize your next Magnavox. Sure.

MAGNAVOX
0 NAP Consumer Electronics Corp.

Americis best kept secret.
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Reach a new high
in stereo recording

QWhy do I need Hi-Fi vide D
tape?

AThe critical demands of today's
sophisticated and complex Hi-

Fi VCRs require a video tape of equal
sophistication. This video tape n-ust
be virtually free from dropcuts and
jitters, have unsurpassed particle
density, and deliver unparalleled
uniformity and stability in picture and
sound quality. Additionally, the cas-
sette transport mechanism must be
unerr ngly precise to insure proper
transferring of the Hi-Fi audio, video,
and control signals.

QWhy has TDK developed
such a tape?

AAs the world leader and inno-
vator in home video -ape, we

knew it was our responsibility to de-
velop the highest quality VHS and
Beta video cassettes that would 3e
completely compatible with any Hi-Fi
VCRs. Just as we developed a vdeo
tape that made six -hour VCRs a real-
ity. A -'d with almost 50 years of
magnetic media technology beh nd
us, we knew that we could develop a
TDK Hi-Fi video tape that would

THE FIRST VIDEO TAPE
-94 TO BREAK THE

SOUND BARRIER.

deliver the kind of high -quality
performance that has become
synonymous with our name.

How is TDK Hi-Fi Video Tape
able to deliver such a critical
performance?
For a tape to deliver excellent
audio/video reproduction, it

must have-among other factors-
excellent signal-to-noise ratios in both
chrominance and luminance. TDK
has accomplished this by developing
new super -refined, Super Avilyn
magnetic particles that are thinner,
shorter and more uniform than any
others currently available. This allows
them to be packed more densely for
improved audio/video performance.

Can you be more specific?

Our technical specifications
show the benefits: Video S/N

+ 4.5dB, chroma + 5dB, audio fre-
quency response + 2dB, and sen-
sitivity + 1dB, compared to our
Standard Reference tape. All of this
adds up to crystal clear, life -like color
reproduction. And with an audio fre-
quency response of 20-20,000 Hz,
plus total harmonic distortion of un-
der 0.3% at 7 kHz, you've got to see
and hear TDK Hi-Fi on your new Hi-Fi
VCR to believe it.

What else should I know?

AIn addition, TDK developed a
new high density/durability

binder system which facilitates opti-
mum particle dispersion and delivers
the lowest dropout rate in its class.
Our ultra-smooth/flat base film and
high -conductivity back coating, in
conjunction with our super -precision -
made SO shell mechanism (built to
tolerances 2.5 times higher than in-
dustry standards), provide for the
smoothest running performance of
any video cassette designed for
Hi-Fi VCRs.

QCan I use TDK Hi-Fi tape for
special digital sources?
Yes. Because of its surface
smoothness, superior signal-

to-noise ratios and its low modulation
level, combined with an ultra -low
dropout count, TDK Hi-Fi is ideal for
PCM digital recording. With TDK Hi-
Fi's unique features, PCM recordings
can achieve their full potential.

For the finest in Hi-Fi VCR and PCM
enjoyment, there's no better video
cassette than TDK Hi-Fi.

g:TDK,
Don't just tape it TDK it.

11DK Elerronics Corp CIRCLE NO. ST ON READER SERVICE CARD Simulated TV Picture.



A gallery ofvideo
cassette recorders
with sound so good

"vcRsalmostrivals

Disc.1STATEOF THE
ARTCompact

by Fred Petras

sitting in your favorite easy chair or sprawling on the sofa
in your living room, munching on popcorn or sipping a drink, all
the while watching a huge TV picture accompanied by hiss -free
full -stereo sound as magnificent as you've ever heard from a
deluxe audio component system. It's all so realistic you have to
keep nudging yourself, thinking that you're actually experiencing

a 2001 fantasy. That's the kind of scene you've probably read about in
the past year or so, and it was probably described as something you
could look forward to some time in the future.

But in this era of high technology the future has a habit of being
telescoped into the present, and you need wait no longer to enjoy the
full video -sound experience at home. It's possible right now.

What hastened this is the advent of high-fidelity video cassette
recorders (VCR's) equipped with Beta Hi-Fi as first developed by Sony

.11.11111,'

.or
ThePanasonic
PV -1730 VHS Hi-
Fi VCR ($1,400)
has stereo linear
audio with Dolby
noise reduction
and many
optionalfeatures.
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The Zenith
VR-4000 VHS
Hi-Fi VCR
($1,200) has a
stereo linear audio
track with Dolby
and a stereo TV
adaptor jack

and VHS Hi-Fi as later developed
by JVC. STEREO REVIEW published
the first test reports on Beta Hi-Fi in
April 1983 and on VHS Hi-Fi in
July 1984. These stereo -sound vid-
eo recording/playback systems are
incorporated in thirty-five table -top
and portable VCR's from nineteen
companies at this writing.

Until recently, the typical VCR
offered an audio frequency response
at its fastest speed of about 70 to
10,000 Hz, dynamic range of 40 to
50 dB, wow and flutter of 0.15 per-
cent, signal-to-noise ratio of around
40 dB (45 dB with Dolby), channel
separation of 40 dB, and harmonic
distortion of 3 percent. In contrast,
today's new hi-fi models are truly
that, offering a virtually flat re-
sponse from 20 to 20,000 Hz, dy-
namic range of greater than 80 dB,

The Aiwa
AV -50M portable
Beta VCR becomes
Beta Hi -Fl with the
addition of a SV-
50M adaptor and
integrated ampli-
fier ($950).

wow and flutter of 0.005 percent,
signal-to-noise ratio of 84 dB, chan-
nel separation greater than 60 dB,
and harmonic distortion of 0.3 per-
cent.

Some of the older "deluxe" mod-
els offered stereo sound, but it was
only on a par with that of budget -
priced table -top combination "mu-
sic systems." Today's hi-fi VCR
sound-while analog-is virtually
in the same league as that of digital
Compact Discs (CD's) or of video
cassettes recorded on a PCM pro-
cessor/VCR combination.

Frequency modulation is the key
to VCR high fidelity. FM signals are
far less prone to noise interfer-
ence-which is why FM radio
transmissions generally sound so
good. Both the Beta and VHS Hi-Fi
systems modulate the frequency of

high -frequency carriers with two au-
dio signals. But this is the only
methodology common to the two
systems. They differ markedly in all
other respects except the end result,
sonic superiority.

In recording on a Beta Hi-Fi VCR
the stereo audio FM (AFM) carriers
are positioned between the chromi-
nance (color) and luminance
(brightness) video signals. The com-
bined video and AFM signals are
laid down on diagonal tracks on the
tape by two video heads rotating on
a drum that is at an angle to the
tape. This creates a writing speed of
23 feet per second (an audio cas-
sette's tape speed is 17/8 inches per
second). To insure compatibility
with standard Beta VCR's, an old-
style longitudinal mono soundtrack
and a 60 -Hz sync signal are simulta-
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neously laid down by stationary
heads along the edge of the tape.

VHS VCR's also record video sig-
nals using rotating head drums to
create diagonal signal tracks on the
tape, but their "Hi-Fi" system is
totally different. It uses two addi-
tional drum -mounted recording
heads that are for the audio carriers
only. On a VHS Hi-Fi VCR, the
audio and video signals are re-
corded in different layers of the vid-
eotape's magnetic coating in a pro-
cess called "Depth Multiplex" re-
cording. The two -channel frequen-
cy -modulated hi-fi audio signal is
recorded first, deep into the magnet-
ic coating. Then the video signal is
recorded on top of the audio signal
in a shallower layer. In playback,
the audio signals on the deep layer
of the magnetic medium are read
through the video information re-
corded on the surface layer. To help
separate the signals, the azimuth an-
gles of the video and audio heads
are different. For compatibility with
regular VHS machines, a two -chan-
nel longitudinal audio track is also
recorded along the tape's edge.

The new VCR formats' forte is
their superb sound. Their picture
quality is largely the same as that of
regular VCR's, so don't expect vi-
sual miracles when you enter a store
to sample what Beta and VHS Hi-Fi
video are all about. The big differ-
ence is in what you'll be able to
hear.

You can already hear a lot with
the prerecorded hi-fi video cassettes
that are available for purchase or
rental. And soon you'll be able to
record high -quality stereo TV
broadcasts off the airwaves. Last
March the Federal Communica-
tions Commission cleared the way
for multichannel TV broadcasting,
and many stations are getting ready
to "go stereo" as soon as possible
(broadcasting TV stereo sound and,
perhaps, simultaneously broadcast-
ing a separate audio channel that
can be used for a second language or
alternate commentary).

With one exception, Harman
Kardon's VCD-1000, currently or
imminently available hi-fi VCR's
are not equipped to decode stereo
TV broadcasts. Some VCR's are
"stereo -ready," requiring only an
add-on adaptor/decoder that con-
nects to a jack on the VCR to
achieve full stereo TV capability. At
this writing only a handful of hi-fi
VCR's have connections for decod-
ers, namely three Sony Beta models
and two VHS units, one from Mit-
subishi and one from Zenith.

Harman Kardon's VCD-1000
VHS Hi-Fi VCR contains a built-in
stereo TV tuner, permitting direct,
stereo TV recording without an ac-
cessory decoder. Most future hi-fi
models can be expected to include a
stereo TV decoder or at least con-
nections for an accessory decoder.
Most of the forthcoming stereo TV
sets and stereo TV tuners will have
line -level stereo audio -output jacks
that can be connected to the audio
input jacks of a hi-fi VCR. The
audio from the stereo TV can then
be added to the video from the
VCR's tuner and recorded on the
tape with no loss of quality. The
same method can be used to record
an FM simulcast.

Meanwhile, there's quite a selec-
tion of prerecorded hi-fi video cas-
settes to enjoy on a VCR linked to
an audio system and to a TV set or

projection TV system at home. Cur-
rently there are reportedly more
than 450 Beta Hi-Fi titles on the
market, including the best-selling
music video "Making Michael Jack-
son's Thriller," as well as such pop-
ular movies as Raiders of the Lost
Ark, Flashdance, Terms of Endear-
ment, Silk wood, and Tootsie.

By far the most popular are the
short -play music videos, which
bring today's performing artists to
your home TV screen in a highly
satisfying combination of realistic
sound and first-rate picture. Sony
says there will soon be many more
titles available at local stores as a
consequence of its new duplicating
system, which can process hi-fi (and
regular Beta) video cassettes at
transfer speeds more than 100 times
faster than real-time processes (in

JVC, the company
whose engineers in-
vented the VHS
Hi-Fi system, has a
full featuredone of
its own, the HR-
D725U ($1,295).
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The Sony
SL -2700 Beta Hi-
Fi VCR ($1,500)
has many features
as well as PCM
digital and stereo
TV adaptor con-
nection ports.

which a 90 -minute program re-
quires 90 minutes for duplication).

The VHS Hi-Fi video cassette se-
lection is still quite skimpy, but the
situation is improving as video soft-
ware producers respond to increas-
ing demands for such tapes. RCA,
for instance, has created its own
production unit to help fill the de-
mand for original music programs.
In time, you'll find the selections in
VHS Hi-Fi about equal in scope and
variety to those of Beta Hi-Fi.

In the works at various movie and
TV production houses and record-
ing studios are new approaches to
sight -and -sound hi-fi video cas-
settes. One RCA executive men-
tioned plans for "long -form pro-
grams with a concert base, plus
additional conceptual materials;
and musical movies with little or no

f -

The Hitachi
VT -88A VHS Hi-
FiVCR($1,195)
has a 14 -day tinier
and a mono linear
audio track. Its re-
mote control is
standard.

044441404,
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dialogue, such as Return to
Waterloo. These programs can take
many shapes."

The hi-fi VCR's can also serve as
superb audio -only recorders where
long programs of fine stereo sound
are desired. With VHS units you
can record up to eight hours of hi-fi
audio on a T-160 cassette, or in the
Beta format up to five hours on an
L-830 cassette. Interestingly, you'll
get the same fine results at all
recording speeds.

Depending on where you live and
what local discounting practices are,
going the hi-fi audio -only route may
be as economical as (or even more
economical than) recording on au-
dio cassettes. And you'll have sound
superior to that of even the best
audio cassette (or home -type open -
reel) recorders. A check of video

tape prices in the New York metro-
politan area reveals a potential for
recording VHS Hi-Fi audio for as
little as $1.25 per hour, and you can
record for as little as $1.80 per hour
in the Beta format on major top
brands of video tape. This compares
with about $2 per hour for the Phil-
ips audio cassette format on tape
giving nearly comparable quality.

However, while hi-fi VCR's can
produce exquisite sound at low tape
speed, their ability to do so at any
speed hinges on the quality of the
video cassettes used. In a number of
hi-fi VCR's, a tape with dropouts
(signal loss caused by flaking oxide,
scratches, or dust particles) can
cause the audio FM circuits to mal-
function (by losing their lock on the
FM carriers). This can result in
sound gaps or a sputtering of the
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soundtrack in worst cases. Drop-
outs may also cause a VCR to
switch automatically to low-fi play-
back of the longitudinal sound-
tracks. Our advice-as with all oth-
er recording efforts-is to buy only
top-quality, "big -name" tapes.

What about sound sources for
such recording? The most logical
seem to be digital Compact Discs or
audiophile recordings of various
types. Recording audio with a hi-fi
VCR is an excellent way to get a
long program such as a full sympho-
ny concert or opera into uninter-
rupted playback form, for sustained
musical continuity and enhanced
enjoyment. If you copy LP's, you
can have the extra benefit of pre-
serving the original discs.

The current and future availabili-
ties of high-tech Beta and VHS Hi-
Fi VCR's and stereo TV equipment
make buying decisions somewhat
more complex than with traditional
VCR's and television sets. I suggest
that you visit several audio, home
electronic, and video stores in your
shopping area to look and listen and
to learn all you can before making a
buying decision. Along the way,
pick up as much descriptive litera-
ture as you can-product bro-
chures, spec sheets, and so forth.

Then do your "homework." This
will include evaluating your existing
audio and TV equipment in terms
of adding a hi-fi VCR and eventual
stereo TV capability. Can your pres-
ent audio system reproduce the 20 -
to 20,000 -Hz frequency response
and 80 -dB dynamic range of hi-fi
video sound? A hi-fi VCR can de-
liver video sound only as good as
your audio system permits. Check
your system for its weakest element.
Perhaps you need a higher -powered
amplifier (or receiver) or better
loudspeakers.

In considering stereo TV equip-
ment, weigh the benefits of a sepa-
rate TV tuner and a video monitor
rather than a plain TV set. Units
that are designed specifically for use
in a high-fidelity audio/video sys-
tem have separate audio and video
input and output connections. If
stereo TV is in your future as a hi-fi
sound/picture source, I suggest that
you seek out a specialty audio/video
store rather than a department
store. Specialty shops generally
have more knowledgeable person-
nel and can give you more help in
making the right choice.

While most hi-fi VCR's are some-
what higher -priced than regular
models, you can buy a no -frills basic
Beta Hi-Fi unit from Sanyo (Model

VCR7200) for $670. Other Betas
range up to $1,500 for the full -fea-
ture Sony Model SL -2700. In the
VHS format you'll find a starting
price of $995 in the Akai line on up
to $1,800 for a professional model
in the Panasonic line. Lower -priced
units are expected next year.

Audio specifications for hi-fi
VCR's in each format are almost
identical regardless of their price,
since they have to meet certain
basic qualifications as spelled out by
licensors of the two formats. And
nearly all have dubbing capability,
headphone jacks, front loading,
FM -simulcast recording capability,
mono record/playback capability
for compatibility with regular Beta
or VHS VCR's, and stereo or mono
record/playback for compatibility
with regular units. For easy opera-
tion, most have wireless remote

controls, and half of them provide
one -touch recording operation.

The hi-fi models have the same
arrays of video features as those
incorporated in most standard vid-
eo cassette recorders, and the rule of
thumb is that the more you pay, the
more features you get. Determine
your specific needs in this realm
before going out to buy. If you now
own a regular VCR, you have a han-
dy reference point as to what you'll
want in a hi-fi model.

I'll close with a warning: The dif-
ference between the sound of an
old-style VCR and a hi-fi VCR is
like the difference between a mono
FM table radio and a sophisticated
stereo component system. Once
you've heard a hi-fi tape in a hi-fi
VCR through a good audio system,
there's no going back.

NEC's VC -739E
Beta Hi-Fi
($ 1,200) has a 21-

day timer for ht
events. NEC also
sells a VHS Hi-Fi
VCR, the VC- ,1
N895E ($1,400). ,
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THE SOUND OF

MOVIES
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A critic's choice of ten top sonic spectaculars

by Louis Meredith

ORE and more of my audiophile friends are adding
equipment for playing video discs and tapes to their
audio installations, and they are discovering to their
delight that half the fun of home video is aural. When

they tell me about it, I remind them (as tactfully as I can) that I
made exactly that statement in these pages last July with a list of
ten recommended video movie sonic spectaculars.

If you have only recently expanded your stereo installation to
get that movie ignored my July
article, the movies I recommended were: Superman (The Movie),
Alien, Apocalypse Now, Saturday Night Fever, Forbidden Planet,
Star Trek: The Motion Picture, West Side Story, A Star Is Born,
Raiders of the Lost Ark, and Around the World in Eighty Days.
They're still classics, they're still available, and I still recommend
them.

But people keep asking me, "Heard any good movies lately?"
So I've made a list that is a pretty representative sampler of the
better -sounding video movies released recently. With perhaps one
exception, I wouldn't describe any of them as imperishable Art,
but they're all respectable genre films, and, frankly, they sound so
good I don't particularly care that they're not Grand Illusion.

Incidentally, I auditioned each of those on my list on
LaserDisc, which for me remains the format of choice, at least
until Beta Hi-Fi and VHS Hi-Fi versions become widely
available. Regular tape versions of all of them, however, are in
the stores.

1. TWILIGHT ZONE:
THE MOVIE
(Warner Bros.)
Four directors (John
Landis, Steven Spielberg,
Joe Dante, and George
Miller) contributed
episodes to this affectionate
tribute to Rod Serling's
pioneering TV series.
Dramatically, they range
from the brilliant (Miller's
sequence with John
Lithgow's virtuoso
freakout-on-the-airplane) to

1111111011""salll
the saccharine (Spielberg's
old -folks -at -the -rest -home
vignette), but glueing the
whole thing together is a
state-of-the-art soundtrack
and a nifty score by the
extremely underrated Jerry
Goldsmith. Warner's home
version is, if anything, an
improvement over what
you saw in the theater, for
the simple reason that
Twilight Zone: The Movie
is, of course, a TV show at
heart.



2. PINK FLOYD:THE WALL
(MGM/UA)
Despite director Alan
Parker's best efforts, an
effective performance by
rock star Bob Geldof, and
brilliantly imaginative
animation by Gerald Scarfe,
this visualization of the
Floyd's relentlessly downbeat
concept album is a muddled,
pretentious, ultimately
tedious disaster. The music
ard sound, however, are
another story
entirely-whatever your
feelings about the score, it is
magnificently produced and

performed, and the
LaserDisc version of it is
breathtaking. The format's
audio capabilities need no
better demo.

3. THE DEAD ZONE
(Paramount)
Christopher Walken gets
psychic powers and then all
hell breaks loose in this
sci-fi tale directed by David
Cronenberg. For now, at
least, it is probably the best
of all the film adaptations
of the works of
horror -maven Stephen
King. Needless to say,
when all hell breaks loose, I
prefer it in stereo, especially
when it sounds as
convincing as it does here.

4. FIREFOX
(Warner Bros.)
Clint Eastwood gets his
hands on a Russian
super-MIG fighter that
looks suspiciously like the
ship Luke Skywalker
schleps around in. The
story line may be confusing
(is it a cold war thriller? a
Space Opera?), but the
roof -rattling soundtrack will
probably hold your interest.

5. NIGHTSHIFT
(Warner Bros.)
Ron Howard's pre -Splash
sleeper about two morgue
attendants running an
(ahem) "escort service" is
one of my favorite little
films of recent years.
Besides wonderfully
modulated comic turns by
stars Henry Winkler and
Michael Keaton, there's a
lot of rock and r -&-b on the
soundtrack, and the
LaserDisc sound gives it all
a nice velvety sheen.

6. BRAINSTORM
(MGM/UA)
Special -effects wizard
Douglas Trumbull's sci-fi
thriller with the late Natalie
Wood is a sort of This Is
Cinerama of the mind,
short on believable plot,
long on thrills and
roller -coaster rides.
Fortunately for all
concerned, even on the
small home screen a lot of
those thrills are realistically
supplied by an excellent
stereo soundtrack.

7. THE KEEP
(Paramount)
Director Michael Mann,
whose earlier Thief
inexplicably featured a

bizarre electro-pop score by
German weirdos Tangerine
Dream, more recently
offered this thoroughly
confusing but visually
striking combination of
World War II action epic
and apocalyptic horror
film. I haven't the slightest
idea what it all means, but,
at home, the soundtrack's
brilliantly portentous effects
have given me nightmares,
so I guess somebody did
something right.

8. GUYS AND DOLLS
(CBS/Fox)
One of the nicest fallouts of
the popularity of home
video has been the
restoration of stereo
soundtracks for older films,
soundtracks that in many
cases hadn't made
theatrical appearances in
years, if ever. Case in point:
this new home version of
Sam Goldwyn's brilliant
production of the Frank
Loesser/Damon Runyon
classic, which gives you the
chance not only to savor
Marlon Brando at his peak,
but to delight in beautifully
balanced stereo versions of
some of the classic film
musical numbers of all
time. An absolute must.

9. EDDIE AND THE
CRUISERS
(Embassy Home
Entertainment)
This moody mystery story
of an ahead -of his -time
Dylanesque rock star, who
may or may not have died
in a 1964 car crash, doesn't
quite make it on the
dramatic level, but it is
evocative in its way, and
full of sharp observations
about youthful dreams and
adult realities. As a bonus,
it features a vivid
neo-Springsteen score by
Jersey Shore favorite John
Cafferty. My home version
sounds a little compressed
compared with the CBS
audio soundtrack, but
what's here still has enough
oomph to give the concert
scenes of the Cruisers real
excitement.

10. SUPERMAN III
(Warner Bros.l
Richard Pryor is wasted in a
Steppin Fetchit role, and the
story line is thin, but director
Richard Lester works his
usual visual -comedy magic,
Christopher Reeve is still
endearing, and the
soundtrack (including a
snippet of a Marshall
Crenshaw song!) is as slickly
produced as the earlier films
in the series, and, on
LaserDisc, it is also just as
impressive.
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How TO GET THAT

MOVIE
SOUND

AlHOME

by Ralph Hodges

1
F you, like me, are devoted to
trashy, escapist, big -budget mo-
tion pictures in high-tech the-
aters, you know that a lot of the

sound does not come from up front.
The action seems to be taking place
above your head, behind your back,
and in your lap too. The ubiquitous
Dolby Stereo soundtracks and their
aggressive "surround" channels
bombard you from loudspeakers at
the sides and rear of the theater. We
love it, of course.

But if you also shrink from ticket -
line fist fights, lousy seats, soda
spills from the balcony, sticky
floors, and the entire student body
of PS 63 in the eight rows ahead,
you can join me in a universal halle-
lujah. Now you can take all the
audio punishment Steven Spielberg
and George Lucas want to dish out
while sitting in the best seat in the
house-your house.

Your good seat has been made
possible by the film sound system
officially known as the Dolby Stereo
SVA 35 -millimeter optical format
(shortened to "Dolby Stereo" on
theater marquees and in this arti-
cle). Like garden-variety home and
movie stereo, Dolby Stereo comes
in two tracks, nominally left and
right, and it is recorded in optical
form on the film. But snuck in
there-via a simple phase -matrix
scheme-is a single channel of sur-
round -sound information that, ex-
tracted by Dolby cinema processors
in the theater, gets shunted to the

side and rear speakers (the "sur-
rounds") and provides much of the
aural excitement of many Dolby
Stereo presentations. Now when a
videotape/videodisc manufacturer
duplicates a movie with a Dolby
Stereo soundtrack, these two tracks,
surround information lurking with-
in, are supplied as the master mate-
rial. Played as stereo the video cas-
sette or video disc sounds like ster-
eo; in mono, it sounds like mono.
But-and this is the happy acci-
dent-when played through the
home -stereo equivalent of a Dolby
cinema processor and suitably
placed surround -sound speakers,
the surround channel emerges, un-
leashing helicopters in the belfry,
star destroyers through the back
wall, and all the lease -breaking po-
tential of a hundred intergalactic
conflicts.

The Dolby Stereo format, which
could as easily be recorded on an LP
or audio tape as on film, is as
straightforward a piece of analog
audio engineering as you'll find to-
day-except for two complications,
both of which bear on the matrixed
surround information [see Figure
1(a)]. The first is a "diluted" form of
Dolby -B noise reduction that is ap-
plied to the surround information
only before it is slipped into the
final two -channel mix via the ma-
trixing circuits. A Dolby cinema
processor is equipped to deprocess
the B -type encoding once the sur-
round information has been ex -
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Three surround -sound processors with different combinations of circuitry. From
top to bottom: the Fosgate 10IA (with Tate matrix decoding, signal -steering
logic, remote control); Pioneer's SP -I01 (with delay line, several
simulated -stereo settings, multiple level and low -frequency controls); and
Phoenix Audio's P-250 (with wide -range delay line and separate surround and
center -channel outputs).

tracted from the playback matrix
[Figure 1(b)]. The surround signal
in the theater thereby benefits from
a modest amount of noise reduction
(about 5 dB) over and above 10 dB
provided by the professional Dolby
A noise -reduction system that is ap-
plied to the entire soundtrack. (This
Dolby A encoding is for theater
presentation only; its processing is
decoded by video tape/disc manu-
facturers.)

The second playback complica-
tion is an audio delay line through
which the surround signal passes
before being reproduced in the the-
ater. The most compelling reason
for the delay is that many of the
audience will find themselves sit-
ting closer to the surrounds than to
the front speakers. Therefore, they
are likely to hear the surround
speakers first (and to localize them
as the sound sources even for on-
screen action) unless they are delib-
erately made to sound later. The
delay for the surrounds is not pres-
ent in the soundtrack itself but is
supplied, in adjustable lengths and
levels, by the in -theater processor.
It is also injected, in nominal
amounts, when the soundtrack is
monitored during mixing, so that
the mixer operators can judge what
the effect is likely to be when the
film is exhibited. In other words,
the delay, even though not on the
film, is to be considered an intrinsic
part of a Dolby Stereo presentation
and is anticipated in the mixdown.

The interesting thing about all of
this processing is that substantial
portions of it can be missing during
home playback, yet you will still get
many of the sonic effects (though
perhaps not precisely the ones in-
tended). None of the home cinema -
sound processors have all the cir-
cuitry contained in the professional
model anyway.

What you need for do-it-yourself
surround -sound presentations, be-
sides Dolby Stereo encoded sound-
tracks, are some additional loud-
speakers, the amplifiers necessary to
drive them, and a decoder that per-
forms some, if not all, of the rele-
vant functions of a professional
Dolby cinema processor. Were it

2. not for a lack of noise reduction and
delay, many of the four -channel SQ
and QS quadraphonic decoders of

s), yesteryear and the so-called Hafler
circuit (Figure 2) behave tolerably
well as surround -sound extractors.
So if you happen still to have one of
these components and an extra
loudspeaker or two, get them out of
mothballs immediately.
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Figure 1. A Dolby Stereo movie -sound encoder (a) encodes the surround channel as a phase -shifted signal within the two
optical soundtracks. A theater decoder (h) has Dolby A decoding. Home units have various combinations of the circuits in
the tinted areas. The Dolby A encoding is undone by video disc and tape manufacturers.

The new products that were de-
signed with surround -sound extrac-
tion in mind have differing combi-
nations of circuits found in the cine-
ma processors. Again, however,
none of them have everything. Sur-
round Sound Inc.'s M-360 does
have half -strength Dolby B and an
adjustable delay for the surround
channel, entitling the unit to display
the Dolby MP Matrix logo (a newly
introduced seal of conformity to
Dolby Labs' specifications). But the
M -360's matrix decoding circuitry,
although matching the basic Dolby
scheme, has been simplified and
does not have such logic refine-
ments as those used by Dolby to
inhibit crosstalk.

The Fosgate 101A employs the
same Tate -Audio decoding and
sound -steering integrated circuits as
the professional Dolby processors,
but it does not have quite the same

matrix parameters (Dolby modifies
the Tate -IC performance for its own
purposes). Dolby B and delay are
absent. Phoenix Audio's P-250 has
a center -channel output, essential in
the theater but perhaps not neces-
sary at home, and a delay line, but
the matrix is again simple (though
theoretically correct), and there is
no Dolby B. Pioneer's SP -101 Syn-
thesized Surround processor has
only a choice of derived stereo -sur-
round circuits, a delay line, and sev-
eral interesting tone controls, but it
has no Dolby B or sound -steering
circuits. Other surround extractors
waiting in the wings seem to be sim-
ilarly compromised.

But how much does it matter,
really? Having the SSI M -360's Dol-
by B path for the surround signal is
nice, particularly since noise does
tend to build up in the surrounds.
Yet there is so far no practical

means of accurately calibrating a
Dolby B circuit in a home proces-
sor, and many listeners seem to find
the reduction in noise too subtle to
be noticed most of the time anyway,
especially considering the already
high noise level of many soundtrack
recordings. Dolby Labs tends to in-
sist on delay even for home units,
but it may not always be missed if
eliminated.

The Fosgate doesn't exactly fol-
low the Dolby matrix parameters,
and in fact develops two surround
signals (left rear and right rear)
instead of just one. But even at their
best, surrounds cannot pretend to
anything like precise localization. A
shift of a few degrees in angular
image positioning amounts to noth-
ing at all; "getting the general idea"
is the important thing, and Fos -
gate's signal -steering logic can con-
tribute materially to that result.

z
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In short, the con-
sensus of those who
have taken the
plunge into sur-
rounds is that all of
the extractors, taken
individually, deliver
heaps of satisfaction
with Dolby Stereo
soundtracks - when
they are set up with
careful regard to the
manufacturers' in-
struction manuals
and speaker -place-
ment recommenda-
tions. There are dif-
ferences between
them, but not neces-
sarily differences that
awaken strong prefer-
ences. And the differ-
ences themselves
may not be easy to put a finger on: a
bit more of a feeling of "spaciness"
here, a small shift in localization
there, and so on.

For the time being, almost every-
thing looks like a safe buy. You can
always start with the Hafler circuit,
of course. It requires just one or two
more speakers (but not an extra
amplifier) and associated speaker
cable.

FRONT FRONT

(R) AMPLIFIER OR RECEIVER (L)

F'gure 2. The surround speakers in the "Haller" hookup are connected
in series across the amplifier's positive (+) outputs. You may use only
one rear speaker, and the variable resistor (20-50 ohms, 5-10 watts
wirewound) is only for when the surrounds end up being too loud.

Surround speakers and their am-
plifiers should ideally be chosen ac-
cording to the same criteria as the
front -channel speakers and ampli-
fiers-but, of course, you won't take
this sensible advice, and neither do
motion -picture theaters. Smallish
but good speakers that can be hung
on the wall suit most home set-
tings-and many theaters-admira-
bly. If you must, make do with one

speaker well behind
and not aimed direct-
ly at you. But two
surround speakers
located somewhat
above and behind the
listening and viewing
area are usually more
effective and afford
more flexibility in
placement.

In judging the qual-
ity of the surround ef-
fect, listen for a thor-
ough and seamless
wraparound of the
acoustic environ-
ment in scenes that
call for it (as when
you are engulfed in
the same windstorm,
snake -infested jungle,
or explosion as the

poor wretches on the screen) and for
continuity of movement as objects
whiz around.

In the end, positioning surround
speakers is as much a matter of
intuition and common sense as any-
thing else. If the sound in front
doesn't join up seamlessly with the
sounds to the side and rear, move
the surround speakers forward or

If the surrounds

CINEMATIC HI-FI
thought given to full-scale

reproduction of Dolby -Stereo
soundtracks at home

immediately raises the
question of how it's done in
commercial theaters. After all, the
name of the game is sonic fidelity, and
we have to know what it is we are
trying to be faithful to. The
accompanying photo, not of a
commercial installation but of
Lucasfilm's dubbing theater used for
the final mixing of cinema soundtracks
into the various release formats,
reveals many of the answers.

Back lighting of the perforated
screen shows the five loudspeakers
called for by the original
70 -millimeter -film, sir -track audio
format when it was first introduced.
(Most front -channel movie speakers
are behind an acoustically transparent
projection screen.) Hollywood's
thinking at the time the first six -track
systems were built was that if you
wanted a sound image to appear to
come from a particular place on the
screen, put a speaker there. So five
discrete, full -range, magnetic -
soundtrack channels were dedicated to
left, mid -left, center, mid -right, and
right speakers, with the sixth audio
channel driving surrounds out in the

auditorium (built into the walls and
invisible in the Lucasfilm studio).

The more recent Dolby scheme for
the six -track magnetic format reduced
the mid -left and mid -right
behind -screen speakers to bass -
reinforcement roles only (for
frequencies below 200 Hz) to meet
sonic demands of modern soundtracks,
and today the bass is often further
augmented by special subwoofers. In
the Dolby Stereo 70 -millimeter
scheme, then, any audio directional
effects to come from the neighborhood
of the screen are produced only by the
full -range extreme left and right
speakers in home -stereo fashion. The
center speaker, also operating full -
range, insures that dialogue stays
centered, even for viewers far off the
screen's central axis. According to
Lucasfilm technical director Tomlinson
Holman (who was also one of the
founders of the Apt Corporation),
"The use of full -range mid -left and
mid -right loudspeakers, particularly if
the theater is unequalized, has proven
likely to smear the sound image with
phase anomalies and erratic spectra.

In adopting Dolby Stereo techniques
to 35 -millimeter optical soundtracks
(used in the vast majority of theaters,
and the original source of the sound on

prerecorded video discs and cassettes),
it was decided to limit the format to
two tracks of information, left and
right, and to derive "feeds" for the
center, behind -screen system and the
surround -channel speakers on the
basis of in -phase (center) and
out -of -phase (surround) interchannel
phase relationships. This is very much
what matrix quad decoders of the
Seventies did and why they work
reasonably well with stereo
soundtracks containing an encoded
surround channel.

In a schematic sense, therefore, the
reproduction of a Dolby Stereo
soundtrack at home needn't materially
differ from its reproduction in a
theater. True, a real movie house will
tend to use more surround speakers,
but this merely reflects the need to
serve a larger listening area and to
diffuse the surround channel for those
unfortunate latecomers who are forced
to sit quite close to one surround
speaker. Then there is the center
speaker, a tradition and a necessity in
the theater, but not usually considered
vital to satisfactory results at home. At
home, of course, you have the luxury
of sitting where you please, and
phantom center -channel imaging is
usually better to begin with.
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are too conspicuous, turn them
down or move them back and/or
up. And if, in the final arrangement,
you can contrive the get the listen-
ing area closer to the front speakers
than to the surrounds, you may find
you can dispense with any delay on
the surrounds altogether.

Finally, if you remain uncertain
about just what you're supposed to
be hearing, and confusion and
doubt overwhelm you, go to the
movies (in a good Dolby Stereo the-
ater) and pay attention. Be fore-
warned, however, that not all Dolby
Stereo movies have sounds specifi-
cally encoded to emerge only from
the surround speakers.

The wide acceptance of the Dolby
Stereo system has led to a move-
ment in the direction of a "stan-
dardized" motion -picture theater,
one in which the audio facilities are
predictable and acceptable to the
point where a film shown in one
theater may actually sound some-
thing like the same film shown in
another. This was literally unheard
of even a short time ago, and it can
give the impression that with Dolby
Stereo movie sound has reached
some sort of final development.

Not so. For one thing, Lucasfilm's
Tomlinson

Holman, has given fair warning that
Lucasfilm is not altogether pleased
with surround sound as reproduced
by simple distributed -source speak-
er systems. A few films, beginning
with Apocalypse Now in 1979, have
employed separate left -rear and
right -rear stereo surrounds, usually
via an elaboration of the Dolby 70 -
millimeter six -track magnetic
format, and interest in such sepa-
rate surrounds appears to be grow-
ing. Holman is not yet among the
interested parties ("It can work fine
for one or two people ideally seated,
but not for a theater -full all over the
place"), but he has ambitious other
plans, suggesting that the full flower
and final fruit of cinema sound are
still ahead of us. After all, develop-
ments in this field have once again
made it possible for us to experience
much of the excitement of the the-
ater without ever leaving our living
rooms. Certainly the motion -pic-
ture theater industry is not going to
put up with this situation for very
long. What would they do with all
those empty, bubblegum-orna-
mented seats?

And do not get the idea that prog-
ress in surround -sound effects is go-
ing to be limited to feature motion

If certain portentous re-

ports have any substance, music
video and broadcast -TV producers
(who now have stereo TV to play
with) are also interested. According
to Tate -Reber Productions, a Tate
Audio affiliate, its version of the old
SQ four -channel matrix (providing
stereo surrounds) is already at work
for such notables as Michael Jack-
son, Kenny Loggins, Barry Mani -
low, and the Johnny Carson Show
(imagine Ed McMahon in stereo!).
Furthermore, Tate has a plan
whereby a feature -film soundtrack
will be mixed from the outset with
SQ stereo surrounds for the home -
video media, and from that will de-
rive the mix for theater releases.

Should all this come to pass, it
will give great impetus to the Tate/
Fosgate technology: surround -
sound entertainment, for better or
worse, will be all over your home
screen. But what will you do then if
you've already purchased another
brand of surround -sound extractor?
Not to despair. Just as the present
Tate decoding scheme does a rea-
sonable job with the Dolby MP ma-
trix, so will a Dolby -type left -minus -
right decoder give you something
with the Tate SQ productions-
until the next major breakthrough
at least. 0
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TAPE
WINS AGAIN

Manufacturers of audio and video tape
meet the challenges of new technology

by Ian G. Masters

n tape
manufacturing,
the tic

form tion
is applied to
sheets of
the backing
material. The
sheets are
slit to the
desired width
and wound in
"pancakes."
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AGNETIC recording has
always held a kind of
perverse fascination for
me. It's partly because it

can be an extraordinarily creative
medium at relatively low cost. Prior
to the widespread availability of
tape equipment in the Fifties, you
could buy home disc recorders if
you really felt the urge to immortal-
ize the noises you or your family
made, but they were awkward to
use, expensive, and terrible. You
could only record for a couple of
minutes straight, with no chance for
correcting errors or stumbles. Then
the disc might give you a dozen
plays (on a good day) and was
ruined.

Along came tape, which could be
erased and re -used if you botched it.
And you could edit it with a razor
blade and splicing tape-every box
of tape had diagrams showing you
how. All of a sudden, you could use
your $100 Pentron to make tapes
that had a shot at sounding profes-
sional. Granted, the sound quality
was still pretty miserable in most
home equipment, although that had
mostly to do with the sort of micro-
phone that came with the recorder,
but still the possibilities for audio
expression jumped from virtually
nil to quite considerable, even if
that only meant assembling a bunch
of records on tape for a party.

It was in the professional area that
tape truly revolutionized audio,
however. Many new bits of technol-
ogy have claimed to revolutionize
audio over the years, of course; but
magnetic recording has a genuine
claim to have done so on several
different occasions. In the first
place, it made the modern long-
playing record possible. Before the
advent of tape, music on records
came in three- or four -minute
chunks that had to, be performed
perfectly; if not, the whole record
had to be scrapped and everything
started over. With tape, a perfect
recording could be assembled song
by song or even note by note, and
the final master could be made from
the tape. Similarly, in broadcasting
fluffs could be edited out and a per-
fect final product aired. (Of course,
one might wonder about all this per-
fection on an artistic level, but even
tape couldn't do much about that.)

A similar revolution was also tak-
ing place in television, although it
took the engineers a lot longer to fig-
ure out how to cram the awesome

amount of information contained in
a video signal onto tape. Still, by the
mid -Fifties they had done so, and
the days of live TV, with all its mar-
velous goofs, were over. It took
another couple of decades for this
technology to be available to con-
sumers, but that was inevitable.

These were just the first revolu-
tions attributable to tape recording.
In the Sixties, more convenient
formats extended amateur tape use
from the die-hard hobbyists to the
general run of music lovers. The
American contribution was the
four -track (and later the eight -track)
cartridge, a development from the
broadcast "cart," which allowed
playing of music primarily in cars
and trucks. At about the same time,
Philips in the Netherlands was de-
veloping the cassette, which en-
dured where the eight -track did not.
Ultimately, this gave rise to the por-
table stereo, which has profoundly
affected not only where people listen
to music but also how they buy it-
for the first time in history, prere-
corded tapes are rivaling discs as the
preferred way to buy tunes.

Once the video industry found
out that home video recording was
practicable-they had been trying
for a decade and had come up with
some truly weird systems-the
viewing habits of thirty years
changed overnight. Satellite dishes,
cable, and videodiscs have played
their part in this, of course, but basi-
cally it has been another revolution
brought on by tape.

But the thing that makes all
of this fascinating-to me,
at least-is that it is based
on a technology that is in-

herently improbable. The idea of
spreading a layer of rust on a strip of
plastic (or, earlier, paper) and then
being able to record information on
it stretches the credulity even now.
This crackpot scheme is almost as
old as audio, but for the first forty or
so years of its existence, nobody
could figure out how to do it. The
advantages of this type of recording,
if it could be made to work, were so
attractive, however, that engineers
kept fiddling with it until sheer per-
sistence brought success.

Several of the problems of the ear-
ly developers were relatively easy to
solve. Converting a fluctuating au-
dio signal to its magnetic analog was
fairly straightforward: simply pass it
through a coil with an iron bar in
the middle. A magnetic medium

was also close at hand: steel wire
that could be moved through the
changing magnetic field, picking up
a sympathetic field. When the wire
was pulled past the coil -and -core
assembly (now known as a "head"),
it induced in the coil an audio signal
that more or less duplicated the ori-
ginal. Simple-and even simpler
when the steel wire was replaced by
a paper or acetate ribbon covered
with ferric oxide (rust).

The problem was that, al-
though this system worked,
it sounded lousy. Magne-
tism is not a particularly

linear phenomenon, as it turns out,
and the audio fluctuations in the
coil of the recording head affect the
magnetic sensitivity of the tape dif-
ferently at different levels. Also, ex-
tremely low levels (and all audio
signals have lots of them) revealed
massive amounts of noise, while
very high levels distorted like crazy.
In between these limits, however, it
was found that some magnetic ma-
terials had a range in which their
response was more or less linear
(this is usually portrayed graphically
by what is known as a "hysteresis
curve," a sort of elongated "S" with
a straight bit in the middle).

The trick was to push the signal
up to the point where it was out of
the low-level noise region without
making it so strong that it saturated
the tape and caused overload distor-
tion. The solution, first perfected by
the Germans in the Thirties, was to
add an ultrasonic signal to the audio
that would move the whole thing up
into the linear portions of the hys-
teresis curve. Since this signal was
several times the highest audible
frequency, it did not affect the sig-
nal on playback except that it made
the whole recording more linear.
The technique was known as "a.c.
bias," and it made the whole field of
high -quality audio tape recording
possible.

Having come up with the theoret-
ical answer to tape recording, the
early developers had to take several
other factors into consideration,
and variations in these have consti-
tuted virtually all the improve-
ments that have been made in tape
ever since.

The first was physical. Magnetic
recording deals with extremely
small magnetic impulses and very
low electrical signal levels, so inti-
mate contact between the oxide and
the recording and playback heads
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can affect the final product pro-
foundly. Missing bits of oxide,
called "dropouts," are the most ex-
treme of the physical glitches that
can occur, so an effective glue
(called a "binder") had to be found
that would keep bits of oxide from
falling off. This also kept the heads
and tape guides from acquiring a
build-up of oxide particles that
could effect the sound deleteriously
in all sorts of ways. Similarly, the
combination of oxide, binder, and
tape base had to be extremely
smooth, as any lumps would move
the oxide sporadically away from
the head. Within the oxide itself, the
size, orientation, and distribution of
the magnetic particles determines
the amount of information that can
be contained in a given length of
tape, so a great deal of work has
gone into ever -finer milling of the
magnetic material and the develop-
ment of new and exotic materials
that have inherently smaller particle
sizes.

Fiddling with the magnetic mate-
rials affects their ability to record,
however, so tape manufacturers
constantly have to juggle a variety
of factors both to effect the im-
provements they are looking for and
to maintain some semblance of
compatibility between their new
product and the machines that are
available to use them. Their success
has varied in this regard over the
years.

The spur for all this activity has

Melldadtrritslif

been the humble cassette. When this
handy format was introduced twen-
ty years ago, its main purpose was
for portable note -taking; Philips had
no expectation that it would ever
become a true high-fidelity me-
dium. But its advantages were so
manifest that both tape and record-
er manufacturers began a process,
still going on, to squeeze out of the
cassette a level of performance com-
parable to that of open -reel tape.

This was particularly difficult at
first because the cassette machines
of the day were designed to get the
best from repackaged open -reel
tape. Open -reel tape had reached a
reasonable level of quality, but in
the new format, with its extremely
slow tape speed (17/8 inches per sec-
ond) and very narrow recording
track, all sorts of flaws began to
show up. Dropouts that would be
insignificant in a half-track, 71/2-ips
recording became yawning audio
chasms, particle density was such
that true high -frequency response
was almost nonexistent, and noise
approached that of the pre-a.c.-bias
years. All of this was anticipated, of
course, but the flaw didn't matter
very much as long as the Carry -
Corder was the only place the cas-
sette was to be used.

The initial improvements in fer-
ric oxide tapes did indeed make
things better, but at a considerable
sacrifice of compatibility. Every
time the engineers came up with
something new, it had a different

hysteresis curve from its predeces-
sors, so it could only actually pro-
duce its benefits if the cassette deck
itself was readjusted-a situation
that still goes on with ferric tapes.
Early on, however, DuPont came
up with a whole new magnetic me-
dium-chromium dioxide-and
since the company kept a tight con-
trol on both the manufacture and
licensing of the material, all chrome
tapes were supposed to be compati-
ble with all others, and all machines
with provision for chrome tape
could use any chrome tape. Of
course, that meant that a whole new
generation of decks had to be pro-
duced that could indeed use
chrome.

The tape industry was not univer-
sally happy with chrome. This was
partly on technical grounds, as early
chrome did have some spectral
problems (long since overcome),
but mostly other tape companies
were not wild about paying royalties
to DuPont. Their response was to
come up with a series of formula-
tions that would work with the
chrome positions on cassette
decks-about the only standardized
thing on them-without actually
being chrome. These have come to
be known as "chrome -equivalent"
or "high -bias" tapes, and they re-
quire a slightly different equaliza-
tion as well as higher bias than the
standard ferric tapes.

Chrome and chrome -equivalent
tapes represented a real advance,
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but there was still some way to go
before cassettes caught up with
open -reel. The impetus for further
improvement was definitely there,
however, as open -reel had virtually
vanished from home audio, and the
cassette deck became the best-sell-
ing audio component. Another
whole new bit of chemical technolo-
gy came along as a result: pure
metal tape. This technically was a
breakthrough, but it placed some
new demands on cassette decks, just
as chrome had originally done. But
when chrome first came out, there
were relatively few cassette decks in
the hands of consumers, and vir-
tually all that were sold henceforth
could accommodate chrome. When
metal arrived, however, there were
millions of cassette decks in use by
people who seemed reluctant to
junk them for a slight technical
advantage. Because of this, and be-
cause it was more expensive than
other formulations, metal was less
than a roaring success.

Nevertheless, all these develop-
ments and the use of various Dolby
and dbx noise -reduction systems
have brought cassette recording to a
level of technical excellence that
would amaze anyone whose only
contact had been with the
original system. And the improve-
ments still go on, although they are
mainly tiny advances on what has
been done in the past few years.

Ferric tapes still form the basis of
the tape industry, both in the "nor-

mal" form (whatever that means)
and in the chrome -equivalent form.
In both cases the major tape manu-
facturers are gradually reducing par-
ticle size and improving binders,
particularly in the anticipation that
people will wish to dub ever -better
signals (digital, for example) for use
in their cars or their Walkmans.
Sometimes these new tapes carry
new model designations; more often
they are just quiet developments of
familiar products. Chrome itself is
still around, pushed hard by BASF
and by PD Magnetics (the "P" is for
Philips and "D" is for DuPont, so
this is hardly surprising). And Ja-
pan's TDK has taken an approach
that is reminiscent of the develop-
ment of chrome equivalents: they
have produced a metal cassette,
TDK-HX, designed to work in the
chrome position on decks that are
not built to use true metal tapes.

But even the method of translat-
ing audio signals to magnetic im-
pulses has changed in the past few
years, and this has placed demands
of its own on tape. Digital recording
has in one stroke done away with
speed irregularities, modulation dis-
tortion, and hiss for all practical
purposes, and it has stretched dy-
namic range by 20 or 30 dB in the
process. But a digital signal requires
several times the recording band-
width of a standard audio signal, so
digital recording takes some fairly
fancy technical footwork and tape
with a lot of storage capacity. To

Akey to tape

quality is
the coating
material and
the way it is
bonded to the
backing. Here
a sheet of
tape leaves
the coating
machine to be
wound into
large rolls.

date, video tape equipment used
with digital audio adaptors has been
the only consumer recording me-
dium that offers enough bandwidth
for digital signals, but that may
change shortly.

In Japan, a group of manufactur-
ers are working toward a standard
for a digital audio cassette as small
and convenient as an analog cas-
sette. One proposal is for a minia-
turized version of a helical -scan vid-
eo recorder. This would mean a
relatively complex mechanism, but
the cassette could be smaller than a
standard audio cassette. The alter-
native is a fixed -head system in
which the digital signal would be
divided into a number of separate
tracks (twenty-two in one proposed
system) recorded side by side. In
this case, the recorder would use a
multitrack head, but the mecha-
nism would be simpler. Both of
these systems require a high -infor-
mation -capacity tape. So far, there
is one tape, a metal -evaporated
tape, with recording density that is
high enough, but it is available from
only a very few sources and is very
expensive.

Nevertheless, the audio industry
sees a need for a digital audio cas-
sette, particularly as the Compact
Disc makes its way in the market, so
the technical problems will inevita-
bly be overcome. The digital cas-
sette we shall have, probably within
a year.
(Continued on page 108)
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ESOTERIC
PHONO CARTRIDGES

0an

NE was a watchmaker.
Another made Samu-
rai swords for a while
d then sold cars. Still

another carved tobacco pipes for a
living. A fourth is a professional
gambler. And one-rather prosai-
cally-has been an electronics engi-
neer all his life. Today they all make
very rare and very expensive phono
cartridges which they sell to ini-
tiates, that small elite of audio en-
thusiasts who feel neither outrage
nor remorse when parting with the
$500 or more that it takes to acquire
the products of these masters.

These men-and one woman-
are the captains of a little-known
industry, almost legendary figures
in the small, closed world of esoteric
audio. A few of the esoteric car-
tridges, such as the Grado Signa-
tures and Stax electrets, are made by
fairly well-known manufacturers,
but most of the brands-Win, Koet-
su, Miyabi, Kiseki, Promethian,
Goldbug-are not recognized by or-
dinary audio consumers.

The products of these small enter-
prises are as mysterious and eccen-
tric as their creators. The majority
of the esoteric phono cartridges are
Japanese in origin, and, in many
cases, their manufacture seems al-
most an extension of some of the

Precious substances and exotic designs add to
the mystiqueofaudio for the connoisseur

1)1, Daniel Sweeney

spiritually imbued traditional crafts
of Japan, particularly the art of
carving the miniature statues
known as netsukes. Like the net-
sukes, the rarest of these handmade
cartridges are frequently fashioned
from precious substances, including
diamonds and sapphires, ivory and
onyx, rosewood and Mediterranean
brier, and fine silver wire drawn to
the gauge of a sable hair.

Their workmanship is astound-
ing. How can human fingers work to
tolerances of angstroms? Inner
forces-chih-must be involved.
Mere technology could never pro-
duce such sonic and aesthetic mar-
vels. Their very names inspire awe
and wonderment-the Talisman,
the Alchemist, the Grail, the Onyx,
and, disarmingly, Mr. Brier and the
Purple Heart. Surely phonograph
records played with such wondrous
instruments will speak to us in dif-
ferent voices. Musical truths, spiri-
tual truths will lilt from the grooves,
and the money spent, lunches for-
gone, and cans recycled to pay for
such beauties will become as noth-
ing in the bright dawn of musical
revelation they afford us.

The mystique surrounding the
cartridges is not easy to penetrate,
but once you begin to view them in
marketing terms, the mists of legend

start to dissipate. In most cases the
mystique is part of the packaging of
the product, something deliberately
cultivated by the distributors. The
cartridges are made and continue to
be made only because a market has
been created for them. That market
did not exist a decade ago, and
unlike the cartridges themselves,
the market is largely American.

The market for esoteric cartridges
is coextensive with the larger mar-
ket for esoteric audio equipment in
general. Both are much misunder-
stood. The common meaning of the
word "esoteric" is hidden or secret,
and in marketing parlance the word
refers to an exclusive submarket
that is for connoisseurs and is not
well known to the purchasers of
mass market goods. In audio, the
word "esoteric" denotes a whole al-
ternative industry made up of small
companies dedicated to producing
components of uncompromising
quality and performance with few
concessions to style or convenience.
Performance is usually defined in
terms of subjective listening impres-
sions, not objective instrument tests.

Esoteric components differ from

The Koetsu Onyx -Diamond phono
cartridge at right is hand-crafted by
Yosiaki Sugano.
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"high -end" goods in that the latter
may simply be the premium -priced
products of mass -market manufac-
turers. They may in fact cost more
than comparable esoteric products,
but they're generally aimed at a dif-
ferent type of customer. The dis-
tinctions, of course, are not hard
and fast, and some com-
panies, such as Nakami-
chi, seem to fit some-
where in between.

Esoterica dates back to
the early Seventies, and
in a sense marks a return
to the early entrepreneur-
ial, elitist phase of the
American hi-fi industry
in the face of the growing
Japanese supremacy in
the mass market. At first
the esoteric branch of the
industry focused on am-
plifiers and speakers, ba-
sically because they were
relatively easy to design
and assemble. Very few
esoteric designers at-
tempted to make car-
tridges. Manufacturing
cartridges requires ex-
tremely skilled labor,
and the design principles
for phono cartridges are
not in general circulation
within the esoteric com-
munity. Making phono
cartridges remains some-
thing of a black art.

In the formative peri-
od of hi-fi esoterica most
audiophiles involved in
it simply used premium
cartridges made by the
big established manufac-
turers, such as Shure,
Stanton, EMT, and So-
nus. In other words, the
cartridges in use in the
esoteric audio systems of the time
were high -end rather than esoteric
themselves.

The closest things to real esoteric
cartridges in the early Seventies
were the Decca Mark Series, which
employed an innovative English de-
sign with magnets placed near the
cantilever tip rather than near the
pivot point; the Weathers Pickup, a
complex electrostatic transducer
with a dedicated preamp and an FM
carrier for the music signal; and the
Euphonics Miniconic, a Puerto -
Rican -made semiconductor strain -
gauge cartridge similar to the Win
cartridge described later in this arti-
cle. All three were cult items with
reputations for finickiness and
matching problems. Interestingly,

none of them used the moving -coil
principle predominant in esoterics
of the present day. Among these
protoesoterics only the Decca is still
made, and it is now available in two
models, the Super Gold at $450 and
the Decca Van den Hul at $850.
Both use essentially the same canti-

The body of the Golcibug Mr. Brier is carved out
of solid brier root by Yoshiko Sugano.

lever design as the classic Deccas of
the Sixties and early Seventies.

Joe Grado, an opera singer turned
watchmaker turned cartridge build-
er, can be said to have inaugurated
the present age of esoteric cartridges
when he introduced the Signature I
in 1976 and sold it for the then
incredible sum of $275. The Signa-
ture was not immediately followed
by similarly priced competitors,
partly because the esoteric firms
lacked expertise in cartridge design,
but also because major manufactur-
ers controlled active patents, which
effectively closed the cartridge field
to newcomers.

In 1977, the patent limitations
were significantly relaxed, thanks to
Joe Grado. In that year Grado was

approached by a number of Japa-
nese audio companies who wanted
the rights to use one of his designs.
These same companies had already
been rebuffed by the bigger Ameri-
can concerns, and they went to
Grado as a last resort. The design
they wished to use was the stereo-

phonic moving -coil pick-
up, patented in the Fif-
ties and briefly used by
Grado in a line of con-
sumer cartridges. "I
didn't think it was a very
good design," said
Grado, "and I was will-
ing to license them to
produce it. I haven't used
it since myself."

Grado's licensing
agreements broke the
cartridge field wide open.
Japanese audio firms
great and small rushed to
develop moving -coil de-
signs, and several
brands, such as Fidelity
Research and Supex,
quickly found favor with
esoteric equipment
buyers.

The new Japanese
moving coils sold well in
Japan itself and quickly
earned the endorsement
of audiophiles there.
Among those impressed
were Yosiaki Sugano and
Nabori Tominari, whose
subsequent careers did
much to determine the
basic form the esoteric
cartridge market would
take, essentially dividing
it into two streams.

Sugano, maker of the
highly esteemed Koetsu
cartridge, was our sword -
maker turned car sales-

man. For many audiophiles his life
is the subject of much speculation
and rumor which fills their idle
hours between listening sessions.
According to his current distributor,
Madrigal Imports, Sugano aban-
doned swordsmithing in 1945,
when the feudal tradition of his
nation effectively ended, and pur-
sued a career in sales for most of his
life. Sugano is widely believed to
have worked at one time as an engi-
neer at Supex, but his distributor
denies this, citing a letter on the
subject from Sugano himself.

Sugano kept his fingers nimble by
painting pictures and cultivated an
interest in music and musical repro-
duction. In the early Seventies he
began to make cartridges experi-
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mentally, fabricating his own car-
tridge bodies and winding his own
coils, but otherwise using stock
parts obtainable from Namiki, the
major Japanese manufacturer of
cartridge components and the
prime assembler of many branded
cartridges, esoteric and otherwise.

Sugano's first efforts
were distributed among
his friends. He did not
begin making cartridges
commercially until the
late Seventies. In 1978,
Koetsu cartridges began
to be irregularly distrib-
uted in the United
States, where they quick-
ly earned a cult reputa-
tion among audiophiles
while at the same time
provoking many com-
plaints for the gray -mar-
ket merchandising that
characterized their
American debut.

The name "Koetsu,"
which means "light and
pleasure" expresses the
aura many esoteric car-
tridge makers attempt to
create. It was the name of
a master swordmaker of
feudal Japan, purported-
ly the direct ancestor of
Sugano's father-in-law,
who taught him to forge
blades. Incidentally, Su-
gano was of the opinion
that "light and pleasure"
should be evident at
every stage of the car-
tridge's life, and he de-
cided that the initial ran-
dom distribution pattern
for North America was
conducive to neither.
Since 1980, Sugano has
authorized but one dis-
tributor.

Koetsus are made in several
grades, ranging from the budget
Black at $660 to the Onyx -Diamond
at $2,500. All Koetsus are hand-
made either by Sugano himself or
by members of his family, and they
are designed and constructed strict-
ly by ear. Accordingly, individual
cartridges do not have identical
measurements. Eric Block, the cur-
rent importer, claims to spend fully
two hours auditioning each Onyx
Diamond before releasing it.

The Koetsu is best regarded as a
musical instrument, and as an ex-
pression of one man's taste and sen-
sibility. In an age when most audio
products are pre-eminently engi-
neering exercises, the Koetsu car-

tridge must be counted a considera-
ble anomaly.

But it is not alone. In the wake of
the Koetsu, a multitude of Japan's
living treasures have set up one-
man cartridge factories. Among
these super exotic cartridges they've
produced are the Miyabi Ivory,

The Decca Van den Hul uses magnets near the
stTlus rather than near the cantilever pivot

which has a body made of ivory, the
Argent Diamond -Sapphire, which is
topped with a solid sapphire plate
and retails for $1,200, the Audio
Note Van den Hul, which sells at
$1,250, and the Kiseki Lapis Lazuli
at $3,500!

Perhaps the most interesting of
these artistic cartridges is the Gold -
bug Brier, or "Mr. Brier" as it's
sometimes called. As the name sug-
gests, the thing is carved out of a
brier root just like a smoking pipe.
The carver, Ms. Yoshiko Sugano
(no relation to Yosiaki), is princi-
pally employed in producing cus-
tom-made tobacco pipes. She was
hired by Goldbug Labs in Tokyo
when they decided that brier root
had the ideal physical properties for

a cartridge body. Could be. It is said
that Stradivari mixed beetle cara-
paces into his violin varnishes. At
any rate Mr. Brier is a thing of beau-
ty and a genuine collector's item.
You can buy him for $990.

Such are the art cartridges, the
spawn of Sugano, and the first

branch of the esoteric
market. The second
branch is associated with
our other moving -coil
advocate, Dynavector's
Nabori Tominari, who
entered esoterica from
another direction and
gave his branch a form
quite different from the
Koetsu legacy. Tominari
was a professor of me-
chanical engineering at a
Tokyo technical insti-
tute. He shared Sugano's
interest in music, but he
approached cartridge de-
sign as a technical project
and not from a crafts per-
spective.

Tominari preferred
moving coils on subjec-
tive grounds, but he was
dissatisfied with the de-
signs extant in the mid-
dle Seventies. He rea-
soned that mechanical
resonances in the canti-
lever assembly were the
chief obstacles to accu-
rate reproduction. He ad-
vocated an extremely
short, stiff cantilever
which would resist flex-
ing and would not propa-
gate traveling waves
through its own length.
To achieve the desired ri-
gidity in his first car-
tridge he made the canti-
lever an amazing 2.5 mm

long, a figure that was later reduced
to 1.3 mm in the current top -of -the -
line Nova. An added benefit of the
short, stiff cantilever was an ex-
tremely high cartridge resonance ex-
ceeding 50 kHz, which obviated the
need for cartridge damping and
sharply reduced intermodulation
distortion in the audible range, a
perennial problem with moving -coil
designs.

The first Dynavector, the Dia-
mond, appeared in 1978. Far and
away the most expensive cartridge
then in existence, it sold for $1,000.
At least part of the reason for the
high price was the fact that the can-
tilever was made of a solid dia-
mond. Tominari had found that
only a diamond could withstand the
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enormous stresses generated by a
short cantilever.

In spite of its cost, the Diamond
was a major hit in a market where
sales are generally measured in the
dozens. Some five hundred were
sold in the U.S. It came at a time
when cartridge design appeared to
be stagnant, and it posited novel
solutions to some of the same prob-

How can human fingers work
to tolerances of angstroms?
Inner forces must be involved.
Mere technology could never
produce such marvels.

lems addressed by the Deccas a gen-
eration earlier. But much of its fas-
cination for audiophiles lay in the
materials it was made of rather than
in its engineering. It seemed to rep-
resent perfectly the outrageous
lengths to which the esoteric audio-
phile would go to realize an incre-
mental gain in performance. The
Diamond was extravagantly idealis-
tic, and with it Tominari estab-
lished an alternative to the Koetsu,
stressing technical innovation and
mathematical models rather than
traditional craftsmanship and an
aura of the mystical.

But the Dynavectors and other
high-tech cartridges that followed
were not without their own mys-
tique, and it went beyond the cost of
construction. That mystique was
more a kind of cloud of unknowing
that lay in the gap between theory
and measurement.

Tominari was a theoretical de-
signer, and the engineering princi-
ples embodied in the Diamond are
not in dispute. But the actual behav-
ior of the cartridge, according to
some of its critics, did not complete-
ly match the theoretical models.

Joe Grado is one such critic.
"Moving coils suffer from severe
torsional resonances in the cantilev-
er even when a gemstone is chosen
for the cantilever material." Joe
Abrams of Sumiko voices similar
reservations. "There is remarkable
concurrence among subjective re-
viewers on the Dynavectors. They
sound wonderfully detailed and
analytical, but they're bass -shy and
ultimately unrealistic and fatiguing.
That's because of uncontrolled reso-
nances in the cantilever."

In fact there is no concurrence.
Dynavectors have received rave re-
views from some subjective critics,
while finding less favor with others.

Who's right?
Most of the claims made for and

against the Dynavectors' accuracy
are based on theoretical explana-
tions unsupported by measure-
ments. The same can be said regard-
ing much of the innovative technol-
ogy found in other esoteric car-
tridges stressing novel design princi-
ples. The deficiency of data arises
from a much larger deficiency-the
lack of a body of generally accepted
standard measurements explaining
all parameters of cartridge perform-
ance. This condition has led to a
welter of conflicting claims and has
contributed in great part to the mys-
tique of the esoterics.

In the high-tech school of esoteri-
ca, aside from Tominari, A. J. Van
den Hul has probably made the big-
gest stir among the theoretically in-
clined designers. In 1980, Van den
Hul, a Dutch academic physicist
with an amateur interest in audio,
introduced what he called a cutter
analog stylus shape-a very sharp -
edged, sharp -pointed stylus that
closely approximated the shape of a
cutting stylus and was said to be
able to trace groove modulations
more accurately than any of the
related hyperellipticals.

Like the Dynavector cantilever,
the Van den Hul stylus had warm
advocates and implacable foes. Crit-
ics claimed that the Van den Hul
was nearly impossible to align and
that if it was even slightly mis-
aligned it would recut phonograph
records. The Van den Hul stylus
remains controversial, but in its
wake a number of radical line -con-
tact forms have followed, including
Shure's Micro Ridge and the Ogura
nude vital. Van den Hul markets his
own cartridge, the Van den Hul I
complete with head amp at $1,295.
In addition, he sells styli to numer-
ous other firms, including Decca,
Goldring, Adcom, and Sumiko.

Most esoterics that stress design
innovation tend to emphasize one
aspect of cartridge construction-
the cantilever, the cartridge body,
the generator, or the stylus. Tomi-
nari, as we have seen, focused on
the cantilever while Van den Hul
worked on styli. Other theoretically
oriented designers, including John
Iverson, Sao Win, and Naotake
Hayashi of Stax Koygo, have con-
centrated on a principle of opera-
tion, extolling a type of cartridge
known as an amplitude sensor.

Most cartridges on the market,
including moving coils, are magnet-
ic in principle. They're actually tiny
generators, and their electrical out-

puts are proportional to the square
of the velocity of the moving me-
chanical element. For this reason
they're called velocity sensors.

The amplitude sensors, which in-
clude the common ceramic car-
tridge as well as the rarer electrostat-
ic, electret, and semiconductor
strain -gauge types, are quite differ-
ent in principle. Their output is a
linear function of the distance the
cantilever is deflected from center.
The cantilever literally measures
the record groove. Most of the fre-
quencies in a modern phonograph
record are cut at a constant ampli-
tude, and an amplitude -sensor car-
tridge can play such records to the
RIAA playback standard with about
half the equalization of a velocity
sensor. Phase shift is inherently low
in such cartridges, and magnetic
distortions are entirely absent. All
such cartridges produce extremely
high outputs, and little preamplifi-
cation is required. They seem to
have a lot of advantages.

Electrostatics, typified by the old
Weathers pickup and the Stax
CP-X, are no longer manufactured
and therefore require no discussion.
The electret, chiefly represented by
the $780 Stax CP-Y, resembles an
electret microphone in principle.
The cantilever varies the capaci-
tance between two charged plates so
as to regulate a signal voltage from
an outboard power supply. The
strain -gauge utilizes a pair of semi-
conductor elements, one per chan-
nel, which vary in their resistance
according to the degree to which
they're flexed. The variable resist-
ance modulates the flow of direct
current from a power supply.

Strain -gauge cartridges have been
used in playback systems designed
by John Iverson and Sao Win. The

Finally they went to Grado.
"I didn't think it [moving
coil] was a very good design,"
he says, "and I was willing to
license them to prodiirp '

Iverson system, called the EK-1,
which includes a dedicated preamp,
is marketed by Robertson Audio for
$2,000. According to Iverson, the
preamp contains electronic circuitry
that compensates for all of the me-
chanical response aberrations of the
cartridge and insures near perfect
linearity and freedom from distor-
tion. The Win cartridge is now
(Continued on page 116)
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GA n informal survey of new recordings reveals a health) crop of

UTTAR CLASSICS

THERE are many reasons for
the great popularity of the
guitar. Portability is an ob-
vious one, and although it

is very difficult to master the classi-
cal guitar, anyone can quickly learn
the simple chords needed to accom-
pany a few songs.

Rock musicians have been bla-
tant in their use of the electric guitar
as a male sex symbol. The acoustic
guitar, however, has generally been
viewed as a feminine symbol, and
as such it has appealed greatly to
artists. The Impressionists and their
associates frequently painted guitars
and guitarists, and the Cubists,
most notably Pablo Picasso,
Georges Braque, and Juan Gris,

hvWillien? Livingstone
41111111111111E

seemed to be obsessed with the
instrument. They analyzed and
rearranged its shape in an endless
series of still-life compositions.

Other art works reflect its emo-
tional range. Italian Renaissance
paintings show singing angels ac-
companying themselves on guitars,
and in Mexican folk art mermaids
are depicted bare breasted, strum-
ming seductively on guitars.

For many people the guitar has
been a bridge to the enjoyment of
classical music. Perhaps that is be-
cause it is less forbidding than a
string quartet or symphony orches-
tra, perhaps because its characteris-
tic sound has an unusual ability to
evoke emotional response.

As a concert instrument the guitar
reached its peak of popularity in
Europe in the early decades of the
nineteenth century, the period of
"guitaromania." The piano then
drove it from the concert stage until
the twentieth century, when Andres
Segovia brought to other countries
the results of a guitar renaissance
that had taken place in Spain. Sego-
via and such younger colleagues as
Julian Bream, John Williams, and
Christopher Parkening have in-
spired so many outstanding new
virtuosos that we seem to be on the
verge of another guitaromania.

Today's classical guitarists, like
Olympic athletes, are setting new
standards of dexterity and stamina
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and have produced an impressive
number of new recordings over the
past two or three years. I have just
made an informal survey of these
recordings and can recommend
many of them.

Angel Records, which launched
Parkening in the Sixties, has also
been the home label for Angel Ro-
mero, a guitarist with an artistic
temperament quite different from
Parkening's rather patrician re-
straint. Romero's new release,
"Leyenda" (S-37350), is a greatest -
hits compilation from four earlier
discs. It includes showpieces by
such composers as Sor, Tarrega, and
Rodrigo that demonstrate Rome-
ro's typical emphasis on intensity,
drama, and brilliance.

The youngest son of a famous
Spanish guitarist, Romero has made
a digital recording of his father's
work, "Music of Celedonio Rome-
ro" (Angel DS -37311). Idiomatical-
ly written for the guitar-not sur-
prisingly-it is colorful, atmospher-
ic music of no great substance, but it
has a pleasant improvisatory quali-
ty, and it is lovingly performed.

Angel has introduced the guitarist
Alfonso Moreno in several works by
Joaquin Rodrigo. Moreno's per-
formance of the Concierto de Aran-
juez with Enrique Batiz conducting
(DS -37876) was rated among the
best recordings of this piece by
Richard Freed in his "Basic Reper-
toire" column in July.

I agree with Freed's assessment
(August) of new recordings of the
concerto by Williams on CBS Mas-
terkorks and Bream on RCA. It is
the third time around Aranjuez for
both artists, and their new perform-
ances are available on LP, cassette,
and Compact Disc. Williams's ver-
sion, is somewhat more classic,
Bream's more romantic, and you
can't go wrong with either.

In addition to recording Williams
and the young Canadian guitarist
Liona Boyd, CBS Masterworks has
also released a few albums by Alex-
andre Lagoya. The 1983 album
"Sarabande" (CBS IM 37787) con-
tains Lagoya's transcriptions of
works by Handel, Beethoven, and
Louis Couperin, as well as some dis-
play pieces from the era of guitaro-
mania by Matteo Carcassi and Fer-
nando Sor.

To me his performance proves
the liner notes' claim that Lagoya is
"one of the great living masters of
the guitar." His dazzling technique
serves an artistic intelligence so

communicative and so musical that
he could sustain interest with noth-
ing more than a kazoo or some tis-
sue paper and a comb. The great
nineteenth-century virtuosos of the
guitar probably played this way,
with lots of flair and personality.

Sixteen compositions by one of

John Williams, Julian Bream,
and others have inspired so
many new virtuosos that we
seem to be on the verge of
another guitaromania.

those virtuosos, Francisco Tarrega
(1852-1909), are played with charm
and authority by Narciso Yepes on
his ten -string guitar in "Recuerdos
de la Alhambra" (Deutsche Gram-
mophon 410 655-1), a digital re-
cording. The tremolo that is a char-
acteristic of the title tune and other
pieces on the album must have been
a specialty of Tarrega's. Hearing his
tremolo etudes played by one of my
teachers years ago convinced me
that I should give up the guitar.

A fascinating aural glimpse into
the guitaromania of the Romantic
era is provided by a Philips album
(410 396-1) of sonatas by Ferdinan-
do Carulli and Anton Diabelli
played by guitarist Pepe Romero
with Wilhelm Hellweg at the forte-
piano. The combination of plucked
strings on a period guitar and the
hammered strings of the fortepiano
produces a beguiling sound that I
had never heard before. The sonatas
are long on charm and sweetness,
and the result is a delightfully pretty
record.

Pepe Romero, the older brother
of Angel Romero, is one of the most
gifted interpreters currently before
the public. Among his recent Philips
recordings are an album of solo
works by Rodrigo (9500 915), a
Spanish recital including Tarrega's
Recuerdos de la Alhambra (6514
381), and an album of Bach (6514
183). The last two are digital record-
ings, and all are recommended.

To Romero came the honor of
performing the world premiere of a
new Rodrigo guitar concerto. In a
grand gesture reminiscent of Mo-
zart's patrons, the Haffner family,
Mr. and Mrs. William McKay, of
Fort Worth, Texas, commissioned
Rodrigo to write this Concierto para
una fiesta for the society debut of
their two daughters, Alden and Lau-

ri. Romero played the premiere
with local musicians in Fort Worth
last year, and he has recorded it
with Neville Marriner and the
Academy of St. Martin -in -the -
Fields (Philips 411 133-1).

Mindful of the happy occasion for
which the concerto was ordered,
Rodrigo produced music with a gen-
erally optimistic tone and a couple
of flashy cadenzas to give Romero a
chance to show off. Not likely to
replace Rodrigo's more melodic
Concierto de Aranjuez or Fantasia
para un gentilhombre, the new con-
certo is a pleasant work w!th strong
rhythmic drive and lots of local
color. The flip side is the easy -lis-
tening Concierto de Malaga by the
soloist's father Celedonio Romero.

It is usual in writing about the gui-
tar to mention that it was played by
Weber, Rossini. Schubert, and Ber-
lioz. No one can say why, if they
loved it so much, these composers
did not add much to guitar litera-
ture. Since they didn't, guitarists are
still transcribing music written for
other instruments.

The most daring feat of transcrip-
tion 1 know of is by the young Japa-
nese guitarist Kazuhito Yamashita,
who has had the audacity to arrange
Mussorgsky's Fictures at an Exhibi-
tion for the guitar and record it for
RCA (ARC1-4203). This is a piece
that strains the resources of a grand
piano!

Today's classical guitarists
are setting new standards of
dexterity and stamina and
have produced an imPressive
number ofnew recordings.

I admire Yamashita's courage in
tackling the transcription and the
verve with which he plays it. He has
been very clever in adapting this
music to the instrument, and it
works better than I thought possi-
ble, but even before he gets to the
Great Gate of Kiev, you think his
guitar will fly to pieces. Still, he is a
fearless player, and I'd like to hear
him in more conventional music.

It must take courage of a different
sort for a young guitarist to step
forth on the world's stages and
invite comparison with the masters
by playing the conventional reper-
toire with which his or her elders
made their reputations. Gtlran
(Continued on page 110)
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THE EXPERTS SAID THEY HEARD EXCELLENT FREQUENCY RESPONSE,
A HIGHER MOL, AND GREATER DYNAMIC RANGE.

BUT NOT IN THOSE WORDS.

Wicked lows. Manic highs. Nasty passages.
It all translates the same.
Music sounds better when it§ recorded

on Maxell XL -S casettes.
That§ because we've improved our crys-

tallization process. So we can now produce
magnetic particles that are both smaller
in size and more uniform in shape. Which
allows us to pack more of these particles
on the tape surface, in turn, making it
possible to record more information within
a given area of tape.

AC bias noise is reduced by 1dB. And maximum output levels are
increased by L5dB on XLI-S and 2dB on XLII-S.

As a result, XL -S delivers a signifi-
cantly expanded dynamic range. A
noticeably improved signal to noise ratio.
And a fuller impact of dynamic transients.

So if you want to hear your music the
way it was meant to be heard, put it on
Maxell XL -S.

Because recording tapes just don't
get any better.

Or any badder. ITS WORTH IT
01984 Aoto Rel I Corporofion of Am, .



by Christie Barter
and Steve Simels

WITH performances of
La Boheme beginning

at the Public Theater in New
York at the end of October,
Linda Ronstadt enters a new
phase in her career. She will
sing the role of Mimi in an
English -language version of
the Puccini opera produced
by the New York Shakespeare
Festival.

At press time the rest of the
Boheme cast was not set, but
it had been reported earlier
that Vanessa Williams, who
recently abdicated as Miss
America, was auditioning for
the role of Musetta. For rea-
sons not revealed, she did not
get the part.

Coming off her summer
tour and before going into re-
hearsal for Boheme, Ronstadt
worked with conductor -ar-
ranger Nelson Riddle on her
second album of standards
for Asylum. 0

CHUCK BARRIS, eat your
heart out. Do you rec-

ognize the two gentlemen
crooning to each other over
the fake flowers? No, they
aren't Bachelor Number One
and Bachelor Number Two

lakillitI 0,
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Costello, Hall: dream dates

on some revamped version of
The Dating Game. Actually,
they're Elvis Costello and
Daryl Hall. And what
brought this Odd Couple to-
gether was a video, of course.
More specifically it was a vid-
eo for Costello's latest single,
The Only Flame in Town (di-
rected by Alan Arkush,
known for Rock and Roll
High School and Bette Mid-
ler's Beast of Burden). In case
you haven't seen it, Elvis and
Daryl play "dream dates" for
contest winners at a posh
night club while Elvis's trusty

ditional Hush Little Baby to
Hoagy Carminael's Georgia
on My Mind. Its success is
probably the result of the
group's appearance (and on -
the -air promotion of the al-
bum) on the Tonight Show
back in April. They appear on
the show again this month
(November 8), so if the "Ma-
drigal History Tour" gets the
same treatment, they'll per-
haps find themselves spin-
ning off a Hot -100 single by
Claude Monteverdi or Bill
Byrd. 0

N Friday evening,
October 26, the PBS

network as carrying a two-
hour gala called "Lincoln
Center Special: A Twenty -
Fifth Anniversary Fan Fare."
The program is made up of
segments from past Live from
Lincoln Center telecasts....
A new fall release from RCA
is an eight -record set honor-
ing another anniversary: "A
Hundred Artists at the Met-
A Centennial Celebration."0

THE George Peabody Me-
dal for Outstanding

Contributions to Music in

Ronstadt: breaking new ground as Puccini's Mimi

back-up band, the Attrac-
tions, cavort as the in-house
entertainment.

THE popular male vocal
sextet from London

who call themselves the
King's Singers have spent a
lot of time in the recording
studio since they formed as a
group sixteen years ago. They
have at least ten titles on the
MMG (Moss Music Group)
label and have just added a
new one, "Madrigal History
Tour," a two -record set that
engagingly surveys the output
of the madrigal -writing mas-
ters of yore.

The King's Singers have re-
corded collections of Victo-
riana as well as music they
specially commissioned from
such contemporaries as
Krzysztof Penderecki and
Richard Rodney Bennett, and
they have recorded routines
by Flanders and Swar.n and
songs by Lennon and
McCartney as well as the
obligatory Christmas album.
But sales figures indicate that
their most successful album is
"By Request," a pop -oriented
grab bag ranging from the tra-

The King's Singers

America went this year to
composer Elliott Carter; bari-
tone Todd Duncan, the first to
play Porgy in Gershwin's Por-
gy and Bess (and featured still
in an MCA highlights album);
and William Schwann, foun-
der and publisher of the in-
dispensable Long Playing Re-
cord Catalog, now published,
in radically revised form, by
ABC Schwann Publications
and known simply as The
New Schwann.

CAN the Cars' Ric Oca-
sek really walk on

water? Could be, at least on
the basis of this scene from
the group's recent Magic pro-
motional short In the mean-
time, Warner Home Video
will be attempting something

Ocasek: miracles

even more miraculous-the
release of a ifty-five-minute
long -form ideo package,
starring Ric and his col-
leagues, that they hope will
duplicate the success of
"Making Mizhael Jackson's
Thriller." Included in the
Cars tape are six songs from
the band's current LP, clips
from the older Shake It Up,
and Panorama, a documenta-
ry look at the making of Hello
Again, directed by Andy
Warhol. The suggested price
for what is scheduled to be
Warner's first VHS Hi-Fi
product is a supernaturally
low $29.98.



IN July, RCA's Earl
Thomas Conley became

the first recording artist ever
to see four singles from one
album go to the top on Bill-
board's Hot Country Singles
chart. The four number -one
singles from the LP "Don't
Make It Easy for Me" were
the title tune itself, Your
Love's on the Line, Angel in
Disguise, and Holding Her
and Loving You. All but the
last were written by Conley as
well.

THE Philharmonia Vir-
tuosi of New York, a

chamber orchestra conducted
by Richard Kapp, has at-
tracted thousands of new lis-
teners to Baroque music with
its recent CBS Masterworks
recordings. Its "Greatest Hits
of 1720" and similar collec-
tions focusing on the years
1721 and 1790 have been best
sellers, as has the album
"Handel's Top Tunes."

With Handel thus covered
for his tricentennial in 1985,
it seemed only right that the
group make a record of works
by J. S. Bach, whose three
hundredth birthday will also
be celebrated next year. The
contents range from dances
drawn from the keyboard
suites to choruses excerpted
from the cantatas, all in in-
strumental arrangements by
Kapp. The album title:
"Bach's Tops."

Kapp and the Philharmon-
ia Virtuosi play it the way
Bach wrote it, though, in their

Kapp: top tunes

upcoming, year-end release of
Bach's six Brandenburg Con-
certos, also on CBS. 0

WHAT?
Another remake

of Beauty and the
Beast? No, just the unflappa-
ble Ray Parker, Jr. and an
unidentified friend at a recent
Ghost busters look -alike con -

Parker: record -making
ghost buster and friend

test at a Manhattan record
store. Parker, who judged the
affair, is, of course, currently
enjoying much chart success
with the film's theme song,
but who's the Godzilla clone
at the right supposed to look
like, Bill Murray or Sigour-
ey Weaver? 0

THE picture at the top of
the page is not another

entry in a Ghostbusters look -
alike contest, but a detail
from the painting Tropical
Forest with Monkeys by the
French artist Henri Rous-
seau. It is an important hold-
ing of the National Gallery of
Art in Washington, D.C., and
it is shown on a new video
disc devoted to that mu-
seum.

Produced by Videodisc
Publishing in New York and
released by Pioneer Artists,
the disc documents the Na-
tional Gallery's collection
with 1,645 still frames of its
paintings and sculptures.
Each frame is accompanied
by a second frame designating
the name of the artist, the
title, and the dimensions of
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Rousseau's
monkeys Art)

,

(National Gallery
of

each work as well as the me-
dium in which it was created.
This catalog may be the first
video art book, and at a sug-
gested price of $95, it sells for
much less than what a book
of comparable scope would
cost.

The disc can be played like
any other LaserDisc on home
video -disc players manufac-
tured by Pioneer and Magna-
vox. Each work of art is num-
bered in an accompanying
booklet and can be called up
by punching the appropriate
number into the machine's
remote -control unit.

Also contained in this vid-
eo book is a tour of the
National Gallery conducted
by its director, J. Carter
Brown, and a capsule history
of the gallery with footage of
early contributors, such as
J. P. Morgan and Andrew
Mellon. Next on Videodisc
Publishing's schedule is a
similar disc devoted to the
private collections of the
Guggenheims. 0

I-r's been fifteen years
since the great Hungarian

pianist Georges Cziffra has
Cziffra: living legend

ti

S

been to the States or played
here, and his records (he's
made more than fifty over the
years) have all but vanished
from the domestic catalog.
That's how you get to be
called "legendary," which he
is-here. But Cziffra remains
very much alive and well in
France, where he now lives
(hence the name change,
from GyOrgy to Georges), and
he is generously represented
in French record bins.

As if to prove to us that the
legend lives, Cziffra came to
America this fall to play three
dates, in San Francisco, Los
Angeles, and Toronto, and he
will return next season for an
extended tour to inaugurate
the Liszt Centennial in 1986.
He's also been back to the
recording studio to make a
brand new digital collection
of Brahms's Hungarian
Dances for EMI (see review
on page 99). 0

Springsteen: back home

LOCAL BOY MAKES GOOD:
The fella with the ex-

posed armpits is none other
than The Boss (a.k.a. Bruce
Springsteen), seen here exult-
ing during his recent ten -con-
cert stand back in the old
neighborhood deep in the
heart of Jersey.

Speaking of Jersey, Spring-
steen fans take note: Cover
Me, the second single culled
from the "Born in the USA"
album, comes with a nifty lit-
tle bonus-a live B-side ver-
sion of Tom Waits's Jersey
Girl, recorded during an ear-
lier Jersey performance back
in 1981. 0
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Bring a cassette tape recording of your
favorite artist to any Ford or Lincoln-Mercury
dealer and hear it for yourself.
The Ford Electronic Stereo Cassette System -leads an
all star cast of high performance sound systems with
sophisticated audio features.
Only Ford factory installed sound systems are designed.

ip manufactured and quality tested specifical y for your rew
Ford. Mercury or Lincoln.

c?-0.iar-1 Electrical and Electronics Division
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WHO WOULD
HAVE THOUGHT

IT COULD TRIGGER
A REVOLUTION

IN SOUND.
Remember when laser technology was

the stuff that made for good science fiction?
Well, it isn't fiction anymore.
Because Pioneer has harnessed the same

er that used to blow space creatures away,
you away.

70.A compact disc player that

reproduces music so realistically you'll think
you were at the original recording session.

Since a sophisticated optical laser never
makes contact with the disc, all surface noise
from dust and scratches is eliminated.

And because the music is processed
digitally, distortion is essentially nonexistent,
resulting in the drama of a live performance.

In addition, the P -D70 contains all the
ultra -convenience features of a player so sophis-
ticated and futuristic.

But of course, it's what you should expect
from a compact disc player from Pioneer.

After all, we developed laser optics and
digital electronic technology for our revolution-
ary LaserDisc' brand video disc player.

And that was back when most people
were of the opinion that lasers were more
fiction than science.

Q PIONEER
Because the music matters.

1964 Pioneer Electronics L. SA in:. For wUr neareSt dealer call toll -tree WO; 447-4700



BEST OF THE MONTH

Stereo Review's critics
choose the outstanding
current releases

THERE are now nearly two
dozen available recordings
of the Mahler First Sym-
phony, and doubtless there

is among them a reading for every
taste. Most of them are marked by
good to superb sonics, and an ample
share of them can be described as
truly distinguished performances.
You can put the new Angel record-

ing by the Philadelphia Orchestra
under Riccardo Muti right up there
in the top brackets on both counts.

Given Muti's tendency in the past
to deliver occasionally over -em-
phatic interpretations, I was half -
expecting a blockbuster Mahler
First, but then as the music got well
along, I recalled that the most sheer-
ly musical recording of Tchaikov-
sky's 1812 is Muti's with the Phila-
delphia. So it is here with the Mah-
ler First: Muti passes up many of
the more obvious places for "scor-
ing points" in favor of preserving
flow and lyric impulse. This is par-

ticularly true throughout the whole
of the opening movement, and the
exposition repeat is observed to
good effect. The Landler movement
gets urgent yet flowing treatment
with ample repeats and delicious
cantabile in the trio. The crudely
satirical in the mock -funeral march
is softened here in favor of an idyl-
lic, dreamlike conception. There
could be a shade more tension in
the stormy sections of the finale, but
again the singing approach carries
the day. Indeed, throughout his
traversal of the score, Muti makes
us more than usually aware of the
relationship of this symphony to the
Wayfarer Songs that preceded it.
Only in the end does Muti let every-
thing go full tilt, leading up to an
.mmensely satisfying conclusion.

Not the least contribution to the
total result achieved here is a splen-
did job of digital mastering in an
acoustic surround that suits this
music and the Philadelphia Orches-
tra to a tee-its new recording ve-
nue in Fairmount Park, site of the
1876 U.S. Centennial Exhibition.

David Hall

MAHLER: Symphony No. 1, in D Ma-
jor. Philadelphia Orchestra, Riccardo
Muti cond. ANGEL 0 DS -38078 $11.98,
© 4XS-38078 $11.98; CDC 47032-2,
no list price.

Riccardo Muti:
distinguished
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Charles: blues, ballads, boogie

Ai

NYBODY who wants to know
just what Ray Charles is do-

ng making a country -music
album would do well to

remember that, back in the early
Sixties, Charles cut a country album
that startled the pants off his r -&-b
and pop audience and inspired any
number of generations of country
fans and soon -to -be country con-
verts. While that album was proba-
bly a momentary, if heartfelt, diver-
sion, Charles has been concentrat-
ing on country music almost exclu-
sively for the past couple of years:
"Friendship," his newest offering, is
his third country album for Colum-
bia Records.

The two previous Columbia al-
bums were anything but gigantic
sellers, and "Friendship," an LP of
duets Charles sings with ten of the
biggest names in country music, was
probably designed to sell. But it is
also one of those rare commercial
records that passes just about every
artistic test too. For the most part,
Charles and his guests are musically
and stylistically well suited to each
other, and the material is consis-
tently topnotch and well balanced
with ballads, blues, honky-tonk, and
boogie. With the exception of the
Janie Fricke and Oak Ridge Boys
tracks (and other duets for which
the vocal tracks were obviously re-
corded separately and put together
later), the chemistry between
Charles and his guests makes the
performances nearly crackle with
electricity.

In the lead single, We Didn't See a
Thing, a charming piece of honky-
tonk put-on, Charles and George
Jones show themselves to be the
vocal masters they are, reveling in
every nuance and shading and try-
ing to sing rings around each other.
On Friendship, the old Cole Porter
standard, where Charles is joined by
Ricky Skaggs, the magic lies more in
the innovative and delightful blue-
grass -flavored instrumental ar-
rangement, and in the odd juxtapo-
sition of the singers' disparate vocal
textures.

Some of the pairings work better
than others, obviously, and I would
like to have heard Charles-who
does not have a keyboard cred_t
here-work out on the piano a little
bit. But this is an inordinately high -
quality collection, and it will un-
doubtedly become a collector's item
in the future. All in all, an irresisti-
ble record. Alanna Nash

RAY CHARLES: Friendship. Ray
Charles, Hank Williams, Jr., the Oak
Ridge Boys, George Jones, Janie Fricke,
B.J. Thomas, Ricky Skaggs, Mickey
Gilley, Merle Haggard, Johnny Cash,
Willie Nelson (vocals); Chet Atkins
(guitar); vocal and instrumental accom-
paniment. Two Old Cats Like Us; This
Old Heart (Is Gonna Rise Again); We
Didn't See a Thing; Who Cares; Rock
and Roll Shoes; Friendship; It Ain't
Gonna Worry My Mind; Little Hotel
Room; Crazy Old Soldier; Seven Span-
ish Angels. COLUMBIA FC 39415, FCT
39415, no list price.

ISTENING to the latest of his
records of Schubertsongs
makes it hard to believeJ that Dietrich Fischer-Dies-

kau has been singing for the better
part of four decades and will be six-
ty next year. On the second of his
Schubert releases from Philips, with
Alfred Brendel as his piano asso-
ciate, Fischer-Dieskau's voice it as
beautiful as it was thirty years ago,
with a remarkably youthful light-
ness and flexibility, and yet so much
richer in the subtle ways only the
experience of a lifetime can bring.
The partnership is evidently a stim-
ulating one both for him and for
Brendel.

While Gerald Moore, in Fischer-
Dieskau's earlier recordings of
Schubert songs, brought an under-
standing of the music that is in a
sense beyond that of any pianist

who has not made such material his
lifelong preoccupation, Brendel dis-
plays an obvious sympathy with the
songs and with Fischer-Dieskau's
style. He also imparts to the accom-
paniments the formidable expres-
sive power of a musician who has
lived long and productively with
Schubert's great solo works for the
piano. In only one instance among
the fourteen songs in this collec-
tion-Der Einsame-might he be
said to come near overpowering the
sung text; in some of the other songs
the accompaniment reaches the dra-
matic level of Schubert's Impromp-
tus without in any way distorting
the singer -accompanist balance.

The realization of Der Wanderer
by both artists is so outstanding an
example of deepfelt and superbly
balanced music, poetry, and emo-
tion that it alone would more than
justify investment in this package.
But this might be said of the three
Harfner songs as well, and in fact of
just about everything in this beauti-
fully recorded package. The order in
which the songs appear is an emi-
nently sensible one, and full texts
and translations are included.

Richard Freed

Brendel, Fischer-Dieskau: poetry

SCHUBERT: Lieder. Auflosung (D.
807); Hippolits Lied (D. 890); Der Ein-
same, Op. 41 (D. 800): Gesange des
Harfners, Op. 12 (D. 478); Gruppe aus
dem Tartarus, Op. 24, No. 1 (D. 583);
Herbst (D. 945): Nacht and Traume, Op.
43, No. 2 (D. 827); Nachtstack, Op. 36,
No. 2 (D. 672); 1m Abendrot (D. 799);
Der Wanderer, Op. 4, No. 1 (D. 493);
Uber Wildemann, Op. 108, No. 1 (D.
884); Der Wanderer an den Mond, Op.
80, No. 1 (D. 870). Dietrich Fischer-
Dieskau (baritone); Alfred Brendel (pi-
ano). PHILIPS al 6514 384 $11.98, C)
7337 384 $11.98; 0 411 421-2, no list
price.
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THE M NTH

INDSEY BUCKINGHAM'S lat-
est solo album, "Go In-
sane," is even more over -
the -top than his wonderful

"Law and Order" of 1982. The new
one is a spectacular, eccentric tri-
bute both to the potential of the
modern recording studio and to
Beach Boy Brian Wilson's brilliant-
ly innovative Sixties production
style. Working again as a one-man
band, Buckingham has tinkered up
a set of alternately funny and scary
little numbers that mostly derive
from rock of the most basic sort but
(as in his I Want You, a Sweet Jane
rip-off that still sounds like nothing
ever heard by the ears of Western
Man) are all just askew enough to be
profoundly and aesthetically disori-
enting. There's nary an opportunity
missed here to confound the listen-
er. For the price of admission you
get insanely inappropriate instru-
mental segues, preposterous sym-
phonic percussion, tacky Baroque -
sounding keyboards (Bang the

Buckingham:
askew

Drum, my personal favorite), bi-
zarre vocal effects (the chorus of
drunken Chipmunks on Go Insane),
even stinging neopsychedelic sitar -
like lines (Play in the Rain) that
could have been lifted from some-
thing by the 13th Floor Elevators.
And that's just for openers.

Buckingham isn't fooling around,
really; there's a genuinely visionary
quality to all this, and you get a real
sense of a creator trying to cut
through the miasma of complacen-
cy, boredom, and copy-catism that
suffuses most contemporary pop.
This is an element of Buckingham's
musical personality that surfaces in
his work with Fleetwood Mac only
fitfully, and it's a delight to see him
give it free rein again. Steve Simels

LINDSEY BUCKINGHAM: Go In-
sane. Lindsey Buckingham (vocals and
instrumentals). I Want You; Go Insane;
I Must Go; Play in the Rain; Loving
Cup; Bang the Drum; D. W. Suite. ELEK-
TRA 60363-1 $8.98, © 60363-4 $8.98.

NOW ON CD

Compact Discs
of previously
released LP's

POPULAR
 PEA BO BRYSON: Straight from the
Heart. ELEKTRA 60362-2. "One of the
finest ballad -oriented pop albums of the
year" (September 1984).

CHICK COREA/GARY BURTON:
In Concert, Zurich, October 28, 1979.
ECM 1182-2. "Boppish, bouncy,
beautiful" (April 1981).

HERBIE HANCOCK: Feets Don't
Fall Me Now. COLUMBIA CK 35764.
"Destination disco" (July 1979).

HARRY JAMES: The King James
Version. SHEFFIELD LAB CD -3. 1976
recordings by James and His Big Band,
"superbly performed" (March 1977).

KEITH JARRETT: The Kills
Concert. ECM 1064-2. "A great set"
(March 1976).

OLIVER! Original Broadway cast.

pudding confected in 1962.

THE SOUND OF MUSIC.
Original -soundtrack recording. RCA
PCD1-2005. The all-time best seller and
Academy Award winner.

WEATHER REPORT: Mysterious
Traveler. COLUMBIA CK 32494. "Their
best to date" (November 1974).

CLASSICAL
 BACH: Violin Concertos. Kuijken.
PRO ARTE CDD 124. "Wonderful -
strongly recommended" (July 1983).

BEETHOVEN: Symphonies Nos.
1-8. Walter. CBS SONY 35 DC -76/
DC -80. Symphony No. 9. CBS SONY 35
DC -116. Classics all.

BRA HMS: Alto Rhapsody, etc.
Hodgson, Haitink. ORFEO C 025821.
"Performed with surpassing warmth and
tender care" (April 1983).

 HANDEL: Water Music.
Harnoncourt. TELDEC 8.42368.
"Hair-raising" (March 1979).

MONTEVERDI: Selva morale e
spirituals. Parrott. ANGEL 7 47016 2.
"Fresh and vital" (October 1984).

REICH: Music for Eighteen
Musicians. ECM 1129-2. "Charming"
(April 1979).

SCHUMANN: Songs. Margaret
Price. ORFE0 C 031821. "Exquisitely
sung" (December 1983).

 WAGNER: Tristan and Isolde.
Hofmann, Behrens; Bernstein. PHILIPS
410 447-2 PH5. "Indispensable"
(December 1983).
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Alliance Limited

Alliance DL -

Alliance L
Convertible

THE NEW It's easier said than done. Taking a
giant step up in the benefits of Euro-

Tpean technology without overstep-
ALRELNIANAULCETS ping affordability. Introducing the

new Renault Alliances: Alliance
Convertible-the lowest list -priced convertible in America-Alliance
DL and Alliance Limited. Each a unique example of refined front
wheel drive. With Alliance's acclaimed quiet, smooth ride with
sedan comfort for as many as five. Electronic fuel injecticn for
efficiency: 40 EST HWY, 34 EPA EST MPG Renault's unique

UPWARD AFFORDABILITY
pedestal seats for extra rear legroom, standard. The new Alliances
also feature an impressive list of optional features including: An
electronically tuned AM/FM six -speaker stereo cassette system. A
Systems Sentry that monitors vital fluids and brakes. Plus a choice
of engines, including a new 1.7 litre, and more. The new Alliances.
From Renault. Europe's leading car maker. Built in America. And

priced to keep down the cost of moving up.

Alliance 2 -door

Base model 14 -litre engine List
price. Tax, destination charges,
optional/regional equipment extra.
All options not available on all
models *Base model 1.4 -litre
engine Use for comparison Your
mileage may vary with speed, trip
length, weather. Actual highway
figures lower.

RENAULT
THE ONE TO WATCH 0

Ekrir Of Isese-From American Motors Safety Belts Save Lives.



1984 Memtek Products

We believe Memorex High Bias II will deliver the finest YINIU FLINIVIR "MR

true-to-life reproduction you'll ever hear on any high bias cassette. IS IT LIVE,
- And thanks to Permapass, our unique oxide bonding process,

OR IS IT
. your music will continue to sound live. Not just the 1st play

MEMOREX'.Or the 1000th. But forever. Or we'll replace It free.
re**

At,



POPULAR MUSIC

Discs and tapes
reviewed by
Chris Albertson
Louis Meredith
Alanna Nash
Mark Peel
Peter Reilly
Steve Simels

GARY U.S. BONDS: Standing in the
Line of Fire. Gary U.S. Bonds (vocals);
the American Men (vocal and instru-
mental accompaniment). Standing in
the Line of Fire; Sneaking Away; Fred
Astaire; and seven others. PHOENIX
PRT-0072 $8.98, © PRT-0072-C $8.98.

Performance: Spirited
Recording: Very good

This is Gary U.S. Bonds's first self -pro-
duced album, and its success suggests
that either he always had it in him to
take creative control or that he learned
an awful lot doing his earlier albums
under the aegis of Bruce Springsteen
and Miami Steve Van Zandt. "Standing
in the Line of Fire" is, in fact, a nifty
little record, a satisfying mixture of up-
to-date AOR panache, old-fashioned
soul -music heart, and the kind of Jersey
Shore frat-party rock that Springsteen
and friends have lately repopularized.
Picks to click: Fred Astaire, which
mates a flat-out rock instrumental back-
ground to a tribute to everybody's
favorite hoofer without sounding even
slightly incongruous, and Come On
Let's Go, the wonderful old Ritchie Val-
ens rouser given an E -Street Bandish
treatment. No masterpiece, but a very
pleasant surprise. S.S.

LINDSEY BUCKINGHAM: Go In-
sane (see Best of the Month, page 84)

RAY CHARLES: Friendship (see Best
of the Month, page 82)

THE DB'S: Like This. The dB's (vocals
and instrumentals). Love Is for Lovers;
She Got Soul; Spitting in the Wind;
Lonely Is as Lonely Does; Not Cool;
Amplifier; and five others. BEARSVILLE
25146-1 $8.98, © 25146-4 $8.98.

Performance: Superior pop
Recording: Very good

The dB's, who once (apparently to their
lasting regret) characterized what they

Explanation of symbols:

O = Digital -muster analog IP
O = Stereo cassette

= Digital Compact Disc
= Monophonic recording

HERE COMES
PETER WOLF

N "Lights Out," everybody's favor-
ite Jewish blues singer, Peter Wolf,
has come up with a most impres-
sive artistic declaration of indepen-

dence from his old pals in the J. Geils
Band-and one of the best albums of
the year so far. A sprawling, funny slice
of slick Eighties dance music unmistak-
ably rooted in doo-wop, old New York
City r -&-b, and vintage Motown, it
nearly explodes with vitality and sass in
a reassuringly color-blind way. Despite
the all-star cast-appearances by Mick
Jagger, Cars guitarist Elliot Easton,
avant-garde axe hero Adrian Belew, the
P -Funk Horns-it never sounds like a
superstar's studio indulgence. In fact,
"Lights Out" has an almost palpable
cohesiveness, a quality for which the
producers, Wolf and his partner -in -funk
Michael Jonzun, clearly deserve the
credit.

The high points on the album are
Here Comes That Hurt, a brilliant soul
ballad produced so as to bring to mind
the Drifters in outer space; Gloomy

Sunday, a hilarious version of the old
Hungarian tune (a hit for Paul White-
man, way back when) that is rumored to
have caused the Budapest suicide rate
to rise every time it was played; and
Mars Needs Women, a sublime novelty
number in the grand tradition of the old
Buchanan and Goodman Flying Saucer
records. But everything else is absolute-
ly first-rate. Wolf sings with more soul
and passion than he has demonstrated
in years and, in general, offers as intelli-
gent a combination of urban street -
smarts and AOR savvy as has crossed
my desk in ages. In fact, this has got to
be my 1984 candidate for the Record I'd
Most Like to Hear Somebody Playing
on a Real Ghettoblaster. Go get it!

Steve Simels

PETER WOLF: Lights Out. Peter Wolf
(vocals); Elliot Easton (guitar); Michael
Jonzun (bass); G. E. Smith (guitar); oth-
er musicians. Lights Out; I Need You
Tonight; Oo-ee-diddley-bop!; Gloomy
Sunday; Baby Please Don't Let Me Go;
Crazy; Poor Girl's Heart; Pretty Lady;
Here Comes That Hurt; Mars Needs
Women; Billy Bigtime. EMI AMERICA
SJ-17121 $8.98, C)4XJ-17121 $8.98.
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do as making "smart music for stupid
people," are a pop band in the tradition
of Alex Chilton's Big Star-which is to
say that if they're not exactly a cult
group they're at least commercially un-
derappreciated. This new album may
change all that.

"Like This" is probably the most lik-
able entry in the Revisionist Pop -Rock
sweepstakes since the first Marshall
Crenshaw LP. It reminds me of lots of
Sixties stuff, though I'd be hard pressed
to pin down specific reference points,
and despite the wonderful ringing gui-
tars, bracing harmonies, and obviously
felt lyrics, there's no avoiding the
band's modernist sensibility. The future
of rock-and-roll? Hardly, and probably
not intended to be. Personal, quirky,
undeniably excellent stuff? You bet,
and worth checking out. S.S.

A FLOCK OF SEAGULLS: The Story
of a Young Heart. Mike Score (vocals,
guitar, keyboards); Frank Maudsley,
Paul Reynolds (guitar); Ali Score
(drums). The Story of a Young Heart;
Never Again (The Dancer); The More
You Live. The More You Love; Euro-
pean (I Wish I Was); and five others.
JivE/ARIsTA JL8-8250 $8.98, JC8-
8250 $8.98.

Performance: Unflappable
Recording: Good

After three albums, I still don't under-
stand how a band can succeed with a
name as dumb as A Flock of Seagulls.
Not only that, they have to overcome
disposable lyrics, a drab lead vocalist,
and the worst hair in New Music today.
Yet "The Story of a Young Heart" is as
danceable and listenable an album as
you'll hear in any club right now.

Most of the credit here must go to
Paul Reynolds. The Seagulls' lead gui-
tarist bangs, slashes, and squeals along,
with a sorcerer's command of special
effects and an irresistible sense of tim-
ing. Reynolds's staccato rhythms, cou-
pled with Mike Score's spacey synthe-
sizer flourishes, drive this bright, racing
"Young Heart" at a breakneck pace.
Even a song called Suicide Day hurtles
along.

If anything finally does the Seagulls
in, it won't be the name or the hair or
the woeful lyrics. It will be monotony.
Every song sounds just alike. In fact,
there only seem to be two real songs
here, each one played four slightly dif-
ferent ways, with different words. Still,
they're a couple of great songs. M.P.

LUCIANO PAVAROTTI: Mamma.
Luciano Pavarotti (tenor); orchestra,
Henry Mancini cond. Vivere; Musica
proibita; Lolita; Vieni sul mar; Firenze
sogna; and eleven others. LONDON 0
411 959-1 $9.98, © 411 959-4 $9.98; 0
411 959-2 no list price.

Performance: Robusto
Recording: Glitz a lo marinaro

They've probably broken out the chian-
ti already over at London in anticipa-
tion of the sales figures on this one.
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IF YOU'RE
OBSESSIVE

ABOUT
DIGITAL AUDIO,

WELCOME
TO THE CLUB.

It's the Sony Digital Audio
Club. The world's first club dedi-
cated to creating awareness and
understanding of the remarkable
technology behind compact disc
players-from the company most
qualified to provide it.

This year, to welcome you to
the club, you'll receive special
promotions on compact discs; dis-
counts on digital accessories; our
quarterly newsletter, "The Sony
Pulse"; The Sony Book of Digital
AudioTec_hrtaLogy (over 300 pages
of facts and details); a 30" x 40"
digital audio poster; a digitally -

recorded compact disc; and ex-
tensive information about the
latest advances in digital prod-
ucts from Sony-the leader in di-
gital audio.

To become a member, sim-
ply mail the coupon below, along
with a check or money order for
$15* to Sony Digital Audio Club,
PO. Box 161, Lowell, Mass. 01852.**

And join the thousands of peo-
ple who are already well on their
way to satisfying their obsessions.

Name

Address_

City

State Zip

*$3.00 additional for postage and han-
dling outside the U.S.** Please allow 4-6
weeks for delivery.

SONY
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO"

SRM 11/84

How can it miss? The world's most pop-
ular tenor, Luciano Pavarotti, in a col-
lection of sixteen standard Italian
gaspers. He sings out with his custom-
ary robustness and often produces his
customary glorious sound. Also, he very
carefully never patronizes the audience
for this kind of material-which is to
say, he doesn't wring every phrase dry,
just every other one.

Henry Mancini's arrangements are
passionately glitzy, and he produces the
kind of sweeping orchestral sound that
first surfaced in the early days of
"breathtaking Cinemascope and stereo-
phonic sound." Mancini also keeps the
pace unusually brisk, with no lingering
allowed. Probably only an artist of Pa-
varotti's gifts and stature could bring off
a recital of material this lightweight. But
he can, and superbly does. P.R.

CHARLEY PRIDE: Power of Love.
Charley Pride (vocals); vocal and in-
strumental accompaniment. The Power
of Love; Missin' Mississippi; Ellie: Stag-
ger Lee; and six others. RCA AHL1-
5031 $8.98, @ AHKI-5031 $8.98.

Performance: New and improved
Recording: Okay

Charley Pride, one of the last bastions
of traditional country music, has finally
thrown in the towel and gone for the
kinds of records that will "keep him
contemporary on the charts," as his
agent puts it. That means that at least
half a dozen of the songs here, including
the winning title ballad, already a big
hit, are as pop -sounding as they come.
There's only one country song here, the
affecting Missin' Mississippi.

Ironically, Pride sounds a lot more
convincing on this kind of pop material
than he ever did with pure country, and
his bored delivery of old has given way
to genuine new emotion and verve. To
me, at least, "Power of Love" is Charley
Pride's most enjoyable album, a meta-
morphosis of one of country music's
most durable artists. A.N.

PATRICE RUSHEN: Now. Patrice
Rushen (vocals, keyboards); vocal and
instrumental accompaniment. Gone
with the Night; To Each His Own -
Heartache Heartbreak; Perfect Love; Su-
perstar: and five others. ELEKTRA
60360-1 $8.98, © 60360-4 $8.98.

Performance: Attractive
Recording: Very good

Since 1973, when, at the age of nine-
teen, she signed with Prestige, Patrice
Rushen has performed as a singer and
keyboard artist with some of the best
and some of the worst pop acts around.
She has had several hits of her own
since moving to Elektra in 1978, and
there are a few likely candidates on
"Now," her fifth release for the label.
These are not spectacular vocal exhibi-
tions, but Rushen has an inviting voice
that fits the material she writes. She also
plays keyboards here-again, not spec-
tacularly, but well. In sum, a mellow
pop album that's hard to hate. C.A.

SPANDAU BALLET: Parade. Tony
Hadley (vocals); Gary Kemp (guitars,
vocals); Martin Kemp (bass); Steve
Norman (sax, percussion); John Keeble
(drums); instrumental accompaniment.
Only When You Leave: Highly Strung;
I'll Fly for You; Nature of the Beast; and
four others. CHRYSALIS FV 41473, C)
FVT 41473, no list price.

Performance: Dramatic
Recording: Flawless

The other day I overheard a Muzak
arrangement of Boy George's Do You
Really Want to Hurt Me? that I took as
evidence that the New Romantic move-
ment is brain dead. I hadn't bargained
on Spandau Ballet's "Parade," an al-
bum that convinces me New Romance
is very much alive. Like Boy George,
Spandau Ballet's Gary Kemp has dis-
covered that he can make American
soul and r -&-b sound like something
entirely new by singing them with a
cabaret -like sense of tragedy suggesting
the Empire in its last throes.

On "Parade," as on Spandau Ballet's
U.S. breakthrough, "True," Kemp ex-
plores romantic themes and varia-
tions-longing, uncertainty, surrender,
revenge, despair, resignation-through
sophisticated though somewhat theatri-
cal lyrics and guitar -saxophone -piano
arrangements that swing from quasi -
jazz to suave, brilliantine soul. Add the
passionate vocals of Tony Hadley, who
all but defines the New Romantic
sound, and you get a sort of modern-
day dance -club Noel Coward with a
beat. A bit overwrought, but isn't that
what romance is all about? M.P.

DON WILLIAMS: Cafe Carolina. Don
Williams (vocals); vocal and instru-
mental accompaniment. The Only
Game in Town; Walkin' a Broken
Heart: Maggie's Dream: Beautiful
Woman; and six others. MCA MCA -
5493 $7.98, © MCAC-5493 $7.98.

Performance: Dignified
Recording: Very good

My frequent gripe about Don Williams
is that too many of his songs sound
alike, particularly in the pacing. On
"Cafe Carolina," Williams offers his de-
pendable stock of solid-if not always
memorable-country/folk love songs,
but he also rounds out the album with a
few bittersweet surprises. If Beautiful
Woman and That's the Thing About
Love seem a little more pop -oriented
than the things Williams has done in
the past, he balances the MOR direction
with a stirring little minor -key folk
song, Leavin', that he wrote fifteen
years ago. Still, the real gem on the
album is a story song called Maggie's
Dream, the uneventful saga of a lonely
truck -stop waitress that hits the head
and heart at about the same time. As
with any Don Williams album, the
vocals are clean and soulful, the produc-
tion delightfully unassuming, and the
backing appropriately low-key, with
just enough saxophone to keep things
lively. A lovely little record. A.N.
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"Everytime I read another rave review of the
Delco-GM/Bose Music System, I blush."

Born in 19 at M.I.T.,
Morgan is a v. member of the

Delco-GM! se Design Team.

'Have you read how the critics go on
about the Delco-GM/Bose Music System?

A 'concert hall on wheels ...,' raves
Popular Hot Rodding. 'If your car is this
well-equipped, you won't want to go
home again,' declares Chicago
Magazine. 'It's the one option no one
should go without,' claims Motor Trend.
And, get this, Popular Science goes as
far as to say, 'it's as good or better than
the best home systems.'

"Mind you, I'm not the type to let this
sort of uninhibited praise go to my head.
But when Stereo Review labels it a 'sonic
paradise', and High Fidelity declares,
The performance of the Delco-GM/Bose
Music System was astounding ... I can't
imagine anyone (buying) one of these

Morgan helps us design
a different Delco-GM/
Bose Music System to
match the individual
acoustics of specific GM
car models. Each system
has four separate speaker
modules.

cars ... without the Music System,' the
pride simply wells up inside.

"Now I don't expect you to take my
word for it. After all, Popular Mechanics
said 'you have to hear it to believe it'.

"So, I cordially invite you to visit your
Buick, Oldsmobile, Cadillac, or Chevrolet
dealer to experience the Delco-GM/Bose
Music System. Only then will you 'believe
every rave you've read, and then some"
(Auto Week).

Sound so real, it will change how
you feel about driving.
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SUPERCHARGED
SINATRA

Aspop, mass -culture events go,
Frank Sinatra's "L.A. Is My
Lady" is humongous. From

Beverly Hills to Bayside,
from Newport to Newark, the album
has already bewitched, besotted, and
bemused Sinatra's long-standing army
of fans. Critically it has received an
almost unanimous ovation from re-
viewers of every stripe and persuasion.
Is it really that good? In a word, yes.
And then some.

A generous part of the credit must go
to Quincy Jones, a man who seems
content to perform a non -Jackson
miracle every other year or so. (Two
years ago it was the re -introduction to
Eighties audiences of the legendary tal-
ents of Lena Horne in the album "The
Lady and Her Music.") His production
here for Sinatra is Ziegfeldian in its
glorification of a great American sing-
ing idol, and his conducting is superbly
unobtrusive, following Sinatra as un-
erringly and effortlessly as a magnet.
Then there are the featured instrumen-
talists-George Benson, Lionel Hamp-
ton, Bob James, Ray Brown, Steve
Gadd, Joe Newman, Urbie Green-all
big names in jazz.

But the real star attraction, as it has
been for the forty-four years he's been
performing and recording, is "Frankie
Boy," "01' Blue Eyes," "Chairman of
the Board," a.k.a. Frank Sinatra. He's
in supercharged voice, better than he's
been on recordings for years, and in a
kind of vigorous, joyful, artistic com-

mand that signals he could mow you
down with a performance of Happy
Birthday if he chose to. Two of the new
songs, L.A. Is My Lady and How Do

You Keep the Music Playing?, both
with lyrics by Alan and Marilyn Berg-
man, are performed way beyond their
intrinsic worth. Sinatra lavishes on
them such care and respect, with his
own special kind of sensitivity, that
they sound like instant classics. As he
sings them, they probably are. Sung by
anyone else, they'd only be passable.

On the other hand, new charts of old
songs seem to bring out Sinatra's play-
fulness with lyrics, the kind of playful-
ness that probably only he can get away
with. I seriously doubt that I'd sit still
for any other singer performing today
who would change the original Cole
Porter line, "They're not her lips/But
they're such tempting lips," from It's
All Right with Me, to "They're not her
chops/But they're such tempting
chops. . ." That one made me
squirm a little, even from Sinatra. But,
as always with Sinatra, if you want the
steak you have to take the bone.

All can be quite easily forgiven,
though, when Sinatra swings lithely
and gracefully through such things as If
I Should Lose You, Until the Real
Thing Comes Along, and Teach Me
Tonight, creating the kind of immuta-
ble magic that only a very great singing
actor can. Peter Reilly

FRANK SINATRA: L.A. Is My Lady.
Frank Sinatra (vocals); orchestra, Quin-
cy Jones cond. L.A. Is My Lady; The
Best of Everything; How Do You Keep
the Music Playing?; Teach Me Tonight;
It's All Right with Me; Mack the Knife;
Until the Real Thing Comes Along;
Stormy Weather; If I Should Lose You;
A Hundred Years from Today; After
You've Gone. QWEST 25145-1 $8.98, 0
25145-4 $8.98.

Full Site
Sound...

Only 3.3

Ounces:

New ATIA-20 Stereophones
with

more sound -per -ounce than yohu

can imagine. Enjoy the full , ric

bass missing from the ultra

lights. Vgith personalized
bass

damping
control to match

each ear. Ounce -tor -ounce the

best sound is at your Audio-

Technica
dealer now. Or write

for latest catalog today.

ATH-20 $54.95

audio-technica
1221 Commerce

Dr.,Stow
OH 44224
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Save up to $25 during the Shure
60th Anniversary Rebate Sale.

Buy a genuine Shure
cartridge or replacement stylus
between September 1 and October
31,1984 and get a hefty cash
rebate direct from our factory. Just
supply the information requested
below, mail it to Shure and earn
up to a $25 rebate on a quality
phono cartridge-up to $10
on a stylus.

A Shure cartridge is the
best investment you can make to
improve the sound of your
system. And a Shure replacement
stylus will reduce record wear,
extending record life. Remember,
with Shure, you're getting 60
years of audio experience. Get
all the details on this offer at a
Shure dealer near you or write
Shure Rebate Offer, 222 Hartrey
Ave., Evanston, IL 60204.

Save $1U to $25 on a quality Shure phorio cartridge.
Cartridge Your rebate

V15 Type V -MR $25

V15 Type V -B $20

ML140HE $15

ML120HE $15

M110HE $10

Save up to $10 on a genuine Shure replacement stylus.
Stylus
model

Compatible with this
Shure cartridge

Your
rebate

VN5MR Upgrade for V15 Type V $10
VN5HE Replacement for V15 Type V $10
VN45HE Replacement for V15 Type IV $ 5
N97HE Upgrade for M97ED

Replacement for M97HE
$ 5

N95HE Upgrade for M95ED
Replacement for M95HE

$ 5

N95ED Replacement for M95ED $ 5
N91ED Upgrade for M91E

Replacement for M91ED
$ 5

For Dealer Nearest You Call TOLL -FREE 800-633-2252 Ext 880

Earn up to a $25 rebate during the Shure 60th Anniversary cartridge
and stylus sale.

To receive your rebate on selected Shure phono cartridges and replacement
styli, send: (1) your dated sales receipt (non -returnable), (2) the complete outer
carton from your Shure cartridge or stylus, and (3) this completed request to:
Shure Rebate Offer-Dept. 63, 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 60204.

Name

Address

ICity State

I Phone (Area Code) (Number)
Offer valid only on purchase made between September 1.1994 and October 31.1984 All requests must be postmarked by November 15.1984.

I
Limit of one rebate per household, and/or consumer regarcless of number of Shure cartridges or styli purchased This is a consumer rebate
offer only. Shure dealers. companies and employees of Skim and their advertising agencies. distributors and retailers are not eligible. This

inoffer may not be used conjunction with any other rebate from Shure Shure is not responsible for late. lost or misdirected mail Offer good
only on purchases made in U S A Void where taxed or prohibited by law Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of check.

SHIP
You'll hear more from us.

Lip

SR 11/84
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JAZZ

CHICO FREEMAN: Tangents. Chico
Freeman (woodwinds, percussion);
Bobby McFerrin (vocals); Steve Cole-
man (saxophones); Mark Thompson
(piano); Cecil McBee (bass); Billy Hart
(drums); others. Ballad for Hakima;
Computerized Indifference; and six oth-
ers. ELEKTRA/MUSICIAN 60361-1 $8.98,
© 60361-4 $8.98.

Performance: Imaginative
Recording: Excellent

I have always admired the music of
Chico Freeman, and there are times
when I am quite pleased by the per-
formances of vocalist Bobby McFerrin.
On Freeman's new album, "Tangents,"
they appear together on a few selections
with excellent results. McFerrin should
be heard in small dosages, as he is here,
but I have yet to hear an overdose of
Freeman, who is still one of the most
interesting players around. In a time

when far too many releases are 90 per-
cent filler, Freeman and co -producer
John Koenig continue to make out-
standing albums that sustain the quality
established on the first track. C.A.

STAN GETZ AND ALBERT DAI-
LEY: Poetry. Stan Getz (tenor saxo-
phone); Albert Dailey (piano). A Night
in Tunisia; Confirmation; Lover Man;
and four others. ELEKTRA/MUSICIAN
60370-1 $8.98, © 60370-4 $8.98.

Performance: One-on-one
Recording: Quite good

Until they hear "Poetry" many people
will be unaware of how great a loss
music suffered earlier this year when
pianist Albert Dailey died of AIDS.
Sure, Dailey, who had just turned forty-
six, made other recordings, but-not-
withstanding his lengthy stints with
Sonny Rollins, Dexter Gordon, the
Thad Jones -Mel Lewis band, and Stan
Getz-he never received the public
recognition granted so many of his less
talented colleagues.

Getz wrote some very peculiar things
in his notes to this album, but there's
nothing strange about his playing here.
It's too bad that this duo won't be able
to collaborate again, but even worse
that we shall never hear Dailey's further
explorations of Lover Man and 'Round
Midnight, both exquisite solos. C.A.

GIANTS OF JAZZ. Dizzy Gillespie
(trumpet); Kai Winding (trombone);
Sonny Stitt (tenor and alto saxo-
phones); Thelonious Monk (piano); Al
McKibbon (bass); Art Blakey (drums).
Straight, No Chaser; Epistrophy; Sweet
and Lovely; and three others. CONCORD
JAZZ GW-3004 $8.98, © GWC-3004
$8.98.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Fine

Considering the high rank of the
players, it is a wonder that the Giants of
Jazz ever found time to get together as a
unit, and still more remarkable that
they more or less stayed together for a
year. Though "Giants of Jazz" is a new
album release, it was recorded in Switz-
erland in 1972 and contains the last
recordings of Thelonious Monk, who
died ten years later.

All-star groups often impress more
with their roster of names than with
their music, but that is not the case
here. No one acts the prima donna.
There is no grandstanding-just good,
solid jazz expertly played. Each mu-
sician gets a chance to step up front.
Sonny Stitt is featured on Don't Blame
Me, Kai Winding renders Sweet and
Lovely, and I'll Wait for You is Dizzy
Gillespie's. Monk gets the lion's share
of the limelight; he composed the re-
maining three tunes and is heard prom-

Revox 8225

For those who waited.

And those
who wish
they had.

All Compact Disc play-
ers are not created equal. This much, at
least, has emerged from all the hype and hoopla.

Some CD players are built better than others. Some
have more sophisticated programming features. Some
are easier to use. And, yes, some do sound significantly
better than others.

The new 8225, from Revox of Switzerland, excels
on all counts. For those who have postponed their pur-
chase, patience has been rewarded. For those who
didn't wait, the B225 is the logical upgrading route.

First, the 8225 is designed for unexcelled CD repro-
duction. By using oversampling (176.4 kHz) in conjunc-
tion with digital filtering, the B225 guarantees optimum
sound resolution and true phase response.

For your convenience, the 8225 offers programming
of nearly every conceivable combination of start, stop,
and loop functions, in any sequence, and using mixed

INFRARED REMOTE CONTROLLED SYSTEM

combinations of track num-
bers and times. Cueing time is always less
than 3 seconds, and a single infrared remote transmitter
(optional) operates the 8225 as well as all other com-
ponents in the Revox 200 audio system.

Finally, the 8225 is a product of refined Swiss design
and meticulous craftsmanship. Behind its faceplate of
functional elegance, the B225 is an audio component
built in quiet defiance of planned obsolescence.

Without question, the definitive CD player has just
arrived. For those who waited (and those who didn't),
now is the time to see an authorized Revox dealer.

R E1/OX
Studer Revox America  1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210 (615) 254-5651

For Dealer Nearest You Call TOLL -FREE 800-633-2252 Ext. 872
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inently on them. His work with Art Bla-
key on The!onions is particularly out-
standing. C.A.

ETTA JONES: Love Me with All Your
Heart. Etta Jones (vocals); Joe Newman
(trumpet), Houston Person (tenor saxo-
phone); Cedar Walton (piano); George
Du-vivier (bass); Jimmy Cobb (drums).
Blues in the Night; I Wish I Knew; I
Should Care; Darling Je Vous Aime
Beaucoup: and four others. MUSE MR
5262 $9.98.

Performance: Fine

Recording: Quite good

She wobbles a bit too much on the slow-
er numbers-especially on My Ro-
mance-but Etta Jones is otherwise in
fine fettle on her new Muse album, re-
corded a year ago. It's been forty years
since Jones won the famous Apollo
Theatre Wednesday night amateur con-
test, and twenty-five years since Don't
Go to Strangers launched her on a
comeback trail. Now fifty-six, the lady
still delivers smooth performances that
deserve the fine backing she receives
here from a formidable sextet. C.A.

BUCKY AND JOHN PIZZARELLI:
Swinging Sevens. Bucky and John Piz-
zarelli (guitars). In a Mellow Tone;
Soon; Four Brothers; Blame It on My
Youth; Lush Life; Why Did I Choose

You?; Sleeping Bee; In a Mist; and three
others. STASH ST 239 $8.98.

Performance Silken
Recording: Very good

"Swinging Sevens," a new album by
Bucky Pizzarelli and his son John, is so
named because it features two seven -
string guitars. Rarely does a record of
such consistent high quality come
along. The program consists entirely of
vintage material that has stood the test
of time, and the smooth execution by
these skillfui musicians makes it one of
the gentlest -sounding jazz albums you
are ever likely to hear. C.A.

SADAO WATANABE: Rendezvous.
Sadao Watanabe (alto saxophone);
Roberta Flack (vocals); others. Fire Fly;
If I'm Still Around Tomorrow; I'm
Yours; Cool Breeze; and four others.
ELEKTRA 60371-1 $8.98, © 60371-4
$8.98.

Performance: Pale
Recording: Fairly good

Saxophonist Sadao Watanabe has made
some interesting albums, but "Rendez-
vous," his latest, offers anemic music
that flows in one ear and out the other
leaving not a trace behind. The band of
studio musicians is lethargic, and Ro-
berta Flack sounds as if she were whis-
pering to herself in the corner. C.A.

FILM & THEATER

16P

GHOSTBUSTERS (Elmer Bernstein).
Original -soundtrack recording. Ray
Parker, Jr., Laura Branigan, Air Supply,
others (vocals and instrumentals); or-
chestra. ARISTA AL8-8246 $8.98, ©
AC8-8246 $8.98.

Performance: Parker on the loose
Recording: Good

How hot is Ghostbusters at the box
office? So hot that sometime in the
Nineties you can probably expect the
umpteenth sequel, something like
Rocky XIII Meets Ghostbusters. The al-
bum taken from Ghostbusters, on the
other hand. is strictly a one-shot deal.
The one-shot actually narrows down to
one track, and that is Ray Parker, Jr.'s
performance of the title song. It's a lot
of inane, rambunctious fun, and if you
haven't heard it on the radio yet I'm
sure you've heard kids on buses yowling
it or seen breakdancers contorting to it.

ANY WAY YOU PLAY IT
4011114

1111*2

A

Compact Discs, audio or yid .20
tapes, records or AM 'FM
stereo -eception, any way you
play it you'll hear it better with
AKG headphones.

Used by professional audio
engineers around :he world as
recordiig studio monitors. AKG
headphones help to "fine tune
the recordings that you listen
to.

AKG, the innovator in
headphone design for over 30
years, has introduced such
' firsts ' as open air and passive
diaphragm technology and the
unmatched dynarric/electro-
static two-way system.

Whether it's one of AKG's
lightweight or studio models,
there is one designed for you...
any watt, you play it.

.Ard for the finest stereo
phonocartridges, ask your
dealer about the AKG
Transversal Suspension
System.

For Dealer Nearest You Ca 1800-633-2252 Ext 885
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The rest of the album is strictly stan-
dard commercial zilch. P.R.

THE NATURAL (Randy Newman).
Original -soundtrack recording. WAR-
NER BROS. 25116-1 $8.98, CO 25116-4
$8.98.

Performance: Haunting
Recording: Excellent

As a take on Bernard Malamud's justly
celebrated novel, the film version of
The Natural comes off as more than a
tad simplistic-sure, the book is a para-
ble, but it is not, as director Barry

Levinson seems to think, a mélange of
the World Series, Rocky, and Return of
the Jedi. About Randy Newman's score
for this flawed entertainment, however,
I have no complaints. A haunting, me-
lodic throwback to the Coplandesque,
Marlboro Country school of film com-
position that flourished in the Fifties
and early Sixties, it is elegiacally beauti-
ful in an authentically American way. It
is also, for my money, not only the
smartest orchestral score for a big -bud-
get feature in nearly a decade but New -
man's best music since he became a
reluctant pop star. Don't miss it. S.S.
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IS SOMETHING MISSING
FROM YOUR LIFE?

If performance audio equipment
is important to you, it stands to
reason that you're probably fussy
about your video components.
Especially with all the video options
available these days from tapes to
cable TV.

So why are you still watching
your tiny TV? You're missing out on
the most incredible television viewing
experience ever. Novabeam television.
It's so exciting and involving, you'll
feel like a participant in whatever
you're watching, instead of just an
observer.

And if it's quality you're after,
you won't find a better picture. It's
what Video Review magazine called
"by far the most impressive projec-
tion TV we have ever seen." For
matching sound, all Novabeam
monitors hook up easily to your

For Dealer Nearest You Call TOLL -FREE 800-633-2252 Ext.875
CIRCLE NO. 3 ON READER SERVICE CARD

stereo system.
There simply isn't enough room

here to detail Henry Moss' develop-
ments over 15 years that resulted in
Novabeam TV, the state-of-the-art in
projection television. It's something
you've got to see for yourself. And
you won't know what you're missing
until you do.

For complete information
(including specific installation details
on over 20 Novabeam variations) and
the name of your nearest Novabeam
dealer, call the toll -free number listed
below. Or write Moss Video Corpor-
ation, 640 Memorial Drive, Cambridge,
MA 02139.

Kloss Video Corporation

WHAT TELEVISION SHOULD HAVE BEEN ALL ALONG.

STARLIGHT EXPRESS (Andrew
Lloyd Webber). Original London -cast
recording. Stephanie Lawrence, P. P.
Arnold, Ray Shell, Jeff Shankley, Lon
Satton, others (vocals); orchestra, Da-
vid Caddick cond. POLYDOR LNER 1
two discs $25.96, LNERC 1 two cas-
settes $25.96 (from International Book
and Record Distributors, 40-11 24th
St., Long Island City, N.Y. 11101).

Performance: High-speed
Recording: Super

Andrew Lloyd Webber has done it
again. He's come up with a show he
conceived in some idle, inspired mo-
ment (on a train, reportedly), cranked
out a score to lyrics by Richard Stilgoe,
called in the topflight director -designer
team of Trevor Nunn and John Na-
pier-all of whom he's worked with
before (on Cats)-and hired out the
Apollo Victoria in London for an open-
ing last March and a run that (like Cats)
is probably "forever."

Starlight Express, you see, is about
trains. All of its characters are rolling
stock-engines (male), coaches of vari-
ous descriptions (female), and a ca-
boose, all thirty-three of them on roller
skates throughout. That doesn't have
much bearing on the cast recording, but
it explains to some extent the headlong,
high-speed nature of the score Lloyd
Webber has written. It's strictly Life in
the Rail Yard, much as Cats was Life in
the City Dump. It doesn't have the
diversity that his music for Cats has,
but it does, on record at least, have an
almost oratorio -like, incantatory direct-
ness of style that, curiously, even makes
it a pretty decent dance record.

Lloyd Webber has been lucky and
gotten (or perhaps insisted upon) two -
record sets of most of his shows, and
this one, like the rest, has been slickly
produced. The double -sleeve jacket
gives no indication of who sings what,
but their performances have the heft
and energy of a diesel. The recording
was made in the theater during the
course of three live performances last
spring and is technically first-rate, but
it's strange they wouldn't have recorded
this very high-tech show digitally. A CD
version is clearly on the way.

Christie Barter

STAR TREK III-THE SEARCH
FOR SPOCK (James Horner). Origi-
nal -soundtrack recording. CAPITOL.
SKBK-12360 two discs $10.98, ©
4XKK-12360 one cassette $10.98.

Performance: Authoritative
Recording: Effective

James Horner, who is rapidly turning
into the poor man's John Williams, has
concocted a suitably sweeping, roman-
tic score for the latest ride aboard the
Starship Enterprise, and while there's
nothing here you haven't heard be-
fore-"Spock" more or less recycles
Horner's previous Trek music-it
makes for pleasant, undemanding lis-
tening at home. Personally, though, I'd
wait for the video disc. S.S.
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VIDEOA

DARYL HALL/JOHN OATES: Rock
'n Soul Live. Daryl Hall (vocals, guitar);
John Oates (vocals, guitar); vocal and
instrumental accompaniment. PIONEER
ARTISTS LaserDisc PA -84-077 $24.95.

Performance: Solid
Recording: Over -reverberant

This is an expanded version of a concert
special originally aired on HBO, and
though the sound, despite a mix job by
the usually reliable Bob Clearmountain,
is a little cavernous, it's nonetheless one
of the better examples of its genre. Hall
and Oates remain one of the few con-
sistent, hit -making acts in contempo-
rary pop that, for whatever reasons,
refuse to play down to their audience.
As documented here, they come off as
splendid musicians, charismatic per-
formers, and genuinely likable guys who
just happen to be stars. I'm not a major
fan of arena -rock shows (this one was
taped at the Montreal Forum), but
"Rock 'n Soul Live" made me wish I'd
been there. L.M.

CHRISTINE McVIE. Christine McVie
(vocals, keyboards); Billy Burnette (vo-
cals, guitar); other musicians. PIONEER
ARTISTS LaserDisc PA -84-084 $24.95.

Performance: Understated
Recording: Good

Christine McVie has always struck me
as the one member of Fleetwood Mac
I'd like to have a beer with, and this par-
ticular video, or at least half of it,
catches her at her most appealing. For-
get side one, which is a dull documenta-
ry on the making of her solo album. It's
a vanity production that seems de-
signed mostly for members of her back-
up band and their immediate families.
Side two, however, finds McVie in con-
cert, and as usual her vaguely bluesy,
confessional romanticism, as expressed
in creamy pop numbers like The Chal-
lenge and Keeping Secrets, is nearly irre-
sistible. L. M .

THE OTHER SIDE OF NASH-
VILLE. Performances and interviews
with Willie Nelson, Johnny Cash, Kris
Kristofferson, Emmylou Harris, and
others. MGM/UA Beta Hi-Fi
MB600351 $59.95, VHS MV600351
$59.95, CED MD100351 $19.95.

Performance: Worthy
Recording: Okay

For what was originally shot as a docu-
mentary for French public television,
producer/director Etienne Mirlesse
went to Nashville to chronicle the evo-

lution of country music as an art form
and to examine the sharp -toothed ma-
chinery that has made it one of the most
commercial U.S. products imaginable.

Narrated by former CBS Records pro-
ducer Bob Johnston, the film does a
good job of detailing how the music has
lost its identity as the voice of the poor,
Southern working class-mostly at the
hands of businessmen in three-piece
suits-and how the country -music in-
dustry is rapidly becoming a self -
devouring monster. If the film is ram-
bling, repetitive, and occasionally
strained in its few dramatized segments,

the rare footage of the Bob Dylan -John-
ny Cash "Nashville Skyline" sessions
alone makes it worth its price. And the
interviews and performance segments,
with such artists as Kris Kristofferson,
Emmylou Harris, Hank Williams, Jr.,
Chet Atkins, Willie Nelson, Bobby
Bare, and Gail Davies, are far more real
and informative than most of the enter-
tainment profiles on 20/20.

The definitive Nashville story has yet
to be told, especially on film. But for
any serious student of country music,
"The Other Side of Nashville" definite-
ly merits checking out. A.N.

rnission
CAMBRIDGE

because people like music

US - Mission Electronics Corporation of America
CANADA - Mission Electronics of Canada Inc. Phone: 416-675-7730

Mission Cambridge, Huntingdon PEI8 6ED, England. Phone. 104801 57477

For Dealer Nearest You Call TOLL -FREE 800-633-2252 Ext. 888
CIRCLE NO. 53 ON READER SERVICE CAFD
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Luxman brings music home to Burt Bacharach and Carole Bayer Sager

The living room of Burt Bachgrach and gs<ie Bayer Sager
with the luxman'T-240.K-240 and L-430 1-liejfif deliticnponehts

For those whose lives are music:, there is Luxman.
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Uncompromising Luxmcn. Precise, elegant
Luxman. The Luxman of legendary innovation (yeer

and handcrafted quality; of sot_ nd
pure, rich and real. If you value such
music, Luxman belongs in your life.

For the dealer nearest you,
call 1-800-257-4631.
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CLASSICAL MUSIC

Discs and tapes
reviewed by
Richard Freed
David Hall
George jellinek
Stoddard Lincoln

BACH: Six Sonatas for Flute and Key-
board. Eugenia Zukerman (flute); An-
thony Newman (harpsichord, organ).
Vox CUM LAUDE VCL 9070 $7.98, C)
D -VCS 9070 $7.98.

Performance: Brittle
Recording: Fine

Although originally written for organ,
these sonatas make excellent flute
pieces. The three in which Anthony
Newman plays the harpsichord are ef-
fective, but those in which he plays the
organ are even better because of the
more equally balanced treble lines. Eu-
genia Zukerman's playing is highly arti-
culated and favors an almost constant
Baroque -style staccato, while Newman
plays with brilliance and accuracy in a
rather mechanical fashion. The result is
somewhat cold and brittle, but, as ever,
Bach's genius shines forth. S.L.

BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto No. 2,
in B -Flat Major, Op. 19. HAYDN:
Piano Concerto in D Major. Martha
Argerich (piano); London Sinfonietta,
Martha Argerich cond. DISCHI RICORDI/
PSI RCL 27059 $10.98.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Fine

Martha Argerich is a lady who really
knows what she is doing, both as a
piano soloist and as a conductor. The
Haydn concerto is particularly difficult
to bring off because most pianists try to
make too much of its technically unas-
suming piano part. Argerich plays it for
what it is, for its nalvetE and charm.
The Beethoven Second is a much more
complex work but still takes some doing
to make it more than a copy of a Mozart
concerto. Again, Argerich notches her-
self and the London Sinfonietta up to
the demands of the music and turns
in a wonderful performance. Excellent
sound throughout. S.L.

BRAHMS: Hungarian Dances.
Georges Cziffra (piano). ANGEL/PATHE
MARCONI 0 1731311 $12.98,C)1731314
$12.98 (from International Book and

Explononon of symbols:

0 = Digital -master analog LP
= Stereo cassete

Git = Digital Compact Disc
9 = Monophonic recording

KARAJAN'S
ROSENKAVALIER

THE new Deutsche Grammophon
recording of Strauss's Der Ro-
senkavalier, made in Vienna in
1982 under the direction of Her-

bert von Karajan, boasts the same cast
and conductor as last summer's Salz-
burg Festival production. I attended a
performance there-one that the mae-
stro announced was the hundredth per-
formance of the opera at Salzburg. Ka-
rajan of course conceived, staged, and
conducted many of those performances.
So it was particularly interesting to
compare what I saw and heard at the
Grosses Festspielhaus with what comes
across in the recording.

Agnes Baltsa's Octavian is beautifully
sung and so inflected that the listener
has a clear impression of the young aris-
tocrat's character; not since Frances Bi-
ble's interpretation has the part been
this convincingly projected. As the
Marschallin. Anna Tomowa-Sintow
matches her Octavian musically, sing-
ing with sensitivity, delicate phrasing,
and no apparent effort, if not with the
dramatic incisiveness of Elisabeth
Schwarzkopf, with whom Karajan pre-
viously recorded the opera.

Janet Perry's Sophie is vocally accu-
rate and floating, which, sadly, is about
all you can ask that a Sophie be unless
the interpreter of the role is a very
accomplished singing actress. Sophie's
character is uninteresting, and Perry is
able to do little to change that impres-
sion. The very difficult music assigned
to Baron Ochs is negotiated with ease
by Kurt Moll, who has a fine voice for
the part, and the supporting cast is an
admirable one.

But the true star here is Karajan, who,
despite illness and physical impair-
ment, conducts the Vienna Philhar-
monic with the sure hand of a master
thoroughly at home with the score.
Throughout Act I the huge orchestra is
so well controlled that you hear every
word of conversation between the Mar-
schallin, Octavian, and Ochs; at the
same time, you hear details of orches-
tration that you have never heard be-
fore, creating the impression that you
must be hearing the work for the first
time. Except for the "big moments" of
Acts II and III, Act I is, for me. the most
musically rewarding, but in this record-
ing the high level of musical perform-
ance is sustained throughout.

It must be said that Karajan's Rosen-
kavalier bears his signature in the same
way that Furtwangler's Tristan bore his
or Toscanini's recorded operas his. Few
conductors would dare approach this

score with the leisurely tempos Karajan
adopts, but by so doing he shows us
how richly detailed this music is.

While I was somewhat disappointed
by the Salzburg staging, in that it lacked
overall dramatic excitement and im-
pulse, this recording is something else
again. Presiding over it is a conductor
who knows the Strauss score as well as if
not better than any other living expon-
ent of it, and the toles are sung by an
eminently capable cast. Small wonder,
then, that the music shimmers, soars,
and sings as we have rarely heard it do
before. Robert Ackart

STRAUSS: Der Rosenkavalier. Anna
Tomowa-Sintow (soprano), Marschal-
lin; Agnes Baltsa (mezzo-soprano), Oc-
tavian; Janet Perry (soprano), Sophie;
Kurt Moll (bass), Ochs; others. Vienna
Philharmonic, Herbert von Karajan
cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 0 413
162-1 four discs $47.92, © 413 163-4
three cassettes $47.92; 413 163-2 four
Compact Discs, no list price.

Anna Tomowa-Sintow as the Marschallin
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HI Fl CHOICE says "The Rotel
system stands out in its
ability to play records
properly. The stereo
soundstage is well defined,
and with a good cartridge
there is clarity, precision, and
evenness of reproduction that
allows the music to sound
lively and vivid...Quite clearly,
its performance is something
special".
Listen to Rotel yourself and
let's hear what YOU have to
say.

Record Distributors, 40-11 24th St.,
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101).

Performance: Razzle-dazzle
Recording: Midrange a bit hard

Georges Cziffra's dazzling keyboard
technique, first heard over here in 1959
on an Angel Franz Liszt collection
(when he was better known as Gyorgy
Cziffra), has remained undimmed.
Whether you go along with what he has
done here musically with fifteen of the
twenty-one Hungarian Dances is some-
thing else again: the LP's subtitle is
"Transcriptions and Paraphrases."

Brahms described his Hungarian
Dances for piano four -hands as "genu-
ine gypsy children, which I did not
beget but merely brought up with bread
and milk." As in the Liebeslieder
Waltzes for vocal quartet and piano
duet, he undoubtedly had in mind
Hausmusik for the performance and
enjoyment of amateurs at home in a day
when radio, TV, and phonograph did
not exist. Michel Beroff and Jean -Phil-
ippe Collard have recorded a version of
the complete original for Pathe Marconi
to perfection.

In his program notes Cziffra states the

Perfect bass...Perfect treble...
Perfect sound...forever

ROTEL introduces a
refreshing new range of audio
equipment designed
exclusively to appeal to hi fi
enthusiasts. Its acceptance in
the UK, where Rotel was
designed and conceived, is
overwhelming.
HI Fl TODAY says "Rotel have
engineered some outstanding
products which offer amazing
sound and remarkable value".
NEW HI Fl SOUND says "The
sound was open, lively,
detailed and enjoyable to
listen to, and as for the
RA820B amplifier, well, it was
a real gem".
WHAT HI Fl says "The most
obvious ability of Rotel is the
way it allows music to live
and breathe".

ROT
P.O. Box 653, Buffalo N.Y. 14240 U.S.A.

For Dealer Nearest You Call TOLL -FREE 800-633-2252 Ext. 883
CIRCLE NO. 55 ON READER SERVICE CARD

case for a virtuoso treatment, and then
gives us his versions in what I would
guess is the way he imagines the dances
might be played on the violin-which is
to say he plays fast and loose, adding all
sorts of virtuoso ornamentation and
frills in the passagework. D.H.

ENESCO: Suites for Orchestra.
Monte -Carlo Philharmonic Orchestra,
Lawrence Foster cond. EaAro/RCA
NUM 75118 $10.98, © MCE 75118
$10.98.

Performance: Splendid
Recording: Very good

Georges Enesco stands as Romania's
counterpart of Hungary's Bartok,
Spain's Falla, and Britain's Vaughan
Williams. In common with all three, he
had a profound knowledge of the craft
of musical composition and of the liter-
ature of music. He was a violinist and
teacher of the first rank, a conductor of
formidable gifts. And he was a prolific
composer. Yet he is known internation-
ally chiefly by the two famous Roman-
ian Rhapsodies.

The first of the two orchestral suites
dates from 1903, the second from 1915.
But the two opening movements of the
First Suite, titled Prelude a l'unisson
and Menuet lent, are alone worth the
price of the recording. The Prelude, a
singular tour de force, consists of a
seamless melodic flow played by the
strings, continuing in unison and with-
out a break for almost nine minutes.

The rest of the First Suite and the Sec-
ond do not display this kind of original-
ity or power; the music occasionally
suggests Reger or d'Indy in some of its
polyphonic intricacies and elsewhere
the influence of Faure. For his part,
Lawrence Foster turns in a first-rate
conducting job. D.H.

FOSS: Psalms (see STRAVINSKY)

HAYDN: Piano Concerto in D Major
(see BEETHOVEN)

IVES: Psalm 67 (see STRAVINSKY)

MAHLER: Symphony No. I, in D Ma-
jor (see Best of the Month, page 81)

MAHLER: Symphony No. 9, in D Ma-
jor. Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra,
Herbert von Karajan cond. DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON 410 726-2 two Com-
pact Discs, no list price.

Performance: Intense
Recording: Superb

The first Compact Disc -only release of a
major work by a major orchestra and
conductor is itself a major event-here
made all the more so by a galvanizing
performance.

Herbert von Karajan has recorded
Mahler's Ninth Symphony once before,
three or four years ago, and to the best
of my knowledge it was the first time he
had ever conducted the work. But that
studio -made recording, released by
Deutsche Grammophon at the time on
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"RATED #1 FOR SERVICE AND RELIABIUTr

Ser.

CALL TOLL FREE 23 PARK ROW,

800.221-8180
IN NEW YORK CALL

(212) 732-8600 PRINASRIFD
NEW YORK CITY i=

YORKEW10038

BUY BOTH AND TAKE AN
ADDITIONAL DOLLAR OFF

AUDIO TAPES
MINIMUM ORDER 12 AUDIO TAPES

TDK SAC -90 SuDer Avilyn Or
MAXELL
UDOL-190 Or UOXL-II-90 c'Z':r. $1.99
MAXELL UDXU Or UDOIJI C40 '1.89
MAXELL XLS I Or 11-90 '2.99
MAXELL UD90 '1.89
MAXELL 111335-90 Reel to.peei) '4.99
TOE ADX90 '2.79
TDK SAX -90 `2.99
TIN( HXS90 Metal DarnCal Bas II 4.79
SONY HP590 2 -Mx Normal 13as '3.99
TEAC CDC90 Reel.t0-Reel Cassette NOrmaI'2.99
TEAC CRC 901-101-1-13i31 Reel -to -Reel Cassette'3.49
TDK 1X40 Dynamic 9.19
TIM MAR -90 Metal '5.99

TECHNICS RS -868R
AutoReverse Cassette Del -
Dolby 8 C & abx Noise Rea.. _
AutO-SearCh $2295

AUDIO
CASSETTE DECKS

TEAC V4300 2 -Motor. Dolby 8 8 Obx '179.95
TEAC V530X Dolby 81C 8 clbx MemOry'229.95
TEAC V9000 3H0 AIR BSC abx ATS '47995
TEAC V909RXIIL AIR, EI/C 8 dbx, 131/300429.95
AKAI 0X99 3 -Head, Dolby 8/C. A/R. '549.95
AKAI GX-7 3.Hea0 DORA/ 8/C '259.95
AKAI GXRI38 A R 3+10. 8&C '399.95
AKAI HX3 Feather TOuCh, DOlby 8&C '159.95
TECHNICS R3912 Dolby Soft TOL/Ch. . '99.95
TECHNICS RSINIER AIR,dbx. DOlby 88P179.95
TECHNICS RS1111W Double Cassette '179.95
HITACHI DES Dolby BIC '144.95
SANSUI DW9 Dubbing Deck

TECHNICS
TECHNICS
TECHNICS
TECHNICS
TECHNICS

TURNTABLES
S12200 Semi (>1) Ouart2 .

510300 Auto DD Ouart2 .

51J3 Li DAD Ouart2 PrOg
0.8200 SemI-AutO /Belt .

51.12Lin-Trk 0, DD Auto

`89.95
'99.95

'174.95
`69.95

'144.95
CARTRIDGES

SHORE ML.12011E HyperelliptiCal '69.95
SHORE V15 Type NB ... "119.95
SHURE V15 Type VMR (Micro -Ridge). '149.95
STANTON 681EEE '59.95
MICRO ACOUSTICS 50P4 P -Mt Or ST0-0049.95
AUDIO TECHNICA 1525P P-MOunt '84.95
AUDIO TECHNICA 1121P P Mount . . '19.95
AUDIO TECHNICA 122LP P -Mount .. '29.95

AKAI AAA -25

Recehe
 i6 Station Random Preset Memory

$17995
RECEIVERS

AKAI AAA35 48 w ch Digital '239.95
AKAI AAA45 65 w Cl' Digital '539.95
TECHNICS SA120 35 w ch. Analog .. '124.95
TECHNICS SA150 25 much, DOTAL_ '139.95
TECHNICS SA350 40 w/C11. AM/FM/TV '189.95
TECHNICS SA550 70 with, AM/FM/TV '299.95
SANSUI 501030 25 w /Ch. Digital
SANSUI 501050 35 w: Ch. 00, SEW 60 'OE
SANSUI 501070 55 w/Ch. DOD 5-13d EC) Kai
HITACHI HTA4F 40 wICh. 0001 '199.95
HITACHI HTA6F 60w/171, Digital '269.95
MARANTZ SR225 25 w/Ch AV InputS '109.95

HEADPHONES
KOSS PRO48 154.95
KOSS 4AAA '39.95
SENNHEISER 43430 '79.95
SENNHEISER AtS100 '39.95
SONY MDR2OT Micro uni-Match 114.95
SONY PADR804 Micr0 Ur -Match '59.95
BEYER 03-880 Semi -Open Alr. 199.95

SPEAKERS
TECHNICS 5BL-52 10" 3 -Way 1129.95 a
TECHNICS SEL72 12" 3 -Way .159.95 0,
JENSEN 1030 10 5 -Way 1199.95 DI'
wHARFEDALE W10 6" 2 -Way 119.95 0,'
wHARFEDALE W40 10" 3 -Way *299.95 far'
BSR 82 - . ./. '69.95 0,

SHIPPED MIMED' COLLECT

SPECIALS OF THE MONTH

r"

ADC SS315X
10 -Band Per
Channel Equalizer

SoeCtrum Analyzer $27495
EQUALIZERS/MIXERS

AudloSource E01-11 'CB Cn Eq Anizr '299.95
AudloSource E04 Banc) Cn Eq . '99.95
AUDIO CONTROL C10110130 ED Anlzr .299.95
ADC 55115 10aano Equalizer '134.95
ADC 59215 12 Band CD EC) '174.95
NUMARK 0941650 Mixer Pre -Amp EO '199.95
NUMARK 902900 10-80 w Analyzer '179.95
NUMARK DM1800 DISCO Mixer Pre-Amp'289.95
TECHNICS 5/18025 7 -Band cm E0 84.95
TECHNICS 5048044 7-80 Ch-EO Anizr '154.95
TECHNICS 5118055 12.8a E0 AnIZr. '239.95

ACCESSORIES
AUDIO TECHNICA Safety Raner. '18.95
AUDIO TECHNICA Tri CapSule 4.95
AUDIO TECHNICA Ann Fluor Lite '19.95
AUDIO TECHNICA AT605 Audio Feet '19.95
DISCWASHER Disckit '34.95
DISCWASHER Record Cleaning Sys '10.95
DISCWASHER Cass Demag '12.95
TOE HD -01 / 0ec Cass Demag '13.95
TECHNICS SHF-101 Elec Antenna '69.951895

DISCWASHER Discset w Tray
monster Cable SuporRox 10 or '15.95
Monster Cable Superflgx 25 pr '29.95
NORTRONICS QM202 PrO Ha D mag . '17.95
NORTRONICS QM211 PrO 8k Eraser.. .'39.95
NAGAOKA CD1100 CD Cleaner KIt '24.95
SHURE SFG2 Stylus Pressure Gauge '7.95
CARTALIGN '.1,Triclge Alignment Kit .. '24.95

pa* so IF:"
I MNIII,III

SANYO F1E-25
AutiOta-RleverSe C9a r Stereo

$1999*Dig
Dolby 5 m

12.Pre5et Stations

CAR STMEO
BLAUPUNKT SEATTLE Auto -Rev '179.95
BLAUPUNKT NEW CORK SOR83 '529.95
BLAUPUNKT MANHATTAN Ali Dolby ."219.95
BLAUPUNKT RICHMOND AIR DNR '229.95
CLARION 8550R D0 AIR APC '169.95
CLARION 300E08 40w CD EO LED .109.95
CONCORD HPL122R Dolby Digital 029.95
JENSON ATZ200 'Ow ch Dig APC *279.95
JENSEN RE980 DNR Tape Search ch '199.95
SANYO FTU12 A R 95w'ch Metal '64.95
SANYO FTE07 A F. Dolby B C '719.95

CAR SPEAUCERS
JENSEN 13003 4'," Thin Coax....
JENSEN 13033 6"4" Triax
CLARION SE -620 6W COax. 40 Watts
CLARION 5E-970 E"x9" Coax
CONCORD HP5152 5" Coax
CONCORD HPS-140 4" COax

RADAR DETECTORS

'49.95
'84.95
'3995
'49.95
'44.95
'34.95

WHISTLER SPECTRUM QUADRADYNE 209.95
WHISTLER SPECTRUM REMOTE 219.95
FUZZBUSTER ill '64.95
FUZZBUSTER FS -04 Sul2e,Het .159.95
FOX SUPER -HET .179.95
FOX OK weatner Proof .79.95
COBRA 804000 Super -Het .149.95
COBRA 80-3000 '129.95

CAR sEcuRITV
UNGO TL -3000 Car Alarm Call
PAGE ALERT 4000 Car Alarm 7495
AUDIOSAFE HL11M Car Sterec . -- 34.95

A New Cable Technology Thal Delivers High Audio
Perlarm a nee al Law Cast

MOMS., came Monster Cable

n=r" srP, ',"="," .31r
° 111011STEXIABL' Interlink4 '-= =

PANASONIC 101-T2203

Wall or Desk Telephone i

with Tone Pulse
Doing and 10
Number Dialer ; ;;

$3995

TELEPHONE/DIALERS
danMARK Touch -Tone IYOur ChOICE Of I Black

White Black Red/Black'89.95
AT&T 01418 Desk Trim** TT NON '54.95
COBRA CP140-S Cordless Phone '179.95
PANASONIC KXT3851 Cordless '174.95
UNIDEN E0T3800 - 'dieSs '139.95
UNIDEN ExT4800 (aless '169.95

ANSWERING MAOIPIES
PANASONIC KXT1620 Rem MiCr0 Cass '179.95
CODE -A -PHONE 2530 Beepeoess Rem '144.95
PANASONIC KIR 1420 Remote '114.95
COBRA AN3200 . Ons Mac 439.95
RECORD -A -CALL 675 vox Remote '139.95
PANASONIC VA802C Chill Am Doi 1159.95
PANASONIC YAWS° Pn Ans Ren, 179.95
PANASONIC KXT12350 60 '99.95
PANASONIC K X71430 Pe^,-;/ 139.95

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
TECHNICS SLP-7 SIP 8 SLP 10
HITACHI DA3500
HITACHI DAU300
SANYO CP.200

CALL
379.95
449.95
389.95

AIWA FIS-1400
AM FM AutO-RederSe
Cassette ReCOraer

0-01108 SR Music Senso,
Metal Tape Capability

$144"
STEREO -TO -GO

AIWA HSUO7 AM FM Cass A R Dolby,119.95
AIWA HS1300 AutO Peru AM/FM '129.95
SONY WMF5 SportS FM CaSS Walkman '99.95
SONY WM10 SuDer Walkman *69.95
SOFTY WM16 Al7 DOlby. Metal '69.95
SONY WSW Walkman Cassette '44.95
SONY WMO6C Pro Walkman Dolby 13.C,249.95
SONY WMF10 FM CMS Super Walkman *99.95
SANYO MGOOD AIR Metal Tone '54.95
SANYO MG -7 cassette Player '19.95
JVC coil AutOReverSe '79.95
JVC C0F22 AM. FM CaSS . Det. Spk . '119.95

HOME COMPUTERS
ATARI 80081
APPLE iie 646 44 -ter Systen
IBM PC :566 Drive Monitor
COMMODORE 64 64K Ram
SANYO FABC55541288 2-Orlve
JUKI 6100 Letter-Oual DaiSy Printer
Epson RXBOFT PrInter with Friction

ana Tractor Feed

179 95
Cali
Call

189.95
'1249.95
'399.95

(299.95

NOTE: WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF AUDIO, VIDEO, ANC COMPUTERS IN EVERY
MAJOR BRAND. THIS LISTING IS JUST A SMALL SAMPLE IN OUR '10,000,000

INVENTORY PLEASE CALL US TOLL FREE OR WRITE TO US FOR PRICES ON
ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD.

-23 PARK ROW DEPT. SR -11 NEW YORK, NY 10038
HOW To ORDER oT num.. ,pomPT AND COURTEOUS SHIPMENT SEND MONEY ORDER CEPTIFiEC
D-ECK CASHIER S CHECK MASTERCARD VISA anClucle Carp number Interbank NO exoiratior aate
and signature 100 NOT IMO CASH. PERSONAL AND BUSINESS CHECKS MUST CLEAR OUR BANK BEFORE
PROCESSING $2511444161464 0101111. SlIppIng Handling insurance Charge s S5: of Total Order

a $3.114 minimum WE SHIP -0 CONTINENTAL Li S ALASKA HAWAII PUERTO RIO AND CANADA
'.. 'Canadian Oraers Add 15,6.5111801119. with a $9 95 minimum charge ) For shipments oy air

dOuble these charges WRIT, NO GO.o.*E. NEW YORK RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD SALES TAX
ALL MERCHANDISE SIEPPO BRAND FEW, PAUCITY PRRN1, AND 100% GUARANTEED. WI ARE NOT
RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY TYPOGRAPHICAL MORS.

DEALERS INSTITUTIONAL INQUIRIES CALL (800) 221-3191

Switch to BASF chrome
A4.1410 video Tape

The World's Ouletest Tape

BASF T 120 or ...750
Video Tape

YOur Chat,

$5.49

BASF Profeisional II
C-90 Cassette Tape

Eatn $2.29

SURROUND SOUND M-360

 Mation Picture Sound Effects DeCCOe.
with Dolby Stereo Audio TIME DPL1,
internal Auc10 Amphfier

WOE° ACCESSORES
VIDICRAFT DETAILER III Enhancer '249.95
VIDICRAFT MAILER N Ennancer. '199.95
viDICRAFT II/I100 Stb. Enh COrn-A '169.95
VIDICRAFT Stereo Synthesizer. '169.95
VIDICRAFT Processing Amp '249.95
mARATEION 10 Belt Batt yv, Cable

Specify me° Recorder '719.95
RECOTON V604EnhaniStab4F '144.95
RECOTON V612 ViCIED SwitCher '129.95
KIWI voeo Recorder Bags . '69.95

So,c,fy VIdeO Recoraer,Camera Model
ALLSOP v,aeo Head CleanerS '13.95
RHODES T11100 Stereo SimulatOr '14.95
RHODES TE200 Deluxe Stereo Sim '27.95
RHODES 5163 X4 switcner '159.95
ADC OSS1 Old SOudn Snaper '139.95
ADC VSS2 via SnO sHor w/dbx. '249.95
NOR-RONICS VCR130 VHS Hcl Cinr '19.95
NOR-RONICS VCR155 Beta Hd Clnr '19.95
AUDIO CONTROL SOuncltracker. . '129.95
VIDTTEK 511631 6x3 video Switcher '54.95
KAPCO KWS Belt Battery PaCk

COLOR TELEVISION
SANYO 12C700 20" stereo :Rem
SANYO 31C405 13" COlOr
SANYO 91(510 19" Color..
SANYO 910615 19" Remote.
SONY KV81012 8" ENC. Tuning..
SONY KV1222115 12" Remote..
SONY KV155712 15" Cab Rent
SONY KV1961 19" Cable Ready.
SONY KV1957R 19" Cable Remote
SONY 8921569 21" Cab Rm Str
SHARP 201580 20' Flat Tube.
SHARP 19181 19" Cab/Rem.
PANASONIC CT5513 5" AC,DC

1519.95
'219.95
1239.95
'349.95
'444.95
'369.95
'429.95
'419.95
'469.95
1639.95
153995
'369.95
'299.95

PANASONIC PV -6600 $82995
 Pcrtable VHS Recorder
. 14 Day 8 Event Stereo/ Dolby
Wireless Remote Control

VIDEO RECORDERS
PANASONIC Pv1530 DOIDy Stereo '549.95
PANASONIC 851630 14D 8Ev Rem 1679.95
SHARP VC4111 8 -Hr. Rem. VHS '399.95
RCA VKT650 VHS. HI -Fl '949.95
RCA VKT550 VHS Hen Stere0 '769.95
RCA VKP900 MOOular VHS '879.95
JVC HRD220 14D 8Ev Rem. 4Hci 1439.95
JVC GRC1 1 -Pc VHS Camera/Recorcle01349.95
NC HR7100 4 -HO Remote 1399.95
TOSHIBA VS36 Beta HI -Fl '74995
SANYO VC4400 3D 1 Ev Remote '269.95
SANYO VC7200 Beta Hi.Fl 1499.95
SONY SL2300 3 -Day 1 Ev Remote '33995
SONY 512400 WirelesS Remote '399.95
ZENITH 9896000 1 -PC VHS cam-corderY1349.95

VIDEO TAPE
ANY BRAND 3120 lExCelat HO
ANY BRAND --160 " "
ANY BRAND 1500
ANY BRAND 1750
ANY BRAND 1-830
ANY BRAND High Grade T-120
ANY BRAND High Grade L-500 ..
ANY BRAND High Grade L-750 ..

SUPER SPECIALS
TDK T-120
MEMOREX T 120
BASF Super MED Graft 1490
JVC TC-20
JVC 3-120

4 99
'11.49

.5 49
'5.99
'7.79
'7.99
16.49
/799

'5.79
/5.49

'10.99
6.99

'5.39

FREE GIANT CATALOGS: CALL TOLL FREE 800-426-6027
288 PAGE AUCIKVVIDEO/COMPUTER CATALOG *80 PAGE RECORD AND CASSETTE CATALOG .80 PAGE VIDEO MOVIE CATALOG
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Yo -Yo Ma
Hear the music
that's creating the
legend.
From magnificent unaccompanied Bach suites to Beethoven
sonatas to jazz with Claude Bolling, Yo -Yo Ma has quickly
proven himself to be the most exciting new cellist performing
in the world today.

Exclusively on CBS
and CBS Masterworks
Records, Cassettes and
Compact Discs.

Masterful recordings by Yo -Yo Ma:

I3M 37867* Bach: Unaccompanied Cello Suites (Complete)

M 39024 Beethoven: Cello Sonatas- Nos. 3 & volume? Of The complete
Sonatas) (Ax. piano)

FM 39059 Bolling: Suite For Cello & Jo:: Piano Trio (Bolling, piano)

I M 35848 Lalo/Saint-Saens: Cello Concertos (Orch. Nat'l. de France/
Maazel)

I M 37840 Shostakovich/Kabalevsky: Cello Concs. Nos. I (Phil. Orch./
Ormandv)
M 39310 Haydn: Cello Cone. Op. 101: Tnimpet Cone.: Violin Cone. No. I
(English Chamber Orch., Garcia: Marsalis. Nat'l. Phil. Orch./Leppard:
Lin. Minnesota Orch./Marriner)
I M 37794 Bach: Sonatas For Viola da Gamba And Harpsichord (Complete)
(Cooper. harpsichord)
IM 37280 Kreisler/Paganini: Transcriptions (Zander. piano)

IM 37251 Beethoven: Cello Sonatas Nos. I & 2 (Ax, piano)
M 36674* Haydn: Cello Cow's. Nos. & 2 (English Chamber Orch./Garcia)

Coming Soon!

IM 39345 Bach: Unaccompanied Cello Suites Nos. I & 2

 Not available on Compact Disc.

The New Gold Standard
In Recorded Classical Music.

M
A
S
T
E
R

0
R
K
S

LP and tape, went on to win all kinds of
prizes and critical acclaim. David Hall,
writing in the October 1981 issue of this
magazine, called it "one of the greatest
of the [Berlin Philharmonic's] many
great discs," citing Karajan's "conduc-
torial prowess and insight" in getting at
the heart of this most challenging
work.

Apparently feeling that he had still
more to say, and being the perfectionist
he is, Karajan steered a second, live
recording through DG's A&R division
in 1982, and this double -CD package is
the spectacular result. It is also the sec-
ond Mahler Ninth in the CD catalog,
the other being by Sir Georg Solti and
the Chicago Symphony on London. Re-
corded the same year (1982) in Chica-
go's Orchestra Hall, though under stu-
dio conditions, the Solti may have a
very slight edge technically; London's
engineers did a splendid job. But Kara-
jan's interpretation is in a class by itself.
His readings of the first two movements
are altogether tighter and have more
thrust; the Rondo burleske is more
assertive and more cutting; and the sub-
lime agonizing of the finale becomes a
compellingly truthful personal state-
ment-uniquely Karajan's.

DG's banding on these two CD's is
more generous and handier to anyone
studying the score (or looking for dem-
onstration passages). The Solti perform-
ance is simply divided by movement,
while the DG/Karajan layout makes the
seven or eight subsections of each of the
four movements immediately accessi-
ble. This may not be reason enough to
invest in a CD player if you don't
already own one, but the performance
here surely is. Christie Barter

MOZART: Piano Concerto No. 26, in D
Major (K. 537, "Coronation"); Rondo in
D Major (K. 382); Rondo in A Major
(K. 386). Murray Perahia (piano); En-
glish Chamber Orchestra, Murray Pera-
hia cond. CBS 0 IM 39224, © IMT
39224, MK 39224, no list price.

Performance: Outstanding
Recording: Rich and realistic

As he comes nearer to completing his
Mozart concerto cycle, Murray Perahia
is not only consistently satisfying but
ever more deeply inside the music and
more assured in his refreshing explora-
tion of its wonders. The assurance now
extends to his conducting, which in the
last few installments has become a
pleasure in its own right, making for
exceptional integration of the two per-
forming elements. The orchestra has a
bit more to say in the K. 382 Rondo
than in K. 386, and Perahia sees to it
that it is said with a wit, color, and over-
all polish on the same level as his play-
ing of the solo part.

The Coronation Concerto may be the
weakest of Mozart's mature concertos,
but Perahia reminds us that to be least
in such a group is hardly an embarrass-
ment. He realizes to the full the work's
considerable substance and individual
character in a superbly balanced per -

'CBS' Masterwo, a ae trademarks of CBS Inc © 1984 CBS Inc
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Please ('all And Resent' It You'Plan to Bus And Pick Up At Store  Quantities tre Limited And Subic( t To tsailahilit%

I.

tel

Use your convenient Mastercard,
Visa, American Express, Diners Club.
Ask about details on COD. orders.
Money orders accepted. Align/ 4 weeks
clearance on personal checks

CLOSED SATURDAY
OPEN SUNDAYS

10 A.M.-8 P.M.
$1 , FOR IN RAMS ION Call for shipping and

For Our Cat& I ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE 1400-341-0783 1-X7-203-1401 handling charges

Prices and Products in Effect Oct 20 - Nov 20 1

IN MAINE
1SSMAIN STREET

BIDDEFORD, ME 34005
I-107-181-1401

IN NEW YURK
274 WEST JERICHO TURNPIKE

SYOSSEJ51-49,6LI6.,-7 N2 Vs . 11791

Send all mail order checks to
15.5 Main Street, Biddeford, Me 04005

0.1

0
CAR STEREOS

PIONEER

I -

$149.95 KPA-400KEA-330 5124.95
KEA-430 $179.95 KPA-500 $139.95
KPA-500 S149.95 KPA-600 $154.95
KPA-750 S199.95 KPA-700 $159.95
KPA-700 S169.95 GM -5 $59.95

2C K E-7200 $229.95 GMA-120 $119.95
KEA-880 S269.95 GMA-200 $229.95

IIBLAUPUNK T

ACCESSORIES
CONCORD

41111.11
HPL-502 S189.95
HPL-516 $239.95
HPL-122R CALL
HPL-520 CALL
HPL-532 $349.95
HPL-550 CALL
HPQ-89 575.00
HPQ-90 $75.00

JENSEN

ASPEN SQR $239
SEATTLE $189
RICHMOND $219

ANHATTAN S219
SACRAMENTO $299

UCSON S339
EW YORKER S549

ATZ-100 $199.95 RE -980 $209.95
ATZ-200 S239.95 RE -960 $179.95
ATZ-300 CALL RE -940 $169.95
ATZ-400 $309.95 RE -920 $149.95
ATZ -500 CALL RE -900 $139.95
RE -520 S219.95 EOA-2500 $69.95
EQA-5000 $89.95 R-220 $149.95

SANYO PANASONIC
I.

a

0

olu0
111

000 01

FTC -28
FTU-12
FTC -40V
FTU-32
FTU-52
FTE-25
PA6100

$69 95
$89.95

$109.95
$109.95
$179.95
CALL

$119.95

CQ-5818
CQ-S884
CQ-5958

$199.95
CALL

$319.95

 MITSUBISHI'
AUDIO

CZ -727
CZ -757
RX-735

$159.95
CALL

$209.95

Clarion
ealF:010'10

0.1 I I 41,

8500R
8100R
6900 R
6300R
4700R
4100R
EOB-200

0
at

E

cm.

I-

tY

E-2001 3 -WAY
BOOKSHELF

$99.95
J-3033 $79.95
J-3023 $74.95
J-3003 $49.95
J-1045 $44.95

JVC
LA -120 $59.95
QLA-220 $69.95
LF-210 $79.95
QLF-320 $97.95
QL-Y66F CALL
LE -22 $99.95
LL -1 $109.95
QLL-2 $129.95

PIONEER
CAR SPEAKER

( (i  ); - 
TS -6907 $89.95
TS -6905 $69.95
TS -1655K $74.95
TS -1635K $59.95
TS -1200K $59.95
TS -1030 $39.95
TS -X8 $89.95

$159.95
$139.95
$169.95
$119.95
$114.95
$79.95
$99.95

CALL FOR
OTHERS...

C *
PHILIPS
YAMAHA
ADS/ EPI
INFINITY
LEAR JET

CERWIN VEGA

BLANK
TAPES

MAXELL
UDXLII-C90 $2.09
UDXLIIS-C90 $2.99
UDXL-C90 $1.89
MX -90 S4.99
T-'20 S6 95
T-'20-HGX S8.95

SA -C90
SAX -C90
T-120
T-120EHG

S1.99
$2.99
S6.95
$8.95

MINIMUM
ORDER

10 TAPES

RADAR

WHISTLER
SPECTRUM $219.95
Q-1200 $119.95
Q-2000 $189.95

CALL FOR
F JZZBU STE R,BE
AND FOX MODELS

DISC
WASHERS

D-4 $9.99
ZEROSTAT 514.99
VHS HEAD
CLEANER $14.95
D-MAG $14.95

EAD
CLEANER 54.99
DISC SET $14.99
16 Oz. FLUID $9.99
GOLD END $9.99
`'RP $2.99
DISC KIT $34.95

STEREOS -TO -GO

ONY
WM-10

STEREO
ASSETTE

WITH
DOLBY
$69.95

WM-F10 $99.95
WM-F5 $134.95
WM-8 $39.95
WM-F8 $69.95
WM-D6 5219.95
WM-D6C CALL

CALL FOR
OTHER ...100,S

SANYO
MG -41

AM/ FM
STEREO/
ASSETTE

$49.95

MG -55 S44.95
MG -800 S74.95
MG -90 $79.95
MG -95 $79.95
MG -100 $99.95
RP -45 $29.95

A

"WALKY" MINI AM/ - I AM/FM
FM STEREO CASSETTE STEREO

CASSETTE W/AUTO RECORDER W/AUTO
REV. AND DOLBY REV. AND DOLBY

$119.95 $119.95
KT -S3 S49.95 KT-RS1 $119.95 HS -J300 $124.95 HS -P05 $59.95
KT -R 1 $79.95 KT -SA I 999.95 HS -J11 $159.95 HS -P06$109.95

COMPACT DISCS
Thchnics

SL -P7
$299.95

SLP-8 CAL_

CALL FOR
AKAI, HITACHI,

MITSUBISHI
AHD MARANTZ

PIONEER
PD -70

$469.95

PANASONIC
PV -1230

14 DAY PROGRAM
105 CH. CABLE
READY, 8 HOUR
RECORD.

$429.95
PV -6600 $799.95

R.C.A
VKP-170

3 HEAD, WIRE-
LESS REMOTE

CONTROL, 14 DAY,
6 PROGRAM,
PORTABLE,

5699.95
V KT -275 $439.95

VIDEO
PANASONIC

PV -1225
14 DAY PROGRAM,
8 HOUR RECORD,
REMOTE CONTRO

5379.95

JVC
HRD-120

4 HEAD, FRONT
LOAD, WIRELESS
REMOTE.

$429.95
HR -7100 $399.95

SHARP
VC -482 $439.95
VC -481 CALL

HITACHI
VT -33A $379.95
VT -88A CALL

JVC
HR D-225 $569.95
HI -Fl
MODELS CALL

ZENITH
VR-2000 $459.95

PENTAX
5 HEAD
PORTA BLES899.9 

SONY
BETA
MOVIE CALL

WE ARE THE KING OF TURNTABLES
PIONEER
PLS-30
PL5-40
PLS-70
PL -707
P L-44 F
PL -88F
PL -L800

S74.95
$89.95

S109.95
$189.95
SI69.95
$269.95
S259.95

HI-FI RECEIVERS
Thchnics

SA -110
20 WATTS,
CHANNEL

OUT
CLOSE

$99.95
niONCEJI

SX-202
25 WATTS/
CHANNEL
$119.95

cn
SX-50

50 WATTS/
CHANNEL
DIGITAL
$239.95

R K 2000
40 WATTS
CHANNEL
5 BAND EQ

DIGITAL
$149.95

Technics,
NEW SA -450
50 WATTS/
CHANNEL

STEREOPLEX
5209.95
AKAI

NEW AAA -45
65 WATTS/
CHANNEL
DIGITAL
289.95

Thchnics Thchnics
S L-6
SU-2
SLDL-5
SLQ-300
SLQ-200
SLQX-300

$139.95
$109.95
$119.95

S86.95
$76.95

$134.95
CALL FOR

OTHER MODELS

AKA!
AA -R21

DIGITAL
30 WATTS
CHANNEL

CLOSE ci59.95
OUT ..

NIKKO
ALPHA

230 or 450
BETA

30 or 50
GAMMA 30

CALL
f4C h

SA -I50
25 WATTS
CHANNEL

QUARTZ DIG
TUNING

OUR
LOW $139.95

CALL FOR OTHER MODELS

SL -5
599.95

CARTRIDGES

audio-
technica

H R-101 $39.95
HR -201 $59.95
H R-301 $74.95
HR -401 $89.95

SLQ X-200 $1 '9.95
SLB-100 $56.95
SLB-200 566.95
SLB-300 S76.95
SU-3 $139.95
SL-1200MKII $239.95

CALL FOR
OTHER MODELS

1 NT011

PRO 3000
PRO 4000
PRO 5000

S29.95
S59.95
$78.95

CARTRIDGE OF THE MONTH

SlaNr1.01 PRO 96
 t;Ittr"°": ,"A"Zlt,"` $89.95, ***** ,

SHURE
DT -15P $39.95
DT -25P $59.95
DT -35P $79.95
V-15VMA $149.95
M94LT $29.95

PICKERING
XP -1
XP -10
XP -15
XP -25

$19.95
$39.95
$64.95

$109.95

AKAI
AP -Al
AP -A2
AP -D3
AP-M33S
AP -D210
AP -M7 -S
A P -Q41

S59.95
569.95
$89.95

S119.95
S69.95

S129.95
SI49.95

SEND SI FOR YOUR
COMPLETE 220 PAGE

LABELLE CATALOG.

CASSETTE DECKS
Technics

RSB 5J
DOLBY B A C, DB

Nei SYSTEM, 1
MOTOR MICRO

PROCESSOR L C
179.95

AKAI

AKAI
GX-R88

3 HEAD, BI-
DIRECTIONAL
DOLBY B 8 C

$399.95

PIONCE11
CT -5

DOLBY B C
CLOSE
our $99.95

vs
C

es.

is
O

at
St

O

0

HX Al
HIGH DENSITY

rAPE HEAD
DOLBY 6 8 C

$119.95

PIONEER
CT -SCR

AUTO REVERSt
DOLBY 8 a C

$209.95

Technics
RS8 IIIN
DOUBLE

CASSETTE DECK
HIGH SPEED

DUBBING
179.9

JVC
KD-V6J

3 HEAD
DOLBY B C

$229.95

JVC
K D -V -300S

AUTO REVERSE
DOLBY B 8 C

$159.95

Technic
RSB-68R

AUTO REVERSE
DOLBY B 8 C

OBX, 2 MOTORS
MUSIC SELECT

$219.95
CALL FOR OTHER MODELS

20 ita return pohe% 511 returns must be phoned in for prior authorization. All products must he returned in original tailors packaging ,lean
,ind unser:tithed Ili, not write, tape, or deface manufacturers original cartons Please include Monk %arrant% cards
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formance, at once more intimately
scaled than most and more truly enliv-
ening, which simply has no peer in
today's catalog. Perahia plays his own
tasteful cadenzas in all three works, and
CBS has come through with rich, warm,
altogether lifelike sonics. R.F.

MOZART: Sinfonia Concertante for
Violin and Viola in E -flat Major (K.
364); Concertone for Two Violins in C
Major (K. 190). Norbert Brainin (vio-
lin); Peter Schidlof (violin and viola);
English Chamber Orchestra, Sir Alexan-
der Gibson cond. CHANDOS 0 ABRD

1096 $13.98, 0 ABTD 1096 $13.98; 0))
CD 8315 $20.

Performance: Heart -felt
Recording: Okay

This pairing of these fine concertos is
particularly interesting because it offers
the opportunity of measuring Mozart's
phenomenal development during the
few years between his first double con-
certo and his final essay in that genre. It
also affords us a chance to hear three
fine musicians of a generation back-
Norbert Brainin, Peter Schidlof, and Sir
Alexander Gibson-playing in a style

THE BRACE

TOHAVAUDIO
CHECKLIST

Before You Buy Stereo Equipment,
"Check Out" Bryce Audio for.

ITA OVER 33 YRS i

OF RELIABILITY
r -f

EXPERTS
PROFESSIONAL

FASTEST V IN-DEPTH
DELIVERY u INVENTORY

yi DAZZLING PRICES

JUST CALL rr
TOLL -FREE

We Carry Top Names in State-of -the -Art Audio Equipment

Including These and Many More...

 AKAI AIWA ADVENT 0 SHURE JVC

O TECHNICS AUDIO TECHNICA 0 JENSEN

SANSUI 0 PANASONIC 0 SONY 0 MARANTZ

TEAC TASCAM 0 KOSS 0 SANYO 0 GRADO

SENNHEISER
. NEC MAXELL 0 RECOTON

All
Merchandise is Factory Sealed

Mastercard & Visa Accepted
Prices quoted tor

mail order are

Warranteed; Shipping
is Fully Insured

No Sales Tax Out-of.State
for mall order purchases only

BRYCE AUDIO
TURNING TECHN
INTO ENJOYMENT

LOGY

115 West 40th Street, New York, New York 10018

HOURS: Monday thru Friday 8:45 to 5:45 Saturday 10:00 to 5:00IN NEW YORK cat 212-575-8600
In the heart of the Electronics District

since 1951

where warmth and feeling bring a sense
of humanity to music. S.L.

PERGOLESI: The Music Master. Ju-
dith Blegen (soprano), Lauretta; David
Britton (tenor), the Music Master; John
Ostendorf (baritone), Colagianni; Ge-
rard Schwarz (voice), Butler; Los An-
geles Chamber Orchestra, Gerard
Schwarz cond. ANGEL 0 DS -37344
$11.98, C) 4XS-37344 $11.98.

Performance: Charming
Recording: Excellent

Although we will never know exactly
which, or even how many, composers
had a hand in this comic intermezzo
attributed to Pergolesi, it is a thorough-
ly delightful affair concerning a student
who, despite her amorous teacher's pro-
testations, believes she is ready for the
operatic stage.

The performance is sung with great
charm, and the Italian comic spirit
shines forth winningly. The dialogue,
however, is spoken with such precision
and so deliberately paced that it contra-
dicts the camp of the music. Better left
out or set to recitative. S.L.

SCHUBERT: Lieder (see Best of the
Month, page 82)

STRAVINSKY: Symphony of Psalms.
FOSS: Psalms. IVES: Psalm 67. Wis-
consin Conservatory Symphony Cho-
rus; Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra,
Lukas Foss cond. PRO ARTS 0 PAD -169
$10.98, C) PCD-169 $10.98.

Performance: Good
Recording: Chorus in background

Lukas Foss composed his Psalms in
1956, drawing in part from material
from his musical setting of The Skin of
Our Teeth. Dimitri Mitropoulos and
the New York Philharmonic gave the
premiere, and the Roger Wagner Cho-
rale has recorded Foss's two -piano re-
duction, but this is the first recording of
the original orchestral version. Foss
frames a setting of verses from Psalm 98
("Make a joyful noise unto the Lord")
with a prefatory section using verses
from Psalms 121 and 95 and a brief epi-
logue using the familiar Psalm 23.
These are effective treatments of the
texts, and the performance must be
regarded as definitive, but the recording
balance, with the chorus rather in the
background, seems to keep the work
from making its strongest effect.

The same sort of balance works
against the effectiveness of the Stravin-
sky performance. Though Symphony of
Psalms is a work Foss understands and
communicates well, the recording does
not suggest the electricity that comes
from Bernstein's. Foss's tempos are
closer to Stravinsky's own, but Bern-
stein shows a greater sense of mo-
mentum, as well as intensity, in his
more deliberate pacing.

The a cappella setting of Psalm 67
comes off best here, its specifically Ives-
ian flavor admirably caught and hand-
somely projected. R.F.
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Find out in Stereo Review.
Subscribing to Stereo Review makes sense. Whether you're
shopping for your first stereo system, upgrading your
present one, looking for maintenance tips or trying to sort
through the hundreds of new recordings released every
month, Stereo Review has answers you can rely on.

Our world-famous Equipment Test Reports help you
select new audio equipment. Explanations of features,
laboratory test results and comments from our expert tech-
nicians make it easy for you to select components for a great
audio system.

If you already have a terrific sound system, Stereo
Review can help you care for it and upgrade it. With hints on
getting four -channel sound from your stereo discs ...how to
care for your tape deck's heads ...how to handle records to
preserve them ...and much more.

Stereo Review also helps you select the music to play
over your sound system. We cover every category of record-
ing on disc or tape, to help you steer away from uninspired
performances or mediocre recordings.

Stereo Review. When you subscribe you'll join the
group of people who enjoy music on their own terms-and
truly know what to buy.

Use the coupon to subscribe
-and save 50%!

r

Half Price
Subscription Certificate

Stereo Review Pa; I icleorx, Colorado 80322

YES! Please en:er my subscription to Stereo
Review at 50% off (based on the full one-year
subscription price of $9.98).

 One year (12 issues) for $4.99
 Two years for $9.98
 Three years for $14.97

CHECK ONE  Payment enclosed.  Bill me later.

Mr. /Mrs iMs
(please print full name)

Address

City

State Zip

Apt.
BH 75

Foreign postage: Add $1 a year for Canada Add $5 a year (cash
payment in U.S. currency only) 'or other countries outside U.S. and
possessions. Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of first issue.



VERDI: Operatic Arias. Luisa Miller:
Sacra la scelta... Ah! fu giusto. Ernani:
Oh de' verdi anni miei. I due Foscari: 0
vecchio cor. Il Trovatore: Il balen. Mac-
beth: Pieta, rispetto, amore. Rigoletto:
Pari siamo: Cortigiani, vil razza danna-
ta. La Traviata: Di Provenza it mar, it
suol. Un ballo in maschera: Eri tu. La
forza del destino: Urna fatale . . E sal-
vo. Leo Nucci (baritone); National Phil-
harmonic Orchestra, Richard Arm-
strong cond. LONDON 0 410 159-1
$10.98, © 410 159-4 $10.98.

Performance: Okay
Recording: Good

Now, at forty-two and in the prime of
his career, Leo Nucci is a well -schooled
and authoritative singer. His baritone is
neither powerful nor particularly dis-
tinctive, but it has impact and is used
with intelligence and considerable dy-
namic variety. His tone is well centered
and cleanly produced, not too strong in
the lower range, but open and ringing at
the top. He is more impressive in lyric
utterances such as the rarely heard
"0 vecchio cor," where the be! canto
flourishes are smoothly executed, and
the unusually elegant "Di Provenza."
Passionate and explosive declamations,
on the other hand, cause Nucci to
depart from pitch. Texts are supplied
with unusually good, though uncred-
ited, translations. G.J.

Collection
GHENA DIMITROVA: Arias. Aida:
Ritorna vincitor! I Lombardi: Salve
Maria. Attila: Oh! nel fuggente nuvolo.
Macbeth: Vieni! raffretta! La Gioconda:
Suicidio! Adriana Lecouvreur: to son
l'umile ancella; Poveri fiori. Andrea
Chenier: La mamma morta. La Wally:
Ebben? Ne andrd lontano. Turandot: In
questa reggia. Ghena Dimitrova (sopra-
no); Munich Radio Orchestra, Lamber-
to Gardelli cond. ANGEL 0 DS -38074
$1 1.98, 0 4DS-38074 $11.98.

Performance: High-powered
Recording: Serviceable

Today, when lyric sopranos tackle spin -
to roles and spintos aspire to the dra-
matic ones, there is an understandable
thirst for really big voices in the Mila-
nov mold. Several have chanced by-
Gulin, Marton, Evstatieva-but none
has caught the groundlings' fancy so
resoundingly as Ghena Dimitrova, the
Bulgarian blockbuster soprano.

In the wake of Deutsche Grammo-
phon's complete Nabucco under Giu-
seppe Sinopoli, in which she sings with
great finesse as well as power, Dimi-
trova's first aria recital proves a slight
disappointment. Working here with a
less finicky maestro, Lamberto Gardel-
li, she sometimes lapses into the gener-
alized rhythm and attack so characteris-

tic of Balkan singers, resulting in a cer-
tain heaviness. She seems not to under-
stand Verdi's slurred staccato notes-a
very specific effect-and while her
range of dynamics is complete, she does
not always follow piano, forte, crescen-
do, and decrescendo markings in the
score, preferring to choose what sounds
best for her.

On the other hand, there is no gain-
saying that she is mistress of the magis-
terial, sweeping phrase. One expects ex-
alted lift in the "Numi, pieta" conclu-
sion of Alda's first aria, and Dimitrova
delivers. Though not possessed of a vel-
vety, sensuous beauty, her voice is
strong and sure, handsome in timbre,
reliable in intonation, and equally, ex-
pressively attractive at loud and soft,
high and low extremes.

If the Verdi selections occasionally
show a slightly gluey legato, the verismo
arias are noteworthy for fervor and
frank emotion. Not the least of Dimi-
trova's gifts is her saving the high volt-
age for all-out moments ("Suicidio!" is
a prime example), contrasting these
with asides of disarming gentleness and
intimacy. Where recitative merges into
cantilena, however, as in "La mamma
morta," she could profitably distinguish
more clearly between the textures of the
two, thereby enhancing the sweep of the
big phrases when they start to unfold.

John W. Freeman

WE DELIVER SAVINGS
SUPER SPECIALS

'107 Specials
Altec Model 310
Floor -Standing
3 -Way Speakers

Marantz Prestige
1030 Floor -Standing
3 -Way Speakers

Your Choice $107

*69 Specials
Kossfire 110 Floor -
Standing Speakers
Sansui DAS500

Direct -
Radiating Bookshelf
Speakers by Bose

Your Choice $69

189 Specials
Jensen ATZ100
or Craig W460
(Std. In Delorean)

Your Choice $189

AKAI
AAA25 $169

Digital with Presets
CALL FOR MORE
AKAI SPECIALS

M En.

Prestige 1030
311

Giant Floor- Standing
3 -Way Speakers

AKA! GX-F31
CLOSEOUT

rak-Iiiimmit 10

Dolby B&C $169
and Two Motors

These Are Just
A Few Examples of

OUR SPECIAL PRICES

CALL US!!
For our Multi -

Million $$$ Specials

CD HITACHI DA -I000

CLOSEOUT
BELOW
COST s369

Manufacturer's Suggested
Retail $995.00

SPECIAL PURCHASES
on ALL VHS and

Beta Hi-Fi's
CALL WDS FOR

THE BEST
VIDEO PRICES

* We Discount Most Major Brands
* Oldest Mail Order And Best Consultants In The Country
* Most Orders Shipped Within 48 Hours
* All Products We Sell Carry Our Famous Buyer Protection Plan
* Call For Other Specials

WDS
WISCONSIN DISCOUNT STEREO

2411 w bddder rd rrodisori w: 53/13

JVC PC -70179

4M.
Auto -Reverse

with Graphic Equalizer

AKAI GXR6
CLOSEOUT

Silent Quick $199
Auto Reverse

Accessory Specials

TAPE'
Maxell
UDXLIIS
C90 $2.79

each

TDK SA -90 $1.90
each

TDK SAX -90 $2.95
each

CALL FOR
VIDEO SPECIALS
CARTRIDGE
Ortofon TM3OH $84
Ortofon MCIO
Super
Moving Coil $69
Sonus AT 160P
can be both
P -Mount or Std.

Mount was $159.95
now $ 55.00

Ortofon TM -7 $39
Shure
Presence 2 $19

'Minimum Tape
Order: One Case

TOLL FREE 800-356-9514
or Call 608 271-6889

Weekdays 9-9 Saturdays 10-6
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Cable Controller Plus
Get all the cable channels on any TV or video recorder with this all new wireless infrared remote
control cable tuning system. And at just $88, we're sure to break the cable market wide open.

If you've got cable, we've got it all.
Now you can tune in up to 60 cable
channels from your easy chair.

The Universal Cable Controller re-
ceives all VHF Low Band channels 2-13
and VHF Midband 14(A) -22( I).

Plus it tunes the Super Band VHF chan-
nels 23(J)-36(VV) and Hyper Band chan-
nels from 37-58. It even captures the Al
and A2 Sub Band.

MOVIE CHANNELS
If there are movie channels on your

cable and they're not scrambled, the
Controller is all you need. If they're scram-
bled, you'll need the cable company's box.
Note: Check with your cable company

before viewing anything at all, to see if
they require you to pay a fee.

SPORTS PLUS
There are lots of 'Super Channels'

broadcast on cable. On the all sports
channel you'll watch'World Class Sports'
whenever you wish. All Movie Channels
give you entertainment at all hours.

And 'Super Stations' from New York
and Atlanta give you major city TV for
cities other than your own. Plus, there's
Cable News Network for a world wide
perspective on the news and much more.
Why not see what's on your cable?

ONLY FOR CABLE
If you don't have cable, the Cable Con-

troller isn't for you. It only finds you extra
channels when you are connected to a
cable. And, it doesn't tune in UHF.

But, if you're on cable, your cable com-
pany is rebroadcasting UHF over unused
VHF channels. So with the Cable Con-
troller tuner, you'll get it all.
TOTAL RANDOM ACCESS TUNING

The wireless infrared remote hand
controller does it all. It switches both
the TV and the Controller on and off and
selects your channels. And, look at this.
You can select your favorite channels (up
to 6) and store them in a special section.

Then just touch the special 'RCL' Re-
call Button and you'll be able to sequence
through only your favorite channels. This
is especially convenient if you like to flip
through movie channels during commer-
cials on regular TV.

For the other channels, you'll enjoy
total random access tuning. You can go
directly from channel 2 to 28. Or you can
step tune one channel at a time.

Once you've set your own TV to chan-
nel 3, you can just forget it. Any fine tun-
ing is handled from the wireless infrared
remote handset And you'll have crystal
controlled frequency phase lock loop
synthesizer tuning for the finest picture.

You'll see the number of the station
that you have selected displayed on the
command base. And, you can tune chan-
nels either from the remote or the base.

Color tints, volume, brightness and
contrast are all controlled by whatever
method you now use.

INSTALLATION
Nothing to it All cable systems use 75

ohm round cable. Simply unscrew the
end from your TV and screw it into the
Controller base input.

AMPINIMP IIIIM11111111111k

Then screw in an identical cable (in-
cluded) between the Cable Controller
and your TV. Finally, plug your TV's AC
plug into the Controller and the Con-
troller's AC plug into the wall.

WHAT IT IS
The Cable Controller is actually a very

sophisticated, all electronic VHF TV
tuner/receiver. It's really like a TV set
without a picture tube.

Since it's all electronic, you won't be
getting snow from dirty tuning contacts
and loss of fine tuning as the set ages.

The Controller tunes all the possible
stations that your cable can broadcast,
something that would be very expensive
to build into standard TVs, because not
all TVs are going to be used on cable.

GREAT FOR VIDEO RECORDERS
Now you can record off cable. With

the Cable Controller hooked to yoavideo
recorder you can open the world of cable
to your video recorder too.

Cable ready video recorders that don't
even tune in 60 channels can cost hun-

dreds of dollars extra. You can feed both
your TV and video recorder. Or, you can
separate them so that you can easily
watch one thing and record another.

WHAT IT ISN'T
It is one of the infamous 'black box-

es' you might have read about that il-
legally decode various 'Pay TV channels.
On cable, most o' the programming isn't
scrambled, it's jJst found outside the
tuning range of the average TV.

So, if there is a Pay TV channel that is
scrambled, or is only unscrambled on
one TV in your house, the Controller is
not made and should not be used to tune
it in without paying.

Actually 'Cable Ready' TVs and video
recorders do basically the same thing as
the Cable Contrcller, but cable tuning is
usually an added on feature that often
doesn't cover as many channels.

The Cable Controller is made and back-
ed by a standard limited warranty from
Universal Secur ty Instruments Inc.

TRY THE WORLD OF CABLE
RISK FREE

Relax up to 20 feet away. Change
channels, adjust the fine tuning or turn
your set on or off. Explore the vast num-
ber of cable channels available to you.

Tr,/ it risk free. If you aren't 100%
satisfied, simply return it in its original
box within 30 cays for a refund.

To order your Universal 60 Channel
Cable Controller with Wireless Infrared
Remote Control, risk free with your credit
card, call toll free or send your check for
DAICs market breaking price of just $88
plus $5 for postage and handling. Order
Number 4147. CA res add tax.

There's a whole new world of enter-
tainment waiting for you just off your
normal TV tuning range. With the Cable
Controller, you can sit back in your fa-
vorite easy chair and tune in the world.

II

DAK 11346

INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED

TOLL -FREE ORDER LINE
For credit card orders call 24 hours a day 7 days a week

CALL TOLL -FREE. . .1-800-325-0800
8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304



TAPE
(Continued from page 67)

A process of upgrading has been
going on with video cassettes as
well, although only in the past few
months. Generally speaking, own-
ers of VCR's have been less critical
of performance than audiophiles, so
video cassettes (and the machines
they're used in) have taken a rather
minimalist approach-it's suffi-
ciently amazing that they work at
all, never mind with something ap-
proaching broadcast quality. Re-
cently, however, the tape manufac-
turers have gone through a frenzy of
updating their formulations in the
face of greater sensitivity on the part
of videophiles, an increasing num-
ber of whom are demanding the
same sort of quality in video tape as
in audio tape.

One of the reasons for this has
been the introduction of Beta Hi-Fi
and its VHS equivalent, the audio
tracks of which are unforgiving of
the sort of oxide flaws characteristic
of older video cassettes. Significant-
ly, many of the new tapes include
the words "Hi-Fi" or "Stereo" on
their packaging.

The improvements tend to echo
those in audio: smaller particles,
better cassette -shell construction,
unusual formulations (such as
JVC's titanium oxide cassette). The
basic benefit of all these hi-fi video
cassettes will essentially be better
mechanical stability, lower audio
and video noise, and fewer drop-
outs-all good things even if you
have no intention of taking advan-
tage of the new systems.

Part of the impetus for the activi-
ty is a belief that there is a huge mar-
ket for "video home movies,"
which has given rise to several vari-
ations on the VCR. One is a minia-
ture VHS cassette that will fit con-
veniently in a lightweight camera.
Sony has been using this approach
for some time with its already com-
pact Beta cassettes, of course, but
JVC's solution was to make an
adaptor that will allow the VHS -C
miniature cassettes to play in con-
ventional machines.

Some observers feel that the fu-
ture, as far as the portable market is
concerned, is with what is called
"8mm video." The name is ob-
viously designed to recall the photo-

graphic movie film it seeks to re-
place; in reality it represents a sys-
tem using a video cassette similar in
size to the standard audio type, but
with slightly wider metal tape. The
advantages in portability are ob-
vious, but the problem of reliably
and cheaply fitting adequate video
information onto such a small
amount of tape is far from being
solved. So 8mm video is still pretty
much in the future. As with digital
audio, metal -evaporated tape is pro-
posed as one solution, but whatever
the engineers come up with, a work-
able and economic system is not too
far off.

Tape manufacturers offer an ob-
ject lesson in what can be done with
a thoroughly imperfect system if
enough effort is expended. If tape
itself is an improbable technology,
and cassettes fraught with technical
compromises, and home video out
of the question, then the fact that
tape recording has arrived at such a
point of technical sophistication is a
tribute to the engineers' refusal to
accept format limitations and to the
industry's determination to offer
benefit to consumers.
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 10 band 03
 spectrum analyzer
 pink noise genrator
 fluorescent display

$239
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 Dolby' 8&C & DBX
 auto -reverse
 2 D.P. motors

$395
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Call for price!
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Thunder Lizard Mistake Plus
Earlier this year we offered a 15" BSR speaker system with the wrong tweeter at a close-out price.
Now, here's a super improved version of the same speaker for the exact same close-out price.

It was a mistake. Somebody goofed
and put the wrong tweeter in 3500 of
BSR's best 1 5" 3 -way speaker systems.

THUNDER LIZARDS
BSR's salesman referred to the speak-

ers as Thunder Lizards because the 1 5"
acoustic suspension bass driver is so
powerfully dramatic that it can literally
recreate the power of an earthquake or
explosion in your living room.
Unfortunately, without the brilliant and

powerful exponential horn tweeter, the
bass simply overwhelmed the highs and
so the name Thunder Lizard was born.

But, DAK came to the rescue. We not
only bought all 3500 of the speakers, we
bought the exponential horn tweeters
that BSR had left out and let our cus-
tomers install the correct tweeter them-
selves. The highs and lows this system
created were nothing short of awesome.

BUT, THERE'S A PROBLEM
We thought we'd have enough speakers

for the rest of the year, but we sold over
3300 in just our Spring Catalogs. So, we
went back to BSR and tried to buy more
of the speakers. But, they only sold us
the first batch at a close-out price be-
cause they had put in the wrong tweeters
and didn't know what to do with them.

BSR said that luckily they didn't make
mistakes very often and the only other
'problem' they had was an inventory of
6000 too many super tweak 8" mid-
range drivers with an exotic polypro-
pylene cone they used for an expensive
BSR tower system.

LOOK NO FURTHER
Well, to make a long story short, we

got BSR to replace the plain paper 5"
midrange in the Thunder Lizard Mistake
with the new exotic 8" polypropylene
midrange driver. And, they put the cor-
rect tweeter in for us too.

So, for exactly the same close-out
price, we have 6000 speaker systems
that produce a kaleidoscopic panorama
of sound that is nothing sort of incred-
ible. You're in for an earthshaking, bone
jarring musical experience.

The exponential horn tweeter gives
you startling dramatic highs to 20Khz.
You won't just hear cymbal crashes, you
will experience them. The highs are sim-
ply brilliant. Plus, a brilliance control
lets you decide just how powerful you
want the highs to be.

The bass, all the way down to 20hz is
reproduced with thundering accuracy by

the pride of the BSR line, a 1 5" acoustic
suspension bass driver. The lows seem
to have life of their own.

You'll hear string basses emerge that
you never knew were in your recordings.
Just a bass drum is an experience.
And finally, the midrange from 1000hz

to 4000hz is flawlessly reproduced by
the newest development in high-tech
speakers. Instead of using paper, poly-
propylene is used.
Its characteristics give incredible purity

to the entire midrange. It's much more
accurate than a paper midrange.
And,it's a perfect match for the drama-

tic thundering bass and startling highs
these speaKer systems produce. There's
a presence control that lets you adjust
the midrange level to suit your taste.
GREAT LOOKS AND GREAT SOUND

The beautifully crafted wood -grain ap-
pearance cabinet is 29" tall. 18" wide
and 1 0Y2" deep. It comes with a beauti-
ful removable real cloth speaker grill.

BSR backs this system with a 2 year
limited warranty, and speaking of protec-
tion, the tweeter is fuse protected. The
system cal handle 180 watts peak, 90
watts continuous and requires 15 watts.

NEVER AGAIN?
BSR says that this is it. When these

6000 speakers are gone, there'll be no
more. They say they have no more mis-
takes and no more extra speakers.

Well, we're delighted they make mis-
takes. And, we know once you've heard
these 15' three-way speaker systems
you'll be delighted too.

'THUNDER LIZARDS NO MORE'
RISK FREE

Soft Listening will give you a fullness and
realism of sound not possit le with con-
venticnal 10" and 12" speaker systems.

And, wait till you (and your neighbors)
hear tne thundering realism of high vol-
ume listening with these incredibly pure
audiophile speaker systems.

Normally, only the most sophisticated
audiophile can afford the ultimate, a 1 5"
3 -way system. But now, due to BSR's
errors, anyone can experience the incre-
dible realism of a truly great speaker.
If for any reason you're not 100% over-

whelmed by these speaker systems, sim-
ply return them to DAK in their original
boxes within 30 days for a refund.

To order your BSR top of the line 1 5"
3 -way loudspeaker system with the ex-
ponential horn tweeter and the new 8"
polypropylene midrange already instal-
led by BSR risK free win your credit
card, call toll free, or send a check not for
the suggested retail price of $199 for
the system with the 5" midrange but for
only $119 each plus $12.50 each for
postage and handling. Order Number
971 CA res add 6% sales tax.

Now, without even hawing to install
your own tweeter, you'll experience dra-
matic earthshaking musical sound that's
so startlingly alive, it'll send shivers
throJgh your body for years to come.

DAK 11353

INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED

TOLL -FREE ORDER LINE
For credit card orders call 24 hours a day 7 days a week

CALL TOLL -FREE. . .1-800-325-0800
8203 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304



GUITAR
(Continued from page 75)
Sollscher from Sweden has such
courage. His debut recording on the
Deutsche Grammophon label is
"Greensleeves" (DG 2532 054),
which begins with Elizabethan lute
music and ends with Segovia's
transcription of Bach's Chaconne
and Sor's Variations on Marlbor-
ough s'en va-t-en guerre. DG has
since released S011scher's album of
Bach's Lute Suites (410 643-1).
Though his tone hardens more than
I like, he plays with secure tech-
nique, and everything he does com-
mands respect. He plays the lute
music on an eleven -string alto gui-
tar, which gives the music a warm,
manly sound.

Young Sharon Isbin's "Dances
for Guitar" on Pro Arte (PAD 191)
is a collection of pieces by Rodrigo,
Barrios, Turina, Granados, and oth-
ers. Isbin dominates the instrument
as well as any of the men in her gen-
eration, and if there is anything that
might be called feminine in her
work, it is the way her frequent use
of rubato gives her playing a coquet-
tish quality. Some of the pieces here

are familiar from many other re-
cordings, but Isbin makes them
sound fresh because her interpreta-
tions are very much her own.

My favorite of the younger gener-
ation is Manuel Barrueco, who was
born in Cuba and trained in this
country. I discovered him with his
third recording for Vox Turnabout,
an album of sonatas by Scarlatti,
Cimarosa, Paganini, and Giuliani
(TV 34770). I would call his playing
here quite breathtaking (the word
used by Igor Kipnis in reviewing
Barrueco's first Turnabout album in
this magazine in 1978). His Scarlatti
performances are ravishing in their
delicacy and beauty, and they alone
are enough to make you feel that
you are in the presence of a major
artist (the phrase used to describe
him in the Los Angeles Times).

With his album of Bach Lute
Suites Nos. 2 and 4 (VCL 9023),
Barrueco graduated to the Vox Cum
Laude series. He seems to be artisti-
cally endowed with everything re-
quired for a prestigious career.

Another gifted young artist who
appears to have a bright future is
Robert Secrist. His latest album

(Musical Heritage Society 4864Z) is
a recital of contemporary Spanish
and Latin American music. Re-
viewers of Secrist's concerts dwell
on his subtlety, sensitivity, and
poetic quality. These traits make
him particularly well suited for Fed-
erico Mompou's impressionistic
Suite COmpostelana, which he
brings to life with a pleasing variety
of tone color. The selections by Ro-
drigo and Antonio Lauro permit Se-
crist to show a more robust side,
and he plays the four Barrios pieces
with special feeling and insight.

It was an unpleasant surprise to
me to discover that the Compact
Disc has not brought us entirely
noise -free guitar recordings. In fact,
in addition to the low-level "hall
rumble" that sometimes shows up
on digital recordings, some recent
guitar CD's are plagued by micro-
phone hiss and other kinds of noise
that sound remarkably like plain
old-fashioned tape hiss.

I first noticed this on the CD ver-
sion of Bream's recital of Granados
and Alb6niz on RCA (RCD1-4378).
I still recommend that disc because
the performance is fabulous and the
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Mina" ciudjo SAVE MONEY  TIME FREIGHT ON NAME BRAND STEREO

COMPONENTS
AKAI AAA -35 NEW! AM -FM DIGITAL RECEIVER (48x2) 5225.00
AKAI GX-7 3 HEAD DOLBY B&C CASSETTE DECK 259.00
AKAI GXR-99 NEW AUTO -REVERSE 3 HD COMPUTER RECORD .. CALL
ALTEC LOUDSPEAKER SALE SAVE 50% OR MORE
KENWOOD KR -950B COMPUTERIZED HI -SPEED RCVR. (80x2)... 278.00
KENWOOD KR -930B 60x2 HIGH-SPEED RCVR. SPECIAL 200.00
ADC SS -315X 10 BD PER CH. EQUALIZER with ANALYZER CALL
SANSUI DW-9 SANSUI'S BEST DOUBLE CASSETTE DECK CALL
SANSUI Z-7000 (90x2) AM -FM DIGITAL RECEIVER 425.00
TEAC EQ-A10 10 BAND,CHN. EQUALIZER WANALYZER 90.00
TEAC EQ-A20 SAME AS ABOVE WITH MORE FEATURES 110.00
TEAC V-909RX AUTO -REV. DOLBY B, C, & dbx CASSETTE DK.

. 395.00
TECHNICS SBX-700 12" 3 -WAY LOUDSPEAKER SYS. (PAIR) 260.00
TECHNICS SA -450 'NEW' (50x2) DIGITAL RECEIVER 199.00
TECHNICS SLQ-300 FULLY AUTO. QUARTZ DD TURNTABLE 86.00
TECHNICS RSB-78R AUTO -REV. DOLBY B.C, & dbx CASS.DK.. CALL

PORTABLES
SONY WM-F10 SUPER WALKMAN CASS. WITH DOLBY & FM 95.00
JVC PC -200 3 -PIECE PORTABLE SYSTEM W AUTO. REV 210.00
AIWA HSP-02 II AUTO -REV. CASSETTE PLAYER 89.00
AIWA HSJ-300 AM/FM AUTO -REV. CASS. RECORDER 110.00

AUTOMOTIVE
JENSEN RE -520 AM FM AUTO REV DIGITAL W CLOCK 229.95
JENSEN EGA -5000 7 BAND GRAPHIC EQUAL./40 WATT AMP 89.95
JENSEN J-3033 6x9 TRIAX SPEAKERS (PAIR) 79.95
SANYO FTE-D7 'NEW' AM, FM, DOLBY B&C. CASSETTE DECK 218.00
SANYO FTU-52 AM FM CASS.W DOLBY B&C, METAL CAPABLE 145.00

VIDEO RECORDER
SANYO VCR -7200 BETA HI-FI STEREO W WIRELESS REMOTE . 550.00

Phone Now
1-312-664-0020

Mimi/ 01/CrI0
12 E. Delaware Pl., Chicago 60611

Hours:
10:00-5:00 TOLL FREE

Mon. thru Sot. 1-800-621-8042
+111,111; _ i ,411114. alessimas, (4._).skwaseta.as

HEADPHONES
KOSS PORTA PRO NEW HEADPHONE 544.95
SONY MDR-CD5 'NEW' DIGITAL READY 65.00
SENNHEISER HD -414 LIGHT WT. OPEN AIR 44.00

TAPE -AUDIO & VIDEO
SONY UCXS-90 NEW HIGH BIAS CASSETTE TAPE 26.00/10
SONY FECR-90 HIGH B'AS PREMIUM CASSETTE 20.00/10
TDK SA -90 SUPER AVILYN CASSETTE TAPE 19.00/10
TDK SAX -90 DOUBLE COATED *SA TYPE CASSETTE 30.00/10

15.00/10
BASF PRO II -90 "WORLD'S QUIETEST HIGH BIAS TAPE" 21.00/10
FUJI R1-90 METAL CASSETTE 34.00/10
MAXELL XL -90 TYPE I OR II (PLEASE SPECIFY) 22.00/10
MAXELL XL 'S' 90 TYPE I OR II (PLEASE SPECIFY) 35.00/12
MAXELL T-120 HG OR L-750HG HIGH GRADE VIDEO 85.00/10
FUJI T-120 SHG OR L-750SHG VIDEO CASSETTES 85.00/10

CARTRIDGES
SHURE V-15 TYPE 5 90.00
SHURE V-15 TYPE 4 SPECIFY REGULAR OR "P" MOUNT 65.00
AUDIO-TECHNICA AT-132EP "V MOUNT 34.95
AUDIO-TECHNICA AT-122LP P" MOUNT 28.95

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
TECHNICS SL -P7 COMPACT SIZE CD PLAYER CALL
TECHNICS SL -P8 WIRELESS REMOTE, PROGRAMMABLE CALL
FREE ASK ABOUT REBATE ON TECHNICS CD PLAYERS 100.00 VALUE

TDK D-90 LOW NOISE CASSETTE TAPE

8 BRANDS OF CD PLAYERS IN STOCK CALL FOR INFORMATION

SEE A BETTER PRICE? CALL US! WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS!!
UPS rates apply on these unrs Prices and Availability Subject to Change
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MOM

- send for free price list -
Name
Address
City
State Zip

or use your address label
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The $2 Commodore 64 Energizer
Just$2 will buy you a powerful word processing program and a sophisticated data base management program. Or, $2 gets
you two top rated games, Slinky and Forbidden Forest Or, you can get the infamous Monster Trivia Game with two thou-
sand, almost impossible trivia questions. Buy one or all three groups for only $2 per group. But, there's a catch

By Drew Kaplan
Fire up your Computer. We've just

gotten our hands on a software bonanza.
For work, for play and for mental stim-

ulation, you'll have it all. Just$2 can buy
you hours of freedom, from writing let-
ters and keeping track of everything from
phone numbers to your stamp collection.

$2 can give you hours of thrilling
action fun with two award winning, Hi -
Res, arcade quality action games.

And/or $2 can give you the ultimate
challenge of Monster Trivia. It's an earth-
shaking software bonanza. But, don't
forget there's a catch.

THE FIRST $2
Imagine a word processing program

that's so easy to use that you'll be writ-
ing, editing and printing out letters in
just about 10 minutes.

You can write or edit text And, you'll
never have to retype a letter, memo or
report again. A change or a correction is
just a push of a button away.

You can delete or correct a single let-
ter, a word or a whole line. You can save
the text, and you can print it out.

But the best part is how easy it is to
use. There are no complicated codes to
learn. Just look at the menus shown
above and you'll see just how easy this
system is to use. Plus, it's incredibly fast

Then add a data base management
program. A data base is like a filing sys-
tem. It lets you electronically 'file' all the
information you have about a subject

Then through the power of the com-
puter, you can access and compare the
information in many different ways with
all the other files you have.

This data base program will let you
create, organize and search up to 200
files, each with 8 individual sections.
Everything is menu driven. There's abso-
lutely no programming required.

And you can create as many different
data bases as you wish, each with up to
200 files. In the example above, I've
created a Telephone/Address book.

You can keep the information in your
computer or print it out. The data base
program can arrange it for you numeri-
cally or alphabetically. Or, use 'Greater
Than' or 'Less Than' commands.

For example, if you had your stocks
listed and one of the 8 fields was the
value of each stock, you could simply tell
the computer to list everything greater
than or less than a certain dollar value.

And, you can locate information from
any field in 'Global Search'. In the ex-
ample above, you could locate me by my
phone number, my first or last name, zip
code, my interests, or even my street
name or number.

Think what you could do with stamps,
coins, recipes, little league teams or
baseball cards. Wow, what power.

THE SECOND $2
If you'd like some fun, try Slinky or

Forbidden Forest. You guide Slinky as
he jumps from square to square, chang-
ing each square's color as he goes.

But, watch out for the 'Evil Meanies'
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whowho are out to get him. As you clear each
level, you'll see a cartoon featurette cele-
brating your success.

But, beware. After the first level it gets
hard because if you land on the same
square twice, the square turns back to
its original color. In the May '84 issue of
Commodore User Magazine, they said "It s
the best game we've seen so far this year!"

Forbidden Forest was chosen as one
of the top 50 games of all time. You have
to use three-dimentional skills to shoot
arrows at everything from bloated bees
and winged dragons to killer skeletons
and more, as you run through an ever
changing scenic arena.

THE THIRD $2
Finally, it's time to stretch your brain.

If you have a nagging desire to remem-
ber things that are less than monumen-
tal, Monster Trivia is for you.

You'll need a high frustration tolerance
to play this game. You'll be asked ques-
tions about Science, History, Sports,
Grab -Bag, The Arts, and Show-Bizz.

One to four players can compete. But,
if you lose, a man-eating monster will
break through the door and take you away.

THE CATCH
The catch is really very simple. You

may not currently need a 'Commodore -
ready' data cassette recorder. But, at
DAK's $49 Blow -Out price, think again.

The data recorder simply plugs into
your Commodore 64. Nothing else is re-
quired. Then you can load our cassette
programs, or anyone else's. Plus, you
can save your own programs on casset-
tes very cheaply and securely.

The heavy duty data recorder is built to
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give you years of reliable service. It has a
mass,ve flywheel drive for true data sta-
bility. If you have a disk now, you'll find
the cassette a useful addition. It's an
especially useful tool for exchanging pro-
grams with friends. It's backed by a stan-
dard manufacturer's limited warranty.
$2 SOFTWARE BREAKTHROUGHS

RISK FREE
Wait till you experience the full power

of computer word processing. Wait till
you fill in your own data bases.

You and Slinky will jump together and
you' I. shudder as you enter The Forbid-
den Forest And finally, you'll have your
brain challenged by Monster Trivia.

If you aren't 100% satisfied, simply
return the recorder and all programs you
purchased in their original boxes within
30 days for a courteous refund. Note:
you may not return the recorder without
all the programs you purchased.

To order your Fortronics Data Record-
er for your Commodore 64 and any of the
programs you desire, risk free with your
credit card, call toll free, or send your
check for the incredible price of just$49
plus $4 for postage and handling for the
reccrder. Order No. 4143.

You may order one copy each of any
or all of the cassette programs. The Word
Processing and Data Base cassette is
just $2 ($0.50 P&H) Order No. 4144.
The Slinky and Forbidden Forest Cassette
is just $2 ($0.50 P&H) Order No. 4145.
And, the Monster Trivia Cassette is just
$2 ($0.50 PEtH) Order No. 4146.

Fire up your computer with these ex-
citing top of the line programs to aid

your
work and exercise your brain.

ommodore and Commodore 64 are regestered trademarks of
Commodore Electronics Ltd.

DAK 11361

INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED

TOLL -FREE ORDER LINE
For credit card orders call 24 hours a day 7 days a week

CALL TOLL -FREE. . .1-800-325-0800
8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA91304



noise is almost entirely masked by
the music. But I do not recommend
the CD version of Bream's new
recording of the Concierto de Aran-
juez (RCD1-4900). During the fa-
mous Adagio it has an irritating
amount of noise that does not ap-
pear on the LP.

Once sensitized to rumble and
hiss on these CD's, I found that by
straining I could hear occasional
noise on the CD of the Romero
family playing Rodrigo's Concierto
Madrigal (Philips 411 024-2) and
on Pepe Romero's Spanish recital
(Philips 411 033-2). My advice here
is to listen to the music and don't
strain to catch the noise. But the
hiss cannot be ignored on the CD of
S011scher's "Greensleeves."

It was a pleasant surprise to dis-
cover the emergence of three new
guitar chamber groups. All three
have just made their first albums for
small California labels, and all three
records feature transcriptions of
music by Manuel de Falla.

A suite of five ballet scenes by
Falla takes up most of side one on
the album by the San Francisco
Guitar Quartet (Klavier KS 573).

The sound seems a bit hard and
twangy at times, but that may be an
attempt at flamenco authenticity.
Side two contains one of the few
works composed specifically for
four gutars, Federico Moreno Tor-
roba's Estampas, a suite of short,
melodic, folk -like pieces of consid-
erable charm. The recording costs
$8.98 per disc or $9.98 per cassette
plus $1 for shipping from Klavier
Records, 9700 Glenoaks Blvd., Sun
Valley, Calif. 91352.

Falla gets more polished play-
ing-fittingly-from the Falla Trio.
Their album "Virtuoso Music for
Three Guitars" (Concord Concerto
CC 2007) includes a suite from The
Three -Cornered Hat, which they
suffuse with mystery and drama.
The album also includes a concerto
by Vivaldi and one by Bach as well
as an ingenious transcription of Mo-
zart's Eine kleine Nachtmusik. It's
lovely. These three remarkable
young artists communicate musi-
cally with the finesse and vitality of
a seasoned chamber ensemble, and
their debut album is wonderful. In
stores it costs $8.98 for disc or cas-
sette, and it can be ordered by mail

for $7.98 plus $1.50 for shipping
from Concord Records, P.O. Box
845, Concord, Calif. 94522.

No less remarkable is the Los
Angeles Guitar Quartet, one of the
most intriguing new chamber
groups I've heard in a long time.
Their debut album, the first record
to be issued on the Orpharion label,
contains a couple of short pieces by
Falla, three each by Praetorius and
Stravinsky, Debussy's Soiree dans
Grenade, and-believe it or not-a
transcription of Bach's Sixth Bran-
denburg Concerto! Everything here
is played with spirit, style, and pol-
ish, and the record is yours for $12
plus $1.50 for shipping from Or-
pharion Recordings, P.O. Box
91209, Long Beach, Calif. 90809.

Although I knew the guitar was
popular in California as elsewhere, I
didn't know the state was producing
guitarists not just singly but in
groups of three and four. These last
three debut albums have made me
most curious to hear a guitar cham-
ber group in concert. So when the
Los Angeles Guitar Quartet makes
its New York debut in January, I
plan to be on hand. 0

The $500
esoteric
speaker

Since 1971, Magnepan has manufactured large, screen -
type speakers for the uncompromising audiophile. In spite
of the size and expense of these boxless, coneless speakers,
over 50,000 pairs have been sold to those that simply must
have the best.

In the normal evolution of things, products based on poor
engineering or gimmicks eventually die out, whereas those
based on sound principles become better and more
affordable-for example, calculators and digital watches.

Enter the Magneplana(FSMGa at $500.00 per pair-the
same uncompromising design and construction in a much
smaller package with clarity and dynamics you will find
hard to believe-all from a 1" thick panel.

Audition the Magneplanar SMGa at your Magnepan
dealer for an excellent example of technological evolution.

In MAGNEPAN  045 9th Street, VVhite Bear Lake, MN 55110
For Dealer Nearest You Call TOLL -FREE
800-633-2252 Ext. 878
CIRCLE NO 4 ON READER SERVICE CARD

LISTEN
TO
WHAT
50 YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE
CAN
SOUND
LIKE....

Tandberg's world-famous
audio products, highly regarded
by musicians as well as
discriminating consumers for
more than 50 years, now include
two of the most advanced high
fidelity components available
today: the TIA 3012 Integrated
Amplifier & TPT 3001A
Programable Tuner.

These units, which were
given a "rave" review by AUDIO
magazine, can be joined
together with their optional
rosewood sidepanels to
become ". . . the finest 'receiver'
we have ever tested" (HIGH
FIDELITY) and "a receiver of
exceptional quality" (STEREO
REVIEW).

It is a stereo receiver that
exceeds the demands of today's
. . . and tomorrow's most
advanced digital program
material.

For literature, test reports
and the name of your local
dealer, contact: Tandberg of
America, Labriola Court,
Armonk, NY 10504.
(914) 273-9150

'
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For Dealer Nearest You Call TOLL -FREE
800-633-2252 Ext 884
CIRCLE NO 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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FREE
INFORMATION

SERVICE

Here's an easy way for you to get man-
ufacturer s information
advertised or mentioned editorially in
this issue. Just follow the directions
below...and the literature will be sent
to you free of charge from the manu-
facturer.

aTear out one of the perforated
postage -free cards. Please print or

type your name and address where in-
dicated. Use only one card per person.

bCircle the numbers on the card that
correspond to the key numbers at

the bottom of the advertisement or ed,-
torial mention that interests you. (Key
numbers for advertised products also
appear in the Advertisers Index.)

CSimply
mail the card. One card per

person is all that is necessary. No
postage is required.

This address is for our Free Infor-
mation Service.' only. All other in-

quiries are to be directed to, Stereo
Review, One Park Ave., New York, N.Y.
10016.

FREE
INFORMATION

SERVICE
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4 El Please send me 12 issues of Stereo Rehew for $4.99 and bill me
(Full subscription pr ice $9.98)

PLEASE PRINT- Use only one card per person.
SR 11843
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ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP CODE
(Zip Code must be included to insure delivery.) Void after January 31, 1985
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4 1:1 Please send me 12 issues of Stereo Review for $4.99 and bill me.
(Full subscription price $9.98)

PLEASE PRINT - Use only one card per person.

NAME

SR11842
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CITY STATE ZIP CODE

(Zip Code must be included to insure delivery.) Void after January 31, 1985
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4 1=1 Please send me 12 issues of Stereo Feview for $4.99 and bill me.
(Full subscription price $9.98)

PLEASE PRINT- Use only one card per person.
SR 11841

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP CODE
(Zip Code must be included to insure delivery.) Void after January 31, 1985
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This latest version contains everything yes need is
get the fullest, most realistic reproduction from
your steno equipment. You can actually perform I
complete stereo system checksp by ear alone.
A test lab in a record jacket

Employing the most advanced recording, master-
ing, and pressing techniques, the Stereo Review
SRT14-A is produced to strict laboratory standards.
Engraved in its grooves are a series of precisely
recorded test tones, frequency sweeps, and pink
noise signals that enable you to accurately analyze
and check your stereo system for:
 Frequency response.  Wow and flutter.
 Stereo separation.  Optimum speaker
 Cartridge tracking placement.

ability.  Cartridge Tracking
 Channel balance. Force & Anti -skating.
 Hum and noise.  Musical Instrument

Including turntable Tuning Standards, and
rumble. more . . much more.

Step-by-step instructions
Included with SRT14-A is a detailed Instruction

manual, complete with charts, tables, and dia-
grams. It explains the significance of each test. It
tells you what to listen for. It clearly describes
any abberations in system response. And it details
corrective procedures.

For professionals too
Included on the record are a series of tests that

call for the use of sophisticated measuring instru-
ments, such as oscilloscopes, chart recorders, and
distortion analyzers. These tests permit the ad-
vanced audiophile and professional to make precise
measurements of transient response, recorded sig-
nal velocity, anti -skating compensation, IM distor-
tion, and a host of other performance characteristics.
SRT14-A record contents
 CARTRIDGE TRACKING, HIGH FREQUENCY
 FREQUENCY RESPONSE, 20 kHz to 25 Hz
 SEPARATION, LEFT -TO -RIGHT
 SEPARATION, RIGHT -TO -LEFT
 CARTRIDGE TRACKING, LOW FREQUENCY
 CHANNEL BALANCE
 CARTRIDGE AND SPEAKER PHASING
 LOW -FREQUENCY NOISE
 TURNTABLE FLUTTER
 FREQUENCY -RESPONSE SWEEP, 500 TO 20.000

Hz, LEFT CHANNEL
 FREQUENCY -RESPONSE SWEEP, 500 Hz TO

20,000 Hz. RIGHT CHANNEL
 TONE -BURST
 INTERMODULATION DISTORTION
 ANTI -SKATING ADJUSTMENT
 1000 -Hz REFERENCE TONES
 FLUTTER AND SPEED ACCURACY
 STEREO SPREAD  CHROMATIC OCTAVE
 STANDARD "A"  GUITAR TUNING TONES

TM final step
Start getting the most out of your stereo system.
Make the SRT14-A your next record purchase. Just
complete the coupon and mail it along with your
remittance . . . today!

HERE'S HOW TO ORDER
NgCHARGE ORDERS-for your convenience

PHONE TOLL FREE 800-526-0790
In NJ only 201-540-0445.

CASK mail your order along with your name, address.
and remittance in the amount of $9.95 (51195 outside
U.S A) Resident of CA, CO. CT, DC, FL, IL. MA, MI, MO, NJ,
NY STATE and VT add applicable sales tax.

CHARGE: your American Express, Visa or Master Charge
Account. Mail your order with your name. address, credit
card and expiration date (Master Charge customers
include 4 -digit Interbank Tt above your name) Be sure to
include your signature.

ORDER FROM: TEST RECORD, Dept. 30013, CN 1914,
Morristown. NJ 07560



Two Lines For Everyone
Now you can forget expensive, but dumb, two-line phones from the Phone Company at home or at the office.
DAK has slashed the $129 price tag on this installation -free two-line, 10 memory, Tone/Pulse decorator styled
telephone down to just $49.

You're at the office. You have just 5
minutes before your next meeting. And,
you want to call home.

You dial your home number. You want
to tell your wife to meet you for an early 5
o'clock dinner at a new restaurant near
the office. It sounds great.

But, the line is busy. Your meeting
starts. So, tonight it looks like you're
going to eat dinner at home.

NOT JUST THE RICH
For those of us who already have two

lines, we can send back our expensive,
dumb phones. If you don't already have
two lines, you might be surprised to
know that having the extra line will cost
you only about 30 cents a day.

And, installing this phone consists of
simply plugging in a jack(s) just like on a
single line phone. It's easy and it's fast.

We even have optional $1 cords to let
you plug this phone into two standard,
single line jacks or one 2 line jack.

If you don't already have jacks, you
can put them in yourself. Or, you can
have the phone company do it for you.
SO, WHAT DOES A$129 PHONE DO?

For $1 29 it does a lot. For DAK's $49
close-out price, ifs a smash, even if you
use it as a single line phone. (Yes, you
can use only one line if you wish.)

Tone/Pulse Switchable. Just switch
it to fit your area. Or, dial in pulse to
access your Sprint or MCI number, then
switch to tone for dialing.

10 Memory Dialing. You'll have 10
16 digit memory locations including last
number redial to make your dialing easy.

You can store frequently dialed num-
bers, or your complicated Sprint or MCI
codes. I store my Telephone Credit Card.

First I dial a long distance number.
Then, the phone automatically dials my
14 digit credit card number. No more
mistakes and no more hassles. Wow!

And, look at this. The memory is pro-
tected for over a year by two built-in,
replaceable calculator -type batteries.

A Real Hold Button. You can put one
or both lines on hold. If you answer a call
in the bedroom, and you need to look up
something in the kitchen, just put the
call on hold. Red LEDs show which line(s)
are on hold. 

Any phone, of any type, in your home
can take over the call with this profes-
sional hold feature. It's up to you.

Mute Switch. Using the mute switch
is like electronically putting your hand
over the mouthpiece for privacy.

Full Conference Capability. While
you are talking on one line, you might
want to add a third person from the
other line to your conversation.

You can put whichever line you are
using on hold, and use the other line to
call out. Then just push both the line 1
and line 2 buttons, and both calls will be
joined. It's easy. It's fast And, group con-
versations can be really productive for
work and fun with friends and family.

Two Bells, Two On/Off Controls. There
are actually two separate, real mechani-
cal bells built into this phone (one for

each line). The ring(s) will sound just like
a Phone Company Phone ring.

Plus, LEDs show which phone line is
ringing. There are even separate on/off
switches for each bell. So, you can turn
one phone on and one off. This is really
neat. You can give one phone number to
only your most important friends or family.

ON Cif
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A, B, C, and D Buttons. These special
buttons generate special tones for future
services, such as bank transfers.
YOU'LL LOVE THE CONVENIENCE

Now you can have the luxury of two
phone lines. If you have kids at home,
you'll still be able to make or receive
calls even when they are talking.

And, don't ever worry about getting a
busy signal again when you call home.
Plus, you're going to have an extremely
comfortable, great sounding phone with
traditional 'Phone Company fit and feel.

WHY SO CHEAP?
Toryo is primarily an engineering com-

pany. They subscribe to the 'design a
better mouse trap and the world will
beat a path to your door" theory.

We at DAK saw this phone selling for
$129.95 in another catalog. But unfor-
tunately for Toryo, they didn't know how
to get these phones in enough stores or
catalogs to make it profitable.

So, DAK offered a ridiculous all cash
price to Toryo and Toryo's factory to
clear out all 37,000 of these phones.

So, you can buy this phone from another

large company (we have a copy of their
summer catalog in our factory outlet
store) for $129.95, or you can buy it
from us for just $49.

This handsome addition to any room
may be desk or wall mounted. And, it's
backed by a DAK 1 year limited warranty.
TWO LINES FOR YOU RISK FREE
Call your friends. Feel and hear the

quality of this phone for yourself.
If you're not 100% satisfied, simply

return the phone to DAK within 30 days
in its original box for a refund.

To order your Toryo Two -Line Phone
with Tone/Pulse Dialing, 10 Number Mem-
ory, Hold, Conference and Future Banking
Service Buttons, call toll free, or send
your check, not for the $129.95 price
we've seen, but for just $49 plus $4 for
postage and handling. Order No. 4129.

If ycu want to plug it into 2 jacks, we
have a pair of modular cables for$1 ($0.50
PEtH). Or. No. 4130. If you have a single
2 line modular jack, we have a cable for
Si ($0.50 P&H). Order No. 4131.

If you have two lines as I do, this
phone will end fumbling with receivers
forever. If you only have one line, think
of the convenience and luxury this phone
and a second line can add to your life.

DAK 11379

INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED

TOLL -FREE ORDER LINE
For crod t card orders call 24 hours a day 7 days a week

CALL TOLL -FREE. . .1-800-325-0800
8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA91304



Over I,000,(100 eon.uuiers reler to this
heliire hiving their ear or home stereos.

FREE
STEREO
Buyer's Guide
Before buying any car or home
stereo, you should consult the
famous Crutchfield Buyer's Guide.
What you learn may save you
hundreds of dollars.
 96 pages of helpful articles,

shopping tips, charts, installation
guides & more.

 Hundreds of color photos of the
finest name brand products.

You get more value shopping
Crutchfield
 Low discount prices
 Helpful sales advisors
 16 toll -free order & assistance

lines
 Orders shipped within 24 hours
 Complete satisfaction

guaranteed
 Extended warranties
 Huge inventories
 Free shipping
 All major credit cards welcome

Call or send this coupon for your
FREE Buyer's Guide

800-336-5566
lo Virginia call toll -free 800-552-3961

Be sure to mention Stereo Review when calling
Rush nte your FREE Buyer's Guide.

Name

Address

City

tate Zip

I Crutchfield Park, SR, Charlottesville. VA 22906

CRUTCHFIELD

ESOTERIC CARTRIDGES
(Continued from page 72)
available only on a custom -order
basis.

All of the amplitude sensors are
extremely arm -sensitive, and
matching problems have limited
their acceptance. The manufactur-
ers themselves tend to treat the car-
tridges as specialty items. Says Mike
Detmer of Stax Koygo, "We make
cartridges for the sophisticated au-
diophile who is capable of under-
standing their limitations. The
CP-Y is not for everyone."

The same might be said of any of
the esoterics. They're not for every-
one. But after that is said, one is
almost compelled to ask if they rep-
resent a good value for anyone,
especially in view of alternative dig-
ital playback systems now obtain-
able for about the same amount of
money. For the price of one esoter-
ic, you can buy two or more high -
spec mass -market cartridges or at
least one CD player.

The manufacturers themselves
are far from uniform in their re-
sponses to these questions. Most
think current CD players are flawed,
and that attitude is widely shared by
esoteric buyers. There's not much
evidence that the esoteric cartridge
makers are losing a lot of business
to mass -market companies touting
digital systems. But the manufactur-
ers are scarcely united on the value
of esoterics in general as compared
with mass -market cartridges.

Most of the technically innova-
tive designers, including Joe Grado,
Frank Van Alstine, John Iverson,
and Sao Win, have a low opinion of
esoterics in general. Sao Win is par-
ticularly outspoken on the subject.
"Most of the esoterics are Japanese
moving coils, and the great majority
are made out of stock Namiki parts.
Very few differ significantly in con-
struction from lower -priced moving
coils sold by the major Japanese
audio firms. Anyone who cares to
disassemble esoteric cartridges can
confirm this for himself. The prices
commanded by the esoterics are
generally not justified." Win's own
Jewel moving coil sells for $420.

Frank Van Alstine, who markets a
modified Grado cartridge for $100,
is even more critical. "Most of these
moving coils selling for several
hundred dollars should be sold in
blister packs for $7.95," he says.

Van Alstine may be guilty of hy-
perbole, but the manner in which
cartridge prices have risen relative
to the costs of other audio compo-
(Continued on page 121)

I -COMPACT

a. INg For Owners of CD Players:
DIGITAL AUDIO

Receive a FREE
COMPACT DISC

with charter membership in the

COMPACT
0411 !AilOP 0%

CLUB
-A service of RCA-

As a charter member you
receive all these great benefits-

 FREE CD for joining
(pay just shipping/handling)

 No minimum purchase required
 Exclusive Club bulletin featuring new

CD releases each month
 Classical...Rock...Pop...

Original Soundtrack
 Half-price bonus plan
 And much more!

NO RISK-NO OBLIGATION!

Compact Disc Club
P.O. Box 91412 Indianapolis, IN 46291

YES,please send me my charter member-
, ship application and full details,

immediately.

NAME (please pr.nt)

ADDRESS APT.

CITY

STATE/ZIP TKSO8 0

FREE
details.

A DIFFERENT KIND

OF RECORD CLUB

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS
INCLUDING COMPACT DISCS...

on every record and tape in print-
no "agree -to -purchase" obfication of any kind.

DISCOUNTS OF 200/a TO 73%
off mgt. suggested list ... special catalog

features hundreds of titles and artists.

MOST LABELS AVAILABLE
including most imports through special custom

ordering service-guarantees satisfaction

SCHWANN CATALOG
lists thousands of titles.

DISCOUNT DIVIDEND COUPONS
redeemable immediately for extra discounts.

NEWSLETTERS
informational news and happenings in the

world of music ... special super sale listings

DISCOUNT NEEDLE GUIDE
most mfg. replacements available.

QUICK SERVICE
same day shipping on many orders...

rarely later than the next several days.

100% IRON -CLAD GUARANTEES
on all products and services-your total

satisfaction is unconditionally guaranteed

Discount Music Club is a no -obligation membership
club that guarantees tremendous discounts on all
stereo records, tapes and CD's and let you buy what
you want...when you want...or not at all if you choose.

These are just a few of the money -saving reasons to
write for tree details. You can't lose so why not fill out
and mail the coupon below for immediate information.

DISCOUNT MUSIC CLUB. INC. DEPT. 9-1184
ding 650 Main Street, New Rochelle. N.Y. 10801

Name

Address

Stale ...
CIRCLE NO 71 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Now, just the sound of your voice is all you'll need to remotely retrieve phone messages with the all new Voice -
Print Plus Answering Machine. And, at DAK's $79 price, the answering machine market will never be the same.

Forget beepers. Your own voice is comes in, you can monitor the caller's For an extra $20, you'll have a model
your remote beeper with this incredible
new breakthrough in sophisticated tele-
phone answering computers.

And, the VoicePrint breakthrough is
just the beginning. You can forget both
the regular 20 second fixed announce-
ment and 30 second fixed incoming mes-
sage recording length that's standard
with most answering machines.

Plus, you can forget listening to your
own announcement between your in-
coming messages But, best of all you
can forget forgotten beepers forever.

FIRST THE SIMPLE THINGS
The new VoicePrint's computer brain

lets you record any announcement up to
40 seconds in length. So, with Voice-
Pri nt, you don't have to worry about your
message being too short or too long.

message (it's called call screening) and
then decide if you wish to pick up.
This machine does everything. If you're

on the phone and you want to record
both sides of the conversation, just touch
the 2 -way record button and you'll have
a permanent record of the conversation.

IT SAVES YOU MONEY
When you call in to get your messages,

VoicePrint's toll saver takes over. The
machine tells you by not answering on
the second ring that you have no mes-
sages. So, you can hang up before the
connection is made.

When you're home, you can set the
machine to answer on the 2nd, 4th or
6th ring to give you plenty of time to get
to the phone if you desire.

If there are messages when you call

Taking messages is automatic too. in, just give the computer your per -
Many cheap answering machines must sonalized VoicePrint and you'll get all
record a preset 30 second incoming your messages. Plus, we've got an op -
message. The more expensive units let tional beeper for you to use if you don't
callers talk as long as they want. want to use the 'Voice Function'.

The VoicePrint combines the best of Here's a nice extra. If your machine
both. The computer will stop recording has taken a lot of messages and filled up
as soon as the caller stops talking. its tape, a second message that you've

But, calls are limited by the computer recorded will come on and inform callers
to no more than 1 minute. And, if some- that no more messages can be taken.
one hangs up without leaving a message, NEW ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY
the machine ignores the call. You can forget costly endless loop

LOADED cassettes and long empty spaces. This
Everything is automated. Just touch machine is so intelligent it knows ex -

one of the full logic controlled touch actly where each message is on the tape.
pads and the computer answers with a This machine is fascinating to watch in
confirming beep and jumps into action. action. First, it plays your outgoing mes-

To play back messages at home, just sage. Then, it sounds a tone as it zips to
touch the Message Report Button. Of the end of the last message it took.
course, you can elect to save them or let It then beeps and starts taking the
the machine record over them. new message. Finally, it rewinds back to

A message light tells you at a glance if your outgoing announcement to start
you've received any messages while you the cycle again. It's one smart computer.
were out. If you're home when a call OPTIONAL SMART TELEPHONE

with a Tone/Pulse phone that gives you
the convenience of on hook dialing.

On hook dialing lets you dial a number
without picking up the receiver. Through
the speaker in the answering machine
you'll hear whether you get a busy signal,
a ring or if someone answers. Then, just
pick up the phone and talk.

EASY INSTALLATION
Just plug in the modular phone jack

and the included AC adaptor. Then, just
record your message(s) using the built-
in condenser mike. The Voice Print Plus
is made by Unitech. It's backed by their
standard limited warranty.

TRY THE VOICEPRINT PLUS
RISK FREE

It's new. And, it will set you free. Wait
till you see how easy it is to use. And,
wait till you and your callers hear just
how good it sounds.

Try this heavy duty industrial quality
answering computer in your own home
or office. If you aren't 100% satisfied,
simply return it within 30 days in its
original box for courteous refund.

To order your Unitech VoicePrint Re-
mote Control Microprocessor Con-
trolled Answering Computer, risk free
with your credit card, call toll free or
send your check for DAK's market break-
ing price of just$79 plus $6 for postage
and handling. Order No. 4148.

If you'd like the VoicePrint Plus with a
Tone/Pulse On Hook Dialing Phone, it's
just $99 plus S7 for postage and han-
dling. Order No. 4149. And finally, if you
don't want to talk to your machine, we
have a special remote beeper that works
with either machine for just $12 ($1
P&H) Order No. 4160. CA res add 6% tax.

At home, at the office or on the road,
you'll be in full control with the latest in
user-friendly telephone technology.

DAK 11387

INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED

TOLL -FREE ORDER LINE
For credit card orders cell 24 hours a day 7 days a week

CALL TOLL -FREE. . .1-800-325-0800
8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA91304
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iT YOU CAN'T REMEMBER THE LAST TIME
YOU CHANGED YOUR STYLUS. THEN IT
MAY ALREADY BE TOO LATE'"

We Are The Facjory Authorized Original
Cartridge & Replacement Stylus
Specialists!!

D C

w

(800) 221-0906
CALL TOLL -FREE FOR
FREE PRICE QUOTES
VISA/MC/C.0.D. ORDERS
N.Y. State (718) 871-3303

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

LYLE CARTRIDGES
Dept. SR Box 69 Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218

Phones Open Mon. - Sat. 9am - 8pm

rn
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Stereo' NowExpress

CALL FOR PRICE
FAST & FRIENDLY SERVICE

Most Orders Shipped Within 48 Hours
HOME AUDIO

vAMAHA, ADS, BOSE. HAFLER HARMAN KARDON
INFINITY AR. ALTEC, SONY. 09X. JBL. JVC AIWA.

TECHNICS, AKAI, SAE MICRO SEIM ADCOM.
TEAC. STAX. ADVENT. AUDIO SOURCE.

AND MANY MORE

CAR AUDIO
ADS ALPINE, BLAUPUNKT. CONCORD. SONY.

KENWOOD PIONEER. CLIFFORD ALARMS

VIDEO
SONY. JVC. RCA, PANASONIC

709 Brea Canyon Rd., Suite 9, Walnut, CA 91789

(714) 594-5749

CABLE TV CONVERTERS & EQUIPMENT. Plans and

parts. Build or buy. For more information send
$2.00: C & D ELECTRONICS INC., P.O. Box 21, Jenison,

MI 49428.

FREE CATALOG -LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES on

Stereo/esoteric components and accessories for the

home and car: Sony, Bose, JVC, AR, SAE, other
"high quality" brands. AUDIO UNLIMITED, 1798A
Technology Drive, San Jose, CA 95110. (408) 279-0122,

1-6, M-Th.

QUALITY, USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT! Newsletter;
hundreds of listings, items tor sale. items sought, pub-
lished 6X annually. $8 one year subscription. Hard to find
audiophile records! Play it Again Sam, 12611 -SR, Madi-
son Avenue. Lakewood, Ohio 44107. (216) 228-0040. MC,
Visa.

HIGH -END SPEAKER KITS, raw drivers and auto speaker
systems from the world's finest manufacturers. For begin-
ners and audiophiles. Audax. Fried, Dynaudio, Dalesford,
Jordan, JVC, SEAS, Morel, Siare, Peerless. Free price list.
A&S SPEAKERS. Box 7462S, Denver. CO 80207. (303) 399-
8609.

HAFLER IN STOCK TRADES ACCEPTED. Morel Elec-
tronics, 57 Park Place -SR, New York, NY 10007, (212) 964-
4570.

FREE! 1984 CATALOGUE. 1001 bargains. Speakers -parts -

tubes -video cassettes -record changers -tape re-
corders -kits. EVERYTHING IN ELECTRONICS. Write:

McGEE RADIO & ELECTRONICS, 1901 McGee Street,

Kansas City, MO 64108-1891.

AUDIO DISCOUNTS offers quality audio equipment in-
cluding esoterics and car stereo at DISCOUNT PRICES!
Monday thru Saturday call: (301) 593-8833. AUDIO DIS-
COUNTS, 1026 McCeney, Silver Spring, MD 20901. VISA.
M/C, C.O.D. for your convenience.

MONSTER CABLE at LOWEST. LOWEST prices cut to any
length. We carry all Monster Cable accessories. Hafler,
Precision Fidelity, Systemdek, Grado. Thorens, C.J. Walker,
DCM, JBL, dBX, Kenwood. Alpha I cartridge, MAXELL
UDXL II C90, $2.19 each, minimum of 12. Call or write for
other great prices. $4.00 shipping charge. MC/VISA. Trol-
ley Stereo, 364 Trapelo Road. Belmont, MA 02154. (617)
484-7847.

PEOPLE WHO KNOW STEREO BUY THEIR SOUND DI-
RECT. Now YOU can buy the finest in hi -fidelity compo-
nents, including esoterics and auto sound, at unheard of
prices. DIRECT SOUND MARKETING provides sensible,
expert advice, INHOUSE SERVICE FACILITIES and fac-
tory fresh components on an in stock basis. Discover
Americas best kept audio secret. Send $1.00 for our in-
formative catalogue to: DIRECT SOUND MARKETING,
Dept. S, 3095 Bolling Way, Atlanta, Georgia 30305 or call
(404) 233-9500. M/C, VISA, AMEX accepted. Sales tax
charged to Georgia residents only.

CLEARANCE SALE! FONS MARK I turntables. As Is Where
Is. $75.00 each, 2/$130.00. Lot prices available. Colorado
residents add tax. Lord Brothers, P.O. Box 6430, Denver.
CO 80206. (303) 534-7590.

BEST PRICE & IN STOCK! Perreaux, Bedini, Acoustat,
ARC, Thorens, RGR, Hafler, Onkyo, Technics, B&W, Me-
ridian, Vandersteen, Dynavecter, Snell, Tascam, Spen-
dor, Video ... Paul Kadair's Audio, 11420 Airline Highway,
Baton Rouge, LA 70816 (504) 292-5105.

DYNACO OWNERS: 60.000 lbs parts/manuals/tubes/
drivers/accessories/kits. FREE BARGAIN CATALOG. SCC,
POB 551 SR, Dublin, Ohio 43017.

PHILIPS, AUDAX, PEERLESS, FOCAL, AND DYNAUDIO
LOUDSPEAKERS in stock with good prices and compe-
tent service. Crossover components also. MADISOUND
SPEAKER COMPONENTS, 8982 Table Bluff, Box 4283.
Madison, WI 53711. (608)767-2673.

ELECTRACRAFT features Aiwa, Audio Control, B&O,
Dahlquist, DCM, Denon, Grado, Haller, Linear, Mitsubi-
shi, NAD. NEC. Signet, Spectrum, Tandberg, Thiel. ELEC-
TRACRAFT, 212 North First Avenue, Sandpoint, ID 83864
(208) 263-9516.

AUDIO DEN, call us for our service, our experience, and

especially our prices. We carry Adcom, Audio Research,

Denon Hafler, Infinity, Klipsch, Nakamichi, Proton, SAE,

Thorens. We ship anywhere in the USA. AUDIO DEN LTD.,

Smith Haven Plaza, 2021 Nesconset Highway, Lake

Grove, New York 11755. (516) 360-1990.

ATTENTION HEADPHONE USERS, sound professionals.
Finally available Binaural Converter. Restores space per-
spective. Industrial Cybernetics, P.O. Box 2477. Santa
Barbara, CA 93120.

HARMAN/KARDON, Nakamichi, Crown, Revox, Tand-

berg, DBX, Hafler, Carver, Luxman, NAD DCM, Electro-

Voice, and other quality components. Best prices -
Professional Consultation. East: (904) 262-4000; West:

(213) 840-0878.

BANG & OLUFSEN, ADS, Luxman, NAD, Thorens, Ky-

ocera. Reasonable prices. Soundcrest Inc., (201) 756-

4858.

COMPACT DIGITAL DISCS AND PLAYERS. MITSUBISHI,
SAE, HAFLER, NAKAM ICH!, KLIPSCH, ACOUSTAT,
THORENS, MIRAGE. FRIED, ADCOM, PROTON, more.
Immediate, FREE shipping! READ BROTHERS STEREO,
593-B King Street. Charleston, SC 29403. (803)723-7276.

UP TO 40% SAVINGS: Nakamichi, Denon, Grace, Teac
Series Z, Alpine, Ouad, etc. VISA/MC, C.O.D. (206) 323-
4987.

ATTENTION HAFLER, DYNA, CROWN OWNERS. We build
new higher performance circuits in Hailer, Dyne, Crown
audio components. Not "modifications", but new PC
cards and stable, non-slewing circuits that drive real
world loads with music signals. Write or call for free cat-
alog and sample of Audio Basics, our monthly newslet-
ter. Jensens Stereo Shop, 2202 River Hills Dr., Burnsville,
Minn. 55337. (612) 890-3517.

SMALL AD BIG SAVINGS
- PLUS PROFESSIONAL ADVICE

ADS Advent AICa Alpine Alter Amber AR
hooponyt Bose Boston Celeshon 085 Deno,' Dual Oro,

or Energy Grace Grondtg Harman/Karam Moro Ai
kroreo MIlsotksh, Onkyo Phase Omar %neer Pyraold SA,

Sherwood. Signet Sounduallsmeh Sound Dynamics Sony
Wrens Vampire Wire Vlsook Walker and more

 RETAIL  MAIL ORDER  EXPORT 
Call or Write Harold Mint°

PERFORMANCE AUDIO/VIDEO
365 S. Bayvire Ave., Freeport, U, NY 11520 516 -37a -43a9

Open: 12 noon to 7pm EST Visa MC AMEX

THEY DON'T DISCOUNT IT? WE DO! GET LOW PRICES
on ALL types of audio equipment -including high -end
and even esoteric products not normally discounted! Now
we can save you money on the equipment you REALLY
WANT. Extensive selection -no need to settle for sec-
ond choice. Thousands of satisfied customers nation-
wide. Call us for price quotes or friendly, expert advice.
Catalog $1. (616) 451-3868. VISA/MC/AMEX. THE AUDIO
ADVISOR, INC., BOX 6202, GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506.

INDOOR FM ANTENNA. Replace cumbersome wire an-
tenna with quality, compact fixed antenna. Complete $13.95
plus $2.00 shipping. Aerial Technology, Box 813, Kenne-
bunk, Maine 04043.

JUST HAVING THE EQUIPMENT is not enough. expert
advice with over 12 years experience. Amber, Hailer, Kim-
ber Kable, Janis, NAD, PS Audio, Pyramid, Rega, Spica.
Spectrum Acoustics, Grace, Grado, Nitty Gritty, Vanders-
teen, Oracle. DKL Sound Lab, 804 Burlington Ave., Silver
Spring, MD 20910. (301) 588-6257. MC/VISA. Package
prices available.

PEERLESS AND OTHER top name loudspeakers, cross-
overs, components, plans accessories. Lowest prices.
Send for catalog. KDS Electronics Marketing, POB 907,
Rye, NY 10580.

UNPRESSURED, PERSONALIZED CONSULTATION and
lowest prices on a variety of superb components. COM-
MUNITY AUDIO, 318 West Duval, Philadelphia, PA 19144.
(215)843-9918.

Speakerkit Catalog -45 proven designs for home, cars &
(and) pro. Over 60 pages of JBL, Audax, Hafler, polypro-
pylene drivers, & (and) crossovers. $2. Gold Sound, Box
141SR, Englewood, CO 80151.

MIRAGE, PS, AUDIO, SNELL. SPICA, THRESHOLD,
Counterpoint, N.A.D., Robertson, Grado. Audioquest,
MAS, Thiel, etc. Audio File. 1202 South Congress, Austin,
Texas 78704. (512) 443-9295.

AUDIOPHILES!!! Grado, B&O, NAD. DCM, ADS. Jensen
Video, Dahlquist, Denon Hafler, Signet,many more. CALL:
(201) 744-0600. CSA AUDIO, 193 Bellevue, Montclair, New
Jersey 07043.



FREE 40 PAGE
HI -Fl DISCOUNT
CATALOG No.65

 Lowest prices
on audio
components!

 Fast service!
 Fully insured!
 In factory

sealed
cartons!

tgouno
WEPRODUM011, Inc.

(201) 227-6720
7 Industrial Road, Fairfield, N.J. 07006

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES ANYWHERE! FULL WAR-

RANTY -Fast delivery. Audio, Video, Car stereo, Com-

puters, Software, Video games, Telephones, more!!

Electrified Discounters, 996 Orange Ave., West Haven,

CT 06516. MC/VISA, (203) 937-0106.
CONNECTICUT: APT -Holman, Boston Acoustics, B&W,
Carver, DCM TIME windows, Dynavector, Fourier, Hafler,
Keff, KLH, Mitsubishi, Micro -Acoustics. Marcoff, Nakam-
ichi. NAD, Ortofon, Panasonic, Proton, Pioneer, Quad,
Robertson, Sanyo. Signet, Thorens, Walker. Will ship pre-
paid. SOUNDS INCREDIBLE, 39 Federal Road, Brook-
field, CT 06804. PHONE QUOTES ONLY CALL: IRA, (203)
775-1122.

Amplifiers  Preamplifiers
Signal Processing

Lga KINERGETICS
INCORPORATED

6029 RESEDA BOULEVARD  TARZANA, CA 91356
(818) 345-2851

Get It Free!
We Deliver Free Anywhere in The U.S

Harmon Kardon ADS Luxman
Boston Acoustics Hafler Tandberg
Bang & Olufsen Denon Infinity

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725
Charge It ... CALL (516) 499-7680

PAY DEALER COST
On Home & Car Stereo.,..Video Equipment also
Satellite T.V. All top brands. No deposit, same day
shipping, no lemon guarantee. Full lifetime ser-
vice. Call 9am to 9pm daily, 'til 5pm Saturday.

1-301-488-9600
INTERNATIONAL HI Fl DISTRIBUTORS

Moravia Center Industrial Park
Baltimore, Maryland 21206

DISCOUNT PRICES on woofers, mids, tweeters, cross-
overs, grille cloth, plans, much more. Send $1.00 for in-
formation packed catalog. UNIVERSAL SOUND, Dept SR,
PO. Box 36052, Sarasota, FL 33583. (813) 953-5363.

We specialize in Phonograph Needles & Cartridges.
Toll Free: 800 168 3506
Featuring the needles and cartridges of

0 YAMAHA
Send for a tr.. catalog.

Needle in a Haystack, Inc.
Box 17435  Washington, DC .

"We're Needling the World"

 Noise Reduction  Stereo Synthesizer
 Ambience  Four Input Stereo Switcher

Bring new life to TV or FM Audio with this fabulous product'
Order yours today - comes complete with all cables instruc-
tion. two-year warranty 30 day money back guarantee Send
check M 0 Visa or MC n to below address or call far tree
literature Also available at better dealers The TE-600 Teledap-
ter $149 95 4 Nestled Features In One Audio Processor.

RHOADS/ Toll Free 1-800-251-8608
P.O. Box 1316, Dept. 123

NOliONAL CORPORATION Columbia. TN 384(2

A SINGER'S DREAM!
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REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS!
Our VOCAL ELIMINATOR can remove Trost or

virtually all of a lead vocal from a stardard stereo
record and leave most of the backgrounc unto iched!
Record with your voice or perform Hie wk -h the
backgrounds. Used in Professional Performarce yet
connects easiy to a home component stereo
system. Not ar equalizer! We can prove it works over
the phone. Write or call for a free brochure anc demo
record.
Write to: LT Sound, Dept. SR, PO Bois 338

Store Mountain, GA 30036
In Georgia Call (404)493.1238

TOLL FREE: 1.800-241-3005 - Ext. 41

Visit a ShowcaseofAtulioVidoiN
Values in N.Y.C.-L.I.-Metro Area
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RCA. RCA, RCA, RCA, RCA, RCA, RCA, RCA, PCA. RCA
video recorders, cameras, monitors, blank tapes, acces-
sories. FREE catalog. THE STEREO FACTORY, )010 10TH
ST., Huntington, W. VA 25701. (3041522-7283.
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HIGH -END SPEAKERS! Save 40% on esoteric speaker
systems. Time aligned. Phase coherent, Transient per-
fect! Fast service. RTRD, 2105 Claremoot, Springfield, IL
62703.

NOTICE 10 REVOX BUYERS: Unauthorized dealers are
selling Revox products not designated for sale in the USA.
STUDER REVOX AMERICA CANNOT BE RESPONSIBLE
FOR ANY WARRANTY SERVICING OF PRODUCTS SOLD
BY THESE DEALERS. For the location of your nearest au-
thorized Revox dealer, call or write: Studer Revox Amer-
ica, 1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210; (615) 254-5651.

[  TIAKAPRICHF, VCDEISKI ACCUPHASS,1-1.131G910

ALL JAPANESE HIGH -END
DISCOUNTED

America's Largest Selection 8
0 OVER 100 CARTRIDGES, SO TONEARMOI,
6 30 TURNTABLES, 100 ACCESSORIES, & MORE

AO PAGE CATALOCi S 3 DO ri

JAPANESE STEREO
1031.; N. La Ctanassas Blvd.

L.. Ango1a, CA 900611 11013/ 5811.41550
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CALL US! Conrad -Johnson, Hafler, Perreaux, PS Audio,

Audio Pro, dbx, Ohm Acoustics, Infinity, Monster Cable,

Harman /Kardon, SAE, Stax, Amber, Denon, NAD, VSP

Labs, Adcom, DCM, KEF, Pyramid, Tandberg, Thorens,

Grace, Crado, Dynavector, Nitty Gritty, VPI, more. AU-

TOMOTIVE: Concord, Kenwood, Linear Power, Zapco,

lingo Box. Crime Stopper Security, more. Friendly ex-

pert consultation. Fast, free shipping. MC/VISA. REF-

ERENCE AUDIO SYSTEMS, 18214 Dalton Avenue,
Gardena, CA 90248. (213) 398-4205, (213) 391-2679.

CALL TOLL FREE! 1-(800) 826-0520 for NAD, Dahlquist,
Hatter. Denon. Proton, dbx, 3D, Tandberg, Belles, M&K,
Monster Cable, Nitty Gritty, Oracle, Grado, Snell, B&W,
Thorens, CWD, Soto, Duntec, Audioquest, NEC, VSP, Stan,
Grace, Astatic Dynavector, DCM, Sumiko. THE SOUND
SELLER, 1706 Main St., Marinette, WI 54143. (715) 735-
9002.

$99 SPECIAL. (Original retails 52504300): #8851 50/50W
integrated amp: #8841 digitally synthesized tuner; #8871
direct drive/auto turntable with cartridge. 1 year Teknika
warranty. SCC, Box 551SR, Dublin, Ohio 43017. (614) 889-
2117. VISA/MC/COD.

SOUND VALUE CENTER offers the LOWEST possible
prices on home and car stereo including esoteric brands.
9 am -9 pm Monday -Saturday. (914)769-7932.

NAKAMICHI: BX $399-, RX 202 $515-, RX 303 $725-, RX
505 $889-. Zx9 $1165-, Dragon $1395, TD 1200 $995.
TASC M244 $885.32 $899, 34 $1099, M 30 $929, M2A $349.
YAMAHA. R100 $579, T 100 $259, T700 $199-, A1000 $499,
A700 $349-. SONY: TCD 5M $455, WMD6C 2359-. CDP 501
es $729-. 24 hours. (206) 361-2455. TASKAMICHI AUDIO.

LOWEST PRICES. BOSE, DBX, JBL, NAKAMICHI and
more. Dynamic Sound, Box 168, Starkville, MS 39739.
(601)323-0750. 2 PM -9 PM.

TAPES

OLD T' ME RADIO -original broadcasts on quality tapes.
Free catalog. Carl R. Froelich, Route One, New Freedom,
Pennsylvania 17349.

OPEN REEL TAPES. Prerecorded. Catalogue. $1.00. Bar-
clay -Crocker, 313-S Mill Street, Poughkeepsie, NY 12601.

1930-1962 RADIO PROGRAMS. Beats Television!! Tapes,
$1.00 Hour! Established esteemed dealer. Informative 275
page catalog, $1.25. AM Treasures, Box 192SR, Babylon,
N.Y. 11702.

OPEN REEL TAPE -Mostly Ampex 641/671, used once,
unspliced, unboxed. T 1800' or 2400' 50 Reels: $80.00.
Sample: $2.00. Ten 3600' 101/2" Reels: $37.50. Sample:
$3.50 New, high Bias cassettes. Sample: $1.00. AUDIO
TAPES, Box 9584-K, Alexandria, VA 22304. (703) 370-5555.
VISA/MC.
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FREE exceptional audiophile recordings catalog. NEW ...
"3'D SOUND IMAGES." albums! Astound friends! Sam-
plers! Audiophile cassette $4.99; PCM $14.95, Mirror Im-
age, 7040 3rd # 111A. Scottsdale, AZ 85251.

AMPEX PROFESSIONAL SERIES AUDIO TAPE SALE.
High quality open reel 1800' or 2400' on 7' reels, used once.
Case of 40, $45.00. 10,/2 x 3600' and cassettes. MC/VISA.
Valtech Electronics, Box 6 -SR, Richboro, PA 18954. (215)
322-4866.



AUDIO SPECIALTY SHOPS

AUDIOPHILESIIIII Grado, B+O, NAD, DCM, Dahlquist,
Boston Acoustics, Carver, Denon, Haller, Signet. Best
values available. CSA AUDIO. 193 Bellevue. Montclair, New
Jersey. 07043. (201) 744-0600.

Are you tired of no literature, poor advice, bad choices, no
service or repair, money on deposit, hidden charges. poor
delivery then MAKE A CHANGE. Salon One Audio, 2031
West Grand Ave., Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494. (715) 421-
5910. Home trial available. God's blessing with you.

AUDIOPHILES/VIDEOPHILES! We have the widest selec-
tion of audio/video equipment available. Kyocera, Allison,
Adcom, Harman-Kardon, Infinity, NEC, Thorens, Jensen
Audio/Video, SAE, Haller, Klipsch, Luxman. VHS Hi-Fi! Call
for information. CONTINENTAL SOUND, 98-77 Queens
Blvd., Rego Park, NY 11374. (212) 459-7507. Immediate
delivery. MC/VISA/AMEX.

RECORDS

COLLECTORS' Soundtracks. Mint. List $1 (refundable).
Jemm's, P.O. Box 157, Glenview, III.60025.

RARE ORIGINAL RECORDS, all kinds, mostly mint. 5000
list $2.00. refundable. Carl, Box 828, Princeton, NC 27569.

ORGAN AND CHORAL RECORDS. For free catalog write:
Gothic Records, P.O. Box 1576-F, Tustin, CA 92681.

FREE RECORD CATALOGUE. New releases at discount
prices and huge selection of classical, soundtrack, pop-
ular and jazz special values. Rose Records, Dept. R, 214
So. Wabash, Chicago, IL 60604.

OPERA -HISTORICAL PERFORMANCES ON DISC. Most
comprehensive selection anywhere. Send $1.00 for cata-
log -refundable. LYRIC, 162 B Cabot St., West Babylon,
NY 11704.

FREE GIANT LP AND TAPE CATALOG. Discount LP's,
cassettes, Compact Discs. blank tapes, Current, budget,
out -of -print, and collectors items. MUSIC SUPERMART.
P.O. Box 1635, Reseda, CA 91335.

FREE STEREO ALBUMS. For entry form send $1.00 SASE,
Music and Music, Inc., POB 6698. Birmingham, Alabama
35210.

SOUNDTRACKS, SHOWS. SINGERS, JAZZ, list $1.50.
Records. 3973 GLENFELIZ BLVD., Los Angeles, CA 90039.

JAZZ RECORDS, Big Bands, Mainstream, Dixieland, Dis-
cographies, Imports. Craig Recording, PO Box 943, El
Dorado, AR 71731-0943.

RECORDS BY GASPARO. Chamber music, solo, ba-
roque -We have something for you. Write for free cata-
log. PO Box 120069. Nashville, TN 37212.

THE DIGITAL AUDIO REVIEW. For only $4 per month this
newsletter guides you to the beat compact discs, best
players, and the newest developments in digital audio.
Compact Disc Reviews. Upcoming Disc Releases & Im-
ports. New Equipment. New Technologies. Readers' O&A.
Edited by Danny Goodman, leading consumer electron-
ics writer and PBS -TV commentator. Subscribe today!
Send $48 check or M.O. for 1 year (12 issues) to: THE
DIGITAL AUDIO REVIEW, 155 Dolphine Ave., PO Box 1076,
El Granada, CA 94018.

AUDIOPHILE PARADISE -Compact disc prices starting
at $11.99. Japanese import albums at $7.99, European at
$5.99. Premium quality products only, largest selection in
the country! Catalog $1.00. Earthtune. PO Box 42189.
Portland, Oregon 97242.

WORLD'S LARGEST. COMPUTERIZED CATALOG of rare
records, 26,000 entries. Classical showbiz popular jazz,
comedy spoken. $4.50 refundable. Round Sound West. P.O.
Box 2248. Leucadia, CA 92024.

WE BUY AND SELL like -new Stereo LP's, prerecorded reel
tapes and cassettes. Thousands in stock! Catalog $2.50
Protect your LP's -poly, paper, cardboard jackets. Low
prices. FREE catalog RECORD CARE, Hillburn, NY 10931.

MASTER RECORDINGS from Mobile Fidelity: New Roll-
ing Stones Box, only $220.00! LP's $14.00. CD's $17.75.
UHOR's $37.50, Sinatra Box $295.00. Ultrasound. 1319
Highland Ave.. Dayton, OH 45410. (513) 256-9714
(evenings).

WHILE YOU WERE LOOKING FOR "Out -of -Print" Rec-
ords you should've been looking for us! DISContinued (213)
846-9192.

TEST RECORD. System frequency response, separation,
cartridge separation and more. Professional quality, mas-
tered at 1/2 speed. $9.95 each, check, money order or C.O.D.
Inquiries and response: TOP, Suite 43, 2395 Oakland Rd.,
San Jose, CA 95131.

JAZZ, BLUES, ROCK. Below list. VISA, MC. Free cata-
log.RUTABAGA RECORDS, 437 North 5th St., Strouds-
burg, PA 18360.

FREE IMPORT RECORD CATALOGUE! Audiophile quality
Rock. Metal, New Music, from Japan, Europe. U.K. Audi-
ophile accessories. Large selection. Fast service MC/
VISA accepted. STRAIGHT LINE MARKET, PO Box 8822-
E. Durham, NC 27707.

3M BRINGS YOU STATIC -FREE LISTENING FOREVER!
Wipe out static permanently and hear your records at
their best. Just one application of the unique 3M
SCOTCH' RECORD CARE SYSTEM does it. It cleans, re-
duces friction, prolongs record life, too. Full ref undin 30
days if not delighted. For credit card orders, call TOLL -
FREE: (800) 328-1449. Or send just $24.50 to 3M Scotch
Record Care System, Dept 6641, PO Box 33073, St. Paul,
MN 55133.

CD's -All imports and domestic titles available. 15% DIS-
COUNT. For free catalog or to place order. call (301) 731-
0099 or write to: WASHINGTON CD, PO Box 44005, Wash-
ington, DC 20026. MC/VISA accepted.

BORROW $300-$30,000 INTEREST FREE! Keep indefi-
nitely! Free Details. Write: American, 1601 Main, Plain-
field, Indiana 46168.

ELECTRONIC REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED! Lowest
possible prices!! Over 100 brands! Audio, Video. Car
Stereo, Computers, Electronic Experts, 1000 Orange Ave..
West Haven, CT 06516.

CAPTURE BOOMING MARKET. Huge profits, running your
own stereo, video business at home. We stock and ship
equipment for you. Details $2.98. K.W. Egan. Box 172,
Watervliet. NY 12189.

HOW TO START AND OPERATE your own profitable busi-
ness at home. 100% guaranteed. Send for free brochure
to: Billy King. Box 1378. Borger, TX 79008.

MAIL ORDER OPPORTUNITY! Start profitable home
business without experience or capital. Information free.
Mail Order Associates. Dept. 502, Montvale, NJ 07645.

PROTECT YOUR LP's -poly. paper, cardboard jackets.
Send for FREE catalog. Record House, Hillburn, NY 10931. INSTRUCTIONS

COMPACT DISC

COMPACT DISCS & ACCESSORIES. Call TOLL FREE

1(800) -ALL -DISC, (in CT. 1(452-0203), for FREE CAT-

ALOG M -F 10-8, Saturday 10-7, Sunday 10-4. ALL DISC

MUSIC INC., 133 Wheeler Road, Monroe, CT 06468.

LARGEST SELECTION ON COMPACT -DISC available!
Select from all titles and artists released and receive our
gigantic catalog of audiophile laser -disc product. Lowest
prices on earth in a flawless mailorder service. EAMS Ex-
port Department, Postfach 1525/Graf inger Str. 226, D-8360
Deggendorf/West-Germany.

COMPACT DISCS! Most $11.99-$13.99. 1200 plus titles in
stock. Free catalog plus monthly updats. OZ RECORDS,
5246 Memorial Drive, Stone Mountain, Georgia 30083.
(404) 292-5452.

COMPACT DISCS! Prices from $12.99. Send $1.00 for cat-
alog, refundable with order. DISC HAVEN, Box 16, Storrs,
CT 06268.

COMPACT DIGITAL DISCS exclusively -in -stock -catalog
$1, refundable with order. Ethel Enterprises, Box 3301,
Dept. SR. Falls Church, VA 22043.

COMPACT DISCS! Over 2000 titles available -immedi-

ate delivery -FREE catalog. LAURY'S RECORDS, 9800

North Milwaukee Ave., Des Plaines, IL 60016. (312)2%-

0420.

COMPACT DISC CENTER

P.O. Box 6165, Clifton Park, NY 12065

15181 664-2550

Many Discs 513.99

Quantity 10 and over only $12.99

$2.00 Cont. U.S. shipping

FREE CATALOGUE

DIGITAL COMPACT DISCLUB. Members get SUPER LOW
PRICES, Super Selection, TRADE -in -PRIVILEGES, FREE
quarterly catalog. Send $1.00 (refundable on member-
ship) for details. SOUNDPRO DISCLUB-S, POB 645, Car-
mel. Indiana, 46032.

COMPACT DIGITAL DISCS AT DISCOUNT PRICES.

Southeast's CD Headquarters. Free Catalog. Cat's Rec-

ords and Tapes, PO Box 22773, Nashville, TN 37202.

COMPACT DISCS -LOW AS $9.99. Single CD's -Warners
$9.99. ECM, Nonesuch, $10.99. CBS. RCA, A&M, Verve
$11.99. London -DG -Philips $12.00. Every label dis-
counted. Order by artist. title, label. Send MC/VISA (in-
clude expiration date), MO, check. Add $2.25 shipping first
disc, 50 each additional. Or send $2.00 for catalogs and
$25.00 of discount coupons. CLASSIC DIVERSIONS, P03
1923. Dept. SR. Evanston, IL 60204.

COMPACT DISCS: First and best selection in North Amer-
ica. Complete selection of discs: domestic, European and
Japanese imports. New catalog with over 1900 titles, more
arriving daily. Same day service. Phone orders wel-
comed. CAPITOL RECORD SHOP, 7 Capitol Ave.. Hart-
ford, CT 06106. (203) 278-6530. MC/Visa.

COMPACT DISCS -DISCOUNT PRICES -We stock
everything available on CD -FREE CATALOG -Domes-
tic and import. Prompt shipping. Write or call, MUSIC
ISLE, PO Box 11508, Knoxville, TN 37939. (615) 588-1821

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

ERASE DEBTS with little-known law -CREATE wealth'
Details FREE-WealthKit, No. DD11, Billings, N.Y. 12510.

YOUR OWN RADIO STATION! AM. FM, cable, licensed,
unlicensed, low-cost transmitters! Free information:
Broadcasting. Box 130-R11, Paradise, CA 95969.

BE A RECORDING ENGINEER! New classes quarterly. In-
stitute of Audio/Video Engineering, 1831 Hyperion, Dept
L. Hollywood. CA 90027, (213) 666-3003.

BOOKS & MAGAZINES

SATELLITE 1V VIEWERS

Send S1 for sample copy.

"P.O. Box 308Z, Fortuna, CA 95540"
800-351-9997 (U.S.)  SOO-556-1787 (Calif.)

707-725-2476 (all others)

Interested in home satellite TV?
Learn how it yoirks, what semi., are available. how to

buy a system and more through the new booklet Tuning In
In Satellite TV Clip out this coupon and send it with your

name and address, and $1 00 for postage and handling to:
Tuning In To Satellite TV

CommTek Publishing Company
P.O. Box 2228, Dept.

Hailey, ID 83333

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS. BARGAIN BOOKS 2,000
titles, all subjects! Free catalog: Hamilton, Box 15-D. Fails
Village, CT 06031.

PLANS & KITS

HIGH PERFORMANCE AUDIO KITS. Phono, equalizers,
delay and more. Send for FREE catalog. PHOENIX SYS-
TEMS -SR, Manchester, Connecticut 06040. (203) 643-
4484.

MOVIE FILM/VIDEOTAPES

GREAT ARTISTS VIDEO. The exciting alternative for op-
eratic video collectors. Box 797, Bronx, New York 10469.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP. Hypnotize! Astonishing details.
strange catalog free! Autosuggestion. Box 24-ZD, Olym-
pia. Washington 98507.

RENT THIS SPACE
In Stereo Review's
Classified section.

You'll reach over 575,000
prime prospects for your
mail-order products and
services -at affordable

low rates. To place your ad,
or for further information,
call Lois Price collect at:

(212) 503-5999



FOR INVENTORS

INVENTORS' IDEAS HAVE VALUE'

Ever think of an idea. forget it and see it later on the
market, Many people don t forget. act quickly and
are rewarded by American Industry Write down
your idea' We otter free disclosure registration and
initial consultation regarding your idea's potential
value Call or write without delay for your free infor-
mation package

AMERICAN INVENTORS CORPORATION
82 Broad St . Dept. SR
Westfield, MA 01086

413-568-3753

A Fee Based Marketing Company
Offices Coast to Coast

INVENTIONS, IDEAS. NEW PRODUCTS WANTED' Indus-
try presentation/national exposition. Call free (1-800) 528-
6050. Arizona. (1-800)352-0458.X831.

PERSONALS

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international cor-
respondence. Illustrated brochure free. Hermes-Verlag.
Box 10660/Z. D-1000 Berlin 11, W. Germany.

CORRESPONDENCE TO ASIA FOR LASTING RELA-
TIONSHIP Free information. AAWS-SR. Box 2777, Orcutt,
CA 93455-0777.

INDIVIDUALS, COUPLES-Friends for sports, hobbies,
travel, vacations, correspondence-nationwide, world-
wide. ELECTRONIC EXCHANGE. Box 68-S41. Manhattan
Beach. CA 90266.

TRAVELING TO THE FAR EAST? Make contacts first. Asian
Exchange, Box 1021 P, Honokaa, Hawaii 96727.

BEAUTIFUL PHILIPPINE LADIES seeking nice friend-
ship, marriage! Photos, details-$1.00. Transcor-SR -F.
Box 2321, Manila, Philippines 2801.

MISCELLANEOUS

MEET ASIAN LADIES' Send $2.00 for photo album. DE-
TAILS: Friendship, 4959CE Hollywood Blvd.. Hollywood.
CA 90027

ATTENTION
CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISERS:

What's the best way
to reach over

575,000 audiophiles
-prime prospects
for your mail-order

products and services?
Through a low-cost ad
in Stereo Review's
Classified section!

To place your ad, or for
further information

(including rates,
ad styles and sizes),

call Lois Price
collect at:

(212) 503-5999 1

nents suggests some rather extrava-
gant profit margins. Of course, the
real issue is whether the escalating
prices of the esoterics are matched
by performance even marginally
better than what is available in the
mass market, and the lack of uni-
formity in testing procedures
among reviewers and in specifica-
tion reporting among manufactur-
ers prevents a clear answer.

Available information suggests
that esoterics as a group-and it's
hard to group them-generally sur-
pass high -spec mass -market car-
tridges in only one aspect of meas-
ured performance, namely rise
time. The fastest low -output mov-
ing coils have rise times of under 10
microseconds, and the amplitude
sensors are even faster. Fixed -coil
designs (with the exception of Dec -
ca) and high -output moving coils
are invariably slower, though the
importance of very fast rise times is
itself a matter of debate.

Certain esoterics (again moving
coils and amplitude sensors) exhibit
exemplary phase response, but here
also the importance of the measure-
ment is debatable.

Sao Win, perhaps the most meas-
urement -oriented of the esoteric
manufacturers, states that quite a
few measurable and audible differ-
ences do exist among premium car-
tridges and that the lack of compre-
hensive standardized measure-
ments prevents consumers from ob-
jectifying listening impressions. Dr.
Win feels that all manufacturers
should cite such data as induced
hum level, dynamic compliance at
10 Hz, channel balance at 100 Hz,
1 kHz, and 10 kHz, channel sepa-
ration at I and 10 kHz, lateral and
vertical distortion and trackability,
high -frequency square -wave re-
sponse, and FIM distortion.

Perhaps the general adoption of
such rigorous testing standards
would justify the claims of at least
some of the esoterics. Certainly
such tests would help to isolate the
real effects of different cantilever
lengths and substances as well as
different stylus shapes, cartridge
bodies, and generator designs. But
no "best design" is likely to emerge.
Patent restrictions will dictate a
multiplicity of approaches.

And in any case, high perform-
ance in one area is often achieved at
the cost of reduced performance in
another. The compromises ulti-
mately incorporated in a finished
product are always a reflection of
taste, and taste is a chief ingredient
of mystique.
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THE HIGH END

by Ralph Hodges

\,"
Speakers: ''.( \',
Distinguishing '
Marks

s a breed, high -end speaker
systems have a few earmarks
(excuse the expression) that

set them apart from their
higher -sales -volume competition
and that (sometimes) significantly
affect their performance. A couple
of these characteristics are worth
noting because they frequently run
counter to what you might expect.

First, except for the manufactur-
ers of electrostatics and other film -
diaphragm designs, most high -end
speaker manufacturers don't make
their own drivers. This is a practice
they share with the worst of the
three -cones -in -a -box brown -goods
purveyors, and it has occasionally
given promotional aid and comfort
to the more "vertically integrated"
manufacturing operations, those
that can all but lay claim to mining
the ore that goes into their magnets.
But the high end tends to see as its
goal not expertise in fabricating
voice coils, cone materials, and pole
pieces, but the triumph of assem-
bling the ultimate in definitive
sound. To this end, there are about
a dozen driver suppliers worldwide
that build perfectly splendid de-
vices-within the performance lim-
itations every speaker -system de-
signer must assess for himself-and
all of them are for sale. There is no
need for a high -end manufacturer to
assume the complications of plant
capitalization and labor training
just to create something he appre-

ciates listening to-unless, of
course, his particular holy grail in-
volves materials and construction
he can't buy off the shelf.

Second, more and more high -end
speakers are not physically big
(again excepting those using film -
diaphragm drivers). This is a depar-
ture from earlier days, when all "hi-
fi" speakers were big-or at least
bigger than most nonenthusiasts
were willing to accept as rational-
and the more highly esteemed ones
were larger still, up to the point of
the 30 -inch woofer made until re-
cently by Electro-Voice and the
home -crafted folded -horn enclosure
that extended down into-and
filled much of-the basement.

The drift away from sheer size has
other justifications than the com-
parative ease of shipping and selling
a small package. A major one is
driver mass, which translates into
the rapidity with which a small cone
can be gotten moving versus a large
one. In any multi -way speaker sys-
tem, the output of a large woofer
must smoothly meld with the con-
tribution of a small tweeter or
midrange, and the success of this
melding is much more plausible if
both cones respond with the same
alacrity. In other words, the high-
frequency response of the low -fre-
quency driver(s) and the low -fre-
quency response of the high -fre-
quency unit(s) must be good. If they
aren't, go certain high -end theories,
the waveform of the reproduced sig-
nal will be measurably distorted
(which is quite probably not audibly
important) and the impact of tran-
sients will be diluted, just as the
impact of a bag of lead shot is less
stunning when it hits you piece by
piece over a protracted period of
time instead of all at once.

Many high -end manufacturers are
convinced that this dissipation ex-
ists and is audible, particularly to
musicians and others constantly ex-
posed to music "in the flesh." From
all this comes one high -end justifi-
cation for using several small woof-
ers instead of one large one, and to
consider large woofers suspect un-
less they are confined to the bottom
two octaves of the audio range (be-
low 150 Hz).

Small speakers, it is said, are also
less apt to get in their own way
acoustically than large ones. Reflec-

tion and diffraction effects diminish
with enclosure size, and the short-
wavelength dispersion of smaller
drivers is greater. The resulting
"openness" of sound (it can also be
promoted by distancing the speak-
ers from walls and floor) can be
matchlessly seductive even to hard-
bitten speaker designers-until they
start wondering about what to do
for low -bass response.

Sometimes the answer is just to
forget about it. Demo records fea-
turing such things as unaccompan-
ied solo voice have been popular
amongst the high end of late, and
there has been a general warming to
the charms of unadorned, ascetic
music (folk, Gregorian chant) rather
than hi-fi "effects" (Tchaikovsky,
the Stones). Contrast this attitude,
however, with the insistence of
some purists on bass extending
down to the barometric, if only to
capture the subtle infrasonic shud-
der of real -world spaces in which
music is performed.

Being aware of these (debatable)
design distinctions is, of course, lit-
tle help to someone beset with ur-
gent acquisitive needs, but it does
bring home the point that, in the high
end, sound is all; the physical make-
up of the speaker is irrelevant ex-
cept to those who wrestled with its
design. It is readily possible to hear
three or four speaker designs from
different companies, all with the
same drivers, but all presenting dif-
ferent versions of sonic reality. A
confusing state of affairs, but it's
what the quest is all about. 0

".. . and remember this about the
Audek 4, sir. Ifyou unwound all the wire
from the voice coil of the woofer, it
would stretch from Tillie's Snack Bar
all the way to Jim's Texaco Station."
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Laser XE. We never forget the competition
is always on our tail. We intend to keep them there.

We bu It the new '85 Laser XE to
outperform the competition:
Camaro Z28, Trans Am, Mustang
SVO, boyota Supra, Nissan 300 ZX.*
Laser XE does it when you equip
it with turbo and European

haidling suspension w th
nitrogen -charged shocks.

In over 1,500 test runs by
the United States Auto

Club, front -wheel drive
Laser dominates

the competition.

pkttl,
I .1 b.

;

First in the slalom. Shortest distance
in braking with new, bigger Eagle
GT radials. And with more turbo -
power for '85, Laser does 0 to 50
in 5.6 seconds leaving Z28, Trans
Am, Supra and 300 ZX in its wake.
Inside Laser XE's fitted cockpit, :he
performance continues.
A 19 -feature electronic monitor
thinks with you. Your driver's seat
responds with pneumatic thigh
and lumbar supports that adjust to

fit your form. You car choose Mark
Cross leatt-er and the Ultimate
Sounc Stereo that remembers
what you like to hea- and plays it
through six premium speakers.
Chrysler knows: to be first, a
sports car -nust last. So Laser's en-
gine, its 5 -speed anc even is
turbo are backed by a five-year or
50,0C0 -mile Protection Plan.**
No other snorts car gives
you that.Not even Porsche.
Buckle up or safety.

Chrysler

Chrysler Eest built, best backed
American :ars 

Eiaseil or °derail esultS ei USAC e "tancaul equipper!
19R4 mocele. Wlichever comes fir -I Limo ed warranties on
powertrain and Oiler body rust -through Deductible applors
F .riudes 'feet /teases Dealer has de ails Slowest percent of
NHISA safety rec ills for 82 and 83 modes designed and
built in North Arn.rica Best backedbased 311 warranty com-
parison of conpent rye %eh/cies

"THE COMPEP'!ON IS GOOD.WE HAD TO BE BETTER:'

CHRYSLER
Amw



_You'll know why

we're first, the second

you hearus.
First it was DC. Then DD/DC and Super Feedforward. Now Sansui astounds the audiophile

with the greatest improvement in an amp. X -Balanced circuitry. It cancels out external
distortion by eliminating the transformer to chassis ground; and decisively removes IHM.

You'll find X -Balanced circuitry in a wide range of superior Sansui products, like our
AU-G99X amp, shown with TU-D99X quartz-PLL synthesizer tuner which incorporates our
new Super Linear Digital Decoder for improved rejection of spurious signals and interference.
Another version of this tuner even has AM stereo capability.

There's more worth hearing about these great Sansui component
Write: Consumer Service Dept., Sansui Electronics Corp. Lyndhurst
NJ 07071; Carson, CA 90746; Sansui Electric Co., Ltd., lbkyo, Japan. Sansui_
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